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Dr. Edward C. Posner
August 1O, 1933, to June 15, 1993
Ed Posner was born in New York City on August 10, 1933, and graduated first in his class from
Stuyvesant tIigh School in 1950. Two years later, he received his B.A. in physics, and then his
M.S. and Ph.D. (in 1957) fi'om the University of Chicago. While a graduate student, he married
Sylvia Cohen. They have a daughter, Joyce, and a son, Stephen. After four years of teaching
mathematics at the University of Wisconsin and Harvey Mudd College, he joined JPL's Commu-
nications Systems Research Section in 1961. During the next 32 years, he worked extensively in
information theory, communications, and neural networks. IIe was Supervisor of the Information
Processing Group (1962-1967), Deputy Manager of the Communications Systems Research Section
(1967-1973), a member of the TDA Planning Office (1973-1978), and Manager of the TDA Plan-
ning Office (1978-1983) before being appointed the TDA's C,hief Technologist in 1981. In 1982, he
became editor of the TDA Progress Report.
In addition to his JPL activities, Ed held a joint appointment on Caltech's faculty from 1970
until his death. In this capacity, he supervised numerous Ph.D. students, in research topics covering
a variety of communications subjects that generally differed from his JPL communications interests.
He founded and, for more than 20 years, organized the Caltech Electrical Engineering Systems Group
seminar. IIe was a founder of Caltech's and JPL's program in neural networks, lie sponsored many
Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) students and cofounded the SURF satellite
program. He also served on the freshnlan admissions committee.
Ed was a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and a member of the
Board of Governors of its Information Theory Socicty and of the Neural Networks Committee. tie
served as chairman of the Neural Information Processing Systems Foundation. IIe was a member of
the committccs of professional mathematics and engineering societies, program chairman or general
chairman of several conferences, and a member of the editorial boards of four journals.
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Dedication
This issue is dedicated to the memory of Dr. Edward_ C. Posner, who died in a tragic traffic
accident while bicycling to work on June 15, 1993. H e will be greatly missed.
Dr. Posner was the editor of this publication from December 1982 to June 1993. During his
tenure, he succeeded in continually improving the technical quality and integrity of this quarterly
report. It is widely circulated to 97 orgamz: atl0ns)___ 1-19couptnes.
The editing of this issue had been substantially completed by Dr. Posner. I am honored to have
the privilege to complete this issue for h_ - _ ___7
To express some of the feelings of thos_ of us who _a_-dcome to know Ed Posner, two passages
follow from Dr. Lew Allen, Director of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory from 1982 to 1990, and
Dr. Eberhardt Rechtin, a founder of the Deep Space.Network. -
Joseph H. Yuen
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It was my great pleasure to work closely with Dr. Edward C. Posner in several respects. His
contributions to the Deep Space Network have been recounted elsewhere and they, of course, contin-
ued during my time as Director. Ed was known nationally and internationally as a leading expert
in communications with very low-level signals in a noisy environment. He applied this knowledge
to several important problems involving national security. His contributions to these areas were
recognized by the customer as very innovative and valuable.
Ed was an excellent teacher. He held a joint appointment with the Electrical Engineering Depart-
ment at Caltech. He enjoyed working with students and was especially active in creating summer
research opportunities for undergraduate Caltech students. His wit and wry view of many matters
caused him to be a joy to students and fellow workers. He encouraged and mentored young scientists
and engineers at JPL in a way that will be particularly missed.
Ed and I worked together on a few civil applications of communication technologies; here also,
his deep understanding of underlying principles was very important. And, I also knew him as a
friend. :IPL will miss the services of Ed, and I and many others will miss him as a friend.
Lcw Allen
Tile Deep Space Network is a very human organization, for all of its stations, accomplishments,
"firsts," and fame. It has a soul. Ed Posner was at the center of that soul--a renaissance man, a
teacher, and a brilliant technologist. He understood tile importance of unmatched excellence under
stress, of performance so high as to be taken for granted, and of deep dedication beyond self. But,
without relief, such things-ln-ake for Somber surroundings and, worse yet, somber people who take
things too seriously and who fail hard. Ed was a master of the gentle jibe that reminded us that
being in the DSN could be--must be--fun. He had the technical and intellectual credentials to get
away with it and the tact not to jest too deep. =
The TDA Progress Report has been an essential part of tile DSN from its inception. The report
is an expression of how and why the DSN performs as it does--with high standards, integrity, and
respect for those it serves. Excellent journals come from excellent organizations, of course. But, it is
also true that excellent organizations result from the discipline, respons_ility, and pride that comes
from writing of one's work in a first-rate publication. Our Progress Report editor is responsible for
making and keeping it so, for 'q_eeping the flame," and revealing the soul of the DS N.
Ed Posner understood all that. Being an editor is a tough job. There's not much glory in it. tie
volunteered for it, anaong all his other careers. IIe seldom talked about his feelings, but I suspect lie
deeply loved the Deep Space Network and its people. As editor, lie told their story. IIe was a lively,
gentle, understanding, and brilliant part of their soul. We will miss him more than he could have
imagined.
Eb Rech tin
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Preface
This quarterly publication provides archival reports on developments in programs
managed by JPL's Office of Telecommunications and Data Acquisition (TDA). In
space comnmnications, radio navigation, radio science, and ground-based radio and
radar astronomy, it reports on activities of the Deep Space Network (DSN) in plan-
ning, supporting research aald teclmology, implementation, and operations. Also
included are standards activity at JPL for space data and information systems
and reimbursable DSN work performed for other space agencies through NASA.
The preceding work is all performed for NASA's Office of Space Communications
(OSC). The TDA Office also performs work funded by another NASA program of-
fice through and with the cooperation of OSC. This is the Orbital Debris Radar
Program with tile Office of Space Systems Development.
The TDA Office is directly involved in several tasks that directly support the
Office of Space Science (OSS), with OSC funding DSN operational support. In radio
science, The TDA Progress Report describes the spacecraft radio science program
conducted using tile DSN. For the ttigh-Resolution Microwave Survey (ItRMS), the
report covers implementation and operations for searching the microwave spectrum.
In solar system radar, it reports on the uses of the Goldstone Solar System Radar
for scientific exploration of the planets, their rings and satellites, asteroids, and
comets. In radio astronomy, the areas of support include spectroscopy, very long
baseline interferometry, and astrometry.
Fiually, tasks funded under the JPL Director's Discretionary Fund and the Cal-
tech President's Fund that involve the TDA Office are included.
This and each succeeding issue of The TDA Progress Report will present material
in some, but not necessarily all, of the following categories:
OSC Tasks:
DSN Advanced Systems
Tracking and Ground-Based Navigation
Communications, Spacecrat't-Ground
Station Control and System Technology
Network Data Processing and Productivity
DSN Systems Implementation
Capabilities for Existing Projects
Capabilities for New Projects
New Initiatives
Network Upgrade and Sustaining
DSN Operations
Network Operations and Operations Support
Mission Interface emd Support
TDA Program Management and Analysis
Ground Communications huplementation and Operations
Data and Information Systems
Flight-Ground Advanced Engineering
Long-Range Program Planning
OSC Cooperative Tasks:
Orbital Debris Radar Program
vii
OSS Tasks:
Radio Science
tligh-Resol u tion Microwave Survey
Goldstone Solar System Radar
Radio Astronomy
Discretionary Funded Tas['- = _ :
\ L
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Radio Metric Errors Due to Mismatch and Offset
Between a DSN Antenna Beam and the Beam
of a Troposphere Calibration Instrument
R. P. Linfield and J. Z. Wilcox
Tracking Systems and Applications Section
Two components of the error of a troposphere calibration measurement have been
quantified by theoretical calculations. The first component is a beam mismatch er-
ror, which occurs when the calibration instrument senses a conical volume different
from the cylindrical volume sampled by a DSN antenna. The second component is a
beam offset error, which occurs if the calibration instrument is not mounted on the
axis of the DSN antenna. These two error sources were calculated for both delay
(e.g., VLBI) and delay rate (e.g., Doppler) measurements. The beam mismatch
error for both delay and delay rate drops rapidly as the beamwidth of the tropo-
sphere calibration instrument (e.g., a water vapor radiometer or an infrared Fourier
transform spectrometer) is reduced. At a lO-deg elevation angle, the instantaneous
beam mismatch error is 1.0 mm for a 6-deg beamwidth and 0.09 mm for a 0.5-deg
beam (these are the full angular widths of a circular beam with uniform gain out to
a sharp cutoff). Time averaging for 60-100 sec will reduce these errors by factors
of 1.2-2.2. At a 20-deg elevation angle, the lower limit for current Doppler obser-
vations, the beam-mismatch delay rate error is an Allan standard deviation over
100 sec of 1.1 x 10 -14 with a 4-deg beam and 1.3 x 10 -15 for a 0.5-deg beam.
A 50-m beam offset would result in a fairly modest (compared to other expected
error sources) delay error (<_0.3 mm for 60-sec integrations at any elevation an-
gle >_6 deg). However, the same offset would cause a large error in delay rate
measurements (e.g., an Allan standard deviation of 1.2x 10 -14 over 100 sec at a
20-deg elevation angle), which wouM dominate over other known error sources if
the beamwidth is 2 deg or smaller. An on-axis location is essential for accurate
troposphere calibration of delay rate measurements. A half-power beamwidth (for
a beam with a tapered gain profile) of 1.2 deg or smaller is desired for calibration of
all types of radio metrics. A water-vapor radiometer calibration beam of this size
with very low sidelobes would require a clear aperture antenna with a diameter of
at least 1.5 m if the primary water vapor sensing channel were in the 20-22 GHz
range.
I. Introduction
A, Background
Spacecraft tracking with the DSN involves radio metric
(delay or delay rate) measurements over the spacecraft-
ground path, sometimes with similar measurements of nat-
ural radio sources for purposes of calibratiom -Any non-
geometric delay or delay rate will (if not perfectly cali-
brated) degrade the accuracy of the tracking measurement.
With the increase in the radio frequency used for space-
craft tracking from 2.3 GHz (past missions) to 8.4 GHz
(current missions) to 32 GHz (future missions), the effect
of charged particles along the spacecraft-ground path is
becoming much less significant (rion o¢ v -_, where rio,, is
the delay due to charged particles and v is the radio fre-
quency of the link; the same proportionality holds for delay
rates). The effect of the neutral (and nondispersive) tropo -_
sphere is consequently becoming more dominant. For 8.4-
GHz single-frequency observations, the contributions from
charged particles and from the troposphere are compara-
ble. For 32-GItz single-frequency tracking (future space-
craft missions) or for dual-frequency measurements (cur-
rent very long baseline interferometry [VLBI] tracking),
the troposphere will dominate over other media effects.
The radio metric data themselves canbe _uSedto solve
for the tropospheric delay. However, spatial and temporal
irregularities in the troposphere limit the accuracy with
which this process can be done.
A VLBI tracking demonstration on a natural source [1]
showed that the tropospheric delay in the direction toward
a spacecraft could be estimated to an accuracy of approx-
imately 1 cm, giving an angular measurement accuracy of
1 nanoradian (nrad). Troposphere calibralion is essential
in order to improve the accuracy of radio metric tracking
beyond this capability. For a goal of an order-of-magnitude
improvement in VLBI tracking accuracy to 100 picoradi-
ans (prad), the contribution of the troposphere nmst be
reduced to 1 mm, through a combination of calibration
and parameter estimation.
Doppler (delay rate) spacecraft tracking measurements
are used both for navigation and for gravitational wave
searches. The troposphere calibration goals for future
Doppler navigation using Ka-band (31-34 GHz) haye not
yet been completely specified. However, they are approxi-
mately 1x 10 -15 ill an Allan standard deviation over 3000-
10,000 sec. 1 For the Cassini Gravitational Wave Search
experiment (the first one to use a Ka-band link), the goals
for troposphere calibration are Allan standard deviations
of 4 x 10 -16 at 1000 and 10,000 sec and 1.3 x 10 -15 at
100 sec. The experiment requirements are a factor of 4
less stringent. 2 The goals for this experiment were chosen
so that the contribution to the delay rate from the uncali-
brated troposphere would not dominate the total error at
any time scale.
In this article, the terms "delay" and "delay rate" refer
to characteristics of the troposphere above a single DSN
antenna. This is different than one common use of these
terms in DSN spacecraft navigation, where "delay" and
"delay rate" refer to the difference (or its time derivative)
in arrival times at two DSN antennas (which are often
widely spaced). For such station-differenced radio metric
data types, the effects calculated here apply to both sta-
tions. For widely spaced stations (e.g., at different DSN
sites), the delay and delay rate effects in this article should
be added in quadrature.
B. Beam Mismatch and Offset
Several types of remote-sensing troposphere calibration
systems have been constructed_ or proposed. These include
water vapor radiometers (WVR's) [2], infrared Fourier
transform spectrometers (FTS's) [3], and tracking of global
positioning satellites (GPS's) [4]. For all these systems,
the delay is measured (or inferred from thermal emission)
over some volume of troposphere. This volume is ap-
proximately conical for techniques that measure emission
(WVR, FTS) and cylindrical for techniques that measure
delay or absorption (GPS). In both cases, the measured
volume of troposphere will not match the volume sampled
by a DSN antenna, which is cylindrical with a diameter
equal to the DSN antenna diameter, axis centered on the
antenna, and extending in the direction of the spacecraft
or natural source that is being observed. This cylindrical
shape results from the circular shape of the DSN aperture
and the fact that the observed radio signal arises from a
source on the Sky that has a Very small (<<i-arcsec) angu-
lar extent. The volume mismatch can be broken down into
two components: a mismatch in the beam shape and/or
size (e.g., conical versus cylindrical) and a horizontal off-
set in the axes of the two instruments (resulting from the
calibration instrument being mounted on the edge of the
DSN antenna:or Off the antenna entirely). There are in-
homogeneities in tropospheric refractivity, predominately
due to variable water vapor density. As a result, both a
beam mismatch and a beam offset would be expected to
I S. Thurman, personal communication, Navigation Systems Sec-
tion, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Califorxfia, February 3,
1993.
2 S. Dolinsky, "Cassini Ka-Band Radio Science Study," (internal
document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, Au-
gust 1992.
cause significant errors. The purpose of this article is to
quantify these errors.
Other error sources in the cMibration process (e.g.,
the brightness temperature-to-path delay conversion for
water-vapor radiometer measurements) will be important
and are likely to be larger than the beam-mismatch and
beam-offset errors in some cases. However, these error
sources have been neglected in this article, so that the ef-
fect of the beam-mismatch and beam-offset errors can be
more fully studied. In any case, these other (e.g., non-
beam-related) error sources could potentially be reduced
to very small levels by advanced instruments and data-
processing techniques.
II. Definitions and Calculation Methods
A. Basic Definitions
The wet tropospheric delay TDSN(ZDSN, t) sampled at
time t by a DSN antenna of diameter dosN whose vertex
is at position _DSN and which is pointed at elevation angle
0DSN and azimuth $DSlV is
4 /0 dDSN/2ros_v(_os2v, t) - 7rd2DsN sin ODSN
h
× / dz X(XDSN
J --_ C08 _d C08 ODS N
+  O sN, ¢ sN, z), t)
R dR/o 2"dw
(1)
where X(_,t) is the refractivity (X - n - 1, where n is
the index of refraction) associated with water vapor at
position _ and time t; r-'(ODSN, CDSN, R,w, z) is the posi-
tion, relative to the antenna vertex, of a vector in direc-
tion (ODsN,¢DSN) from polar coordinates (R,w) on the
antenna to height z (the antenna vertex is defined as ly-
ing at z = 0); and h is the height of the wet troposphere
slab, above which X is assumed to be negligible. The DSN
aperture has been approximated by a fiat disk. In Eq.
(1), the delay has been integrated across the DSN aper-
ture. The actual delay measured by a DSN antenna is
derived from the phase of a spatially integrated complex
signal. However, because the signal is coherent across the
DSN aperture (i.e., the phase variations are <<1 re_d), the
phase of the integrated slgaml is equal to the integral of the
phase across the aperture.
The wet troposphere delay reat(z_,t,t) measured at
time t by a calibration instrument with a conical beam
at location _at is
1[ ¢/2 fo 2_ dw= sin u dur,a,(_ea,,t) "_ Jo sinO(u,w)
h
x fo dz x(eoa, + ¢, z), t) (2)
The calibration-beam cross section is assumed to be coni-
cal, with uniform gain out to a full angular width ¢. The
correspondence between the full width of such a beam and
the half-power beamwidth (HPBW) of a Gaussian beam
profile is discussed in Section III.A. The beam solid angle
fl is 12 = 27r[1 - cos (¢/2)] and _'(0, _b, z) is the position at
height z, relative to the calibration instrument, of a vector
along elevation angle 0 and azimuth $.
In order for the difference between rnSN(_DSN,t) and
r¢a_(_.eal, t) to have zero mean, the axis of the calibration
beam must be pointed at an elevation angle O¢at that is
higher than ODS N. There is a nonlinear gradient of air
mass A with elevation angle 0 across the calibration beam,
so that the mean air mass corresponds to an elevation
angle lower than O¢at. [The air mass A(O) is the tropo-
spheric path length at elevation angle 0, normalized to
the zenith path length, for a homogeneous troposphere.
For the plane-parallel, zero-bending approximation used
in these calculations, A(O) = 1/sin0]. This effect has
been previously noted [5]. For the circular calibration-
beam cross section used here, 0¢,t was calculated numer-
ically. For the cases in this article, the largest value of
Oca t -- ODS N was 0.23 deg (for ODS N : 10 deg and ¢ =
6 deg). For a more typical case, the difference in elevation
angles was much smaller (e.g., for ODS1V = 20 deg, ¢ =
1 deg, O¢al - ODSN = 0.003 deg).
The absolute value of the average instantaneous differ-
ence Ari,st between the tropospheric delay sampled by
the DSN antenna and that measured by the calibration
instrument at time t is
AT'inst(t) = ¢([7"DSN(_.DSN,t)-- real(X.DSN + l_,t)] 2)
(3)
where t7 is the vector separation in the horizontal plane
between the axis of the DSN antenna and the calibration
instrument. When delays are averaged over a time At (as
in a VLBI measurement), the delay difference Aravg is
<
2
"rDS;N( _DSN , tO "4- t) dt
(4)
-- reat(_DSN-f-1_,tO-4-t)dt
where to is the epoch at which the integration begins. For
all cases in this article where Eqs. (3) and (4) were evalu-
ated, Ocal -- 6DSN was chosen so as to give a zero mean for
the delay difference. Therefore, Eqs. (3) and (4) yielded
the standard deviation of the delay difference.
The Allan standard deviation %(At) [6] of the delay
difference r_SN(_DSN, t) -- rcaZ(£DSN + if, t) over a time
interval At is
1 ([ar,.,,(t + 2,',0 - 2A,-,..,(t+ At)+ 2>
= 2(At)2
(5)
c,,(At) will be used as a measure of the delay rate error
due to beam mismatch and offset.
B. Method of Calculation
In order to evaluate Eqs. (3)-(5) for given values of
dDSN, ODSN, eDSN, and ¢, the expressions were all ex-
panded to integrals of X, using Eqs. (1) and (2). Prod-
ucts of integrals were converted to multidimensional inte-
grals, and the order of integration and expectation value
was reversed. This resulted in multidimensional inte-
grals of (X(gR)X(£2)), where 11 and g2 are two differ-
ent vector locations above the DSN antenna and/or the
calibration instrument. These integrals were then con-
verted to integrals of a structure function D×(_x, 11 - g2)-
(Dx(£,, _,- :_2)_-<[X(£')- X(z2)]2>) " This procedure
has been described elsewhere [7,5].
The model of [7] was used to evaluate these integrals.
This model assumes that time variations in X are due to
spatial variations which move past the observer at a con-
stant vector wind velocity gto. It assumes that the wet tro-
posphere has constant average properties up to a height h,
with zero refractivity above. D x has the analytical form
where R = llZ, -_=11 and L,,,t is a saturation length
needed to make D x converge at large distances. For the
calculations reported here, the values of the parameters
adopted were C× = 1.1 x 10-7m -1/3, Lsat = 3000 km,
v,, = 8 m/sec, and the slab height h = 2 km. These val-
ues give the best match to observed 200-sec delay rates
and observed daily zenith delay scatter at DSN sites [1].
Connected-element radio interferometric observations over
a 20 km-baseline (DSS 13-DSS 15) at Goldstone provide
one test of the range over which C× can vary. 3 A series of
10 such observations over a period of 2-3 years was ana-
lyzed using the model of [7] to fit the observed scatter in
residual delays as a function of time separation, angular
separation, and elevation angle. One parameter adjust-
ment of C× resulted in a X 2 agreement of approximately 1
per degree of freedom in all cases, with the best-fit value
of C× always within a factor of 2 of the value used in this
article.
The multidimensional integrals of D x were evaluated
numerically, using Simpson's Rule. The integration step
sizes were reduced until convergence was obtained.
C. Validity of Tropospheric Model
Evidence of the validity of this tropospheric model
(Kolmogorov turbulence, frozen flow) comes from several
arguments. The model prediction for the dependence of
delay rate (at a 200-sec time scale) upon elevation an-
gle agrees with the observed shape from 3 years of DSN
VLBI data [7]. Tile phase structure function from non-
DSN VLBI observations [8] shows the same power law
dependence (with a curvature at integration times near
200 sec) as that predicted by the model. The delay struc-
ture function as measured by a solar hygrometer at JPL 4
shows approximately the same power law dependence at
short and long time scales as for the model. In addition
to the connected-element radio interferometric data (on
natural sources) cited above, additional observations of
the Ulysses spacecraft with the same interferometer have
been performed. 5 When C× is adjusted so as to fit point-
point delay scatter of adjacent time points, the estimated
difference in the zenith delays between the two antennas
3 C. Edwards, personal communication, Tracking Systems and Ap-
plications Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Califor-
nia, May 28, 1993.
4 Ft. Treuhaft, personal communication, Tracking Systems and Ap-
plicatiolm Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Califor-
nia, March 1993.
5 C. Edwards, op. cit.
(DSS 13 and DSS 15) was reproduced within a X 2 of 1 per
degree of freedom.
The tropospheric slab approximation (constant struc-
ture function from the surface up to a cutoff altitude) was
tested numerically. As described in Section III.A, Arinst
was calculated for two (ODSN, CDSN, ¢) cases with a more
realistic structure function, one in which the refractivity
variations decrease exponentially with height. In these two
cases, Ari_,t differed from the slab model value by 3 and
11 percents.
Ill. Results: Delay Errors
A. Beam Mismatch Effects
This subsection presents the errors which occur when
the calibration instrument is mounted on the axis of the
DSN antenna. The errors are due to the mismatch be-
tween the conical beam of the calibration instrument and
the cylindrical beam (a good approximation for the tro-
pospheric volume sampled when observing a point source)
of the DSN antenna. For the case where the conical cali-
bration beam, projected to a typical atmospheric height,
subtends a much larger diameter than the DSN beam, this
error is sometimes referred to as beam smearing. The in-
stantaneous and time-averaged errors are given by Eqs. (3)
and (4), respectively, with/7= 0 in both cases.
1. Zero Integration Time (Instantaneous Beam
Mismatch Error). The simplest approximation used was
a pencil DSN beam (i.e., a cylinder of diameter zero), a
conical calibration beam, and zero integration time. Re-
sults are shown in Fig. 1. Note that 0c_l - ODSY > 0
in order to remove the systematic offset between rcat and
TDSN.
Seven of the values shown in Fig. 1 were recalculated,
using a 34-m-diam DSN antenna beam. The physical mis-
match between such a beam and a conical calibration beam
was smaller than for a pencil DSN beam. When the max-
imum calibration-beam diameter (¢h/sin ODSN) Was not
substantially larger than the DSN beam diameter (h is the
wet troposphere slab height), there was a significant reduc-
tion in the delay calibration error At. (For these cases,
the DSN cylindrical beam is a significantly better match
to the conical calibration beam than is a pencil beam.)
However, these were the cases where the delay error was
small (<0.1 mm) with a pencil beam calculation. When a
pencil beam calculation yielded a delay error >0.1 mm, the
delay error with a cylindrical DSN beam was only slightly
smaller than with a pencil DSN beam.
For instantaneous (At = 0) results, no transport of
refractivity irregularities occurs. The results represent
purely spatial irregularities and do not depend on the wind
velocity or direction.
2. Nonzero Integration Time. For four cases, the
beam mismatch error was calculated for integration times
of 10 and 100 sec, with a 34-m-diam DSN beam. For
nonzero integration times, some of the refractivity irreg-
ularities move through both beams, reducing the beam
mismatch error. A wind velocity of 8 m/sec was assumed,
with an azimuth 45 deg different from the DSN pointing
direction (the dependence of the time-averaged error upon
wind direction was not tested, due to limited computer
time). The results are shown in Fig. 2. Delay integration
for 100 sec reduces the beam mismatch error by factors
of 1.2-2.2. The smaller factors correspond to cases where
the instantaneous beam mismatch error was largest. For
these cases, the DSN beam cross-sectional area at most
heights is much smaller than that of the calibration beam.
Therefore, most of the refractivity irregularities in the cali-
bration beam which are transported by the wind are never
seen by the DSN beam, and time averaging has little effect.
For an overall line-of-sight calibration accuracy goal of
1 mm, it is desirable that any one error component con-
tribute no more than 20 percent to a 1-mm 2 total variance.
This yields a maximum allowed beam-mismatch error of
0v/'ffT0.20mm = 0.45 mm. For a 100-sec integration time, a
1-deg full-width calibration beam is acceptable at all ele-
vation angles, and a 2-deg full-width beam is acceptable
for elevation angles larger than approximately 7-8 deg.
3. Test of Wet Troposphere Slab Approxima-
tion. As a test of the validity of the wet troposphere slab
model, the instantaneous delay error with a pencil DSN
beam was recalculated using a modified structure function
for two sets of (ODSg, _2) parameters. This structure func-
tion was adopted from previous work 6 and had the form
C×2R21a
-_ e_(Zl+z_)/zo
0×(£1, £'1 - £_) = 1 + (R/L,,_t)2/3 (7)
where R = IlWl-  211,z, and z2 are the heights of the two
points _1 and Z2, L_,,t is a saturation scale length, and z0
is a wet troposphere scale height. This structure function
accounts for the falloff of water vapor density with height.
J. J. Wiseman, "Altitude Dependence and Saturation Modifica-
tions to the Treuhaft-Lanyi Model of Tropospheric Delay Fluctua-
tions," JPL Imerofllce Memorandum 335.3-87-203 (internal docu-
ment), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, December
21, 1987.
Values of C× = 1.34 x 10-Tm -1/3, Lsat -- 3000 km, and
z0 = 2 km were used/ The upper height of integration
was 10 km. The results (for zero integration time and a
pencil, or zero-diameter, DSN beam) were 0.15 mm for
ODSN = 10 deg and ¢ = 1 deg, and 0.066 mm for ODSN
= 30 deg and ¢ = 2 deg. These results differed from the
corresponding values in a slab model by 11 and 3 percents,
respectively. This level of agreement suggests that the use
of a wet troposphere slab approximation was a reasonable
one for the purpose of calculating beam mismatch errors.
4. Application to Beams With Tapered Gain
Profiles. The beam mismatch results presented in Figs. 1
and 2 are for a uniform calibration beam gain out to a
sharp cutoff at ¢/2. Actual beam profiles will be tapered,
with a Gaussian profile often used for analytical calcula-
tions. A Gaussian profile was not used for the calculations
in this article because it would have required an excessive
amount of computer time.
An approximate correspondence between Gaussian
HPBW and the full width ¢ of a uniform gain beam pro-
file used in these calculations can be made. In Fig. 1,
the dependence of the beam mismatch error Arinst upon
beamwidth ¢ is Arin,t (x ¢_a:p, where exp _1 at low
elevation angles (ODSN = 6 or l0 deg) where the error
is of most concern (i.e., largest). For a circular beam
with a uniform gain out to a sharp cutoff, the mean
value _,_ilorm for the angular separation from the axis
is _,_ilorm = ¢/3. For a circular_ beam with a Gaus-
sian profile, the mean value _aa_,,ian for this separa-
tion is _-aa_,,ian = HFBWv/-_/4_ _ 0.532 HPBW.
Assume that Arinst (x ee_p ==_ Arinet _ _P. For
Ari,,,(uniform) = Arin,t(Gaussian),(u,,ilorm =
_-ea,,ian, which yields tIPBW = 0.63¢. Therefore, beam
mismatch errors in Figs. 1 and 2 will apply approximately
to HPBW = 0.63¢. A roughly similar relation will hold
for beam-mismatch delay rates (Tables 1-2, discussed in
Section IV.B). For both delay and delay rate, the corre-
spondence factor will differ very little from 0.63 at higher
elevation angles (e.g., the factor is 0.64 if Arina (x ¢0s,
as observed at ODSN = 60 deg for delay errors).
5. Tests of Numerical Computations. The ac-
curacy of the numerical integrations used to generate the
beam mismatch results was tested in two ways. The first
test used a quadratic structure function.
D×( R) 2 2= (8)
7 Ibid.
Using this structure function, the integrals could be eval-
uated analytically in many cases s (e.g., with pencil DSN
or calibration beams, cylindrical DSN beams, or fan cal-
ibration beams: a nonzero angular extent in only one di-
mension). The analytical and numerical beam mismatch
results for the quadratic structure function agreed to seven
s_gnificant figures.
The second test consisted of independent numerical in-
tegrations, using the structure function of Eq. (6). These
calculations used a code written for the formalism in [5],
corrected for a numerical error [9]. A diverging beam with
a square cross section and uniform gain was used in these
calculations. For a square beam, _uni,form(squarc beam) =
0.383¢ = 1.15_u,,ilorm(circular beam). Given the as-
sumed relationship between Ari_0_ and _ discussed above,
one would expect Arin,t(square beam) _-, 1.15Arins,
(circular beam) for the same value of ¢. For the seven
(Ol)sN, ¢) cases that were checked, the ratio Arin,t(square
beam) : Arins_ (circular beam) was in the range 1.06-1.27,
with a mean value of 1.15.
B. Beam Offset Effects
i. Results for Nonzero Integration Time. For a
nonzero DSN-calibration beam offset [i.e.,/_ ¢ 0 in Eqs. (3)
and (4)], the number of parameters (beamwidth, elevation
angle, DSN-calibration offset distance and azimuth, and
wind velocity and azimuth) becomes large. A simplified
calculation was necessary in order to explore a reasonable
volume of parameter space with the available computer
resources. A pencil beam (zero diameter) was used for
both the DSN antenna beam and the calibration beam.
For this case, Oeat = ODSN gives a delay difference with
zero mean.
For a given vector separation _, the offset error depends
on two azimuths: that oftYand that of ff_ (in both cases, it
is the azimuth relative to the DSN pointing direction which
is important). Using pencil beams, the beam offset error
was calculated for all combinations of these two a_imuths
(w{th grid spacings of 30 deg). Figures 3-5 show the results
for separations (lilY]i) of 17, 50, and 100 m, and integratio n
times of 30, 60, i20, and 240 sec. Figure 3 gives results
for an elevation angle of 60 deg, Fig. 4 for an elevation
angle of 20 deg, and Fig. 5 for an elevation angle of 6 deg.
The lowest elevation angle currently used by the DSN for
spacecraft tracking is 6 deg. The error bars in Figs. 3-5
represent the standard deviation for the 144 azimuth pairs
for each separation distance p and integration time.
8 G. Lanyi, personal communication, Tracking Systems and Appli-
cations Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
1992.
Fora60-seeintegrationtimeanda maximumallowed
errorof 0.45mm(i.e., a 20-percentcontributionto a 1-
mm2totalvariance),aseparationof 50misacceptableat
allelevationangles,andaseparationof100misacceptable
atelevationangleslargerthan15deg.
2. Testsof Numerical Results. In orderto check
thevalidityof theuseof pencilbeamsfor thesecalcu-
lations,two caseswererecalculatedusingmorerealistic
beams(i.e.,a34-m-diamcylindricalDSNbeamandacon-
icalcalibrationbeam).BothcasesusedODSN = 10 deg,
¢ = 1 deg, an integration time of 100 sec, and a wind ve-
locity of 8 m/see in azimuth 45 deg. Case 1 had a 17-m
DSN-calibration instrument separation in azimuth 90 deg,
and case 2 had a 50-m separation in azimuth 0 deg. All
azimuths are relative to the DSN pointing direction. The
results agreed with the quadrature sum of the beam mis-
match (i.e., the zero separation error) and the pencil-beam
offset error to within 2 percent in both cases.
The pencil beam results for a limited number of cases
(16 combinations of elevation angle, separation distance
and azimuth, wind azimuth, and integration time) were
recalculated, using a different analytical derivation and
computer code. In all 16 cases, the time-averaged beam
offset error calculations agreed to <2 percent.
IV. Results: Delay Rate Errors
A. Beam Mismatch Effects
The beam mismatch errors for delay rates [expressed as
an Allan standard deviation: Eqs. (3) and (5) with _ = 0]
were calculated for a cylindrical 34-m-diam DSN beam and
a conical calibration beam as a function of elevation angle
ODSN, calibration beam full width ¢, and time interval At.
Results are given in Table 1 (ODsN = 60 deg) and Table 2
(ODSN = 20 deg). The values of ¢ = 1 deg and ¢ = 2 deg
from Table 2 are plotted in Fig. 6. An elevation angle of
20 deg is the lowest currently used for spacecraft Doppler
tracking for navigation purposes, and is the lowest planned
for use during the Cassini Gravitational Wave experiment.
Column 6 in Tables 1 and 2 gives the Allan standard devi-
ation of the uncalibrated wet troposphere for purposes of
comparison. (It was calculated for a 34-m-diam cylindri-
cal beam pointed in a constant direction at that elevation
angle). The results in Tables 1 and 2 are averages over
wind azimuth with a grid of 30 deg. The variation with
wind direction was <5 percent for all cases except for the
10-see values at 20-deg elevation, where the l_r variation
ranged from 5 percent at ¢ = 0.5 deg to 38 percent at ¢ =
4 deg. In addition, the la variation for At = 32 sec, ¢ =
4 deg, and ODSN = 20 deg was 9 percent.
For short time scales, other known error sources will
dominate over the beam mismatch error for small beam-
widths. Projected state-of-the-art frequency-standard ca-
pability for the year 20009 is an Allan standard deviation
of 1 x 10 -x5 for At = 1-100 see from a superconducting
cavity maser oscillator and 1 x 10-14/v/&-t for At = 100-
10,000 sec from a trapped-ion frequency standard. If water
vapor radiometers are used for troposphere calibration (as
seems likely), thermal receiver noise will be significant on
short time scales. A WVR with a 200-MHz bandwidth
and a 300-K total on-sky system temperature, operated in
a total power mode, will give an Allan standard deviation
of 7.4 x 10-13(At)-xt_-°_a, where tln,,a is the WVR inte-
gration time (in seconds) used for calibration. In Table 3,
the quadrature sums of the Allan standard deviations for
beam mismatch error, frequency standard noise, and WVR
receiver noise (using the above parameters for the WVR
and frequency standard) are given for an elevation angle
of 30 deg and beamwidths of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 deg. The
assumed WVR integration time was tint,#= 10 sec for
At < 100 sec, and ti,_tea = 100 sec for At > 100 sec.
The improvement with decreasing beamwidth is substan-
tial down to ¢ of approximately 1 deg for timescales
up to At = 1000 sec. The improvement is weak for ¢
< 1 deg and At > 1000 sec. If future frequency stan-
dards do not achieve the performance goals given above,
delay-rate troposphere calibration will be limited by the
frequency standards over a larger range of parameter space
(e.g., for time scales shorter than 1000 sec and beamwidths
wider than ¢ = 1 deg).
B. Beam Offset Effects
The delay-rate beam offset errors were calculated
[Eqs. (3) and (5) with ] # 0] for offsets of 17, 50, and
100 In, using full beamwidths (¢) of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 deg.
The resulting Allan standard deviations were averaged
over all wind directions (with a 30-deg grid) and over two
DSN-calibration separation azimuths: 0 and 90 deg (as be-
fore, all azimuths are relative to the DSN pointing direc-
tion). Results (mean and standard deviation) are given in
Tables 4 (ODSN = 60 deg) and 5 (ODS N _- 20 deg). The 17-,
50-, and 100-m values from Table 5 are plotted in Fig. 7.
Note that, for a 100-m offset, the beam offset error exceeds
the uncalibrated troposphere for time scales less than ap-
proximately the crossing time by the wind (100 m/8 m/see
= 12.5 see). For longer time scales, the offset error de-
creases, due to the transport of refractivity irregularities.
Tables 4 and 5 list results for only one beamwidth: ¢
= 1 deg. Calculations for other beamwidths indicate a
9G. J. Dick, personal commtmication, Communications Systems Re-
search Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Callfolnnla,
Januaxy 27, 1993.
weakdependence(<5 percent)uponbeamwidthfor sep-
arationsp > 50 m. For p = 17 m, the mean Allan stan-
dard deviations varied by approximately +10 percent with
beamwidth at a 60-deg elevation angle. At p = 17 m and
ODSN = 20 deg, the mean Allan standard deviations for ¢
= 0.5, 2, and 4 deg are approximately 0.85, 1.5, and 2.5
times that at ¢ = 1 deg.
A DSN-calibration instrument offset has a severe im-
pact on the accuracy of delay rate calibration. For a 50-m
separation, which is probably near the minimum for-a loca-
tion off the antenna, the goals of the Cassini Gravitational
Wave Search experiment cannot be met at time scales less
than 3000-4000 sec, and the requirements cannot be met
at time scales less than 500 sec. The use of multiple tro-
posphere calibration instruments could potentially reduce
the error. Due to time variation in wind azimuth, at least
three instruments arrayed around the perimeter of a DSN
antenna would be needed in order to achieve a significant
reduction in the offset error.
V. Discussion
The consequences of a beam mismatch and offset be-
tween a DSN antenna and a calibration instrument (e.g., a
WVR) are much more serious for delay rate measurements
than for time-averaged delay measurements. This situa-
tion reflects the fact that differentiating a noisy signal (the
wet tropospheric refractivity in this case) increases its am-
plitude, whereas integrating such a signal decreases its am-
plitude. For delay measurements with > l-rain integration,
HPBW _<1.3 deg and an offset _<50 mare needed for-r an
overall calibration goal of 1 mm. A narrower beamwidth
and an on-axis location would be desirable, in case other
error sources should prove to be small enough to achieve
a calibration accuracy of < 1 mm.
For delay rate measurements, the performance cost of
an offset location for a calibration instrument is severe. A
calibration instrument that could measure line-of-sight de-
lay perfectly, but which had a 50-m offset from the axis of a
DSN antenna, would calibrate only 96 percent of the total
1000-sec troposphere Allan standard deviation, 80 percent
for 100-sec intervals, and could do no useful calibration for
10-sec time scales (these values are for a 20-deg elevation
angle; the fractional calibration errors are approximately
a factor of 2 smaller at 60 des). An on-axis location for a
calibration instrument is essential in order to perform ac-
curate tropospheric delay rate measurements. Specifically,
it is required in order to meet the Cassini Gravitational
Wave Search goals at time scales tess than 3000-4000 sec,
or the requirements at times scales less than 500 sec. Multi-
pie calibration instruments mounted around the perimeter
of tile DSN antenna could potentially reduce the offset er-
ror, but this has not been quantified. Given the high cost
of water-vapor-sensing instruments (e.g., WVR's), this is
not an attractive option.
A calculation of the power spectral density error result-
ing froman__cation reached conclusions similar to
the results shown in Tables 4 and 5. l° That power spec-
tral density calculation was done in a very different manner
from the calculations reported here (although it used the
same wet troposphere fluctuation model [7]).
The beam mismatch error (i.e., that for zero on-axis off-
set) is important for time scales of 1000 sec and smaller.
This error drops rapidly as the beamwidth is reduced,
down to HPBW = 0.7 deg. The improvement for HPBW
<0.7 des is minor, due to contributions from other error
sources :(f'reque_c)standard noise and WVq_ tlnermal Be-
ceiver noise). For HPBW = 0.7 deg, the beam mismatch
error will not interfere with the Cassini Gravitational Wave
Search requirements at any time scale. It will prevent the
goals from being met at time scales shorter than 200 sec.
lO p. Richter, personal communication, Telecommunications Systems
Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasaclena, California, 1993.
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oTable 1. Beam mismatch Allan standard devlaUon betweenaconlcal calibration beam and a
coaxial 34-m-dlam DSN beam for • _.-deg elevation angle.
Full beamwidth Uncalibrated
Time interval (_b), deg troposphere,
(At), sec Allan standard
0.5 1 2 4 deviation
10 1.0 x 10 -14 7.8 X 10 -is 1.1 x 10 -14 2.6 × 10 -14 6.4 x 10 -14
32 3.2 × 10 -15 2.4 × I0 -is 3.5 × 10 -15 8.0 × 10 -is 5.5 × 10 -14
100 1.0 × 10 -15 7.7 × 10 -i6 i.1 x 10 -is 2.6 × 10 -Is 4.3 × 10 -14
320 3.2 x 10 -16 2.4 X 10 -16 3.5 x 10 -16 8.0 x 10 -16 2.9 x 10 -1(
1000 1.0 x 10 -16 7.7' × 10 -17 1.1 x 10 -16 2.6 x 10 -16 1.6 x 10 -14
3200 3.2 x 10 -17 2.4 x I0 -17 3.5 x 10 -17 8.0 x 10 -17 8.0 × I0 -Is
10,000 1.0 × 10 -17 7.7 × I0 -Is 1.1 × 10 -17 2.6 × 10 -17 3.8 × 10 -is
, =
Table 2. Beam mismatch Allan standard devlaUon between a conical calibration beam and a
coaxial 34-m-dlam DSN beam for • 20-deg elevation angle.
Full beamwidth Uncalibrated
Time interval (_), deg troposphere,
(At), sec Allan standard
0.5 1 2 4 deviation
I0 1.3 × 10 -14 2.2 x 10 -14 4.3 X 10 -14 5.9 × 10 -14 8.3 X 10 -14
32 4.3 x I0 -is 7.4 × 10 -is 1.7 X 10 -14 3.2 x 10 -14 7.5 × 10 TM
I00 1.3 x 10 -15 2.4 x I0 -is 5.6 X I0 -is I.I x 10 -14 6.3 x 10-14
320 4.2 × 10 -1° 7.4 × 10 -]6 1.7 × 10 -ls 3.5 X 10 -15 5.1 X 10 TM
1000 1.3 × 10 -16 2.4 × 10 -16 5.6 × 10 -16 1.1 X 10 -is 3.5 × 10 -it
3200 4.1 X 10 -17 7.3 X 10 -17 1.7 x I0 -16 3.5 X I0 -16 1.9 x 10 -14
I0,000 1.3 × I0 -17 2.4 x 10 -17 5.6 x 10 -17 I.I x I0 -16 9.3 x 10 -15
10
Table 3. Total Allan standard deviation due to beam mismatch, frequency
standard nolle, and WVR receiver noise fo_ a 30-deg elevation angle and art
on-axll location.
Full bearnwidth
Time interval (_), de×
(At), s_=
0.5 1 2 4
10 2.6 x 10 -14 2.7 X 10 -14 3.7 x 10 -14 5.4 x 10 -it
32 8.0 x 10 -15 8.4 x 10 -zs 1.2 X 10 -14 2.0 x 10 -14
100 1.7 x 10 -zs 1.9 x 10 -Is 3.2 x 10 -is 6.3 × 10 -zs
320 7.0 X I0 -16 7.4 × 10 -16 I.I X I0 -zs 2.0 X I0 -Is
I000 3.5 x 10 -le 3,6 X I0 -zs 4.4 X I0 -zs 7.0 X 10 -Is
3200 1.8 × I0 -16 1.9 × I0 -is 2.0 x I0 -16 2.6 x I0 -16
10,000 1.0 × 10 -16 1,0 x 10 -16 1.0 X 10 -16 1,2 x 10 -16
Table 4. Allan standard deviation for an offset between a conical calibration beam and a
34-m-dlam DSN beam for a 60-deg elevation angle and a 1-deg full beamwidth.
DSN-calibration Uncalibrated
Time interval separation, m troposphere,
(AO, sec Allan standard
17 50 100 deviation
10 3.0 4-0.4 X 10 -14 7.1 +1.0 X 10 -14 9.2 4-1.3 × 10 -14 6.4 × 10 -14
32 1.1 4-0.1 X 10 -14 2.8-4-0.2 X 10 -14 4.6 d-0.5 X 10 TM 5.5 X 10 -14
100 3.8 4-0.3 X 10 -Is 1.0 4-0.1 X 10 TM 1.7 4-0.1 × 10 -14 4.3 x 10 -14
320 1.2 4-0.1 × 10 -zs 3.2 4-0.2 × 10 -is 5.6 4-0.2 x 10 -zs 2.9 × 10 -14
1000 4.0 4-0.2 × 10 -zs 1.0 4-0.1 x 10 -zs 1.8 4-0.1 x 10 -is 1.6 x 10 -14
3200 1.2 4-0.1 x 10 -16 3,2 4-0.2 × 10 -zs 5.6 4-0.2 x 10 -16 8.0 x 10 -1_
I0,000 4.0 4-0.2 x I0-1z 1.0 4-0.1 x I0-16 1.8 4-0.1 x I0-ze 3.8 x 10 -zs
Table 5. Allan standard deviation for an offset between a conical calibration beam and a
34-m-dlam DSN beam for a 20-deg elevation angle and s i-deg full beamwldth.
DSN-calibration Uncalibrated
Time interval separation, m troposphere,
(At), sec Allan standard
17 50 I00 deviation
10 3.4 4-1.8 x 10 -14 7.1 4-4.1 × 10 -14 9.4 4-4.4 X 10 -14 8.3 x 10 -]4
32 1.3 4-0.6 x 10 -14 3.6 4-1.5 x 10 -14 5.2 4-2.3 x 10 -14 7.5 x 10 -14
100 4.8 4-2.1 x 10 -15 1.2 4-0.5 x 10 -14 2.0 4-0.8 x 10 -14 6.3 x 10 -14
320 1.6 4-0.6 x 10 -]s 4.0 4-1.6 x 10 -zs 7.2 4-2.6 x 10 -zs 5.1 x 10 -14
1000 5.2 4-2.0 X 10 -16 1.3 4-0.5 X 10 -zs 2.4 4-0.8 x 10 -zs 3.5 X 10 -14
3200 1.64-0.6 X 10 -16 4.0 4-1.6 X 10 -16 7.2 4-2.6 X 10 -16 1.9 x 10 -14
10,000 5.2 4-2.0 X 10 -17 1.3 4-0.5 X 10 -16 2.4 4-0.8 X 10 -16 9.3 X 10 -zs
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improved Treatm t of Global POsitioning System
Force ParameterS in Precise Orbit
Determination Applications
Y. Vigue, Si M. Lichtea, R.J:Mueiieisc_oe_'G.13[ewitt;andM. B: Heflin
Tr_l_ng Systems and Applicat_ns Section
Data collected from a worldwide 1992 experiment have been processed at JPL to
determine precise orbits for the satellites of the Global Positioning System (GPS). A
filtering technique has been tested to improve modeling of solar-radiation pressure
force parameters for GPS satellites. The new approach improves orbit quality for
eclipsing satellites by a factor of two, with typical results in the 25- to 50-cm range.
The resultant GPS-based estimates for geocentric coordinates of the tracking sites, :=
which include the t_ree DSIYsites, are accurate to 2to 8 cm, roughly equivalent to
3 to 10 nrad of angular measure.
I. Introduction
The satellites of the Global Positioning System (GPS)
are maintained by the U.S. Department of Defense for
navigational purposes. These satellites are distributed
in six evenly spaced orbit planes, at an orbit altitude
of 20,000 km and with an orbit period of approximately
12 hr. GPS measurements collected from globally dis-
tributed ground receivers are also being used to estimate
Earth rotation, polar motion, and station coordinates. Es-
timation of the geoc_nter, or Earth's centeroFmass, has
(he ge_enter can l_e used-for 1)_eclsere_ference:frame cal-
_ration and alignment and to e[_-nlnate a bias4ype er-
ror in DSN site coordinates. Over time intervals of weeks
to months, the GPS measurements can be used to pre-
cisely monitor variations in tracking site coordinates due to
crustal motion and continen-ta] drift. The data used in this
analysis are taken from the International Global Position-
ing System Geodynamics Service 1992 (IGS'92) campaign.
IGS'92 consisted of approximately 30 globally distributed
Rogue receiver sites tracking the 18 GPS satellites active
during this time. The focus of this analysis was to assess
the effects of mismodeling satellite force parameters due
to solar radiation on the estimation of other parameters,
such as GPS orbits and geocentric DSN coordinates.
II. EstimationStrategy ....
A uniqu_ s_ren#h 0f G_S meas_ureLp-ents i_.sthat the
SateliiQs _e _n-_-ve-t-o theg_cenier, -yetrdatlvely in,
sen s-lt[ve :to errors in'the gravity_]_l_ecaus6:o_ their high
orbit altitude and the relatively short data arcs (30 hr)
needed for the solution. Mismodeling of satellite force pa-
rameters, however, can have a significant effect on satel-
lite orbits, especially in orbit prediction [1]. The goMof
this study was to improve satellite modeling in order to
achieve centimeter-level accuracy for global geocentric co-
ordinates. To achieve this level of accuracy, it is essential
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to include corrections for numerous potential errors, in-
cluding Earth's rotation and orientation, atmospheric dis-
tortion of the radio signals from the satellites, gravitational
and nongravitationai forces acting on the satellites, and
various geophysical effects.
The data used in this analysis were taken from GPS
week 660, which ran from August 30 through Septem-
ber 5, 1992. In general, the data contain carrier phase
.and pseudo-range measurements from 18 available GPS
satellites tracked by approximately 30 globally distributed
JPL Rogue receivers. These tracking sites are shown in
Fig. 1 and listed in Table 1. The data were processed
using the GPS Inferred Positioning SYstem/Orbit Analy-
sis and Software Integration System, (GIPSY/OASIS II)
software [2,3]. 1 All nonfiducial station locations were esti-
mated, as well as Earth orientation parameters, GPS car-
rier phase biases, and random-walk zenith troposphere de-
lays for each tracking site; all transmitter/receiver clocks
but one were treated as white noise parameters. X and
Y polar motion, pole rate, and UT1-UTC rate are esti-
mated as constant parameters (reset every 24 hr).
One of the most important recent innovations is a new
approach to modeling the effects of solar radiation pres-
sure on the satellite orbits. The solar radiation environ-
ment of the GPS satellites is generally constant except
when a satellite's orbit is in eclipse season. When this
occurs, the satellites pass through Earth's shadow, chang-
ing the amount of solar radiation the satellite receives. In
general, three body-fixed solar-radiation pressure param-
eters are estimated for all GPS satellite orbits, regardless
of whether or not those satellites are in eclipsing orbits.
For this analysis however, the GPS orbits were estimated
with five solar pressure parameters, which are shown in
Table 2. Two solar radiation pressure parameters were es-
timated as constant: GYC and GX/GZ, where X, Y, and
Z represent spacecraft body-fixed coordinates and GYC
is the "Y-bias" parameter [4]. GX/GZ represents a sin-
gle combined scale factor for the ROCK42 solar radiation
parameter [4], while GX and GZ are independent scale
factors for the X and Z directions. The three remain-
ing solar pressure parameters are estimated as stochas-
tic corrections to the constant solar pressure parameters,
modeled as a first-order Gauss-Markov process [5]. This
1 S. C. Wu, Y. Bar-Sever, S. Bassiri, W. I. Bertiger, G. A. Hajj,
S. M. Lichten, R. P. Malla, B. K. Trinlde, and J. T. Wu, TOPE)(/
POSEIDON Project: Global Positioning System (GPS) Precison
Orbit Determination (POD) So]tware Design, JPL D-7275 (inter-
nal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
March 1990.
2 ROCK4 is a solar radiation pressure model provided by Rockwell
Corp. for GPS satellites.
technique has enabled the achievement of few-centimeter
geocentric coordinate accuracy [6].
III. Results and Discussion
The GPS constellation consists of satellites in Earth or-
bit configured in six evenly spaced orbit planes. At times,
satellites in certain orbit planes experience what will be re-
ferred to in this article as eclipsing, or shadowing. Figure 2
shows a satellite in an eclipsing orbit plane. GPS satel-
lites eclipsing during GPS week 660 were PRN02, PRN14,
PRN16, PRN20, PRN21, and PRN23.
The results presented here illustrate recent improve-
ments in GPS orbit accuracy. The three-dimensional
root-sum-square (3DRSS) orbit repeatability for each GPS
satellite (j) is defined as [7]
_1 T3DRSS(j) = ._ _ d_k ,
t=l
(1)
where j is the satellite PRN number, T is the number
of epochs within both overlap segments, t is the time in-
dex, k indicates which overlap segment, and d_k t is the
three-dimensional distance between corresponding points
on the two overlapping segments. In other words, the orbit
quality of a single day is quantified as the rms difference
between the ephemerides computed over the correspond-
ing 3 hr of orbit overlap at both ends of that day. This
concept is illustrated in Fig. 3. 3
Figure 4 shows the 3DRSS orbit repeatability for all
GPS satellites active during GPS week 660. The improve-
ment in the orbits with stochastic solar pressure param-
eters is approximately 25 percent overall for all the GPS
satellites (averaged), with a 44 percent improvement in the
eclipsing orbits and only an 8 percent improvement in the
noneclipsing orbits. This demonstrates how mismodeling
of satellite force parameters due to solar radiation can have
a significant effect on GPS orbit accuracy, especially for an
eclipsing satellite. In an eclipsing orbit, a satellite does not
experience constant solar radiation forces throughout the
entire orbit arc.
The orbit repeatability for each satellite using both
strategies is shown in Table 3. These values represent
3 j. F. Zumberge, "Regular Analysis of Global Positioning System
Data from a Globally-Distrlbuted Network of Rogue Receivers,"
Interotlice Memorandum 335.4-92-012 (internal document), Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California.
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the averageorbit repeatabilityover the 7 days in GPS
week 660, with the eclipsing satellites indicated. This ta-
ble shows the improvement in orbit accuracy due to esti-
mating stochastic corrections to the GPS solar radiation
parameters (srp). The table also shows how the eclipsing
satellites benefit more from improved estimation strategy.
IV. Concluding Remarks
This analysis shows that GPS orbit accuracy can be
improved by estimating stochastic corrections to the GPS
dynamic parameters. This new approach improves orbit
quality for eclipsing satellites from 85 to 47 cm. This level
of orbit accuracy is in agreement with results given by
Zumberge et al. [7], where routine processing of GPS data
shows orbit accuracy in the range of 25 to 50 cm. A di-
rect result of the improvements in orbit accuracy can be
seen in the improvement of the geocentric station coor-
dinate accuracy [6]. The goal of the analysis described
in [6] was to achieve centimeter-level accuracy for global
geocentric coordinates. Those GPS results were obtained
with 3 months of GPS measurements and compared to
satellite laser ranging (SLR) solutions from many years
of repeated observations. It was demonstrated that the
geocenter estimates from GPS are accurate to better than
2 cm in the X and Y components and to approximately
8 cm in the Z (where Z is parallel to the axis of rotation).
This capability has important benefits for DSN tracking
and for geophysical research, such as geocentric crustal
motion studies, and for understanding the magnitude and
time scale of geocenter variations and their origin. Precise
tracking of interplanetary spacecraft and Earth orbiters
requires that DSN geocentric station coordinates be de-
termined to high accuracy. The accuracy for geocentric
DSN coordinates determined from the GPS data is ap-
proximately 3 to 10 nrad in angular measure.
Figure 5 shows a history of the improvements in the
GPS determination of the geocenter. Most of the re-
cent improvements can be attributed to the changes in
the technique used for modeling solar radiation pressure,
changes that have been described in this article. These
new results enable the tracking sites to be precisely spec-
ified in a reference frame whose origin is at the geocen-
ter, and will enable precise alignment of different reference
frames used for Earth-based tracking, interplanetary navi-
gation, and geophysical measurements. Some future work
in this area will examine systematic error sources, further
improve the orbit modeling, study fixing phase ambigui-
ties, and incorporate data from low Earth orbiters, such as
TOPEX/POSEIDON, to look for time-varying signatures
of the geocenter.
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Table 1. GPS Rogue receiver sites.
ALBH Albert Head, B.C., Canada
ALGO Algonquin, Ontario, Canada
CANB Canberra, Australla
FAIR Fairbanks, Alaska (USA)
GOLD Golclstone, California (USA)
HART Hartebeesthoek, South Africa
NALL Ny Alesund, Norway
ONSA Onsala, Sweden
PAMA Pamatal, Tab_R]
PENT Penticton, B.C., Canada
PGC1 Victoria, Canada
PINY Pinyon, California CUSA)
HARV
HERS
HONE
JPLM
KOKB
KOSG
MADR
MASP
MATE
MCMU
METS
Harvest Platform, Callfornia (USA) QUIN Quincy, California (USA)
Herstmonceux,GreatBritMn RCM2 P_c_moncI, Florida (USA)
Honefoss, Norway
Pasadena, California (USA) SCRI
Kokee, Hawaii (USA) STJO
Kootwijk, The Netherlands TAIW
Madrid, Spain TROM
Maspalomas, Grand Canary Is.,Africa USUD
Matera, Italy WETB
McMurdo Station, Ross Is., Antarctica YAR1
Metsahovi, Finland YELL
SANT Santiago, Chile
La Jolla, California (USA)
St. Johns, Canada
Talwan
Tromso, Norway
Usuda, Japan
Wet tzell,Germany
Yarragadee, Australia
YeIlowknife, Canada
Table 2. Estimated solar radiation parameters.
Parameter Model A priori sigma
GX/GZ Constant _ 100%
GYC Constant a 2 nm/sec 2
GX First-order G-M b 10%
GY First-order G-M b 0.1 nm/sec 2
GZ First-order G-M b 10%
a Estimated as constant parameter with no process
noise.
b Gauss-Markov (G-M) with time constant of 4 hr and
steady-state sigma of 0.1 nm/sec 2. Typical magni-
tude of GX and GZ accelerations is 100 nm/sec 2.
Table 3. 3DRSS orbit repeatability for GPS week 660.
With stochastic Without stochastic
PRN number
srp, m srp, m
2 a 0.76 0.64
3 0.70 0.28
11 0.38 0.32
12 0.43 0.45
13 0.32 0.56
14 a 0.48 0.94
15 0.51 0.58
16 _ 0.28 1.02
17 0.52 0.56
18 0.43 0.60
19 0.66 0.44
20 a 0.72 1.19
21 a 0.30 0.75
23 a 0.29 0.54
24 0.45 0.56
25 0.42 0.47
26 0.30 0.83
28 0.48 0.43
a Eclipsing satellites.
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Use of Global Positioning System Measurements
to Determine Geocentric Coordinates and
Variations in Earth Orientation
R. P. Malla, 1 S.-C. Wu, and S. M. Lichten
Tracking Systems and Applications Section
Geocentric tracking station coordinates and short-period Earth-orientation vari-
ations can be measured With Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements. Un-
less calibrated, geocentric coordinate errors and changes in Earth orientation can
lead to significant deep-space tracking errors. Ground-based GPS estimates of daily
and subdaily changes in Earth orientation presently show centimeter-level precision.
Comparison between GPS-estimated Earth-rotation variations, which are the differ-
ences between Universal Time I and Universal Coordinated Time (UT1-UTC), and
those calculated from ocean tide models suggests that observed subdaily variations
in Earth rotation are dominated by oceanic tidal effects. Preliminary GPS estimates
for the geocenter location (from a 3-week experiment) agree with independent satel-
lite laser-ranging estimates to better than 10 cm. Covariance analysis predicts that
temporal resolution of GPS estimates for Earth orientation and geocenter improves
significantly when data collected from low Earth-orbiting satellites as well as from
ground sites are combined. The low Earth GPS tracking data enhance the accuracy
and resolution for measuring high-frequency global geodynamical signals over time
scales of less than 1 day.
I. Introduction
Measurement of Earth orientation determines the
Earth's rotation rate and the position of the pole (rotation
axis) with respect to inertial space. Monitoring changes
in global geodynamical parameters (GGP)--Earth-orien-
tation parameters and the location of the geocenter, or
Earth's center of mass, relative to a defined terrestrial-
reference frame--is necessary to correctly model deep-
1Consultant, Sterling Software, Pasadena, California.
space tracking data used for navigation and trajectory de-
termination. At the present time, the Deep Space Net-
work (DSN) has no direct means of measuring geocen-
tric station coordinates. While DSN baselines (relative
coordinates) have been measured to better than 10 cm
using very long baseline interferometry (VLBI), these co-
ordinates can share much larger common geocentric co-
ordinate bias errors. Global Positioning System (GPS)
data, on the other hand, are very sensitive to the geocen-
tric components which cannot be provided by VLBI. For
Earth orientation, present-day calibrations for deep-space
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tracking are provided from a combination of DSN VLBI
quasar-observing sessions and non-DSN VLBI data which
are provided on a "best-efforts" basis. Unfortunately, the
DSN VLBI measurements require the use of large DSN
antennas, which are unavailable for deep-space tracking or
telemetry during these sessions. The incorporation of GPS
data for deep-space Earth-orientation calibrations is moti-
vated by a need to reduce the burden on DSN antennas for
making Earth platform calibrations, thus freeing up blocks
of antenna time for spacecraft tracking.
Recent GPS experiments have demonstrated baseline
determination across continental plates to the centimeter
level [1,2] and regional baseline determination to within a
few millimeters' precision [3]. Analyses have indicated that
GPS measurements can additionally provide subnano-
second global clock synchronization [4,5], subcentimeter-
level media calibrations [6], and subdecimeter orbits of low
Earth satellites [7]. In the past, two strategies were devised
to determine the offset between the reference-frame ori-
gin and the geocenter using GPS observations [8]. Initial
Casa Uno (1988) GPS solutions, with data from just seven
satellites, agreed with satellite laser ranging (SLR) mea-
surements to within 20-90 cm per geocenter component
[9]. The first GPS International Earth Rotation Service
(IERS) and Geodynamics (GIG '91) experiment (January-
February 1991) provided a somewhat superior and more
global data set. Preliminary GIG '91 GPS solutions for
the geocenter agree with SLR to within 10-15 cm [15].
The improved accuracy was mainly due to the more uni-
formly distributed ground network equipped with better
receivers and the greater number of GPS satellites in the
constellation. As discussed in this article, the authors ex-
pect that GPS estimates for the geocenter will continue to
improve to the few-centimeter level.
As the accuracy of GGP estimates improves, the ca-
pability to model their variation with time is enhanced.
Particularly for Earth-orientation parameters, it is desir-
able to monitor subdaily variations with relatively short
satellite-tracking data arcs in order to minimize system-
atic orbit-modeling errors. Past studies have shown that
the addition of data from a low Earth satellite observ-
ing GPS to data collected from ground receivers improves
geometrical strength for determining GPS orbits, clock-
synchronization parameters, and ground baselines [4,10].
This article also investigates the expected enhancement in
performance of GGP determination by the introduction of
low Earth satellites. Because the orbital period of a low
Earth satellite (typically 90-120 rain) is much shorter than
the GPS orbital period (12 hr) and the Earth-rotation pe-
riod (24 hr), a GPS flight receiver on the low Earth satellite
can track more GPS satellites than a ground receiver does
in a shorter period of time. Precise GPS orbits can be
obtained in shorter time and this, in turn, helps improve
time resolution for estimation of Earth-orientation param-
eters. The flight GPS data also provide stronger correla-
tion between GPS orbits. This in effect reduces the error
in determining nonrotational coordinate parameters (such
as the geocenter). For example, the U.S./French Ocean
Topography Experiment (TOPEX/POSEIDON) satellite
[11] launched on August 10, 1992, is the first low Earth
satellite to carry on board a high-precision dual-frequency
multichannel GPS receiver. A full (or nearly full) con-
stellation of 21 GPS satellites is expected during the 3-
year mission of TOPEX/POSEIDON. The orbital period
of TOPEX/POSEIDON is far shorter (112 min) than
that of GPS satellites (12 hr). These data should en-
hance sensitivity to subdaily Earth-rotation variations and
could eventually improve tidal models by resolving subtle
centimeter-leve! s!gnatures in the Earth-orientation time
series. The anticipated performance of GPS ground data
with or without the GPS data from TOPEX/POSEIDON
for determination of the GGP, which were modeled as
random-walk parameters, has been studied. Future low
Earth satellites, such as the Earth Observing System
(EOS) platforms, Gravity Probe-B, and Aristoteles, will
also carry onboard GPS flight receivers. It is very likely
that there will be opportunities to include GPS data from
more than one low Earth satellite for the determination
of the GGP. To investigate the improved performance due
to such a scenario, a covariance analysis using GPS data
from two low Earth satellites in orthogonal orbital planes
is also presented in this article.
II. GGP Variations
During the GIG '91 experiment, a global network of
over 100 stations collected GPS measurements for a pe-
riod of 3 weeks (January 22-February 13, 1991). Data
from 21 Rogue GPS receivers were processed (Fig. 1) [12]
using the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's GPS Inferred Posi-
tioning System (GIPSY) software. Fifteen GPS satellites
were operational during this experiment. In this analysis,
the coordinates of Goldstone (California), Kokee (Hawaii),
and Kootwijk (The Netherlands) were fixed to align the co-
ordinate system with the SV5 reference frame [13], which
is based on a combination of SLR and VLBI observations.
The origin and scale of the SV5 reference system is defined
by the Center for Space Research (CSR)-8902-SLR [14],
and its orientation is consistent with the 1989 International
Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF '89). The estimated
parameters include GPS orbits, nonfiducial ground-station
position vectors, GGP (Earth orientation and geocen-
ter location), random-walk zenith tropospheric delays for
each station, and white-noise receiver/transmitter clocks
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(Table 1). A priori random-walk constraints for the zenith
tropospheric delay variation were 1.2 cm/v/-_. The GPS
solutions for the difference between Universal Time 1 and
Universal Coordinated Time (UT1-UTC) and polar mo-
tion variations are relative to the IERS Bulletin-B (B37
and B38) nominal time series, which contains a smoothed
time series from VLBI and SLR measurements separated
by several days.
GPS pseudorange' and the carrier-phase measurements
over a period of time can be combined to solve for the
satellite positions and velocities at an epoch. The geo-
center is the origin of a satellite-based dynamical system.
Any time-dependent origin shift can be estimated from the
satellite tracking data as a common coordinate offset of all
the ground station locations that realigns the dynamical
origin and the origin of the coordinate system. Geocenter
offsets with respect to the SV5 reference frame were esti-
mated along with other parameters. The 3-week GIG '91
data were processed with 1-day and 2-day arcs, which gave
very similar results. The mean of the daily GPS geocenter
solutions differs from the SV5 value by AX = -8.3 cm,
AY = 13.4 cm, and AZ = -7.7 cm [15]. The GPS single-
day arc (daily) geocenter estimates had rms repeatabili-
ties of 5 cm in X and Y and 30 cm in Z, with corre-
sponding formal errors of 5 cm and 20 cm, respectively.
The weaker result for the daily Z component estimates is
due to several factors, such as the uneven distribution of
ground sites with fewer sites in the southern hemisphere
and polar regions and the incomplete GPS constellation
which was available in 1991. During the International
GPS Geodynamics Service 1992 campaign, 18 available
GPS satellites were observed from 30 globally distributed
Rogue receiver sites [16]. The geocenter estimates differ
from the 1991 International Terrestrial Reference Frame
(ITRF '91) by AX = 0.0 +1.4 cm, Ay = 1.5 4-1.3 cm,
and AZ = --8.2 4-3.0 cm. The Z component still suf-
fers from the lesser number of participating sites in the
southern hemisphere. The improvement in results indi-
cates better quality of data and more even distribution of
global network sites.
Variability in Earth rotation is measured by estima-
tion of UT1-UTC (typically in milliseconds). Changes in
Earth rotation cause changes in UT1, while UTC is a fixed
point of reference based "on energy levels in the cesium
atom. Well-modeled satellite dynamics are essential to de-
tect time variations of UT1-UTC with satellite tracking
data. For the GIG '91 experiment, independent GPS or-
bits were estimated every 24 hr, with new unconstrained
GPS orbit parameters introduced at midnight every day.
At noon every day (the midpoint of the GPS orbit solution
arc), the UT1-UTC parameters were reset with a white
process noise update in the filter. This offset between
white noise resets for UT1-UTC and GPS orbital states is
important to minimize the natural coupling between the
orbital nodes and UT1. The results are presented and
discussed in Lichten et al. [17]: The UT1-UTC daily esti-
mates agree to about 0.04 msec rms with international ra-
dio interferometric surveying (IRIS)-intensive VLBI daily
solutions (2-hr VLBI experiments using only two stations)
and with the JPL Kalman Earth Orientation Filter daily
solutions incorporating IRIS multibaseline VLBI data, the
U.S. Naval Observatory's VLBI network (NAVNET) data,
SLR polar motion, and NASA DSN VLBI data. The GPS
daily estimate formal errors are between 0.01 and 0.02
msec (_1 cm), and the agreement between the GPS and
VLBI estimates is consistent with the combined formal
errors from the GPS and VLBI results. The GPS UT1 es-
timates also agree with the operational SLR estimates for
UT12 with an rms difference of approximately 0.04 msec.
Similarly accurate (1-2 cm) daily polar motion estimates
have been reported with the same data set by Herring et
al. [18] and by Lindqwister et al. [19].
Stochastic estimates of subhourly UT1-UTC and po-
lar motion (UTPM) variations were also made using a
factorized Kalman filter. The UT1-UTC variations were
estimated with a random-walk model constrained at 2
msec/v/-h-r. The polar motion variations (also random
walk) were constrained at 0.6 cm vr_ (_3 cm over a day),
but the initial overall a priori constraint was several me-
ters, a fairly loose constraint. Note that these estimated
variations correspond to corrections to the IERS Bulletin
B Earth orientation time series. The UTPM solutions were
obtained every 6 min with the GPS data. The UT1-UTC
formal errors range from a few hundredths of a msec to
nearly 0.1 msec near the end of the 24-hr period. Polar
motion estimates show formal errors below 2 cm with the
24-hr solution. The formal errors do not reflect systematic
effects caused by possible errors in fiducial station coordi-
nates and some types of GPS orbit mismodeling. Blewitt
et al. [20] demonstrate GPS-VLBI baseline agreement at
the 1- to 2-cm level and a consistency with ITRF at the
cm level. Even an error of 5 cm in each of the fidueial
station coordinates would lead to less than a 0.01-msec
error over 1 day in UT1-UTC changes. Figures 2 and 3
show a sample of smoothed estimates of UTPM fluctua-
tions with 6-min time resolution. Figure 2 compares the
UT1-UTC variation with the predictions from ocean tide
models developed by Brosclae et al. [21] and tterring and
Dong [22] at every 6-min interval. Herring and Dong [22]
used the approach of empirically fitting the major tidal
2Provided by R. Eanes, University of Texas, Austin, Texas, Febru-
ary 1992.
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componentso subdailyVLBI observations.Thevaria-
tionsinUT1-UTCareclearlywellcorrelatedwithmodels
forUT1variationsfromdiurnalandsemidiurnaloceanic
tides[17].Thestochasticestimationofpolarmotioncom-
ponents(Xp,Yp)fluctuationswith 6-mintimeresolution
areshownin Fig.3. Theobservedtimevariationsarebe-
ingstudiedfor furtherunderstanding.Theinfluenceof
theatmosphereonrapidpolarmotionvariationshasbeen
studiedby GrossandLindqwister[23],whichshowsthat
theatmospherecanplayamajorroleinpolarmotionex-
citationto causediurnalvariations.
ThesepreliminaryGIG '91 resultsshowthat GPS
trackinghasthe potentialfor hightime-resolutionesti-
mationof GGP.It wouldbedesirable,however,tofurther
improvethestrengthof the groundGPSdatato mon-
itor changesin Earthorientation,especiallyUT1-UTC.
In thefollowingsection,theuseof additionaldatafrom
low-Earthorbitersisdiscussed.Whilecentimeter-accurate
results have already been achieved for subdaily UT1-UTC
variations and for daily polar motion variations, the data
from GIG '91 did not have sufficient strength to achieve
this level of accuracy on a daily basis for the geocen-
ter. The International GPS Geodynamic Service (IGS) '92
campaign results, however, show a 5-era-level offset be-
tween the GPS mean geocenter estimate and the ITRF '91
value [16]. There also remain some questions to be an-
swered regarding the stability of the GPS daily time se-
ries for UT1 over periods of more than 1 week. The re-
cent results reported by Freedman et al. [24] on subdaily
Earth-rotation determination show highly encouraging re-
sults. In the next section, future expected performance of
the GPS tracking system for GGP estimation with a full
global ground network and a complete (24-satellite) GPS
constellation augmented with GPS tracking data from one
or more low Earth orbiters is examined.
III. Covarlance Analysis
A covariance study was performed to evaluate antic-
ipated speed and accuracy improvement in GGP esti-
mation when the GPS data collected by a precise GPS
flight receiver on board a low Earth satellite are com-
bined with those from a global ground network. The
TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite will provide such opportu-
nities. A global network of 10 evenly distributed stations
(Fig. 4) was used for the study. As in previous covariance
studies [8], the fiducial baselines between NASA DSN sites
at Goldstone, California; Madrid, Spain; and Canberra,
Australia, were fixed as reference baselines in the estima-
tion process. The data noise was assumed to be 20 cm in
pseudorange and 0.4 cm in carrier phase at 5-min inter-
vals (Table 2). Post-fit residuals from GIG '91 with Rogue
GPS receivers were typically 20-30 cm for pseudorange
and 0.3 cm for carrier phase at 6-min intervals (corrected
for the ionosphere). Thus, the assumptions in this covari-
ance analysis for data noise are consistent with present-day
receiver performance. A full constellation of 24 GPS satel-
lites distributed in 6 orbital planes was assumed for this
study [25]. A full or nearly full GPS constellation is ex-
pected to be operational by mid-1993. The abundance of
the GPS measurements allows rapid simultaneous estima-
tion of the geocenter offset, polar motion, and changes in
UT1-UTC, along with GPS orbits, ground stations, and
other parameters. To allow for temporal variations, the
tropospheric delays were modeled as random-walk param-
eters with the same constraints as are currently used when
processing the real data.
The performance of low Earth satellites in enhancing
the GGP estimation can be described in terms of three
different cases. Case one includes only GPS measurement
data from the 10 ground stations (Fig. 4). Case two in-
cludes GPS data from one low Earth orbiter and data from
the ground sites. Case three analyzes the situation when
GPS data from two low Earth orbiters are combined with
the ground data. Both low Earth satellites were considered
to be similar to TOPEX/POSEIDON, but in two orthog-
onal orbital planes with respect to each other with their
ascending nodes separated by 180 deg. The temporal vari-
ations of polar motion and UT1-UTC were represented in
this analysis by random-walk parameters [26]. The geo-
center offset can still be treated as constant since it is un-
likely to change significantly over short data spans (a few
hours). Since GPS observations are sensitive to the rate
of change of UT1-UTC rather than its absolute (inertially
determined) offset, a perfect a priori value was assumed
prior to the observation; the temporal UT1 variation was
then estimated using the GPS tracking data. This assump-
tion implies that VLBI is available to calibrate at least one
UT1-UTC value in the GPS time series. Error in such a
priori VLBI estimates of UT1-UTC would result in a com-
mon GPS node shift without affecting UT1-UTC variation
determination. The random-walk constraint (1 sec) for po-
lar motion was 2 cm/Vr_, and for UT1-UTC variations
the constraint was 10 msec/v/-d-_ (Table 2).
In this covariance study, the effect of mismodeled dy-
namics on the TOPEX/POSEIDON spacecraft was re-
duced by adjusting its orbital elements along with a con-
strained three-dimensional fictitious force treated as pro-
cess noise [7]. Adjustment of the fictitious force reduces
the effects of mismodeled dynamics in the low Earth or-
biter. The errors calculated also include systematic er-
ror due to mismodeIed unadjusted parameters. These in-
clude 6 cm in each component of the fiducial baselines;
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TOPEX/POSEIDON dynamic errors, which were quan-
tified as 20 percent of the nominal values of solar radia-
tion pressure, atmospheric drag, and albedo; and a gravity
error, which was assumed to be 25 percent of the differ-
ence between two existing models, Goddard Earth Model
(GEM)10 and GEML2 [27,28]. This gravity error is com-
parable to the error covariance of GEMT2 gravity [29].
IV. Comparison of GGP Estimation Errors
The future anticipated error in GGP as indicated by
covariance analyses both with and without GPS measure-
ments from TOPEX/POSEIDON is presented here. The
expected errors from all three cases discussed in the pre-
vious section were calculated by using data spans of 2, 4,
and 8 hr at 5-min intervals. The findings of the covariance
analyses are strictly based upon the scenario as specified
in Table 2. Although the assumptions made here are kept
as close as possible to the real data processing, as in the
case of GIG '91, there are still several differences. One
of the differences in the covariance study was the scenario
of fewer, more evenly distributed tracking sites to repre-
sent a routine operation rather than a dedicated experi-
ment. A major difference is also due to the partial (2/3)
GPS constellation operating during GIG '91 and some-
what incomplete tracking data from the southern hemi-
sphere. For example, during GIG '91 one of the southern
hemisphere sites which would have provided critical com-
mon view of GPS satellites was operating for less than
12 hr per day, which significantly degraded the accuracy
of the Z component of the geocenter estimates. Because
of these differences in the assumptions, a one-to-one com-
parison with the GIG '91 experiment results will not be
meaningful. The main objective here is to demonstrate the
extent of anticipated improvement in the determination of
GGP variations when the GPS data from the low Earth
satellites are introduced in the future, with the full GPS
constellation.
Figure 5 presents only the X component of polar mo-
tion and geocenter offset; similar behavior was observed
in other components as well. The comparison of the GGP
estimates between case one, where no low Earth satellite
was available, and case two, where data from one low Earth
satellite were included, shows that TOPEX/POSEIDON
helps to improve the accuracy and convergence speed by
a factor of two, especially in the first 2-4 hr. The single
dominating error source in the GGP variations estimates
for a short data span, as shown in Fig. 5, is the GPS data
noise. The introduction of the second low Earth satellite
serves the similar purposes of improving the geometry and
providing more measurements to combat this dominating
effect of the data noise. As a result, further improvement
can be expected both in accuracy and speed of convergence
by another factor of two (compared to the case of one low
Earth satellite) when GPS data from two low Earth satel-
lites are included.
Some improvement in time resolution of GPS solutions
could be achieved by simply adding more ground sites, as
opposed to incorporating data from a low Earth orbiter.
However, the two approaches are not equivalent. After
a certain minimal global coverage is reached--for exam-
ple, with 12 ground sites evenly distributed--additional
sites tend to improve the formal estimation error propor-
tionally with the square root of the additional number
of measurements. Hence, a very large number of addi-
tional ground sites are needed to lead to a significant im-
provement, particularly in temporal resolution. The data
processing also significantly increases in complexity when
many ground sites are included. A more fundamental lim-
itation of a ground-based-only approach, however, is the
12-hr period of the GPS satellites. Even with many more
ground sites, ground-based carrier-phase data require sev-
eral hours to determine a solution for the phase biascs,
due to the relatively slow GPS satellite velocities. The low
Earth orbiter, however, provides rapid change in viewing
geometries, completing its orbit approximately once every
90 min. This richness in geometrical coverage, rather than
simply the additional measurements, provides the signif-
icant improvement in time resolution of the GPS data.
Finally, the incorporation of Earth orbiters with periods
much shorter than the 12-hr GPS orbital period may en-
able researchers to better separate semidiurnal geodetic
signals and tidal effects from GPS orbit error, which may
also resonate at 12-hr periods. Thus, there are certainly
important advantages to adding low Earth GPS tracking
data which cannot be achieved simply by adding addi-
tional ground sites. This has not been fully quantified in
the analysis, but there are plans to study it in the future
with GPS data from the TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite.
It appears that the speed and accuracy in the de-
termination of the GGP can be enhanced by including
the GPS data from one or more low earth satellites like
TOPEX/POSEIDON. Consequently one should eventu-
ally be able to substantially better resolve centimeter- and
subcentimeter-level signatures in the Earth-orientation
time series over a few hours, which may be expected to
appear due to tidal mismodeling or atmospheric effects.
V. Conclusions
Preliminary estimates of Earth-orientation variations
and location of the geocenter using global GPS data have
been obtained. The average geocenter offset estimate
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from the 3-week-long GPS experiment agrees with the
SLR determined value to better than 10 cm. The esti-
mated UTPM variations show few-centimeter-level agree-
ment with VLBI time series. A comparison with expected
variations from diurnal and semidiurnal ocean tidal models
suggests that the observed subdaily variations in UTPM
with GPS are dominated by tidal effects. With the 1991
data, the GPS daily Earth-orientation estimates are accu-
rate to the 1- to 2-cm level, and filtered solutions at _±_n
intervals for stochastic UT1-UTC and polar motion are
precise to the level of 2-4 cm. The preliminary results
appear to be somewhat limited by the placement Of the
ground receivers and the fact that in 1991 only two-thirds
of the GPS constellation was operational. However, the
geocenter offset results from the IGS '92 campaign [16]
have already shown 5-cm-level agreement with ITRF '91,
and improved results have been reported for subdaily de-
termination of the Earth's rotation [24]. Further improve-
ment is expected, particularly for short-arc (daily or sub-
daily) geocenter estimation, as the full GPS constellation
and evenly distributed ground network becomes available
in the future.
The covariance studies indicate that temporal varia-
tions in global geodynamical parameters can be monitored
with high precision using high-quality GPS pseudorange
and carrier-phase data from a global ground network and
a low Earth satellite. The expected errors in polar mo-
tion variations and the geocenter offset may be lowered to
a few centimeters, and in UT1-UTC variations to a few
hundredths of 1 msec, with only 4 hr of GPS data. The
temporal resolution is expected to be a factor of two bet-
ter with ground and low Earth GPS data as compared
to ground-based tracking only. Including two low Earth
orbiters placed in 0rthogonai orbkal planes further im-
proves the accuracy and time resolution (by an additional
factor of two). The incorporation of low Earth orbiters
with periods (90-120 rain) much shorter than the/2-hr
GPS orbital period may enable a better separation of di-
urnal and semidiurnal geodetic signals and tidal effects
from GPS orbit error, which may also resonate at 12-hr
periods. These important advantages of adding GPS data
from low Earth satellites cannot be achieved simply by in-
Cluding more ground sites. Demonstration of the accuracy
and resolution enhancements for subdaily (and even sub-
hourly) Earth-orientation parameters predicted by these
covariance analyses is planned when the GPS data from
TOPEX/POSEIDON become available in the near future.
Ultimately, such data may provide valuable information
about tidal and other geophysical models which comple-
ment data from other techniques, such as VLBI and laser
tracking.
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Table 1. Estimation strategy applied to the GIG '91 data processing, a
Parameters Treatment A priori tr
GPS orbits Adjusted Unconstrained
G u (Y bias) Adjusted 2 x 10 -12 km/sec 2
Gx and Gz Adjusted 1130 percent (scale factor)
GPS carrier biases Adjusted (real-valued) Unconstrained
3 fiducial site locations Fixed at a priori coordinates
18 nonfiducial site locations Adjusted Unconstrained
Tropospheric delay Adjusted 50 cm +
(1 per site) (as random walk) 1.2 cm/x/h'_ (6 cm over 1 day)
Clock biases Adjusted Unconstrained
(stations/transmitters) (as white noise)
Geocenter offset Adjusted Unconstrained
UT1-UTC variations Adjusted 2 msec/Vr'___10 msec over 1 day)
(Xp, Yp) pole position Adjusted 0.6 cm/'fhr (3 cm over 1 day)
Gravity Fixed at --
[GEM-T2 (12 × 12)] value
Earth's GM Fixed at IERS value
Note that the nominal models for G_, G u, and Gz were believed to be accurate
to about 10 percent. Therefore, the a priori constraints used are fairly loose.
Data span = 24 hr
Data interval = 6 min
Data noise = 100-cm psendorange
-- 1-cm carrier phase
GPS constellation = 15 satellites
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Table 2. Basic estimation models applied to the covarlance analysis, a
Parameters Treatment A priori a
GPS orbits
Gy (Y bias)
G= and Gz
GPS carrier biases
TOPEX/POSE]DON orbits
Fictitious force on
TOPEX/POSEIDON
Gravity on TOPEX]POSEIDON
Solar pressure on
TOPEX/pOSEIDON
Albedo TOPEX/POSEIDON
Atmospheric Drag
TOPEX/POSEIDON
3 fiducial site locations
7 nonfiducial site locations
Tropospheric delay
(1 per site)
Clock biases
(stations/transmltters)
Geocenter offset
UT1-UTC variations
(Xp, Yp) pole position
Earth's GM
Adjusted
Adjusted
Adjusted
Adjusted
Adjust_
Adjusted
(as process_noise)
Cons_clei, ed
Considered
"_Y : 7? :
Considered
Considered
Considered
Adjusted
Adjusted
(as random walk)
Adjusted
(as white process noise)
Adjusted
Adjusted
Adjusted
Adjusted
Unconstrained
2 x 10 -12 km/sec 2
100 percent (scale factor)
Unconstrained
Unconstrained
0.5 #m/sec 2 bias;
0.35 _m/sec _ batch-t_batch
25 percen((GEM10-GEML2)
20 percent of nomin_ model
20 percent of nominal model
20 percent ofnominal model
6 cm each component
20 cm each component
40 cm +
12 cm over 1 day
Unconstrained
20 m each. component
10 msec over I day
2 cm over 1 day
2 parts in 108
* Tracking network
Data span
Data noise
Data interval
GPS constellation
Cutoff elevation
= 10 sites (cf. Fig. 4)
-- 2-8hr
= 20-cm pseudorange
= 0.4-crn carrier phase
= 5 rain
= 24 satellites .......
: I0 deg (ground receivers)
= 0 deg (TOPEX/POSEIDON receiver)
Number of GPS observed = Up to 8 at a time (ground receivers)
= Up to 6 at a time (TOPEX/POSEIDON receiver)
3O
90
6O
3O
2 o
-30
-6O
-90
I I I 12 I I
14 181;L, o
,oCt,',
] I [ I I
-180 -120 -60 0 60 120 180
LONGITUDE, deg
1. ALGONQUIN, CANADA 12. NY ALESUND, NORWAY
2. CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA 13. PINYON, CALIFORNIA
3. FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 14. VICTORIA, CANADA
4. GOLDSTONE, CALIFORNIA 15. SANTIAGO, CHILE
5. HARTEBEESTHOEK, SOUTH AFRICA 16. LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA
6. HONEFOSS, NORWAY 17. TROMSO, NORWAY
7. JPL, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 18. WETTZEL, GERMANY
8. KOKEE, HAWAII 19. USUDA, JAPAN
9. KOOTWlJK, THE NETHERLANDS 20. YARRAGADEE, AUSTRALIA
10. MADRID, SPAIN 21. YELLOWKNIFE, CANADA
11. MATERA, ITALY
Fig. 1. The 21 GPS Rogue receiver sites of the GIG '91 network.
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IERS Bulletin B nominal series. One-sigma GPS formal errors are
also plotted. Comparison with oceanic tidal model predictions
from Herring and Dong [22] and from Brosche et al. [21] (plotted
with an offset of 0.2 msec for clarity in the figure) shows clearly
the effect of tides detected in the GPS 6-min estimates.
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Fig. 3. GPS stochastic estimation of polar-motion fluctuations
with 6-min time resolution. GPS formal one-sigma errors are also
plotted.
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Failure Modes of Reduced-Order Orbit Determination Filters
and Their Remedies
D. J. Scheeres
NavigationSystemsSection
This article discusses ways in which failure can occur in reduced-order, orbit-
determination filter, error covariance calculations. In the context Of this article,
reduced-order filters denote nonoptimal filters which include fixed levels of uncer-
tainty in some parameters of the measurement models or in the spacecraft dynamical
model which are not explicitly estimated in the filter equations. Failure is defined
herein as an increase in the orbit determination covariance with the addition of
data or as an unreasonable growth in the covariance with time, i.e., nonasymp-
totic behavior of the covariance. Some simple, known cases of failure are discussed
along with their traditional remedies. In addition, more modern remedies are dis-
cussed which are currently under development at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
The article first describes the known problems of reduced-order filters when they
are employed for orbit determination, and their traditional remedies. Then, having
defined these, the relevancy and desirability of the more modern remedies are made
apparent.
=.
I. Introduction
As the terminology used for reduced-order filters, which
are sometimes called consider filters, is not uniform, it is
important that the definition Qf the consider filter used
herein be understood from the outset. What is called the
consider filter is actually known as the consider option in
JPL's orbit determination software system. In this ap-
proach, which is commonly used in spacecraft navigation
at JPL, the relevant estimated state parameters (space-
craft position and velocity, etc.) are determined using only
knowledge of other estimated state parameters; the filter is
closed upon itself. It is acknowledged, however, that there
are other parameters which may not be known exactly and
which have an effect on measurements made of the state
and on the dynamics of the state.
For a variety of reasons it is sometimes not desired to
estimate these parameters. These reasons may he that
there are no adequate models for the evolution of these
parameters, that estimating them would require excessive
computation time, or that, if estimated, the computed un-
certainty in these parameters would be reduced far below
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the level warranted by model accuracy. Instead, in order
to gauge how uncertainties in these parameters manifest
themselves as uncertainties in the state estimates, the esti-
mation error covariance of the state (the computed covari-
anee) is modified to account for these errors in some way.
It should be noted that this modified covariance, called the
consider covariance, is not fed back into the filter. Thus
the filter knows nothing about the consider contribution to
the uncertainty in the state estimate. The mathematical
definition of these filters is reviewed later in the article.
In this article a consider filter is defined to have failed
when the addition of data yields an increase in the con-
sider covariance, and hence less confidence in the estimate,
or when the consider covariance begins to grow unreason-
ably large as time increases. These types of failure are
usually alleviated by artificially increasing, or deweight-
ing, the measurement noise variances of one or more data
types so that additional data yield a smaller or equiva-
lent consider covariance. Data weights are, ideally, the
inverse of the noise variance for the measurements being
employed. They also can serve, however, as free parame-
ters with which one may emphasize or deemphssize certain
data types. If this does not alleviate the failure, then the
data arc may be restarted, essentially discarding old data.
Two general modes of failure for consider filters are dis-
cussed. In analyzing these modes it becomes evident why
and how a filter should be tuned. The ramifications of a
consider filter that needs substantial tuning are also dis-
cussed. It is hoped that the reader can develop an intuitive
feel for the modes of failure of consider filters from this ar-
ticle, and that it will shed light on some of the seemingly
nonintuitive behavior that can be exhibited by this type
of estimation scheme.
A special effort is made to discuss a more sophisti-
cated sequential orbit-determination filter model being de-
veloped at JPL, the Enhanced Filter [1,2]. The use of this
filter alleviates many problems associated with more tra-
ditional consider filters. At various points in this article
mention is made of this approach.
II. Modes of Failure
The modes of failure discussed below correspond to two
extreme conditions in which a reduced-order filter may op-
erate. It is hypothesized that generic cases of failure are a
combination of these modes. There may exist, of course,
possible modes not discussed here. In the first case, pro-
cess noise is not assumed to be present in the filter model.
This is called the batch mode. This case corresponds to
a simplified covariance analysis or, in a limiting ease, to a
situation where the frequency of the data measurements is
large enough (or the characteristic time of the process noise
is long enough) to render the process noise component es-
sentially constant. In this case, the filter is modeled as a
batch filter. The second mode is the converse of the first,
namely, it is the case where process noise effects dominate
the filter behavior. This is called the sequential mode. In
this case, the filter is said to be saturated, and the uncer-
tainty in the filter parameters has reached a quasi-steady
state. The filter is modeled as a sequential Kalman-Bucy
filter in this case.
III. Batch Mode
To begin, the classical results of batch covariance anal-
ysis with consider parameter effects are restated.
A. Batch Consider Covarlance Definitions
Assume the state model to be
zk = ¢(tk,tk-1)zk-1 (1)
and the measurement model to be
zk = Hz, xk + vk (2)
with E(viv T) = Ri_ij. The term zk is the state at time t_;
¢(tk,tk-1) is the state transition matrix; zk is the mea-
surement at time tk; v_ is the measurement noise; R/ is
the variance of the measurement noise, and dfij is the usual
Kronecker delta function. Then the classical approach to
covariance computation, in the absence of process noise,
can be stated as [3, p. 27]:
Pk = A(tj,tk)
=0
(3)
where Pk is the state-estimation error covariance matrix
at time t_, the A(tj,tk) are information matrices propa-
gating measurements taken at time tj to time tk, and N
is the total number of measurements. Essentially, the fil-
ter reduces all measurements to the same epoch and then
applies a weighted least-squares estimation process. Here
the time at j = 0 may either be an initial measurement or
an a priori information matrix.
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Explicitly, the information matrices are defined as
= tk)H=,R H_j¢(tj,tk) (4)
where R is the covariance of the measurements at time tj
(often assumed to be diagonal and constant), H_ is the
partial derivative of the observation vector with respect to
the state at time tj, and ¢(tj,t_) is the state transition
matrix which describes the linear evolution of state per-
turbations about the nominal trajectory from time tk to
tj.
Note that the information matrices A(tj, tk) are at least
positive semidefinite, and if the proper types of measure-
ments (including possible a priori information) are taken,
the sum of the information matrices will be positive defi-
nite for some j _> 0; thus the inverse of the sum will exist
if enough measurements are taken. As the information
matrices are positive semidefinite, it is obvious that ad-
ditional measurements will always cause the size of Pk to
decrease or remain constant. Thus, to minimize the trace
of the Pk matrix, or tr(Pk), a common measure of the size
of the covariance matrix, it is useful to increase the num-
ber of measurements N over any given data arc. Due to
the nature of the dynamics of the state, the size of the
information matrix will often vary with [ tj - tk I depend-
ing on the specific dynamics of the state (governed by the
state transition matrices).
A consider parameter is a parameter whose exact value
is not known, which has some influence on the measure-
ments or dynamical environments of the state, and is not
estimated. If such parameters are present, then the co-
variance of the state must be augmented to account for
the uncertainty of the consider parameters. The resultant
covariance matrix is called the consider covariancel:
Pck= + s ns[ (5)
where Pk is the computed state covariance matrix as de-
fined above, II is the covariance matrix of the consider
parameters, and S_ is the sensitivity matrix. The sensi-
tivity matrix can be defined as the partial derivative of
the estimated state with respect to the consider parame-
ters. For this discussion, it is useful to view it in a more
elemental form:
1 S. C. Wu, W. I. Bertiger, J. S. Border, S. M. Lidlten, R. F. Sunseri,
B. G. Williams, P. J. Wolff, and J. T. Wu, OASIS Mathematical
Description, Version 1.0, JPL D-3139, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(internal document), Pasadena, California, pp. 6-11, April 1, 1986.
N
Sk = -P_ E eT(tj,t_)HLR -1 [Hz, O(tj,tk) + Hcj] (6)
j=0
The repeated quantities are defined as before. The new
quantities are defined as follows: Hei is the partial deriva-
tive of the observation vector with respect to the consider
parameters at time tj, and O(tj,tt) represents the influ-
ence that the consider parameters have on the evolution
of the state. The term O(tj, tk) is defined as the particular
solution to the nonhomogeneous equation
O(t,tk) = A(t)O(t,h,) + B(t) (7)
e(tk, tk) = o (8)
where 0 is a matrix of size n x p where n is the number
of elements in the state and p is the number of consider
parameters. A(t) is the partial derivative of the equations
of motion with respect to the state and B(t) is the par-
tial derivative of the equations of motion with respect to
the consider parameters. The solution of this equation ex-
presses the influence the consider parameters have on the
state, and can be stated in terms of the state transition
matrix:
O(t, tk) = _(t, r)B(r)dr (9)
o(tk, t) = t)o(t, t, ) (10)
Thus the sensitivity matrix may be expressed as
Sk = Mk + _ (11)
where two new quantities are defined. These are
N
Mk = -Pk E @T (tJ'tk )H_ R-I Hej
j=O
(12)
0k ---- A(ti,tk) EA(ti,tk)O(tk,tj) (13)
j=O j=O
The term Mk denotes the effect of the consider pa-
rameter uncertainty as the uncertainty acts through the
measurement alone; this term is called the measurement
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consider contribution. The effect of this term is usually to
add a nearly constant uncertainty to the consider covari-
ance. Its effect may dominate over 0k in many situations
where the consider parameters do not enter strongly into
the state dynamics, yet this term will in general not lead
to unbounded growth in the consider covariance.
The matrix 0k represents the effects of the consider pa-
rameters on the state dynamics. This term may lead to
covariance divergence and some of the counterintuitive or-
bit determination results which are associated with the
use of consider filters. As the information matrices A are
positive semidefinite, they may be viewed as analogues to
masses or to weights, hence Ok may be viewed as analo-
gous to the center of mass of the accumulated information
matrix:
]
./=0
(14)
Alternatively it may be viewed as an average or mean of
the function O(t_,tj) weighted by the information matri-
ces. This is especially clear if the number of measurements
becomes large, leading to
If? ]'f?0k _ A(T, tk)dr A(r, tk)O(tk, v)dr (15)
which is a classical definition of averaging. The term 0k is
called the dynamic consider contribution.
B. General Properties of the Sensitivity Matrix
The sensitivity matrix with its measurement and dy-
namic contributions has some properties that may be
stated without recourse to specific example. Some of these
are listed below.
1. Performance Characterization. The perfor-
mance of the consider covariance may be characterized by
tr(Pck) = tr(Pk) + tr(S_IIS'[). If the consider param-
eter covariance rl is diagonal, as is often the case, then
tr(&nS[) P= _Ei=l n, llS_,ll2, where II- IIis the usual Eu-
clidian norm, Hi is the ith consider parameter variance,
and Ski is the ith column of the sensitivity matrix. As
noted previously, tr(Pk) always decreases with additional
data. As will be shown, IIS_llmay increase with additional
data, implying that the consider filter has failed. Note that
in this formulation (diagonal II matrix) the consider pa-
rameters may be discussed independent of each other.
2. Data Weighting Properties. A classical result
associated with the sensitivity matrix is its invariance with
respect to a common scaling of the weights (noise vari-
ances) of all data types. Note that in the definition of both
the measurement and dynamic consider contributions, the
inverse of the data noise matrix, R-1, appears in both the
numerator and denominator (or their matrix generaliza-
tions). Thus, should the data noise matrix R be scaled by
some factor, the sensitivity matrix will be invariant with
respect to this scaling. This implies that if there is only one
data type being used, the consider contribution is indepen-
dent of the data noise (assuming no a priori information).
Thus for single-data-type consider filters the tuning strat-
egy of artificially deweighting the data cannot be used to
alter the sensitivity matrix, and data editing must be used
instead. This will not be the case when process noise is
added to the filter.
If there are two or more data types present, then the
consider contribution may be altered by scaling the data
weights relative to each other. This may be a useful proce-
dure if one data type induces a large consider contribution
with respect to the other data types. Then by deweighting
that one data type, the consider contribution of this data
type is reduced relative to the other data types. Unfortu-
nately, in performing the deweighting, the computed co-
variance of the state will grow. If the data type in question
is essential to the performance of the filter, then deweight-
ing that data type may lead to poorer performance.
3. Measurement Consider Contribution. The
measurement contribution Ms [Eq. (12)] is related to the
uncertainty of the measurements with respect to the con-
sider parameters. It has no terms that generically in-
crease with time. While its magnitude may be large
for effects such as the tropospheric-calibration-error or
station-location-error contribution for the radio Doppler
data type, or a range bias uncertainty for the radio range
data type, it tends to remain at a fixed level.
4. Dynamic Consider Contribution. The dynamic
contribution 0k [Eq. (13)] is related to the uncertainty in-
duced in the state dynamical model by the consider param-
eters. As discussed earlier, it may be viewed as an average
of the quantities O(tk,tj) weighted by their respective in-
formation matrices A(tj,tk). Recalling the definition of
the 0 [Eq. (9)], note that it is an integral over the time
interval t_ -tj. Hence, if this time interval grows large
(and the information content of the matrix A does not de-
crease as the time from the measurement increases) these
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individualtermsmaygrowlarge.Thus,if conditionsare
right, the mean value of these terms will begin to grow,
leading to an increase in the size of the consider covari-
ance if the computed covariance does not decrease swiftly
enough. Some specific instances where such a failure may
occur are discussed in the next subsection.
C. Some Batch Failure Modes and Their Remedies
The usual remedy for a large consider covariance, as
discussed above, is to deweight the data type with the
largest consider contribution. This approach will usually
allow one to reduce the consider covariance somewhat, yet
may not always be the most insightful remedy. It also
requires tuning by the navigator, often a difficult and im-
precise procedure.
1. High Information Content Divergence. One
particular failure mode often encountered in practice is due
to measurement data with both a dynamic consider con-
tribution and a large information content. The immediate
result of such data is to improve the computed covariance
and to have only a small effect on the dynamic consider
contribution, as the integral time spans will be short. If
the subsequent data have a smaller information content,
then the averaging process in computing the dynamic con-
sider contribution will emphasize the terms related to the
large-information-content data. As time progresses, these
terms will grow at least linearly in time due to the inte-
gration effects and may cause the consider covariance to
grow in an unbounded manner.
A simple example of this is a planetary (or planetary
satellite) flyby navigation scenario, in which the ephemeris
errors of the planet are considered and not estimated.
While the spacecraft is flying by the planet the informa-
tion content of data tends to be very large due to the
increased dynamics of the spacecraft. However, the con-
sidered position errors of the planet will translate directly
into an uncertainty in the model of forces acting on the
spacecraft. At closest approach the dynamic consider con-
tributions may be negligible, but soon after they will grow
with time, as the post-flyby data will contain relatively
less information.
The usual remedy to this failure mode is to restart the
data arc using the minimized consider covariance at (or
soon after) flyby as the a priori covariance matrix. Another
remedy is to use the flyby information to estimate the
planet position and reduce the otherwise fixed uncertainty
in these Parameters.
2. Flat-Information-Content Divergence. An-
other failure mode may be identified with information ma-
trices having a uniformly constant information content. In
this instance the dynamic consider contribution weights all
its terms equally. Thus the older data will begin to domi-
nate the mean as they grow at least linearly with time.
An example of this effect would be a spacecraft in an
outer solar system cruise period, where the nongravita-
tional accelerations acting on the spacecraft are treated as
consider parameters. In such a system, without new data
with a larger information content to increase the relative
size of the information matrices, the consider covariance
will grow.
There are several remedies to this mode of failure, the
simplest being to discard old data after some time span.
Unfortunately, this remedy also discards potentially useful
information. Remedies that are more modern are either
to model nongravitational accelerations as process noise
terms in the dynamics, which forces the filter to give new
information relatively greater weight, or to estimate the
deterministic model parameters which represent the non-
gravitational accelerations.
D. implications of Failure Modes
The fact that, in some cases, the sensitivity matrix may
become large due to either the measurement or dynamic
contribution indicates something more: that there is a sig-
nificant information content in the measurements concern-
ing the state estimate which could he exploited if it were
not for the effects of the consider parameters. In fact, this
is often why these parameters were considered in the first
place, as they were estimated too quickly and too well with
conventional filters and simplified models.
Some recent investigations into improved filter model-
ing have turned this fact into a useful strategy [1,2]. This
improvement entails building a more sophisticated model
for the consider parameter effects, especially the random
components, and estimating this expanded parameter set,
most of the members of which are treated as stochastic
parameters. If appropriate noise variances and Correlation
times are chosen, the estimation process may not yield
significant improvement in the knowledge of these param-
eters, yet may extract much of the information contained
in the measurement partials of these parameters.
That the stochastic parameter uncertainties do not im-
prove significantly in this approach is not an inherent
problem, and can be understood in the following con-
text. It is usually the case that these consider parameters
are better determined by various intensive, off-line cali-
bration techniques. With regard to station locations, for
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example,thesetechniqueswouldtaketheformof many
careful very long baseline interferometry measurements of
quasars. Thus, if the current filter's information matrix
with respect to these parameters is weighted against the
accumulated data (which defined the a priori uncertainties
in these parameters), the current information will have a
negligible impact on the uncertainty. The introduction of
stochastic parameters to account for modeling imperfec-
tions serves as a way to introduce such effects while ex-
ploiting the current measurement information to improve
the state covariance.
IV. Sequential Mode
Now the case where process noise has been added into
the filter is discussed. This alters the covariance computa-
tion scheme to a Kalman-Bucy approach. The basic defi-
nitions for this type of computation are briefly reviewed.
A. Sequential Consider Covadance Definitions
Assume that the state model is given by
xk = _k,_-lxk-1 -}- Fk,k-luk-1 (16)
and that the measurement model is the same as in the
batch mode [Eq. (2)]. Then computation of the state co-
variance when process noise is present is defined as follows:
Pk = [I- KkH_k] Pi (17)
K_ = [_kH T [H, kPkH T + Rk]-' (18)
The quantity Pk is the state (or computed) estimate er-
ror covariance computed at time tk as before. Note that
Eq. (17) is only valid when the gain K} is the optimal
gain matrix. The quantity Hxh is the partial derivative of
the observation vector at time tk with respect to the state.
The quantity K} is the Kalman gain matrix computed at
time tk, and Rk is the measurement noise covariance. Fi-
nally, the matrix Pk is the computed covariance from time
tk-1 mapped to the present time. Involved in the mapping
are both the dynamics of the state and the uncertainty due
to process noise in the intervening period:
T (19)P_ = _k,k_lPk_l_W,__l + rk,_-lQk-lrk,k_l
Equations (17), (18), and (19) define the matrix Riccati
equation for the discrete filter [4]. In Eq. (19) the matrix
_k,k-1 is the state transition matrix from time tk-l to time
t_, and Pk-1 is the computed covariance at time tk-1. The
matrix Fk,k-1 maps the process noise state uncertainty
from time tk-1 to time tk. The matrix Q_-I is generally
the covariance of a Gaussian white noise sequence ui where
E [uiu T] = Qi_fij (20)
The term 5_ is the usual Kronecker delta function. The
process noise model may also be correlated in time.
The definition of the rk,_-I matrix is very similar to
the O(tk, t_-l) function defined previously. Explicitly
h
F_,k-1 = ¢(t_, r)B,(r)dr (21)
--1
In this equation Bn(r) is the partial derivative of the state
dynamics with respect to the process noise parameters.
As before, the consider covariance at time tk is simply
Pc, =Pk+SknS[ (22)
The formula for the covariance Pk is given by Eqs. (17),
(18), and (19). The definition of the sensitivity matrix is
now given as [3, p. 177]
Sk = [I- Kk Hk] 5'_ - Kk He, (23)
Sk = _k,_-lSk-_ + 0_,___ (24)
In the above formulae, He, is the partial derivative of the
observation vector with respect to the consider parame-
ters at time t_, and 0/_.k-_ represents the sensitivity of the
spacecraft dynamics due to possible errors in the consider
parameters. Both of these terms were defined in the previ-
ous section. Note that there is not uniform agreement on
the calculation of S_. Slightly different forms for this map-
ping may be derived depending on whether the consider
covariance is first computed and then propagated forward
in time, or the state estimates are first mapped in time
and then the consider covariance is computed. The reason
for this difference, which does not exist for the computed
covariance, is due to the peculiarities of the consider co-
variance when mapped. This article follows Ref. [3] and
Footnote 1 and uses the first definition given, that the con-
sider covariance is first computed and then mapped. This
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definition is more in line with the use of the Kalman-Bucy
filter. Note that if no process noise is present in the dy-
namics (Qi - 0), then the above definitions are equivalent
to the definitions given in Section III.A.
B. General Properties of the Filter and Sensitivity
Matrix
The Kalman-Bucy sequential filter with process noise
exhibits some significant differences in behavior versus the
batch filter without process noise. The major difference is
that in the sequential filter old data are forgotten as time
goes on, as the accumulated effect of process noise is to
render measurements made some time ago not valuable.
This occurs because the current covariance is continually
made relatively larger by the process noise terms in the
filter model, and hence the gain matrix K is increased to
rely more heavily on the current data.
Some implications of this forgetting process for the sen-
sitivity matrix follow. First of all, this process implies
that the sensitivity matrix is no longer invariant under
uniform scaling of measurement noise. Thus, data may be
deweighted to influence the sensitivity matrix, even if only
one data type is used. This was not the case with the batch
mode. Another implication is that the dynamic consider
contribution, which could lead to unbounded growth of
the consider covariance in the batch mode, has a reduced
effect. This is related to the forgetting property of the
filter. As the time from the measurement increases, and
as the potential dynamic consider contribution increases,
the relative importance of this measurement is effectively
deweighted automatically by the filter. Thus the addi-
tion of process noise to the dynamics largely eliminates
the dynamic consider contribution, as the filter deweights
old data autonomously. The dynamic contribution may
still influence the covariance, but its effect should not be
as pervasive or long lasting as in the batch mode.
In the sequential mode the major consider contribu-
tion comes from the measurement errors or the measure-
ment consider contribution, as described earlier in Sec-
tion III.B.3. This is seen from the update equation for
the sensitivity matrix, Eq. (23), where the measurement
partial derivative with respect to the consider parameters
is directly scaled by the gain matrix, with no other atten-
uations acting on this term until it is mapped to the next
time step.
C. Saturation of the Sequential Filter
One of the unique features of a sequential filter which
contains process noise terms is that after enough measure-
ments have been processed, a quasi-steady state condition
will be achieved in which the variances of the estimated
parameters reach a lower bound and do not decrease fur-
ther. This is not the case for a batch filter in which no
process noise is present. Assuming that the process noise
effects are fairly large, then the elements of the mapped
computed covariance, 15k, may be significantly larger than
the corresponding elements of the computed covariance
Pk-1. If the filter has reached a quasi-steady state, which
is assumed, then the update of the mapped computed co-
variance Pk to Pk must reduce the size of Pk to the same
order as the previous computed covariance, Pk-1. This
implies that the gain matrix Kk is relatively large, or that
the update matrix I- K_Hxk is relatively small. In this
instance, increasing the data weight (decreasing the as-
sumed measurement noise variance) will reduce the size of
the current computed covariance, Pk-1, yet will have lit-
tle effect on the computed covariance as mapped forward
in time, Pk. Thus, while increasing the data weight may
yield reduced state uncertainties at the measurement time,
it will not reduce the uncertainties after they are mapped
forward in time, i.e., the filter is insensitive to the data
noise. Of course, if the data weight were decreased by a
sufficient amount, a significant degradation would eventu-
ally be observed.
O. A Possible Failure Mode
Now consider a case where the process noise is large.
From the above discussion, the gain Kk is relatively large
and the update matrix I-KkH,: k is relatively small. Thus,
an approximate result for the form of the sensitivity matrix
at time tk is
Sk ,_ -KkHck +'" (25)
leading to a consider covariance of
Pc_ _ Pk + KkHchHHT K T +"" (26)
The neglected terms are of negligible size for a first-order
analysis. It is clear now that if the filter places too much
emphasis on the current measurement, i.e., increases the
size of Kk, then the consider contribution may become
unreasonably large. This behavior is due entirely to the
measurement consider contribution. Some specific physi-
cal effects that would lead to this type of uncertainty when
treated as consider parameters would be transmission-
media calibration errors or unknown biases in the measure-
ments. The traditional remedy for this failure mode is to
deweight the current measurement data. As noted above,
in this case it is possible to decrease the consider contribu-
tion by deweighting even if only one data type is present,
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an option not available in the batch mode. Again, if more
than one data type is present, a better choice would be to
deweight each measurement datum relative to the others
in an attempt to retain precision.
E. Implications of the Failure Mode
One remedy of the failure mode that was discussed in
Section IV.D is to deweight the current data, a process
which must usually be accomplished through trial and er-
ror, especially when multiple data types are present. It
would be highly desirable, though, to weight the mea-
surements at their inherent accuracy and employ a filter
model which accounts for error sources which are otherwise
treated as consider parameters; such a filter will then au-
tomatically place the proper amount of emphasis on each
measurement, which is determined by the assumed behav-
ior of the modeled error sources. This is the approach be-
hind the enhanced filter model, mentioned earlier, which
employs stochastic and deterministic parameters to ap-
proximately represent the error sources affecting the mea-
surements.
As an example of the potential benefit of enhanced fil-
ter modeling, an error covariance analysis was performed
using an enhanced filter to reduce radio Doppler and rang-
ing data in interplanetary orbit determination scenarios
derived from the Mars Observer and Mars Environmental
Survey Pathfinder missions [2]. In this study, the enhanced
filter used to reduce the measurements contained stochas-
tic process models to approximately represent the princi-
pal error sources affecting the measurements. The results
predicted that orbit-determination accuracy improvement
of factors of 2 to 4 could be realized over a conventional
approach using a reduced-order filter, in which the mea-
surement error sources were treated as consider param-
eters. Again, appropriate process noise terms must be
added into the estimated-measurement error parameters
to represent the actual random and uncertain nature of
these error sources, and to prevent the filter from develop-
ing an unrealistic knowledge of them.
V. Summary and Conclusion
In this article some of the classical failure modes of
reduced-order (consider) orbit-determination filters were
discussed. By developing an informal description of these
failure modes in terms of the information content of mea-
surements, their error sources, and associated uncertain-
ties, some relatively fundamental aspects of the well-
known problems associated with the use of consider filters
were established. A detailed description of specific fail-
ures of these types of filters is normally given in terms
of mission-specific parameters and events; thus, it is diffi-
cult to go into greater detail about failure modes without
recourse to specific examples.
The traditional motivation for the use of consider pa-
rameters was to simplify and speed up the filtering pro-
cess in an age when computer runs often took hours, and
computational efficiency and model simplifications were
significant driving conditions on orbit determination pro-
cedures. The drawbacks of consider filters, i.e., the non-
intuitive behavior and failure modes that were sometimes
encountered, were accepted as the cost of using simpli-
fied models to increase efficiency. The recent advent of
low-cost, high-speed computer workstations makes it pos-
sible to eliminate these undesirable consider contributions
through the use of more sophisticated filter modeling (i.e.,
the enhanced filter), an important development. Enhanced
filters may yield substantial improvements in orbit deter-
mination accuracy, with both existing data types and new
data types proposed for future use. In particular, this
makes it possible to achieve greater accuracies with sim-
pler data types (such as those generated by the DSN's
Doppler system) in future small, low-cost interplanetary
missions, for which minimizing the resources and effort
needed to support navigation is highly desirable. In the
future, enhanced filters may enable very high accuracies
for more ambitions missions in which relatively complex
navigation techniques and data types may be employed.
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Cammatic: An Approach to Improve DSS 13 Antenna
Gravity-Loading Performance
R. Levy and D. Strain 1
GroundAntennasand FacilitiesEngineeringSection
Corrective actuator forces are applied to the DSS 13 antenna structure to im-
prove its accuracy. These forces are calibrated according to the antenna elevation
requirements. The calibration is derived from accurate field measurements and is
not subject to the errors that result from computer modelling. A successful demon-
stration has provided significant antenna surface improvement. An improvement of
0.6 to 1 dB is predicted.
I. Introduction
As originally assembled and measured in the summer
of 1991, the DSS 13 34-m antenna's performance was in-
consistent with and inferior to finite-element-method com-
puter model predictions. Details of this evaluation were
presented in a report. 2 Figure 1 shows that the errors de-
rived from actual measurements at Ka-band frequencies
(32 GHz) were larger than the errors predicted by either
the NASTRAN or IDEAS computer program models.
At that time, the antenna contained both central and
off-to-the-side beam waveguide shroud cylinders. As can
be seen in Fig. 2, these shrouds are substantial structures
and are capable of introducing significant and complex
forces that could not readily be modelled accurately by
computer. Strain gage measurements on both shrouds
1Planning Research Corporation (PRC).
2 R. Levy, "DSS 13 Antenna Structure Measurements and Evalu-
ation," JPL Report D-8947 (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, October 1, 1991.
indicated force magnitudes of about 75 kN on the by-
pass shroud and half as much on the central shroud. A
computer-modelling analysis showed that structural in-
teraction forces, caused by connecting the shrouds firmly
to the remaining structure, could have a significant ef-
fect on performance. The study also showed that the by-
pass shroud forces had more effect than the central shroud
forces.
However, an examination of the strain gage measure-
ments showed the direction of the forces to be opposite
to those determined from the model investigation. That
is, when the model predicted tensile forces on the shroud,
the strain gage forces were compressive, and vice versa.
Dial-indicator measurements of the relative displacement
between shroud and structure were also consistent with
the strain gage forces measured on the shrouds. At the
time of the report, this reversal of shroud forces was at-
tributed to a dominating eccentricity in the alignment of
the shroud bearings relative to the elevation axis.
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Some time later, it was proposed to remove the bypass
shroud--no longer a microwave requirement--to free the
structure from the associated interaction forces. There
was general agreement that the structural performance
would improve by eliminating the bypass. The forces
were thought to act unsymmetrically on the structure and
therefore were inconsistent with the objective of homolo-
gous structural response. Theodolite and holography mea-
surements had clearly established unsymmetrical and non-
homologous surface distortion patterns with the bypass
shroud in place.
II. History After Bypass Shroud Removal
The bypass was removed in December 1991, and surface
panels were reset to accommodate the change in structural
configuration. Theodolite, holography, and gain measure-
ments were obtained. These measurements all indicated
that the surface was no better, from a microwave stand-
point, and more likely somewhat worse, than with the by-
pass shroud in place. On the other hand, surface deforma-
tions were symmetrical and smooth, and a large surface
disturbance near the former bypass had disappeared. Fur-
thermore, theodolite measurements of the gross structure
deflections were impressively consistent with model predic-
tions. Unfortunately, the much smaller residual deflections
obtained by least-square fitting the gross deflections to the
nearest homologous surface were larger than anticipated.
III. Evaluation and Proposed Improvement
Since the forces developed by attaching the bypass
shroud to the structure could deteriorate the antenna's
performance and because these forces were observed to be
in the opposite direction to those expected from its attach-
ment to the structure, it now appears that forces from
the shroud, although not symmetrical and homologous,
were actually helping performance. These forces were ex-
plained as accruing from a fortuitous shroud bearing mis-
alignment, such as might result from cam-like effects. It
was proposed to recover the beneficial effects of these cam-
matic forces by applying calibrated active forces through
symmetrically placed actuators from the alidade to the
surface-supporting structure. Actuators, rather than per-
manent structural member attachments, were needed be-
cause the analysis had demonstrated that passive forces
from attachments would act in a direction opposite to that
required for improvement.
Figure 3 shows a proposed new actuator structure and
svstem to apply the cam-like forces. This system has the
capability of applying forces parallel to the Z and X axes
shown in the figure. It incorporates a few new structural
bar members (shown in heavy lines) to support the actu-
ators and to apply forces to the antenna structure.
Comprehensive computer modelling studies were made
to determine the optimum magnitudes and force direc-
tions to be applied at each antenna elevation. The com-
puter effort was based upon a hybrid model: the original
antenna's response was derived from a theodolite surface
survey, while the additional actuator forces' response was
derived from the original finite element model. The com-
putational procedures were based upon [1]. The objective
was to obtain the greatest overall improvement.
It was found that, although the greatest improvement
could be obtained by optimizing both Z- and X-axis
forces, there was only a small reduction in efficiency when
the Z-axis actuators were eliminated and only one pair of
X-axis actuators was used. This provided a major sim-
plification of the system because the necessary new forces
could readily be applied by reacting against the existing
massive elevation-bearing housings. Figure 4 shows one
side of the antenna with the X-actuator mechanical as-
sembly that was designed and installed. Figure 5 is a
photograph of the antenna in which the pair of actuator
structures on each side appears darker than the remaining
antenna structure in the background.
Figure 6 shows the gain prediction with the proposed
X-axis actuators, compared with the previously measured
gain curve. For example, an improvement of about 1 dB at
10 deg elevation and about 0.6 dB at 80 deg elevation can
be anticipated from the figure. Such changes would pro-
vide valuable improvements in the antenna performance.
Another favorable feature of the actuator system is that
the forces are relatively small, so they are easily accom-
modated by actuators and the existing structure. Figure 7
shows the magnitudes of the anticipated optimum X-axis
actuator forces. At most, the forces would be only two
percent of the weight of the structure to which they were
applied.
IV. Results of Field Gain Measurements
Gain measurements were made from 4 to 11 p.m. local
time on March 18, 1993, by observations at 32 GHz on
radio source star 3C84. The star traversed downwards
from above 80 deg to just below 10 deg of elevation during
this time. The procedure was to observe with and without
actuator forces, applied in the range of those in Fig. 7.
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The forces were applied by hydraulic jacks, and pressures
were adjusted manually according to directions from the
control room.
Figure 8 shows the antenna gains computed from the
measurements. Solid lines are drawn between the mea-
surements to identify the cases without actuator forces.
It can be seen that the gain with actuator forces, with
one trivial exception, is always higher than the solid lines.
It is not possible to compute the differences in the gains
by a direct subtraction because no two measurements of
the moving star were made at the same elevation. Never-
theless, since there were almost 20 measurements with no
actuator forces, it was reasonable to fit a curve through
these points. Therefore a sixth-degree polynomial was de-
veloped to provide a close fit as a basis for interpolation
at the elevations where the forces were applied.
Figure 9 shows the improvements in gain with the ac-
tuator forces, which are obtained by subtracting the inter-
polated gain without actuator forces. The solid curve in
the figure is the predicted improvement, which is equiva-
lent to the differences between the curves in Fig. 6. It can
be seen that the measured improvements are distributed
both above and below the prediction curve. Actually, more
points are above the prediction curve than below.
V. Summary and Conclusions
Measurements have confirmed that this is an effective,
simple, and practical way to improve the performance of
this antenna. In accordance with the predictions, improve-
ments of about 1 dB at 10 deg elevation and more than
0.6 dB at 75 deg elevation were observed. Furthermore,
the applied forces may not have been optimum because
it was not possible to provide a careful force calibration
procedure during the measurements.
One attractive feature of this approach is that antenna
performance data are derived from field measurements and
are not subject to traditional differences between model
predictions and performance measurements. Models are
used only for preliminary calibration and assessment.
Another advantage is the simplicity of the construc-
tion and control operations in a system that requires only
two actuators. Other proposed antenna actuator systems
require tens to hundreds of actuators distributed through-
out main reflector or secondary surfaces. The complexity
of fabricating, calibrating, and controlling such unproven
systems could be overwhelming.
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A Cryogenic Seven-Element HEMT Front End for DSS 13
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A cryogenically cooled Ka-band (33.6-GHz), seven-element front-end array for
the DSN has been built and tested. This system uses seven high-electron-mobility-
transistor (HEMT) low-noise amplifiers cooled by a two-stage closed-cycle refriger-
ator. All system components from the polarizers to the output isolators are cooled
to a physical temperature between 18 and 35 K. The noise temperatures of the
individual elements range from 64 to 84 K over a 2.75-GHz bandwidth.
I. Introduction
There has been a desire to increase the operating fre-
quency of the DSN for the purpose of improving telemetry
capabilities to reduce spacecraft costs for a given perfor-
mance. Although improvements in gain and bandwidth
are achievable, problems associated with antenna defor-
mations and focusing become significant. This currently
limits the maximum operating frequency of the 70-m an-
tennas to 8.4 GHz [1]. The use of an array of feeds has
been suggested [2] and studied [3] as a method for correct-
ing these problems. Digital signal combining techniques
can then be utilized to recover the power losses associated
with the antenna deformations [4].
This article describes an array front end built to demon-
strate this technique at 32 GHz. The front end is described
and its performance characteristics are documented.
II. System Description
The input to the system consists of seven 22-dB-gain,
smooth dual-mode feedhorns arranged in a triangular grid.
The feedhorns with associated mode generators, waveguide
tapers, and vacuum windows bolt directly to the top plate
of the vacuum jacket (Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a
single channel). Inside the jacket, a round-to-square wave-
guide transition is located between the feedhorn and the
hybrid polarizer. The left circularly polarized (LCP) port
of the polarizer is terminated while the right circularly po-
larized (RCP) port connects to a waveguide isolator that
provides input isolation to the low-noise amplifier (LNA).
At the output of the LNA is an output isolator similar
to the isolator at the input. The output waveguide sec-
tion is connected to the bottom plate of the vacuum vessel
and serves as the connection to an external downconverter
assembly, which contains follow-up filters and amplifiers.
These components were assembled in a single vacuum
jacket, 35.5 cm in diameter and 91.4 cm long. Cryogenic
cooling was provided by a single CTI model 1020 closed-
cycle refrigerator (CCR) (CTI-Cryogenics, Waltham,
MA). The amplifier bodies were cooled to less than 20 K
by thermally connecting them to the CCR cold station
with multiple layers of copper shim stock.
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Thermal insulation at the input is provided by wave-
guide sections having a very high thermal resistance but
low microwave loss (see Appendix A). The input round-
to-square transition is a copper waveguide section sus-
pended in a fiberglass tube. The room-temperature end
of the transition is a brass flange bolted to the fiberglass
tube. The cold end is a one-piece copper flange and wave-
guide that has no direct physical connection to the room-
temperature flange of the top plate. The RF connection
is achieved with a choked circular waveguide flange at the
top. Additional heat straps are connected to the polarizers
to bring their temperature down to 35 K. With the polar-
izers at 35 K and the amplifiers at 18 K, the remainder of
the circuit components, waveguides, and isolators will all
be within the range of 35 to 18 K.
At the output section, thermal insulation is provided by
stainless-steel waveguide sections that have a thin copper
plating on their interior surfaces. In each output channel
are two sections, one that connects the room-temperature
flange to the first stage of the refrigerator (70 K) and
another that connects the first stage to the LNA output
waveguide. A short piece of flexible waveguide is incorpo-
rated in each channel to relieve mechanical stress caused
by thermal contraction.
A noise diode was provided for system calibration. The
output of the noise diode was split by an eight-way power
divider to each element of the array and coupled to each
LNA by a 20-dB coupler. The noise diode has an excess-
noise ratio (ENR) of 23 dB with 32 dB of coupling loss
between the diode and each LNA input.
Figure 2 shows the completed front end with the vac-
uum vessel and radiation shield removed. Instrumentation
is also shown.
III. LNA Performance
The high-electron mobility transistor (HEMT) LNA's
for the array were obtained from the National Radio As-
tronomy Observatory (NRAO), Charlottesville, Virginia
[5]. These amplifiers are a four-stage single-ended design
utilizing Fujitsu (FttR10X) HEMT transistors mounted in
a gold-plated brass chassis with microstrip matching cir-
cuits on CuFlon. The LNA input and output waveguide
transitions are E-plane probes coupled to a K-connector
bead which then couples to the microstrip circuit. The
LNA DC bias is supplied by a servo power supply exter-
nally located to the amplifier and vacuum vessel. This
supply permits adjustment of the individual stage drain
voltage and regulated drain current but requires individ-
ual leads for drain and gate voltages to the amplifier.
At a physical temperature of 20 K, this LNA design
provides a gain of 22 to 33 dB in the band of 26 to 36 GHz
(26 to 29 dB at 32 Gttz). The noise temperature varies be-
tween 33 and 63 K in the band of 26 to 36 GHz (52 to 59 K
at 32 Gttz). Figures 3 and 4 show the maximum, average,
and minimum gain, respectively, and noise temperatures
for the seven HEMT LNA's.
It should be noted that because of the large number of
LNA's required for this project, there was no attempt to
optimize the performance of each amplifier. Therefore, the
large variation in performance is indicative of the kind of
results to be expected in mass production.
IV. System Performance
A. Measurements
Noise-temperature and gain measurements were per-
formed on the system prior to installation in a 34-m beam-
waveguide antenna. The method of measurement con-
sisted of hot and cold sources alternately placed over each
feedhorn and measurement of the Y-factor (the ratio of
the two output noise powers). The hot load consisted of
a piece of microwave absorbing pad, the temperature of
which was monitored with a mercury thermometer; the
cold load was a section of the same type of absorbing pad
immersed in liquid nitrogen. A waveguide filter with a
passband of 31.20 to 33.95 GHz was placed at the output.
The receiver consisted of a follow-up amplifier, a preci-
sion adjustable attenuator, and a second follow-up ampli-
fier. The output of the second follow-up amplifier was sent
to the power meter directly without frequency conversion.
The attenuator maintained the power level within the op-
timum range of the power-meter sensor.
The first follow-up amplifier was of the same NRAO
design [5] as each of the array amplifiers. This provided a
low-noise temperature (285 K at room temperature) and
sufficiently broad bandwidth to cover the frequency band
of the output filter.
Measurements were also performed to determine the
gain of each channel and effective noise input provided to
each channel by the noise diode. The gain was determined
by placing an absorbing pad at room temperature at the
feedhorn aperture and sampling the total output power
(subtracting the power of the noise contribution by the
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amplifier itself). Noise-diode temperature was determined
by again placing an absorbing pad at the feedhorn aperture
and sampling the power with the diode on and off. A Y-
factor was determined and used, in turn, to calculate the
noise temperature of the diode as seen at the LNA input.
B. Results
Table 1 lists the values determined for effective input
noise temperature as referenced at the feedhorn aperture,
T_, and the gain of each channel. The values for noise
contribution by the front end, TI_, were determined by
subtracting the receiver temperature (Trc_r = 285 K) di-
vided by the gain for that channel:
_rguT
7'i, = T_ - gai'---n
C. Error Analysis
The equation for noise temperature is
Th - Y(Tc)
T,- Y-1
where T_ is the equivalent noise temperature of the front
end as referenced at the feedhorn aperture, Th is the phys-
ical temperature of the room-temperature pad, and Tc is
the physical temperature of the liquid-nitrogen pad. The
error in 7', can be characterized by [6]
/I OTc 12 OT_ I_ OTc I_
The noise diode added 35.5 K +1.8 K at the front end. or, in this case,
aTe= laTh]]+ [cT¢]]+[1Y-1 ][cY]]
Here cTh is the error in the hot-load physical temperature,
cTc is the error in the cold-loacl physical temperature, and
cY is the error in the Y factor. The hot-load physical
temperature is measured by a mercury thermometer in-
serted into the pad. The ability to accurately read the
thermometer is limited to about 0.5 K, but the emissivity
of the pad can vary by as much as 1 percent, which leads
to an error at room temperature of as much as 3 K. At
the liquid-nitrogen temperature, this 1-percent error will
be much less significant, but the error in the temperature
sensor will be on the order of 1 K.
Here Ap is the difference between the power resulting from
the hot load, Ph, and the power resulting from the cold
load, Pc, in dB. The error in the Y-factor is
[ln(lO)] [lO[AP/lo]] (cAP)
cY = [ 10 J
where cAP is then the RMS error generated by the stan-
dard deviations in the individual power measurements [6]:
Since the Y-factor is a ratio of the power measurements,
its source of error rests in the errors of the power measure-
ment. The Y-factor is calculated by
cAP = ½/aP_ + cP]
Y = 10AP/10
As a result, the error in the noise-temperature measure-
ments is 3.0 K.
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V. Summary
A cryogenic seven-element Ka-band array front end has
been assembled and tested. The system noise-temperature
performance from 31 to 34 GHz varied from 64 to 84 K as
referenced to the feedhorns.
This system can be applied to any antenna that suffers
performance degradation due to surface deformations. Its
relatively wide bandwidth should be attractive to radio as-
tronomy applications as welt as applications in deep-space
telecommunications.
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Appendix
Waveguide Thermal Insulators for Vacuum Systems
h Introduction
Waveguide thermal insulators are used in the vari-
ous frequency bands to connect room-temperature signal
waveguides to 15-K HEMT's or 4.2-K maser amplifiers.
New devices have been constructed for use at X-, K-, and
Ka-bands.
II. Description
A thermal insulator typically consists (see Fig. A-I) of
a room-temperature flange, a shim providing an 0.08-ram
gap, and a second cooled flange. The assembly is held
and supported by an outer shell of G-10 fiberglass tube
with a wall thickness of 0.76 mm. The gap dimension can
be varied by simply changing the shim to the thickness
desired; however, the 0.08-mm shim has proven optimum
(at all frequencies) for the RF and thermal characteristics,
providing a proper gap for room-temperature operation or
when cooled below 15 K.
Iil. Performance
The performance at room temperature or cooled is typ-
ically less than -30-dB return loss and the insertion loss
equivalent to a straight waveguide of the same length.
Having an abrupt change in the temperature gradient
(hot to cold) simplifies the calculation of noise temperature
for the various waveguide components as well as providing
the maximum amount of cooled signal path.
The heat leak is difficult to measure; however, it ap-
pears to be no worse at 32 GHz than a stainless-steel
waveguide of the same length with a thin copper-plated
inside diameter (three skin depths).
IV. History
Transitions of this type have been constructed by a
number of different organizations for different frequencies
and different applications. This adaptation was originally
undertaken by Ron Harris and Sander Wienreb of National
Radio Astronomy Observatory. Their design used a unit
with a fixed gap; setting the gap dimension depended on
the skill of the machinist. Setting the gap for use at the
higher frequencies becomes much more difficult. The new
JPL design makes it much easier to control the gap as-
sembly at any frequency. An effect noticed after repeated
cold cycling was the apparent growth of the G-10 fiberglass
(from 2.54 to 5.08 #m). This was corrected by simply re-
lapping the flange faces.
The fiberglass is held both with small screws for me-
chanical strength and an epoxy adhesive (Armstrong A-
12) to reduce movement in the joint with repeated cooling
cycles.
The latest unit developed for 32 GHz allows an 8.71-
mm diameter round waveguide from an antenna horn to
be connected--in only 50.8 mm of length--to a 5.64-mm
square waveguide feeding a polarizer assembly (the device
is constructed using the wire EDM technique). The polar-
izer output then goes to an HEMT amplifier at 15 K. A
typical 4.5-K refrigerator system would require a second
thermal isolator between 70 K and 4.2 K.
This design has been used in the 32-GHz reflected wave
maser system, for the first 32-GHz R&D HEMT feed pack-
age at DSS 13 and the KABLE ItEMT 33.6-GHz package
recently delivered to DSS 13, in the WR-42 waveguide for
the K-band (18- to 26-GHz) masers at the three 70-m sites,
and for X-band HEMT testing in a 15-K CCR dewar.
V. Summary
A new component is now available for use with the
higher frequency DSN CCR (vacuum) receiver systems;
the component offers reliability, low thermal heat leak, and
low microwave insertion loss.
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Table 1. Noise-temperature and gain values for each elemenL
Noise Front- end
Element tempera[ure noise
with receiver, Gain, dB temperature
Te, K Tje, K
1 71.4 25.3 70.6
2 64.2 26.6 63,6
3 77.0 25.3 76.2
4 65.7 26.3 65.0
5 85.2 24.6 84.2
6 80.9 27.1 80.3
7 68.9 28.1 68.5
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Fig. 1. System block diagram of a single channel.
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Fig. A-1. Thermal Insulator for 32 GHz.
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Insertion Loss and Noise-Temperature Contribution of
High-Temperature Superconducting Bandpass Filters
Centered at 2.3 and 8.45 GHz
J. L. Prater and J. J. Bautista
RadioFrequencyand MicrowaveSubsystemsSection
Two superconducting TI-Ca-Cu-Ba-O bandpass filters have been fabricated for
JPL by Superconductor Technologies Incorporated, Santa Barbara, California. The
[liters were designed to operate at 2.3 GHz (S-band) with a 0.5-dB bandwidth of
60 MHz and at 8.45 GHz (X-band) with a 0.5-dB bandwidth of 150 MHz. The
structure selected for both filters incorporates half-wavelength thin-film resonators
in a stripline configuration. The S-band filter uses an edge-coupled interdigital
design and the X-band filter uses an end-coupled design. The insertion loss and the
noise-temperature contribution were measured at 12 K for both filters.
I. Introduction
The DSN uses extremely sensitive receiver systems to
communicate with deep-space probes and to perform ra-
dio science experiments. They incorporate ultralow noise
amplifiers, such as masers and high-electron mobility tran-
sistor (HEMT) amplifiers, at the front end of these sys-
tems. Radio frequency interference (RFI) can signifi-
cantly degrade the performance of these receiver systems.
Out-of-band RFI can result in gain compression, noise-
temperature increases, and spurious output signals. This
in turn can lead to the loss of received data.
Historically, masers have been the primary low-noise
front end for deep-space communication, but HEMT am-
plifiers are now providing similar low-noise results. Both
masers and HEMT amplifiers are susceptible to RFI, but
HEMT amplifiers can be manufactured and maintained
at a fraction of the cost. HEMT amplifiers have another
advantage in that they inherently have a much broader
bandwidth, but this makes them more susceptible to RFI.
Therefore, work on RFI reduction is being conducted to
improve the reliability of HEMT amplifiers.
Low-loss bandpass filters fabricated from high-tempera-
ture superconducting (HTS) materials can provide out-of-
band RFI protection for HEMT low-noise receivers while
providing minimum degradation to noise and microwave
performance (e.g., return loss and group delay variation).
The objective of this article is to demonstrate HTS RFI
filters for cryogenic HEMT low-noise amplifiers (LNA's) at
2.3 and 8.45 GHz. The ultimate goal is to provide greater
RFI protection without significantly degrading DSN re-
ceiver performance.
II. Filter Structure
Both thallium- and yttrium-based superconductors
were considered as the superconducting material. The
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thallium-based superconductor was chosen over the more
widely used yttrium-based one for its higher critical tem-
perature (T¢) of 123 K. Yttrium has a Tc of only 90 K.
The possible configurations considered were stripline, mi-
crostrip, and coplanar. Calculations determined that the
presence of two superconducting ground planes would sig-
nificantly reduce radiative losses, so the stripline configu-
ration was chosen.
Superconductor Technologies Incorporated (STI) in
Santa Barbara, California, designed and fabricated the 2.3-
GHz (S-band) and 8.45-GHz (X-band) bandpass filters for
:IPL. They were designed to have bandwidths of 60 MHz
and 150 MHz, respectively, with an insertion loss goal of
less than 0.5 dB.
source and an ambient 50-f_ termination was used as the
hot noise source. A Hewlett Packard coaxial switch al-
lowed alternation of the noise sources.
The noise sources are amplified by the IIEMT amplifier,
down-converted, and detected by a power meter (Fig. 5).
These three components form the receiver. The ratio of
measured noise powers is then substituted into the fol-
lowing expression to obtain the receiver noise temperature
(Tr):
T.,,, - YT_
T_ - Y - 1 (1)
where Tr = noise ternperaiure of the receiver, T, = noise
Both filters utilize five, half-wavelength resonators in a
stripline configuration with TI-Ca-Ba-Cu-O thin-film su-
perconductors on a lanthanum aluminate (LaAIO3) sub-
strate [1,2]. At S-band, the filter structure uses a paral-
lel array of br0adside-coupled, half-wavelength resonators.
Each resonator is offset with respect to its neighbor to
create the desired narrow-band response (Fig. 1). The
temperature of the cryogenic load, Tam = temperature of
the ambient loadl and Y - ratio of the system noise power
with the hot load to the noise power with the cold load.
The difference between the receiver plus filter noise
temperature and the noise temperature of the receiver is
taken to be the filter noise-temperature contribution.
X-band filter uses end-coupled resonators with quarter-
wavelength transformers: at_he input and out-put to match ....
to 50 ohms (Fig. 2). The dimensions of the finished pack-
ages, excluding normal metal connectors, are 3.1 x 2.63 x
1.02 cm for S-band and 3.87 x 1.70 x 3.87 cm for X-band.
II!. Insertion Loss Measurements
An automatic microwave network analyzer test set was
used to measure the insertion and return losses of the
filters. The filters and the necessary microwave circuits
were cooled in a two-stage closed-cycle refrigerator (CCR)
(Fig. 3).
Two low-loss 7-mm coaxial transmission lines with
APC7 connectors and end-on subminiature adapters
(SMA's) served to carry the input and output signals from
300 K t0 i2 K. The end-to-endsetup-w_tl_ a-bypass COax-
ial line substituted in place of the filter Showed areturn
loss of better than i6 dB across the frequency hands of
interest. Figure 4 is a schematic of the CCR input lines.
IV. Noise Temperature Measurements
S-band and X-band Berkshire (Berkshire Technologies,
Berkeley, California) cryogenic IIEMT LNA's were used
to determine the noise-temperaturecontr!butio_ofthe fil-
ters. The noise temperatures of the amplifiers were mea-
sured using a conventional Y-factor met_aod: _ commer-
cial nitrogen cold load at 77 K was used as the cold noise
V. Results and Discussion
A. Insertion Loss
The filters were designed to have a 0.5-dB bandwidth
of 60 MHz at S-band and 150 MHz at X-band with an
inband ripple of less than 0.05 dB. The insertion loss at
midband for a Tchebyscheff equal-ripple filter is given by
the expression [3].
c.
Lo(dB) = 8.686 (_---_ ) (2)
where W = fractional bandwidth, Q_ = unloaded res-
0nator Q, and Cn is a coefficient determined by the filter
order and its inband ripple value. Based on an optimistic
estimate o_'the unloaded Q (-_i0,000)i the midband inser-
tion loss at 2.3 GHz is expected to be 0.17 dB and 0.24 dB
at 8.45 GHz. However, the measured insertion loss is ex-
pected to be higher because the filters use normal metal
SMA connectors that can contribute up to 0.2 dB of ad-
ditional loss.
At 12 K, the S-band filter exhibited a bandwidth of
75 MtIz with a passband peak-to-peak ripple of 0.874 dB.
The maximum insertion loss of 1.07 dB corresponded ex-
actly with the poorest return loss value of 7.8 dB. However,
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at frequencies where the filter was well matched, the in-
sertion loss was approximately 0.30 dB. Figure 6 is a plot
of the insertion and return loss results.
Thermal-mechanical problems were encountered during
the manufacturing of the first S-band filter prototypes.
The major source of problems is the very hard substrate
material (LaA103). The stripline configuration used re-
quired that the circuit pattern be etched on the upper
and lower substrates. The substrates have to be precisely
aligned and properly grounded for optimum performance.
The prototype filter that was tested was loaned to :IPL and
had poor performance near the center frequency. This was
probably due to substrate misaligument and poor ground
contact.
The X-band filter exhibited a passband peak-to-peak
ripple of 0.31 dB with a maximum insertion loss of
0.66 dB and a bandwidth of 160 MHz. Figure 7 is a plot
of the insertion and return loss results for this filter.
Taking into account the losses contributed by the con-
nectors, the filter losses agree reasonably well with the
measured results. The out-of-band rejection for both fil-
ters was greater than 40 dB.
B. Noise-Temperature Contribution
For a low-loss and reasonably matched filter (return
loss >_ 15 dB), the effective input noise temperature (Te)
of the filter plus HEMT amplifier can be approximated by
the following expression:
T_ = ((L - 1) + r2)TL + TH (3)
1 - r 2
where TL = physical temperature of the filter, Tn = noise
temperature of the HEMT amplifier, L = 1/(transmission
coefficient) 2, and r = reflection coefficient [4].
Figures 8 and 9 show the measured and predicted added
noise contributions of the 2.3- and 8.45-GHz bandpass fil-
ters to the S-band and X-band IIEMT LNA's, respectively.
At the frequencies where the return loss is better than
20 dB, the noise temperature contributions of the filters
are the lowest. The measured and predicted results show
good correlation except in regions where the return loss is
poor.
VI. Concluding Remarks
Currently, the normal metal evanescent mode and inter-
digital filters used are larger in bandwidth than the HTS
filters tested. Yet the insertion loss of the TITS filters is
of the same order of magnitude. The normal metal filters
have an insertion loss of about 0.1 dB at cryogenic tem-
peratures at S-band. These HTS prototypes are expected
to meet or exceed the low-loss performance of their nor-
mal metal counterparts with smaller bandwidths to pro-
vide greater RFI protection. This can be achieved through
further circuit design iterations and the reduction of con-
nector losses by incorporating the HTS filter and HEMT
LNA into a single hybrid package.
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Coding Performance of the Probe-Orbiter-Earth
Communication Link
D. Divsalar, S. Dolinar, and F. Pollara
CommunicationsSystems Research Section
The coding performance of the Probe-Orbiter-Earth communication link is ana-
lyzed and compared for several cases. It is assumed that the coding system consists
of a convolutional code at the Probe, a quantizer and another convolutional code
at the Orbiter, and two cascaded Viterbi decoders or a combined decoder on the
ground.
!. Introduction
Upon arrival at Jupiter on December 7, 1995, the
Galileo spacecraft (herein referred to as the Orbiter) will
relay data back to Earth from an atmospheric Probe re-
leased 5 months earlier. For about 75 min, data will be
transmitted to the Orbiter from the Probe as it descends
on a parachute to a pressure depth of 20-30 bars in the
Jovian atmosphere. Shortly after the end of Probe relay,
the Orbiter will ignite its rocket motor to insert into orbit
about Jupiter. The orbital ph_e 0f the mission, referred
to as the satellite tour, lasts nearly 2 years, during which
time Galileo will complete 10 orbits about Jupiter [1].
The Probe-Orbiter-Earth communication link is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The data sent from the Probe to the
Orbiter are convolutionally encoded_with the NASA stan-
dard (7,1/2) convoIutional code. On board the Orbiter,
to-Earth downlink in real time as the data were sent from
the Probe to the Orbiter. Simultaneously, a backup copy
of the received Probe data would be recorded via the Or-
biter's tape recorder for later playback if needed. If Galileo
is forced to use its low-gain antenna for the Orbiter-to-
Earth downlink, real-time relay of the Probe's data is
no longer possible, and the data playback from the tape
recorder is now the primary rather than the backup system
for returning the data to Earth.
5
The data to be played back from the tape recorder con-
sist of 3-bit quantized convoluti0nally encoded symbols
sent over the Probe-to-Orbiter link, and they are packaged
together with other data in the Probe's data packet for-
mat. In particular, each 3-bit received symbol is padded
with a zero fill bit in order to occupy a half-byte in the
data packet.
receivers acquire, track, and package the Prgbe's data to-
gether with radio science and_engineer_r_g data: :: The: re: As a backup to the: tape recorder system, the Galileo
ceived encoded data are 3-bit quantized but not eonvolu- Project now proposes to additionally record a reduced ver-
tionaiiy decoded at the Orbiter. sion of the Probe data in the Orbiter's computer memory
to protect against catastrophic tape recorder failure. The
Before the hlgh-gain antenna anomaly occurred, the data saved in this mode are 1-bit quantized received sym-
plan was to send Probe data packets over the Orbiter- bol data for a reduced portion of the Probe's total lifetime.
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All Probe data sent from the Orbiter to Earth are to
be convolutionally encoded with the same NASA stan-
dard (7,1/2) convolutional code. Additionally, the tape-
recorded data are to be encoded with a (24,12) Golay
outer code (as was the original real-time data). However,
the data played back from computer memory will not be
Golay encoded. On the ground, the plan is to perform all
decoding operations independently, i.e., to first decode the
Orbiter-to-Earth convolutional code, then the Golay code
(if present), and finally the Probe-to-Orbiter code.
This article investigates the performance of such a com-
munication link with 1-bit and 3-bit quantization at the
Orbiter. Since the errors at the output of the inner Viterbi
decoder come in bursts, the possibility of interleaving the
data before the inner convolutional code to enhance the
performance is also investigated. For the case of 1-bit
quantization at the Orbiter, the possibility of using a sin-
gle Viterbi decoder on the ground to decode the data en-
coded by the cascaded convolutional codes is also analyzed.
The 3-bit quantization study is treated separately in Ap-
pendix B because it is based on a simplified model that
does not strictly apply to the actual Galileo Probe coding
system.
II. Simulation Study of Coding System
"1 -bit/Nominal"
The coding system block diagram for coding system "l-
bit/Nominal" (nominal system with 1-bit quantization at
the Orbiter) is shown in Fig. 2. Both convolutional codes
have constraint length K = 7 and code rate r = 1/2.
This case models the nominal backup system for the low-
gain mission Probe-Orbiter-Earth link when the received
symbols at the Probe are 1-bit quantized.
In this case, a hard limiter is used before the inner con-
volutional encoder. Let the information data rate at the
outer convolutional code be Rbl bits per second. Denote
the received power and the one-sided noise power spec-
tral density at the input of a hard limiter by P1 and No1,
respectively. Then the received information bit signal-to-
noise ratio BSNR1 at the input of the hard limiter can be
expressed as
Ebl t"1
BSNR1 - No1 -NolRbl (1)
Let the information data rate at the input of the inner
convolutional code be Rb2. Let the received power and
one-sided power spectral density of the noise at the input
of the inner Viterbi decoder be P2 and No_, respectively.
Then the received bit signal-to-noise ratio at the input of
the inner Viterbi decoder can be written as
Eb2 P2
BSNR2 = No2 -- No2Rb2 (2)
Note that for real-time operation Rb2 = 2Rbl. However,
the bits from the Probe are stored in the computer memory
and therefore Rb2 may not be related to Rbl. Simulation
results for end-to-end bit error rate (BER) probability are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
III. Simulation Study of Coding System
"1 -bit/Interleaved"
Bit errors at the output of Viterbi decoders occur in
bursts. This implies that an outer decoder based on a con-
ventional Viterbi algorithm is not optimal since it is not
matched to the statistics of channels with memory. There-
fore, the performance of coding system 1-bit/Nominal can
be improved by using an interleaver before the inner con-
volutional code and a deinterleaver after the inner Viterbi
decoder to randomize the bit errors at the output of the
inner Viterbi decoder. The coding system of Fig. 2 with
interleaving added to it is shown in Fig. 5. The end-to-end
system bit-error probability is needed for this case (coding
system "l-bit/Interleaved").
The channel between the output of the outer convo-
lutional code and the output of the hard limiter can be
modeled as a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with tran-
sition probability given by
=Q \V ] (3)
where Ebl/Nol represents the received bit signal-to-noise
ratio at the input of the hard limiter.
The channel between the input of the ideal interleaver
and the output of the deinterleaver can also be modeled
as a memoryless BSC with transition probability ¢2. This
channel consists of the inner convolutional code, the addi-
tive Gaussian noise channel, and the inner soft Viterbi
decoder. The transition probability e2 and the overall
bit error probability for the cascaded channel can be up-
per bounded analytically using transfer function bounding
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techniques. This analysis is included in Appendix A. For
comparison with coding system 1-bit/Nominal, more ac-
curate actual bit-error rate curves are obtained by direct
simulation. These simulation results are shown in Figs. 6
and 7.
IV. Simulation Study
"1 -bit/Combined"
of Coding System
In order to improve the performance of the system in
Fig. 3 at high BSNR1, consider the modified system shown
in Fig. 8.
In this system, the signal received at the ground station
is decoded by a single Viterbi decoder which is designed for
two cascaded rate 1/2, K = 7 convolutional codes with no
noise between the encoders. The equivalent code for these
two cascaded convolutional codes is a rate 1/4, K = 10
convolutional code that can be decoded with a 512-state
decoder. The design of such a decoder requires knowl-
edge of the generator polynomials of the equivalent code,
denoted by h0(x), hi(x), h2(z), and h3(z). These poly-
nomials can be found by the following method, which is a
simplification and generalization of the method described
in [4].
Consider the cascaded rate 1/2 convolutional codes
shown in Fig. 9. In this figure
go(x)= l+xTx _+x 3+x 6
gl(z) : l + x 2 + x 3 + x 5 + x 6
and M represents a time multiplexing operation. One can
obtain the generating polynomials of the equivalent code if
one can move the middle multiplexer to the output. This
can be done if one notes the equivalence between the two
circuits shown in Fig. 10. In this figure, f_(x) and fo(X)
represent the even and odd components of the polynomial
f(x). The values re(x) and fo(X) are related to f(x) as
f(x) = A(x 2) + xfo(x _)
Using this equivalence, one can move the middle multi-
plexer to the output and can obtain the circuit shown in
Fig. 11, which is equivalent to the circuit in Fig. 9. In
Fig. 11, go_(x),goo(X) and gl_(x),glo(x) are the even and
odd components of go(x) and gl(x), respectively. This re-
lation is defined as
where
goo(Z)= l+z
glo(Z)= z+z 2
Finally, using the equivalence between the two multi-
plexer circuits shown in Fig. 12, one obtains the structure
of the equivalent code shown in Fig. 13. In this figure,
ho(x), hi(x), h2(x), and h3(x) can be obtained as
ho(x) =l+x+=:2+xs+xT+xs+x9
hi(x) = l+x 2+x 4+x s+x 6
h2(z) =x+z 2+x 3+x s+x 9
h3(x) = 1 + x 2 + x3 + x 4 + x 5 + x s + x9
The system shown in Fig. 8 with a Viterbi decoder based
on the polynomials h0(x), hi(x), h2(x), and h3(x) was
simulated. The results of this simulation were compared
to the performance of coding system 1-bit/Nominal, as
shown in Fig. 14. As shown in this figure, there is more
than a 3-dB gain in BSNR2 for BSNR1 > 11 dB.
V, Conclusion
Comparing the BER results for coding systems 1-bit/
Nominal, 1-bit/Interleaved, and 1-bit/Combined, the au-
thors conclude that interleaving improves the performance
only for BSNR2 < 3 dB. For the coding system 1-bit/
Combined, there is a 3-dB improvement in BSNR2 if
BSNR1 is larger than 11 dB.
These results may be directly applicable to predicting
the end-to-end performance of Galileo's Probe data return
for the case without the intervening Golay code. They may
also be helpful in predicting performance of future missions
that might also use cascaded convolutional codes such as
Lander-Orbiter-Earth links.
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Fig, 1. Probe-Orbiter-Earth communication link.
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Fig. 2. Concatenated codes without Interleaving: coding system 1-bWNomlnal.
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Fig. 5. The coding system 1-bit/Interleaved.
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Appendix A
Transfer Function Bounds for Coding System "l-bit/Interleaved"
The transition probability cz can be computed using
the transfer function bound on the bit error probability of
the inner channel as [2]
_2<Q { Eb_ ) _ O
where Eb2/No2 represents the received bit signM-to-noise
ratio at the input of the inner Viterbi decoder and D2 is
given by
for the end-to-end system bit error probability Pb can be
obtained once again by using the transfer function bound
and Fig. A-1. Then the transfer function bound on Pb can
be expressed as [2]
1 oo
P_ _<_ _] _Df (i-6)
d=d!
where
E
D2 = e -rT_o_ (A-2)
D1 = X/4e(1 - c) (A-7)
The coefficients fld of the transfer function bound
T(D2,I)I,=I = E _aDd (A-3)
d= d I
(truncated to 15 terms) for the K = 7, r = 1/2 con-
volutional code with free distance d! = 10 are given in
Fig. A-1.
A tighter upper bound for the transition probability _2
can be obtained as [2]
_ <-_ _aQ\V
d= d I
(A-4)
The upper bound on the end-to-end bit error probabil-
ity versus BSNR1 = Ebl/Nol and BSNR2 = Eb2/No2 is
shown in Figs. A-3 and A-4. The required BSNR1 and
BSNR2 to achieve bit error probability of 10 -3 using tile
upper bound in Eq. (A-6) is shown in Fig. A-5.
A simple lower bound on the bit error probability can
be obtained by using an argument discussed in [3] that
is based on a "genie" providing side information to the
decoder. The performance of such a genie-aided decoder
will be better than that of an actual decoder. Thus, this
argument provides a lower bound on the performance of an
actual decoder. For linear convolutional codes, the genie
observes the transmitted sequence x and then reports to
the receiver that the transmitted sequence was either x or
a sequence :_ within the distance d! (the free distance of
the code) from x. Then a lower bound on the bit error
probability of rate 1/n codes can be obtained as
where d's and fld's are given in Fig. A-1. The two cas-
caded BSC's, with transition probabilities el and _2, can
be modeled as a single BSC with transition probability ¢,
which is related to ¢1 and _ as
= e1+c2- 2c::2 (A-5)
Pb _> Pa, (A-8)
where Pd_ represents the pair-wise error probability be-
tween x and _, separated by dI. For this case then the
lower bound on eu is
The cascaded channels and the equivalent BSC are
shown in Fig. A-2.
Now it can be assumed that the outer convolutional
code and its Viterbi decoder are operating over this sin-
gle BSC with transition probability e. An upper bound
(_/7-_) (A-9):'>Q \V -_-5-o_
Finally, for even d! one can obtain a lower bound on
the end-to-end bit error probability as
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Pb ___
d!
z
k = d/12+1
1{ _, _,,1_(1__),,1_
+ { kds12) (A-10)
where d! = 10 and e is given by Eq. (A-5) with e2 re-
placed by the lower bound in Eq. (A-9). Unfortunately,
the lower bound on the bit error probability is not tight.
For high signal-to-noise ratios, the lower bound is 1/36th
of the upper bound. For this reason, simulation results
are also provided for this case, as shown earlier in Figs. 6
and 7.
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10 36
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Fig. A-1. Transfer function bound coefficients
for the/('= 7, r= 1/2 convolutionsl code.
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Fig. A-2. Cascaded BSC channels.
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Appendix B
Simulation Studies of 3-bit Quantized Coding Systems
In this appendix, two different analogues of the coding
system 1-bit/Nominal are analyzed for the case of 3-bit
quantization at the Orbiter. Neither one of these cases
models the actual Galileo Probe coding system using 3-bit
symbols stored in the Orbiter tape recorder, because the
effects of the Golay code are not included in this analysis.
I. Simulation Study of Coding System 3-bit/
No-Fill
The block diagram for coding system "3-bit/No-Fill,"
which includes separate decoders and 3-bit quantization
at the Orbiter, is shown in Fig. B-1.
In this case, a 3-bit quantizer is used before the inner
convolutional code. The received information bit signal-
to-noise ratio at the input of the quantizer is given by
Eq. (1). The received information bit signal-to-noise ratio
for the inner convolutional code is given by Eq. (2).
Simulation results for end-to-end bit error probability
are shown in Figs. B-2 and B-3.
II. Simulation Study of Coding System 3-bit/
Fill
The block diagram for coding system "3-bit/Fill,"
which includes 3-bit quantization and an added fill bit at
the Orbiter, is shown in Fig. B-4.
In this ease again, a 3-bit quantizer is used before the
inner convolutional code. But now for every 3 bits out of
the quantizer, a "0" fill bit is inserted. The received infor-
mation bit signal-to-noise ratio at the input of quantizer
is given by Eq. (1). The received information bit signal-
to-noise ratio for the inner convolutional code is given by
Eq. (2).
Since the inserted O's are known at the inner Viterbi
decoder, one can use a known-state forcing algorithm to
enhance the performance. The known-state forcing algo-
rithm simply adds a vector (N, 0, N, 0,...) to the state
metric vector, periodically, at the times corresponding to
zero bit fills. The value N can be chosen appropriately to
prevent buffer overflow. No zero component of this vector
corresponds to states having a zero in the least significant
place. Simulation results for end-to-end bit error proba-
bility are shown in Figs. B-5 and B-6.
Comparing coding systems 3-bit/No-Fill and 3-bit/Fill,
there is a loss of about 10 log:0 4/3 _ 1.25 dB for the cod-
ing system 3-bit/Fill due to the change of transmission
rate, but there is a gain of about 1 dB by using known
state forcing. Therefore, it seems that the overall per-
formances of coding systems 3-bit/No-Fill and 3-bit/Fill
are very close to each other. Comparing coding system
3-bit/No-Fill with coding system 1-bit/Nominal, one con-
cludes that coding system 3-bit/No-Fill offers about 2 dB
of performance improvement.
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Exploiting the Cannibalistic Traits of Reed-Solomon Codes
O. Collins 1
Johns Hopkins University
In Reed-Solomon codes and all other maximum distance separable codes, there
is an intrinsic relationship between the size of the symbols in a codeword and the
length of the codeword. Increasing the number of symbols in a codeword to im-
prove the efficiency of the coding system thus requires using a larger set of symbols.
However, long Reed-Solomon codes are difficult to implement and many commu-
nications or storage systems cannot easily accommodate an increased symbol size,
e.g., M-ary frequency shift keying (FSK) and photon-counting pulse-position mod-
ulation demand a fixed symbol size. This article describes a technique for sharing
redundancy among many different Reed-Solomon codewords to achieve the effi-
ciency attainable in long Reed-Solomon codes without increasing the symbol size.
The article presents techniques both for calculating the performance of these new
codes and for determining their encoder and decoder complexities. These complex-
ities are usually found to be substantially lower than conventional Reed-Solomon
codes of similar performance.
I. Introduction
This article examines a new class of codes derived from
Reed-Solomon codes that captures the essential power of
long Reed-Solomon codes even though the symbol size re-
mains small. In most cases, the decoding complexity also
remains small. One explanation of the increased perfor-
mance of longer Reed-Solomon codes in a communications
or storage system is that for a given rate they have a higher
minimum distance. However, this rationale applies rigor-
ously only when the symbolrerr0r probability is minute.
Another explanation for the performance of long Reed-
Solomon codes is that as sequences become longer the law
of large numbers begins to take hold, e.g., very long code-
1Work supported under a contract between Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity and JPL.
words are likely to have the typical number of errors. An
elaboration of this statement will serve as a good intro-
duction to the fundamental concept in this article.
A Reed-Solomon code that experiences independent er-
rors with symbol error probability e and erasure probabil-
ity f must have a rate tess than 1 - 2e - f, the expected
fraction of parity check symbols required, if the probabil-
ity of its failing to decode is to be low. For a given decoder
failure probability, the longer the code, the more closely
its redundancy can approach this value. Any size code will
have a 50 percent chance of correct decoding if its distance
is exactly equal to one more than the expected number of
erasures plus twice the expected number of errors. A very
long code will operate in the region where the law of large
numbers applies and experience a sudden, precipitous drop
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in theprobabilityof decoderfailureastheamountof re-
dundancyprovidedincreasesfromlessthan1- 2e- f to
greater than 1 - 2e - f. A shorter code will experience
a more gradual drop. Figure 1 shows an example of a
5-bit extended Reed-Solomon code operating over the in-
dependent symbol erasure channel with 1 percent symbol
erasure probability.
If a 5-bit Reed-Solomon code experiences an indepen-
dent symbol erasure rate of 1 percent, and if the proba-
bility of decoder failure must be less than 5 × 10 -6, then
the code must able to correct 5 erasures. The probability
of having six or more erasures, E32(0.01,06), is actually
7.24 x 10 -7. There is, however, less than a 0.4 percent
chance of having more than two erasures in a codeword.
Thus, there is the possibility of sharing among many dif-
ferent codewords the three parity check symbols that are
needed only 0.4 percent of the time. One way of achiev-
ing this would be through a return channel over which the
receiver informs the transmitter of the particular code-
words that require the extra parity checks. The trans-
mitter computes all five parity checks, but, in the begin-
ning, sends over the channel only the first two. The re-
ceiver attempts decoding of the shortened codewords by
declaring the symbols that were not sent to be erasures.
Then, E29(0.01, 3) = 0.0030 of these shortened codewords
will fail to decode. (Since this example is using the era-
sure channel, the probability of incorrect decoding is unde-
fined.) The receiver then requests the extra parity checks
for those few words that failed to decode. The decoder
failure probability is unchanged from the original system,
but only 2.009 parity checks per codeword are required
on average, i.e., the average number of parity checks per
codeword has been cut by more than half.
The essential concept in this article is that the same
type of parity check sharing can be accomplished without
the reverse channel. The next section will show how this is
accomplished by completing the introductory example and
will explain techniques for computing the performance of
codes used on the erasure channel.
II. Codes for Erasure Correction
The parity check symbols will be shared among a set
of codewords by using the same Reed-Solomon encoder
that produced them. The third, fourth, and fifth parity
symbols from 27 different codewords will be fed back iuto
the encoder to form the vertical codewords shown in Fig. 2.
None of the symbols intersected by both Reed-Solomon
codewords is sent over the channel. In fact, only the first
four parity check symbols of the vertical codewords will
be sent over the channel; the fifth symbol of each of the
vertical codewords will be discarded.
Now that the scheme for sharing parity check symbols
among the codewords has been precisely described; its op-
eration will be proven by showing that the decoder fail-
ure probability of the horizontal codewords has decreased.
Consider a horizontal codeword that has more than two
erasures and so has failed to decode. The probability
that three or more of the remaining horizontal codewords
have also failed to decode is E26(0.0030, 3) = 6.67 x 10 -_.
Should this event occur, decoder failure can be declared
since doing so will contribute only (0.003)(6.67 × l0 -S) =
2 x 10 -7 to the overall probability of failure to decode.
The probabilities multiply since the initial failure of a sin-
gle codeword is independent of the success or failure of any
or all of the others.
If the 26 other codewords have only two failures among
them, then each of the vertical codewords will decode if
no more than one channel erasure has occurred ill its set
of four parity symbols, i.e., the symbols actually sent over
the channel. The probability of more than one channel era-
sure in a set of four is E4(0.01,2) = 0.0006. Thus, if three
horizontal codewords have failed, the vertical codewords
will fail independently with probability 0.0006; this num-
ber is an upper bound on the erasure rate experienced by
the rightmost three symbols of each horizontal codeword
if failure has not already been declared.
An upper bound on the failure of each horizontal code-
word is thus obtained by assuming independent erasures
on all symbols with a 0.01 rate for the first 29 and a 0.0006
rate for the last three and then adding 2 x 10 -7 to account
for the probability of declaring vertical codeword failure.
This bound is negligibly less than the original failure prob-
ability based on a uniform 1 percent erasure rate. The
complexity increase at the encoding end is 3/27, since for
every set of 27 codewords, three more will be needed. The
decoder complexity increase will never be more than 6/27,
the fractional contribution of the vertical codewords plus
the fractional contribution of the three possible horizontal
redecodings. The average work performed by the decoder
can, of course, be less, e.g., often complete decoding can
be accomplished without using the vertical codewords and
so their information may simply be discarded.
!11.Single Field Codes for Error Correction
This section will explain the design of single stage
combined Reed-Solomon codes for the independent sym-
bol error channel by presenting an example based on the
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NASA Standard (255,223) code. The channel error rate is
2 percent which produces a decoder failure probability of
E255(0.02, 17) = 1.9 × 10-5; this is almost equal to the de-
sign symbol error rate in the Voyager spacecraft communi-
cations system. For implementation economy, the vertical
and horizontal codewords will again be identical. The first
16 redundant symbols of each horizontal codeword will be
sent over the channel in the conventional manner. The
remaining 16 will be incorporated into vertical codewords
as shown in Fig. 3. The probability that one of the hor-
izontal codewords will have more than eight errors, and
so fail, is E239(0.02, 9) = 0.0528. The structure of Reed-
Solomon codes guarantees that almost all of these excess
error patterns can be recognized, i.e., the probability of
incorrect decoding of one of the horizontal codewords is
negligible [1]. The 223 information symbols of the vertical
codewords will thus experience an erasure rate of 0.0528.
Consider a codeword that has experienced 9 or more er-
rors. The probability of 28 or more of the other codewords
failing is E222(0.0528, 28) = 2.00669 x 10 -5. If 29 or more
of the horizontal codewords have failed, the decision not
to attempt decoding of the vertical codewords contributes
(0.0528)(2.00669 x 10 -5) = 1 x 10 -6 to the failure prob-
ability of each of the horizontal codewords. The decision
never to attempt decoding of the vertical codewords with
more than 28 declared erasures is quite sound in this case
since it keeps the error probability of the vertical code-
words negligible [1].
If a vertical codeword has 28 erasures, then the prob-
ability of its not decoding successfully is Ea2(0.02, 3) =
0.0257. Thus, each of the horizontal codewords will ex-
perience an independent symbol erasure rate of no more
than 0.0257 on the last 16 symbols if an excess of erasures
has not already caused vertical codeword failure to be de-
clared. The failure probability of the horizontal codewords
has again improved since the drop in the error (now era-
sure) rate experienced by the last 16 symbols more than
offsets the 10 -6 chance of decoder failure caused by an
excess of erasures in the vertical codewords.
The average redundancy of each codeword in the block
is 16 + 16(32/223) = 18.29, which gives a code rate for
the block of 223/(223 + 18.29) = 0.9242. The rate of a
10-bit Reed-Solomon code that experiences a 2 percent
symbol error rate and is able to achieve the same failure
probability is 0.917.
The encoder complexity increase produced by using the
scheme shown in Fig. 3 will be the fractional increase in
the number of codewords required, 16/223, just as it was
in the case of erasure. The decoder may now, however,
experience a decrease in complexity since it never needs to
cope with the situation where more than 28 of the horizon-
tal codewords have more than eight errors. The design of
Reed-Solomon decoders often exploits the typically small
number of errors per codeword by making the decoding
time a random variable and employing a buffer. However,
the scheme presented here allows an explicit upper bound
on the required buffer size. This decoder simplification is
another reason for declaring failure before exhausting all
possibility of success.
Sections II and III have presented techniques for analyz-
ing the decoder failure probabilities of single-stage arrays
of codes when the symbol error rate is known. The essen-
tim technique used in those sections was the division of
the vertical codeword failure mechanisms into two groups:
those that affect the entire block of codewords and those
that affect each codeword independently. For economy of
expression, the division was made complete by the use of
a union bound. A more refined horizontal decoder failure
probability estimate would have to consider all different
possible numbers of erasures in the vertical codewords; the
methods involved are straightforward but lengthy exten-
sions of the arguments in Sections II and III.
IV. Optimum-Distance Single Field Codes
The approach of Sections II and III was to take an ex-
isting coding system and improve its rate without substan-
tially increasing its complexity. The total distance of the
entire code block never factored into the design because the
channel error and erasure rates were substantial. However,
the designs developed did maintain the free distance of the
entire block. This section considers to what extent the
number of redundant symbols in a block of crossed max-
imum distance separable (MDS) codes can be reduced if
the only requirement is that a minimum distance be main-
tained for the entire block. This section wilt present opti-
mum constructions for single- and double-error correcting
codes. In addition to quiet communications channels, such
low distance codes are important for disk drive arrays and
computer memory applications. The techniques used can
be extended to higher distances; however, different con-
structions not based on crossed sets of MDS codes can
yield higher rates when the distance is greater than five.
Nevertheless, [3] shows that other types of multilevel codes
may still be useful for high distance applications because
of their economy of implementation and adaptability to
channel error statistics.
Figure 4 shows a means of constructing a single-error
or double-erasure correcting code with (N - 2) 2 informa-
tion symbols and three redundant symbols out of length
N Reed-Solomon codes. The distance of the code is most
easily demonstrated by the erasure decoding algorithm. If
the two possible erasures are in different horizontal code-
words, then the first vertical codeword will experience two
erasures and will decode. Each of the two horizontal code-
words with an erasure will receive one symbol of redun-
dancy from the first vertical word and, so, will be able to
decode. The second vertical codeword provides for the case
where both erasures occur in the same horizontal code-
word. Thus, since the code can correct two erasures, it
has distance three.
The procedure for correcting a single error is slightly
more complex. As before, the first step involves calcu-
lating the information symbols of the vertical codewords
by re-encoding the information in the horizontal code-
words. If there has only been one error, then all of the
symbols in the first vertical codeword except one are cor-
rect. Furthermore, the symbol in the first vertical code-
word coming from the horizontal codeword containing
the error is guaranteed to be incorrect since the first re-
dundant symbol together with the information symbols
of each horizontal codeword form a code of distance 2,
which is single-error detecting. Thus, the decoding of the
first vertical codeword pinpoints the horizontal codeword
with the error. The second vertical codeword can now
be decoded by declaring an erasure in the marked posi-
tion and, so, both redundant symbols will be available to
the damaged horizontal codeword. The construction in
Fig. 4 is asymptotically close to being a perfect code since
[(g - 2)2(N - 1)]/g 3 approaches one as N becomes large.
Figure 5 shows a construction for a distance five code.
Its efficiency is, however, no better than can be achieved
by concatenating symbols and using double-length Reed-
Solomon codes; its advantage is easy encoding and decod-
ing.
V. Summary and Discussion
The technique presented in this article allows a clear
improvement in code rate of symbol-error-correcting and
symbol-erasure-correcting codes for any given decode fail-
ure probability. Moreover, the computational cost to both
the encoder and decoder is negligible. The only price to be
paid is in interleaving and buffering, i.e., decoding cannot
be completed until all of the codewords in an entire array
are received.
An encoder will customarily use interleaving anyway to
make symbol errors independent. Some number of Reed-
Solomon codewords, e.g., eight 255 symbol codewords for
the Galileo S-band, will be interleaved to form an inter-
leaving block. All codewords in an interleaving block must
come from different arrays to preserve independence. The
amount of storage required at the encoder is not large,
however, since only the vertical redundancy needs to be
saved until the entire interleaved collection of arrays has
been sent.
The overall encoding and decoding cost of the class
of codes presented in this article proves to be substan-
tially superior to that of longer Reed-Solomon codes even
if large and small symbols experience the same error
rate. Real communications channels, e.g., those employing
determinate-state decoding [2], favor small symbols. For
these channels, cannibalistic Reed-Solomon codes can offer
very large improvements.
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Fig. 3. Using the NASA Standard (255,223) coda.
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Fig. 4. A means of constructing a single-error or
double-erasure correcting code.
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Fig. 5. A construction for a distance five code.
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Estimating the Size of Huffman Code Preambles
i "
R. J. McEliece
Communications,S),sternsResearchSection
T. H. Palmatier
CaliforniaInstituteof Technology
In this article, data compression via block:adaptive Huffman coding is consid-
ered. The compressor consecutively processes blocks of N data symbols, estimates
source statistics by computing the relative frequencies of each source symbol in the
block, and then synthesizes a tluffman code based on these estimates. In order to
let the decompressor know which Huffman code is being used, the compressor must
begin the transmission of each compressed block with a short preamble or header
file. This file is an encoding of the list n = (nl, n2, • .., nm), where ni is the length
Of tt_e-guffman codeword assoc[atea_-t_e ith source symbol. A Simple method
of doing this encoding is to individually encode each ni into a fixed-length binary
word of length log21, where 1 is an a priori upper bound on the codeword length.
This method produces a maximum preamble length of mlog21 bits. The object of
this article is to show that, in most cases, no substantially shorter header of any
kind is possible.
I. Introduction ing the code will use almost as many bits as the simple
preamble scheme just described.
Huffman data compression is optimal for sources with
known statistics ([4], Chapter 10). IIowever, in adaptive
implementations, in which the Huffman code is determined Throughout_ it will be assumed that both the compres-
empirically by the data, the recipient of the compressed sor and decompressor know that there are m codewords,
data will not know which code is be_ng-used: One way for and that each codeword has a maximum length of I. One
the transmitter to identify the code is to prefix theencodFed s:ucli bound can be obtained by observing that no codeword
data with an ordered list of the codeword lengths being in a Huff, nan code with m words can be longer than m- 1.
used. The receiver can then synthesize a variable-length However, in many situations, this bound can be improved
code with these lengths, using a prearranged algorithm, upon. For example, suppose ttie compressor works by par-
(For example, the decoder can use a "greedy" algorithm, tltioning the source sequence into blocks of N symbols, and
in which the Shortest codewords are generated first, then then estlmates the source statistics as pi = NilN, where
the next shortest words, etc.) The object of this article Ni denotes the number of times the ith source symbol oc-
is to demonstrate that, in many cases, this simple scheme curs in the block. A Huffman code for the pi's is then syn-
is near optimal, by showing that any scheme for specify- thesized and used to compress the block. The maximum
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Huffman codeword length corresponds to the least proba-
bility in the source probability table, which is at least 1/N.
In a recent paper [2], Abu-Mostafa and McEliece showed
that the longest Huffman codeword has a maximum length
of 1.44 log 2 p-1 for a source whose smallest probability is
p, and that no better bound is possible. Thus, for an adap-
tive Huffman scheme, each Huffman codeword will have a
maximum length of 1.441og 2 N, which is often consider-
ably smaller than m- 1.
In the simple scheme, the code preamble will be an or-
dered list (nx,n2,... ,nm), where ni is the length of the
Huffman codeword for the ith symbol, and m is the num-
ber of symbols in the source alphabet. Since ni _< i, for
i = 1, 2,..., m, each ni can be represented by a [log 2/q-
bit binary word, the length of the preamble in bits will
be m _log 2/_. In a slightly more sophisticated scheme, the
list (nl, n2,... ,nm) can be regarded as an/-ary represen-
tation of a large integer and converted to binary, which
will require at most [log 2/rn] =[m logg./_ bits. In either
case, one can say that the simple preamble requires around
rn log 21 bits.
On the other hand, if N(m, l) denotes the total number
of lists (nl, n2,. •., n,_) that can possibly occur as length
lists for Huffman codes whose codeword lengths are at
most i, then at least log S N(m,l) bits are needed to spec-
ify one of them. In the next section it will be shown that
log2 N(m, l) is near m log I in many eases, which implies
that any scheme for specifying the Huffman code must use
almost as many bits as the simple preamble scheme.
II. Main Result
It is well-known ([4], Chapter 10) that the codeword
lengths in a Huffman code must satisfy the Kraft-
McMillan equation
m
_2-'*' = 1 (1)
i=l
In this section, an estimate will be obtained for the num-
ber of ordered solutions of Eq. (1), where each ni is fur-
ther restricted to lie in the range 1 < ni _< I. For fu-
ture reference, denote this number by N(m,l). A first
observation is that since there are I possible values for
each of the hi'S, then N(m,l) < fin. Equivalently, if
one defines B(m, I) = log S N(m, l) (the number of bits re-
quired to specify an arbitrary ordered solution to Eq. (1),
if 1 < nl _</), one has
B(m, i) < m log S l (2)
In a sense, the object of this article is to show that the
upper bound in Eq. (2) is quite good; thus, in the rest
of the section, lower bounds on B(m,l) will be consid-
ered. The key to these bounds is the observation that if
n = (hi,..., no,) is a particular solution to Eq. (1), any
permutation of the components of n will also be a solution.
Indeed, if gj denotes the multiplicity of the integer j as a
component of n, then there are exactly
m ) m!gl,g2,...,gl gl!g2!"'gz! (3)
distinct solutions to Eq. (1) that can be generated by per-
muting the components of n. For example, with m -- 4,
1 = 3, the unordered solution (1,3,3,3,3) to Eq. (1)
yields 5 ordered solutions, and the unordered solution
(2,2,2,3,3) yields 10 unordered solutions, so that
B(5, 3) = 15.
As a first step towards the general results, consider so-
lutions to Eq. (1) with no restrictions on I. Since the
longest word in a Huffman code with m words is m- 1,
this is equivalent to taking l = m - 1. In this case, the up-
per bound in Eq. (2) is mlog2(m- 1). On the other hand,
the particular unordered solution (1, 2, 3,..., m - 2, m - 1,
m - 1) to Eq. (1) yields, upon permutation of its com-
ponents, m!/2 ordered solutions, so that B(m, m- 1) >_
log 2 m!/2. Thus
log2(m!/2 ) < B(m, m- 1) < mlog2(m- 1) (4)
It follows from Stirling's approximation to the factorial
([3], Section 1.2.11) that
lim log(m!/2)
,,,-.oo m log(m - 1)
-1
which means that for large m, B(m,m- 1) -_ mlog 2 m
(see Theorem 1, below).
For restricted solutions to Eq. (1), i.e., cases when
I < m - 1, one can do something very similar. The idea
is again to find a particular solution to Eq. (1) with as
many distinct permutations as possible. To facilitate the
discussion, now rewrite Eq. (1) as
_gj2 -j = 1 (5)
j=0
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where gj denotes the multiplicity of the integer j in the
list n = (nl,..., nr_). The goal is to maximize the multi-
nomial coefficient of EQ. (3), subject to Eq. (5).
The following construction yields a family of particular
solutions to Eq. (5), for which the multinomial coefficient
of Eq. (3) is relatively large, and which therefore provides
reasonably good lower bounds for B(m, i). For a given
value of l, choose integers u, r, and s such that
3<u<1-2, l<r<u-2, l<s<2r-2 (6)
Now define go, gl,.--, gt as follows:
go = "'" ---- gr-1---- 0
gr _ $
gr+l = "'" = gu-1---- 2 r-s
gu= 2r-s+l
gu+l = ""= gl-l = 2r--s--1
g,= 2(2r - 8- 1) (7)
It is then routine but tedious to verify algebraically that
Eq. (5) holds. However, it is much easier to see that this
is true by visualizing a binary tree with gj external nodes
at level j, for j = 0, 1,...,l. Figure 1 is such a tree, for
1 = 7, u = 5, r = 2, and s = 1. In general, such a tree has
I
m = ZgJ = s + (2 r- s)(l+ 1 - r)- (l- u) (8)
j=O
external nodes. For example, in Fig. 1 there are m = 17
external nodes. It thus follows that for any choice of i, u,
r, and s satisfying (6), the numbers (go,..., gl) defined in
Eq. (7) give a particular solution to Eq. (5), and so
B(m,l) > log2 ( rn )
-- gl,g2,. • .,gl
where m is given by Eq. (8).
For example, since there are m-- 17 external nodes on
the Fig. 1 tree, it follows that
17 ) = 33.00B(17,7)>log_ 1,3,3,4,2,4
On the other hand, from Eq. (2), B(17,7) _< 161og27 =
44.92 so that, at least on a logarithmic scale, the particular
solution to Eq. (5) represented by the binary tree depicted
in Fig. 1, together with its permutations, accounts for a
substantial fraction of the total number of ordered solu-
tions to the Kraft-McMillan [Eq. (1)].
The same kind of thing happens in general. That is,
the largest multinomial coefficient of the form of Eq. (3),
where the gj's are given by Eqs. (6) and (7), is nearly
always close to m log 2 i. To see why this is so, one further
specializes the solution to Eq. (5) given by Eq. (7). First,
notice that Eq. (8) implies that
m < 2r(l+ 1 - r) (9)
Choose r to be the least integer such that Eq. (9) holds.
Second, having chosen r, notice that Eq. (8) implies that
m < s + (2 _ - s)(l+ 1- r) (10)
Thus, choose s to be the largest integer that Eq. (6) holds.
Explicitly,
2 (t + 1 - r) - mJs = 7-7 (11)
Finally, having chosen both r and s, u is determined by
Eq. (8), i.e.,
u = re+l- s- (2 r - s)(l+ 1 - r) (12)
In this way, the numbers u, r, and s are uniquely deter-
mined by m and l, as are the gj's in Eq. (7), which in
turn define the multinomial coefficient of Eq. (3). Define
the logarithm of this multinomial coefficient as B'(m, I).
Thus, from the foregoing discussion
B(m,l) > B'(m,I)
For example, if m = 20 and l = 8, the least value of r
satisfying Eq. (9) is r = 2. Then from Eq. (11), one finds
that s = 1, and from Eq. (12), that u = 6. Thus from
Eq. (7), go = gl = 0, g2 = 1, g3 = g4 = g5 = 3, g6 = 4,
g7 = 2, gs = 4. Finally
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20 ) = 43.15B'(20,8)=log 2 1,3,3,3,4,2,4
as compared to the upper bound of Eq. (2) B(20,8) <_
20 log 2 8 = 60.
A theorem will next be presented to illustrate what
happens if 1 is a fixed fraction of m (e.g., l = 13m and
m ---* _), to further substantiate the claim that the upper
bound in Eq. (2) is usually fairly tight.
Theorem 1. For any fixed 13, with 0 < t3 < 1, there
are positive constants K1 and K2 (dependent on 13 but in-
dependent of m) such that for sufficiently large m,
mlog 2m-K2m<_B(m,13m)<mlog 2m-Kxm (t3)
B(m,13m)_log21 m / _ logm!
-- gl , . . . , gl --
- (1 - r) log 2r[ - log 2 r+l ]
--_mlogm - (1 + 131og 2r!)m + O(logm)
which gives a lower bound of the form promised in Eq. (13).
In conclusion, some brief remarks about the constants
in Eq. (13) will be provided. When 13= 1, i.e., when there
are no restrictions on the length of the codewords, then
the lower bound derived in Eq. (4) implies
B(m, m - 1) >_ m log 2 m - log s ern = m log s m - 1.4427m
Proof: The upper bound from Eq. (2), mlog/3m, is
asymptotically given by
m log 13m = m log m - log/3-1 m
which proves the upper bound in Eq. (13), with Kz =
log 213-1.
To obtain an asymptotic lower bound on B(m,j3m),
the reasoning is as follows. For sufficiently large m, the
smallest integer solution r to Eq. (9) (using I = 13m) is
r : r(13) = [log_ fl-zJ + 1 (14)
which is a constant, independent of m. Note then from
Eq. (7) that
gi -< 2_ for j = r,r + 1,...,l- 1
gt _ 2_+1
Thus
m!m > ,)_-r(2_+,,)
,...,g, -(2 _.gx
This means that one can estimate B(m,13m) using Stir-
ling's formula, as follows:
for sufficiently large m. On the other hand, [1] shows that
Tin, the total number of unordered solutions to Eq. (1),
satisfies log 2 Tm/m --_ A = 1.794 .... But the total number
of ordered solutions to Eq. (1) cannot exceed m!Tm, which
means (by Stirling's formula)
e
B(m,m- 1) < mlog 2 m-log 2 _m = mlog 2m-0.5994m
For general 13, from the proof of Theorem 1, it follows
that K1 can be taken to be
K1(13) = log 13-1 (15)
and that K2 can be taken as
K_(13)= 1 + 131ogg.(2r!) (16)
where r is given by Eq. (14). Using the same method, but
with a little more work, K_ can be improved. Indeed, it
can be shown that
K2(13) = 1 + a log(2 r - s)! + (/3- o_) log(2 r - s - 1)!
where
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r = [logb-XJ+ 1
s=2 _ _ Lb-lJ
o:.(1 ,?)
For example, with fl = 1/3, Eqs. (15) and (16) give
Kx(1/3)-- 1.58, g_(1/3)= 1.908
The determination of the best possible constants in
Eq. (13) is an interesting and important unsolved prob-
lem.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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23 4
Fig. 1. A high entropy binary tree, for m = 17,
I = 7. (Hereu = 5, r = 2, ends = 1. Refer
to Eq. (7).) The level of each external vertex is
indicated.
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Enhanced Decoding for the Galileo
S-Band Mission
S. Dolinar and M. Beiongie
CommunicationsSystemsResearchSection
A coding system under consideration for the Galileo S-band low-gain antenna
mission is a concatenated system using a variable redundancy Reed-Solomon outer
code and a (14,1/4) convolutional inner code. The 8-bit Reed-Solomon symbols are
interleaved to depth 8, and the eight 255-symbol codewords in each interleaved block
have redundancies 64, 20, 20, 20, 64, 20, 20, and 20, respectively (or equivalently, the
codewords have 191,235, 235, 235, 191, 235, 235, and 235 8-bit information symbols,
respectively). This concatendted code is to be decoded by an enhanced decoder
that utilizes (1) a maximum likelihood (Viterbi) convolutional decoder; (2) a Reed-
Solomon decoder capable of processing erasures; (3) an algorithm for declaring
erasures in undecoded codewords based on known erroneous symbols in neighboring
decodabie words; (4) a Second Viterbi decoding operation (redecoding) constrained
to follow only paths consistent with the known symbols from previously decodabie
Reed-Solomon codewords; and (5) a second Reed-Solomon decoding operation using
the output from the Viterbi redecoder and additional erasure declarations to the
extent possible.
It is estimated that this code and decoder can achieve a decoded bit error rate
of 1 x 10 -7 at a concatenated code signal-to-noise ratio of 0.76 dB. By comparison,
a threshold of 1.17 dB is required for a baseline coding system consisting of the
same (14,1/4) convolutional code, a (255,223) Reed-Solomon code with constant
redundancy 32 also interleaved to depth 8, a one-pass Viterbi decoder, and a Reed-
Solomon decoder incapable of declaring or utilizing erasures. The relative gain of
the enhanced system is thus 0.41 dB.
It is predicted from analysis based on an assumption of infinite interleaving that
the coding gain could be further improved by approximately 0.2 dB if four stages
of Viterbi decoding and four levels of Reed-Solomon redundancy are permitted.
Confirmation of this effect and specification of the optimum four-level redundancy
profile for depth-8 interleaving is currently being done.
L_
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I. Introduction
This article looks at the performance of a Reed-Solomon
plus convolutional concatenated coding system with en-
hanced decoding as planned for the Galileo S-band low-
gain antenna (LGA) mission. The baseline system with-
out enhanced decoding uses a (255,223) Reed-Solomon
outer code concatenated with a (14,1/4) convolutional in-
ner code, and interleaves the Reed-Solomon symbols to
depth 8. The convolutionally encoded symbols are de-
coded by maximum likelihood (Viterbi) decoding, and
each Reed-Solomon codeword is decoded algebraically to
correct a maximum of sixteen 8-bit symbols per 255-
symbol word. There are two types of decoding enhance-
ments planned for the Galileo LGA mission: Reed-Solomon
redecoding using erasure declarations and Viterbi redecod-
ing using Reed-Solomon corrected symbols.
Reed-Solomon redecoding is possible when at least one
but fewer than eight of the codewords within a block of
eight interleaved words is decodable (correctable). The
Reed-Solomon decoder can then extrapolate the locations
of corrected errors in the decodable word(s) to neighbor-
ing locations in adjacent undecodable word(s) and declare
the corresponding symbols to be erased. The basis for this
error extrapolation or error forecasting is that errors from
the Viterbi decoder tend to occur in bursts that are of-
ten longer than the 8-bit Reed-Solomon symbols. If the
erased symbols are highly likely to be erroneous, then the
undecoded words might be decoded by a second try at
Reed-Solomon decoding that utilizes the erasure informa-
tion.
Viterbi redecoding consists of an extra pass through
a maximum likelihood decoder that is now constrained
to follow only paths consistent with the known symbols
from previously decodable Reed-Solomon codewords. The
Viterbi redecoder is much less likely to choose a long erro-
neous path because any path under consideration is pinned
to coincide with the correct path at the location(s) of the
known symbols.
Both redecoding processes may be repeated an arbi-
trary number of times (with diminishing returns). Rep-
etitions of Reed-Solomon redecoding allow the testing of
several different combinations of reasonable error extrap-
olations from the known error locations, and can be ac-
complished relatively cheaply, as Reed-Solomon decoding
is much faster than Viterbi decoding. Each repetition of
Viterbi redecoding requires a whole new decoding stage:
it must begin with the output from the previous Reed-
Solomon decoding stage and must feed its output to an-
other following Reed-Solomon stage.
With both types of redecoding, it usually pays to put
different amounts of redundancy in neighboring Reed-
Solomon codewords. Words with high redundancy can be
counted on to decode during an initial decoding try, and
the information from these decoded words can be used to
assist the decoding of codewords with lower redundancy
later.
In this article, the stages of the enhanced decoding pro-
cess are denoted as follows:
VIT-1 the first pass of the raw data through the Viterbi
decoder.
RS-1 the first pass of the Viterbi decoded bits through
the Reed-Solomon decoder, including the possi-
bility of several trials per codeword using era-
sure declarations forecast from previously de-
coded codewords.
VIT-2 the second pass of the raw data through the
Viterbi decoder, aided this time by known bits
from codewords successfully decoded in RS-1.
RS-2 the pass of the Viterbi redecoded bits from
VIT-2 through the Reed-Solomon decoder, again
using erasure declarations to assist in decoding
previously undecodable codewords.
VIT-n the nth pass of the raw data through the Viterbi
decoder, aided this time by known bits from
codewords successfully decoded in RS-(n - 1).
as-rt the pass of the Viterbi redecoded bits from
VIT-n through the Reed-Solomon decoder,
again using erasure declarations to assist in de-
coding previously undecodable codewords.
II. Three Analysis Approaches
The analysis in this article is first performed using an
assumption of infinite interleaving and no Reed-Solomon
erasure declarations. This is done for one, two, and four
Viterbi decoding stages. A calculation is made of the max-
imum coding gain obtainable by adding the extra stages.
With the infinite interleaving assumption, concatenated
system performance can be accurately obtained to error
rates of 1 x l0 -7 or lower, based on megabits of simulated
Viterbi decoder data.
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The analysis then continues for the actual Galileo con-
ditions with depth-8 interleaving but still no Reed-
Solomon erasure declarations. This analysis cannot di-
rectly verify 1 x 10 -_ error rates even with gigabits of
Viterbi decoded data, but extrapolated performance
curves for depth-8 interleaving can be relied on with high
confidence because of their similarity to certain corre-
sponding curves derived under the infinite interleaving as-
sumption.
Finally, the depth-8 interleaving analysis is extended
to allow Reed-Solomon erasure declarations using a simple
error forecasting strategy.
The analysis in this article characterizes the concate-
nated decoding system based on the usual assumption that
the received symbols are corrupted by stationary additive
white Gaussian noise. No attempt has been made to re-
fine the decoder models to account for effects due to such
factors as imperfect arraying, phase drifts, or time-varying
signal-to-noise ratio.
III. Analysis Based on Infinite Interleaving
and No Erasure Declarations
This section analyzes the gains possible from Viterbi
redecoding alone, without Reed-Solomon erasure declara-
tions, but using an assumption of infinite interleaving. It
begins with a baseline analysis of one-stage decoding (no
redecoding) and proceeds to evaluate the gains possible
from using two stages and four stages.
A. One-Stage Decoding
One-stage decoding for this case consists of one pass
through the Viterbi decoder followed by one pass without
erasure declarations through the Reed-Solomon decoder.
The performance of the Viterbi decoder is evaluated by
simulation, and that of the Reed-Solomon decoder is cal-
culated from a formula.
1. Stage VIT-1. The Viterbi decoder for the Galileo
(14,1/4) convolutional code is characterized by the perfor-
mance curves given in Fig. 1. The curves show Viterbi
decoder bit error rate BER and 8-bit Reed-Solomon sym-
bol error rate SER as functions of the signal-to-noise ra-
tio Eb/No of the convolutional code. The points on these
curves are based on about 2 Gbits of data each in the range
from 0.0 to 0.5 dB, and on more than 400 Mbits each in
the range from 0.6 dB to 1.0 dB (but 2 Gbits at 0.7 dB).
All of the data were decoded by the Big Viterbi Decoder
(BVD).
Figure 1 shows that the (14,1/4) Galileo LGA code
achieves a BER of 5 x 10 -3 at an Eb/No of 0.65 dB. By
comparison, Tables 1 and 2 of [1] show that the (15,1/4)
Galileo high-gain antenna (HGA) code achieves a BER of
5 x 10 -3 at an Eb/No of 0.52 dB. The (14,1/4) LGA code
is 0.13 dB inferior to the (15,1/4) HGA code at this error
rate.
2. Stage RS-1. Figure 2 shows the performance of
the Reed-Solomon decoder under an assumption of infinite
interleaving and no erasure declarations, but with varying
amounts of error correction E (or codeword redundancy
2E). The E values for the various curves are labeled along
the right and bottom edges of the graph. These curves
are based on the same BVD simulation runs described for
Stage VIT-1. On this figure, and on all succeeding figures,
the signal-to-noise.ratio Eb/No on the x-axis is the same
as that in Fig. 1, i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio for the inner
convolutional code alone. Thus, these curves cannot be
used for a direct reading of the optimum value of E for
single-stage Reed-Solomon decoding because they do not
reflect the increasing dilution of signal energy due to in-
creasing redundancy of the Reed-Solomon code. However,
this latter adjustment is a simple numerical computation,
and presenting a parametric family of performance curves
as those in Fig. 2 leads to effective trial-and-error opti-
mization methods for the multistage decoding processes
analyzed below.
The curves in Fig. 2, and in all succeeding figures, show
the Reed-Solomon decoded 8-bit SER rather than the de-
coded BER. This is a convenience because the analysis of
future decoding stages depends primarily on SER rather
than BER. The BER is slightly less than half the corre-
sponding SER, as can be seen by comparison of the BER
and SER curves in Fig. 1.
3. Performance of One-Stage Decoding. For the
baseline coding system using the (255,223) Reed-Solomon
code, E is 16 and a one-stage decoding system with infinite
interleaving can achieve an SER of 2x 10 -T (i.e, a BER of
_, 1 x 10 -7) at convolutioual code Eb/No = 0.52 dB. The
corresponding concatenated code signal-to-noise ratio is
Eb/No = 1.10 dB, accounting for the 0.58 dB redundancy
of the (255,223) Reed-Solomon code.
Alternatively, if a (255,231) Reed-Solomon code with
E = 12 had been used, the required convolutional code
operating point would move to Eb/No = 0.67 dB, but
the corresponding concatenated code signal-to-noise ratio
would stay at Eb/No = 1.10 dB, because the redundancy
of the (255,231) Reed-Solomon code is only 0.43 dB. In
fact, the lowest required concatenated code signal-to-noise
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ratio of approximately 1.10 dB is achieved over a range of
values of E from 12 to 16, or equivalently over a range of
convolutional code operating points Eb/No from 0.52 dB
to 0.67 dB.
B. Two-Stage Decoding
Two-stage decoding consists of two passes each through
the Viterbi decoder and the Reed-Solomon decoder. The
only difference in the decoding algorithms is that the
Viterbi decoder on the second pass is constrained to fol-
low only paths consistent with known symbols from Reed-
Solomon codewords that were decoded on the first pass.
The Reed-Solomon decoding algorithm is unchanged for
both passes.
1. Stage VIT-1. The output of Stage VIT-1 is char-
acterized by the same performance curves given in Fig. 1.
2. Stage RS-1. The output of Stage RS-1 is char-
acterized by the same performance curves given in Fig. 2.
However, now it is important to utilize the full set of in-
formation contained in all the curves in Fig. 2 rather than
just to focus on the values of E from 12 to 16 that give
optimum one-stage performance.
3. Stage VIT-2. The performance of Stage VIT-2 is
dependent on how often known 8-bit symbols from the pre-
vious Reed-Solomon decoding are inserted into the Viterbi
decoder data stream. If the Reed-Solomon code has con-
stant redundancy, the known symbols will occur with a
certain average frequency (determined by the correspond-
ing SER curve in Fig. 2), but not according to any repeat-
ing pattern. If the Viterbi redecoder had to contend with
only randomly occurring unknown symbols interspersed
with probability SER < 10 -1 into a stream of mostly
known symbols, Stage VIT-2 would produce an almost
perfect output at any Eb/No shown in Fig. 2. However,
even with infinite interleaving, Stage RS-1 decoding fail-
ures will be correlated from one codeword to the next due
to the burstiness of the errors from Stage VIT-1. There-
fore, the Viterbi redecoder is likely to encounter strings of
unknown symbols of unpredictable length. Long strings of
unknown symbols will locally negate the value of the oth-
erwise highly likely known symbols and cause correspond-
ingly long strings of redecoded errors. No effective ana-
lytical techniques have been developed to quantitatively
assess the performance of Stage VIT-2 after decoding a
constant redundancy code in Stage RS-1.
If the Reed-Solomon codewords have variable redun-
dancy and there is an appreciable difference in redun-
dancy values, then it is possible (and reasonable) to set
the Eb/No operating point so that the most highly redun-
dant codewords are almost certain to decode, while the
less redundant codewords are undecodable with probabil-
ity much higher than the target error probability for the
multistage decoding process. Then, to a good conservative
approximation, it can be assumed that the known symbols
from Stage RS-1 will occur in at least the same repeat-
ing pattern as the pattern of the most highly redundant
codewords. Under these conditions, the performance of
Stage VIT-2 can be effectively parameterized by feeding
the Viterbi.redecoder various repeating patterns of known
symbols.
Viterbi redecoded BER and SER tables were pre-
sented in [2] for three different known symbol patterns
(one in two, one in four, and one in eight) and three differ-
ent convolutional codes (the (7,1/2) NASA standard code,
an (11,1/4) code, and the (15,1/4) Galileo HGA code). A
similar analysis for the (14,1/4) Galileo LGA code was
performed for this article, and the SER results are shown
in Fig. 3. These curves are based on slow-running soft-
ware simulations of only about 1 Mbit each, because the
high-rate BVD used to generate the 2-Gbit samples for
Stage VIT-1 could not without modification incorporate
the known symbol information into its decoding process.
Figure 3 shows multiple curves for the one-in-four and
one-in-eight known symbol cases, because, as noted in [2],
the redecoded SER depends on the symbol's phase relative
to the position of the nearest known symbol in the pattern.
It can be argued theoretically and has been confirmed by
simulation that phases +n have approximately the same
SER, so the curves in Fig. 3 represent averages of the
simulated SER values for :t=n (n = 1, 2 for the one-in-four
case and n = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the one-in-eight case).
Figure 3 has two different labels for its y-axis. The label
on the left is the actual SER observed from the simulation
runs. The label on the right is the equivalent convolutional
code Eb/No that produces the same SER values without
any known symbols, i.e., the convolutional code signal-to-
noise ratio that would have been required to produce the
same SER with one-stage Viterbi decoding.
4. Stage RS-2. The output of Stage RS-2 is char-
acterized by the same family of performance curves given
in Fig. 2. Under the infinite interleaving assumption, all
symbols in a given codeword are independent, so the de-
coding error rate depends only on the SER from Viterbi
decoding during Stage VIT-2. Thus, the curves in Fig. 2
are directly applicable to the determination of the perfor-
mance of Stage RS-2 if the equivalent one-stage Eb/No
values are used to characterize the output of Stage VIT-2.
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For example, suppose that every fourth codeword is
strong (i.e., highly redundant) and can be presumed to
decode with high probability during Stage RS-1. Then for
Stage VIT-2, there are known symbols spaced four sym-
bols apart, and the curves labeled 1/4 and 2/4 in Fig. 3
are applicable. If the convolutional code operating point is
Eb/No = 0.20 dB, then the equivalent Stage VIT-1 operat-
ing point is 0.85 dB for symbols at phases 4-1 and 0.77 dB
for symbols at phase -1-2. If a Reed-Solomon code with
E = 9 is used for the remaining weak (i.e., less redundant)
codewords, Fig. 2 shows that the SER for the weak code-
words is approximately 1 x 10 -7 for codewords at phases
4-1 and 1 x 10 -6 for codewords at phase 4-2.
5. Performance of Two-Stage Decoding. The
overall performance of two-stage decoding depends on the
likelihood of decoding both the strong codewords during
Stage RS-1 and the weak codewords during Stage RS-2..
The SER of the strong codewords can be conservatively
presumed to equal the SER from Stage RS-1 for a code
with the redundancy of the strong codewords. There are
two contributions to the SER of tim weak codewords.
Weak codewords will fail to decode when the number of
symbol errors from tile redecoding stage exceeds the weak
codewords' correction capability. Furthermore, weak code-
words may not successfully decode whenever neighboring
strong codewords do not decode during Stage RS-1. Ill
this article, it is assumed that this second contribution to
the SER of weak codewords equals the SER of the strong
codewords. This leads to an approximate formula for the
overall SER of the form SER = SER,(1) + f_SERw(2),
where SER, (1) is the strong codewords' symbol error rate
after Stage RS-1; SERto (2) is the weak codewords' symbol
error rate after Stage RS-2, assuming known symbols dur-
ing Stage VIT-2 from neighboring decodable strong code-
words; and ft_ is the fraction of weak codcwords. If the
weak codewords do not all have equivalent performance,
the second term of this formula can be generalized to in-
clude a sum of contr_ut, ions from each individual type of
weak codeword, weighted by the fraction of each type.
If the target SER is 2 x 10 -7, then both SER.,(1) and
SEPt(2) should be reduced to roughly 1 x 10 -r. Build-
ing upon the example introduced in the previous section
with one strong codeword every four, Fig. 2 shows that
a Stage RS-1 correction capability of E = 30 is required
to bring SER,(1) to 1 x 10 -7 at a convolutional code op-
erating point of Eb/No = 0.20 dB. Similarly, the discus-
sion of the previous example noted that SER_(2) could
be brought to 1 x 10 -7 for the weak codcwords at phases
+1 by using a Reed-Solomon code with a correction ca-
pability of E = 9. For the weak codewords at phase 4-2,
E = 9 is insufficient because the resulting SER_.(2) of
1 × 10 -6 would raise the overall SER above 2 × 10 -7 all
by itself. However, E = 10 yields SER_(2) = 2 × 10-7
for the weak codewords at phase -t-2, resulting in an over-
all SER = 1 x I0-7 + (I/2)i x I0-7 + (I/4)2 x I0-7 =
2 X 10 -7. The redundancy profile for this codeword set
is 2E = (60, 18, 20, 18), which corresponds to an average
code rate of 229/255, or 0.52 dB of overhead for the Reed-
Solomon code. The corresponding concatenated code op-
erating point is Eb/No = 0.20 dB + 0.52 dB = 0.72 dB.
This represents an improvement of 0.38 dB relative to the
required operating point for the one-stage decoder.
If the target SER is still 2 x 10 -r but the convolu-
tionat code operating point is moved to 0.10 dB, the re-
quired strong codeword correction capability to achieve
SER = 1 x I0 -T in Stage RS-1 is now E = 36. Af-
ter Viterbi redecoding with one in four symbols known,
the SER-equivalent Stage VIT-1 operating points from
Fig. 2 are 0.79 dB for phases 4-1 and 0.72 dB for phase
4-2. Weak-codeword correction capabilities of E = 10 and
E = 11 are sufficient to bring the corresponding SER_ (2)
values to 1 x 10 .7 and 2 x 10 -7, respectively. The overall
SER = lx 10-7+(1/2)lx10-7+(1/4)2x 10 .7 = 2x10 -T,
as before. The redundancy profile of this codeword set
is 2E = (72, 20, 22, 20), which corresponds to an average
code rate of 443/510, or 0.61 dB of overhead for the Reed-
Solomon code. The corresponding concatenated code op-
erating point is Eb/No = 0.10 dB + 0.61 dB = 0.71 dB,
which is almost, exactly the same as before. As for the case
of one-stage decoding, there is a range of convolutional
code operating points over which the same near-optimal
concatenated code performance can be achieved by appro-
priately adjusting the Reed-Solomon redundancies.
The case of one strong codeword every two is not di-
rectly analyzable from Fig. 2 because the equivalent con-
volutional code Eb/No is outside the range of values mea-
sured for Fig. 2. However, calculations show that for SER
in the range of 0.0006 to 0.0009, a Reed-Solomon code with
E = 4 will bring the SER for Stage RS-2 under 1 × 10 -7,
but with E = 3 it is above 3x 10 -7. Referring to Fig. 3 for
the Stage VIT-2 SER values after redecoding with one in
two symbols known, E = 4 will be required for the weak
codewords if the convolutional code operating point is be-
yond about 0.1 dB. Because of the large spacing between
the E = 4 and the E = 3 curves, it can be argued that
E = 3 remains inadequate for a few tenths of a dB beyond
0.1 dB (and beyond the region in Fig. 3 for which simu-
lation results have been obtained thus far). The choice of
E for the strong codewords depends on the convolutional
code operating point. For example, E = 30 is required
at 0.20 dB, while E = 25 is sufficient at 0.30 dB. The
corresponding redundancy profiles (60,8) and (50,8) con-
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tribute Reed-Solomon coding overheads of 0.62 dB and
0.52 dB, respectively, and both of the resulting concate-
nated code operating points are Eb/No = 0.82 dB. This
is about 0.1 dB worse than the best operating point ob-
tainable with the scheme that uses only one strong code-
word every four. It reflects the inefficiency of investing
high amounts of Reed-Solomon redundancy in codewords
spaced so closely together that the Stage VIT-2 SER in
Fig. 3 is driven lower than necessary.
The case of one strong codeword every eight blurs the
distinction between strong and weak codewords because of
the relatively wide variation in Stage VIT-2 SER among
the various possible symbol phases. For example, at
0.20 dB a code with E = 30 will bring the strong codeword
SER to I × 10 -7. From Fig. 3, the SER-equivalent oper-
ating points for the weak codewords after Viterbi redecod-
ing are 0.67 dB, 0.51 dB, 0.43 dB, and 0.41 dB for phases
+1, +2, +3, and -t-4, respectively, requiring E = 12, 17, 19,
and 20, respectively, to bring the individual SER_(2) val-
ues to the range of 1 x 10 -7 to 2 × 10 -7, and the resulting
overall SER to approximately 2 x 10 -7. The correspond-
ing redundancy profile (60, 24, 34, 38, 40, 38, 34, 24) costs
0.67 dB, which moves the concatenated code operating
point to 0.87 dB. This is inferior to both the cases of one-
in-four and the one-in-two strong codewords.
All of the performance results discussed in this section
for two-stage decoding have been obtained by trial-and-
error optimization using Figs. 2 and 3, and they may not
Mways reflect the exact optimum performance. However,
because the concatenated code operating point stays rela-
tively constant (within a couple hundredths of a dB) over
a relatively large range of convolutional code operating
points (at least a tenth of a dB), the trial-and-error method
gives results accurate to a few hundredths of a dB wherever
data are available.
C. Four-Stage Decoding
Four-stage decoding consists of four passes each
through the Viterbi decoder and the Reed-Solomon de-
coder. The main difference relative to two-stage decoding
is that now it is profitable to design four separate levels
of Reed-Solomon codeword redundancies rather than two.
The analysis proceeds as in the two-stage case.
1. Stage VIT-1. The output of Stage VIT-1 is char-
acterized by the performance curves given in Fig. 1.
2. Stages RS-1, RS-2, RS-3, and and RS-4. The
outputs of Stages RS-1, RS-2, RS-3, and RS-4 are charac-
terized by the performance curves given in Fig. 2.
3. Stages VIT-2, VIT-3, and VIT-4. The outputs
of Stages VIT-2, VIT-3, and VIT-4 are characterized by
the performance curves given in Fig. 3.
4. Performance of Four-Stage Decoding. With
four-stage decoding, it pays to design four different cat-
egories of Reed-Solomon codewords, not just strong and
weak. As an example, one codeword out of every eight
could be assigned the highest redundancy, and these code-
words could be expected to decode during Stage ILS-1; one
of eight could be assigned the next highest redundancy
(spaced halfway between the highest redundancy words)
and these could be expected to decode during Stage RS-2
after Stage VIT-2 Viterbi redecoding, using a pattern of
one known symbol every eight. Then the third highest
redundancy words (one of every four spaced halfway be-
tween the two types of higher redundancy words) will be
decoded in Stage RS-3 after Stage VIT-3 Viterbi redecod-
ing with the help of one known symbol every four; finally,
the lowest redundancy words (one of every two) will be
decoded in Stage RS-4 after Stage VIT-4 Viterbi redecod-
ing using one known symbol every two. A scheme of this
sort was proposed in [2] for the Galileo HGA convolutional
code and other codes.
The overall SER for this scheme can be calculated as
in the two-stage case by assuming that the SER for the
codewords that are supposed to decode during a particu-
lar stage Mso contributes to the SER for all weaker code-
words. The resulting formula for the overall SER is of the
form SER = SER_(1) + 7/8 SERb(2) + 3/4 SERe(3) +
1/2 SERd(4), where the indices a,b,c,d, refer to the
strongest, next strongest, third strongest, and weakest
codewords and (n) refers to decoding during Stage
RS-n,n = 1,2,3,4.
To achieve an overall SER of 2 x 10 -7, it is necessary
that all four terms in the expression for SER be driven
to approximately 10 -7 or lower. At a convolutional code
operating point of 0.10 dB, the equivalent operating points
for Stages VIT-2 and VIT-3 are 0.33 dB and 0.72 dB,
respectively, from the curves for phase +4 of 8 and phase
+2 of 4 in Fig. 3. An appropriate set of E values to drive
SERa(1), SERb(2), and SERc(3) each below 1 x 10-7
is E = 36, 24, and 12. As in the earlier discussion, the
SER-equivalent output of Stage VIT-4 is beyond the scale
of Fig. 2, but separate calcuations show that E = 4 is
sufficient to bring SER_(4) under 1 x 10 -7 and, together
with the three aforementioned values, to achieve an overall
SER of about 2 x 10 -7. The corresponding redundancy
profile (72, 8, 24, 8, 48, 8, 24, 8) costs 0.45 dB, and so the
concatenated code operating point is Eb/No = 0.10 dB +
0.45 dB = 0.55 dB.
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If the convolutional code operating point is lowered to
0.00 dB, the SER for phase 4-1 of 2 is no longer small
enough to permit E = 4 for the lowest redundancy code-
words, but E = 5 is sufficient. From Fig. 3 the in-
termediate SER-equivalent convolutional code operating
points are 0.27 dB and 0.66 dB. An appropriate set of
E values to achieve an overall SER of about 2 x 10 -z is
E = 43, 27, 13, and 5. The corresponding redundancy
profile (86, 10, 26, 10, 54, 10, 26, 10) costs 0.52 dB,
and the concatenated code operating point is Eb/No =
0.00 dB + 0.52 dB = 0.52 dB. This represents a slight im-
provement over the 0.10 dB convolutional code operating
point, and there may be a slightly better operating point
in the unsimulated region below 0.00 dB.
IV. Analysis Based on Depth-8 Interleaving
and No Erasure Declarations
The analysis now continues for the actual Galileo condi-
tions with depth-8 interleaving. As with the infinite inter-
leaving analysis presented earlier, this section begins with
a baseline analysis of one-stage decoding (no Viterbi rede-
coding) and proceeds to evaluate the gains possible from
using a second stage. Results are not presented for more
than two decoding stages.
A. One-Stage Decoding
For one-stage decoding with depth-8 interleaving, the
performance of the Viterbi decoder is the same as before.
The performance of the Reed-Solomon decoder must be
evaluated by directly measuring the probability of decoder
failure on simulated interleaved output from the Viterbi
decoder.
1. Stage VIT-1. The output of Stage VIT-1 is char-
acterized by the performance curves given in Fig. 1.
2. Stage RS-1. Figure 4 shows the performance of
the Reed-Solomon decoder under an assumption of depth-
8 interleaving and no erasure declarations, with varying
amounts of error correction E = 4, 10, 16, 32, and 34. The
depth-8 interleaving curves are plotted against a backdrop
"grid" of infinite interleaving curves from Fig. 2.
In Fig. 4, the performance curves for depth-8 inter-
leaving are shifted slightly to the right with respect to
the corresponding infinite interleaving curves, showing a
slight degradation due to nonideal interleaving of less than
0.05 dB at SER values around 1 x l0 -5 or so. Equiv-
alently, this degradation may be characterized as an ap-
proximate reduction in the error correction capacity of the
Reed-Solomon code. For example, the depth-8 curve for
E = t6 starts out coincident with the E = 16 infinite
interleaving curve for high SER, but gradually drifts to
cross the E -- 15 infinite interleaving curve at an SER
of ,_ 1 x 10 -3, and appears headed to cross the E = 14
infinite interleaving curve at an SER of,-, 1 x 10 -z. Thus,
depth-8 interleaving effectively decreases the error correc-
tion capacity of the (255,223) Reed-Solomon code by ap-
proximately two errors at an SER of-_ 1 x 10 -z.
For the curves in Fig. 4, as well as succeeding figures
below, the results are only statistically meaningful down
to about 1 x 10 -s or 1 x 10 -6 SER for the 2-Gbit datasets
from Stage VIT-1. However, due to the almost parallel
behavior of the depth-8 interleaving curves relative to the
family of infinite interleaving curves, the depth-8 curves
can be extended to 1 x 10 -_ SER with high confidence by
extrapolating along the appropriate infinite interleaving
curve(s).
3. Performance of One-Stage Decoding. For the
baseline coding system using the (255,223) Reed-Solomon
code, E is 16 and a one-stage decoding system with depth-
8 interleaving can achieve an SER of 2 x 10 -_ (i.e., a
BER of ,_ 1 x 10 -_) at convolutional code Eb/No =
0.59 rib. This calculation assumes an extrapolation along
the E = 14 infinite interleaving curve as discussed above.
The corresponding concatenated code signal-to-noise ratio
is Eb/No = 1.17 dB, accounting for the 0.58 dB redun-
dancy of the (255,223) Reed-Solomon code.
B. Two-Stage Decoding
For two-stage decoding with depth-8 interleaving, the
performance of the Viterbi decoder in both stages is the
same as that for the infinite interleaving analysis. The
Reed-Solomon decoding performance is the same as that
for one-stage decoding with depth-8 interleaving, to a de-
gree of approximation noted below.
1. Stage VIT-1. The output of Stage VIT-1 is char-
acterized by the performance curves given in Fig. 1.
2. Stage RS-1. The output of Stage =RS-1 is charac-
terized by the performance curves given in Fig. 4.
3. Stage VIT-2. The output of Stage VIT-2 is charac-
terized by the same performance curves as given in Fig. 3.
4. Stage RS-2. The output of Stage RS-2 can be con-
servatively approximated by the performance curves given
in Fig. 4, after using the SER-equivalent Stage VIT-1 op-
erating points to characterize the output of Stage VIT-2.
For the case of noninfinite interleaving, this equivalence
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is not exact, because the output of Stage RS-2 depends
not only on the input SER but also on the statistics of
the error bursts that contribute to the average SER. The
typical error bursts output from Stage VIT-2 were demon-
strated to be much shorter than those output from Stage
VIT-1 at the same value of SER. Shorter bursts are less
likely to contribute two or more symbol errors to a given
interleaved codeword, and hence the performance of Stage
RS-2 should be slightly better (i.e., closer to infinite inter-
leaving performance) than that of Stage RS-1 at the same
average SER.
5. Performance of Two-Stage Decoding. If one of
every four codewords is strong, extrapolation of the curves
in Fig. 4 shows that a correction capability approximately
halfway between E = 32 and E = 34 for the strong words
is sufficient to drive SER,(1) to about 1 x 10 -7 at a con-
volutional code operating point of 0.20 dB. According to
Figs. 3 and 4, E = 10 is sufficient to push SER_(2) to 1 ×
10 -7 for the weak codewords at phases +1 and E = 11
can achieve SERw(2) = 2 × 10-7 for the weak codewords
at phase 4-2. The overall SER for this scheme is approxi-
mately i x i0-7+ (1/2)1x 10-7+ (1/4)2x 10 -7 = 2X 10-7.
The redundancy profileis(66,20,22,20)and costs0.58 dB
of overhead. The resulting concatenated code operating
point is 0.20 dB + 0.58 dB = 0.78 dB.
V. Analysis Based on Depth-8 Interleaving
and a Simple Erasure Declaration Rule
This section analyzes the gains possible from applying
a combination of Viterbi redecoding and Reed-Solomon
redecoding using erasure declarations to codewords inter-
leaved to depth 8. The erasure declaration rule is a simple
strategy modeled after one of the rules given by Belongie
and Arnold 1 ; it is effective but not optimized. A symbol is
always erased (a "double-sided" erasure) if it falls between
two known erroneous symbols no more than eight symbols
apart from each other. If this does not suffice to make the
codeword decodable, a symbol is also erased (a "single-
sided" erasure) if it is immediately adjacent to one known
erroneous symbol. Single-sided erasures are extended one
symbol farther (into the next adjacent codeword) every
time another codeword successfully decodes. The erasure
declaration process is repeated until no additional code-
words are decodable within the block of eight interleaved
words.
1M. Belongie and S. Arnold, "Error Forecasting Performance (Pre-
liminary)," JPL Interoffice Memorandum 331-92.2-142 (internal
document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, Jan-
uary 4, 1993.
As with the analyses presented earlier, this section be-
gins with a baseline analysis of one-stage decoding (no
Viterbi redecoding) and proceeds to evaluate the gains
possible from using a second stage. Results are not pre-
sented for more than two decoding stages.
A, One-Stage Decoding
One-stage decoding consists of one pass through the
Viterbi decoder followed by one or more passes through
the Reed-Solomon decoder to allow the various sequences
of erasure declarations described above to be tried. The
performance of the Viterbi decoder is the same as before.
The performance of the Reed-Solomon decoder must be
evaluated by directly measuring the ultimate probability of
decoder failure after applying the rule for erasure declara-
tions, using simulated interleaved output from the Viterbi
decoder.
1. Stage VIT-1 The output of Stage VIT-1 is char-
acterized by the performance curves given in Fig. 1.
2. Stage RS-1. Figure 5 shows the performance of
the Reed-Solomon decoder under an assumption of depth-
8 interleaving and the simple erasure declaration algorithm
described above. For the solid curves in Fig. 5, it is as-
sumed that all eight codewords in a frame have the same
error correction capacity E, and performance is plotted
for E = 10, 16. The E = 16 performance curve in Fig. 5
shows a performance gain of about 0.10 dB with respect
to the corresponding curve in Fig. 4 and a gain of about
0.05 dB with respect to the curve in Fig. 2. The erasure
declaration algorithm is powerful enough not only to over-
come the degradation due to finite interleaving but also to
outperform decoding with ideal interleaving but no erasure
declarations. At low SER, the E = 16 depth-8 interleav-
ing curve with erasure declarations is almost coincident
with the E = 18 infinite interleaving curve with no erasure
declarations. Thus, depth-8 interleaving combined with
Reed-Solomon redecoding using a simple erasure declara-
tion rule effectively increases the error correction capacity
of the (255,223) Reed-Solomon code at an SER of _ 10 -7
by approximately two errors relative to infinite interleav-
ing with no erasure declarations, or by approximately four
errors relative to depth-8 interleaving with no erasure dec-
larations.
The dot-dash curve in Fig. 5 shows the performance of
the Reed-Solomon decoder using the same erasure decla-
ration algorithm but allowing the codewords to have tile
variable redundancy profile (44,28,28,28) discussed by Be-
longie and Arnold. 2 This profile has the same average
Ibid.
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redundancy as the constant redundancy code with E = 16 3. Stage VIT-2. The output of Stage VIT-2 is char-
and therefore the same redundancy overhead. The SER acterized by the same performance curves given in Fig. 3.
curve for this variable redundancy scheme lies just under ....
the infinite interleaving curve for E = 20. The effective
4. S_ageRS:2. At present no curves directly chat-average error correction capability is improved over the
constant redundancy scheme by approximately two ad-
ditional errors, or equivalently by about 0.05 dB at an
SER of ,,_ 10 -5.
3. Performance of One-Stage Decoding. Extrap-
olation of the E = 16 curve in Fig. 5 yields a required
operating point of 0.46 dB to achieve an SER = 2 x 10 -7.
This corresponds to a concatenated code operating point
of 0.46 dB + 0.58 dB = 1.04 dB. The E = 10 curve re-
quires 0.67 dB plus 0.35 dB of overhead or 1.02 dB for the
concatenated code. The variable redundancy (44,28,28,28)
code requires 0.40 dB + 0.58 dB = 0.98 dB.
B. Two-Stage Decoding
For two-stage decoding with depth-8 interleaving and
Reed-Solomon erasure declarations, the performance of
the Viterbi decoder in both stages is the same as be-
fore. The evaluation of Reed-Solomon decoding perfor-
mance must be modified somewhat to account for the fact
that erasure declarations in strong codewords in Stage
RS-1 must typically be forecast only from other strong
codewords (because weak codewords are not highly likely
to decode during Stage RS-1), and erasures in weak code-
words in Stage RS-2 must be forecast from other weak
codewords (because there are no symbol errors remaining
in strong codewords in Stage RS-2 from which to forecast
neighboring symbol errors).
1. Stage VIT-1. The output of Stage VIT-1 is char-
acterized by the performance curves given in Fig. 1.
2. Stage RS-1. The output of Stage RS-1 is charac-
terized by the performance curves given in Fig. 6. These
curves show the SER that is obtained when strong and
weak codewords are intermixed within a frame, but one at-
tempts to decode only the strong words (and declares only
those erasures based on decodable strong codewords). The
plotted SER is the average SER obtained by accumulat-
ing symbol errors from all the codewords in frames that
contain at least one strong codeword error. The dashed
curves in Fig. 6 show SER for a redundancy profile of
one strong word every two codewords, and the thick solid
curves show SER for one strong word every four code-
words. The error correction values noted for these curves
(E, = 26, 28 for the first case and E, = 30, 32, 34 for the
second case) pertain to the strong codewords only.
acterize the output of Stage RS-2. The SER from Stage
RS-2 can certainly be upper bounded by the SER ob-
tainable without erasure dec]arati0ns, as shown in Fig. 4.
The incremental effect of Reed-Solomon redec0ding with
erasure declarations can be estimated to some degree by
comparing curves in Fig. 4 (without erasure declarations)
with corresponding curves in Fig. 5 (with erasure declara-
tions), but this is not an exact procedure because the effect
of erasure declarations is different after Viterbi redecoding
than after Viterbi decoding the first time. In particular,
the shorter bursts from Stage VIT-2 should lead to less ef-
ficacious error forecasting than the longer bursts from the
"equivalent" Stage VIT-1 operating point.
5. Performance of Two-Stage Decoding. Assume
that one of every four codewords is strong, and the convo-
lutional code operating point is 0.20 dB. Extrapolation of
the curves in Fig. 6 shows that a correction capability of
E = 32 for the strong words is sufficient to drive SERs(1)
to about 1 x 10 -7. Similarly, according to Figs. 3 and 4,
E = I0 is sufficient to push SERw(2) to the same level for
the weak codewords at phases +1 even without any assis-
tance from erasure declarations. For the overall SER to
reach 2 x 10 -7, the remaining weak codewords at phase -1-2
must achieve SER,_(2) of 2 x l0 -7 or lower. From Figs. 3
and 4 this can be approximately accomplished without any
erasure declarations by a code with E = 11. However, it
is estimated that this required value of E can also be re-
duced to E = 10 by using erasure declarations from the
codewords at phases 4-1 to help decode the words in be-
tween at phase 4-2. The redundancy profile for this case
is (64,20,20,20) and it costs 0.56 dB of overhead. The
resulting concatenated code operating point is 0.20 dB
+ 0.56 dB = 0.76 dB.
I_f--the convolutional code operating point is moved
to 0.10 dB, the corresponding required values of E for
the strong and weak codewords are approximately E =
38 and E = 11, respectively, but there are insufficient data
plotted in Figs. 4 and 6 to confirm this directly. The corre-
sponding redundancy profile is (76,22,22,22) and the con-
catenated code operating point is 0.75 dB, which is almost
identical to the previous value.: Again this indicates an in-
sensitivity of the optimum performance to small variations
on the order of 0.1 dB in the convolutional code operating
point. All other things being equal, there is a slight pref-
erence to operate at the higher convolutional code Eb/No
in order to raise the channel symbol signal-to-noise ratio.
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VI. Performance Comparisons
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the optimal or near-optimal
(within a few hundredths of a dB) concatenated code de-
coding thresholds for achieving an overall SER of 2 x 10 -7
(a BER of _ 1 x 10 -7) for the various decoding alterna-
tives considered in the preceding sections.
Several conclusions can be drawn from these two ta-
bles. Based on the infinite interleaving analysis, a second
stage of Viterbi decoding without any Reed-Solomon re-
decoding is worth about 0.38 dB at SER = 2 x 10 -7. The
same comparison for depth-8 interleaving yields essentially
the same answer, 0.39 dB. Adding Reed-Solomon rede-
coding using erasure declarations increases this value only
marginally to 0.41 dB for the case of depth-8 interleaving.
This tiny incremental value of Reed-Solomon redecoding
when used in conjunction with Viterbi redecoding is prob-
ably somewhat underestimated due to the conservative ap-
proximations made in the foregoing analysis, but the true
incremental value is unlikely to be more than several hun-
dredths of a dB. On the other hand, Reed-Solomon rede-
coding without Viterbi redecoding is worth about 0.19 dB
for depth-8 interleaving.
Allowing four stages of Viterbi decoding (and four levels
of Reed-Solomon redundancy) is worth about 0.58 dB for
infinite interleaving and no erasure declarations. Data are
not available to confirm the corresponding result for depth-
8 interleaving, but a similar effect is expected.
Tables 1 and 2 also give a measure of the amount by
which depth-8 interleaving is nonideal. Compared to infi-
nite interleaving, depth-8 interleaving costs 0.06 or 0.07 dB
for both one- and two-stage decoding without erasure dec-
larations.
VII. Choosing a Coding System for Best Per-
formance
If the objective for the Galileo LGA code is to maximize
the allowable data rate, this is accomplished by lowering
the concatenated code's decoding threshold as far as pos-
sible. Under a constraint of no more than two decoding
stages and two levels of codeword redundancy, the best
performance is obtained by using two-stage decoding with
one strong codeword every four. The redundancy profile
(64,20,20,20) achieves a near-optimum concatenated code
decoding threshold of 0.76 dB while requiring the convo-
lutional code to operate at 0.20 dB.
Based on the infinite interleaving analysis reported in
Table 1, performance may be further improved by approx-
imately 0.2 dB if four stages of Viterbi decoding and four
levels of Reed-Solomon redundancy are permitted. Con-
firmation of this effect and specification of the optimum
four-level redundancy profile for depth-8 interleaving will
be the subject of a future article.
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Table 1. Performance comparisons for infinite Interleaving (SER = 2 X 10-7).
Decoding stages 1 2
Erasure declarations No No
Redundancy profile (32) (60, 18, 20, 18)
Convolutional code Eb/No (dB) 0.52 0.20
Concatenated code Eb/NO (dB) 1.10 0.72
4
No
(86, 10, 26, 10, 54, 10, 26, 10)
0.00
0.52
Table 2. Performance comparisons for depth-8 interleaving (SER = 2 × 10-7).
Decoding stages 1 1 2 2
Erasure declarations No Yes No Yes
Redundancy profile (32) (44, 28, 28, 28) (66, 20, 22, 20) (64, 20, 20, 20)
Convolutional code Et,/No (dB) 0.59 0.40 0.20 0.20
Concatenated code Eb/No (dB) 1.17 0.98 0.78 0.76
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From 1991 to 1993 the fractional frequency stability of the operational Radio
Science System was measured at DSS's 15, 45, and 65. These stations are designed
to have the most stable uplink and downlink equipment in the DSN. Some mea-
surements were performed when the antenna was moving and the frequency was
ramped. The stability, including contributions of all elements h_ the station except
for the antenna and the hydrogen maser, was measured to be 0.3 to 1.3 x 10 -15
when the frequency was fixed, and 0.6 to 6.0 x 10 -15 when the frequency was
ramped (sample interval, 1000 see). Only one measurement out of fifteen exceeded
specification. In all other cases, when previous measurements on the antenna and
the hydrogen maser were added, a total system stability requirement of 5.0 x 10 -15
was met. In addition, ambient temperature was found to cause phase variation in
the measurements at a rate of 5.5 deg of phase per deg C.
I. Introduction
Good frequency stability is essential in tile Radio Sci-
ence System, since frequency is one of the primary ob-
servable parameters in radio science experiments. The re-
quired period of stability varies from a few hundred to
several thousand seconds, depending on the nature of the
experiment. For example, gravitational wave detection ex-
periments usually require high two-way stability over a
long round-trip light time between the Earth and a space-
craft. A 1000-see duration is often used as a convenient
checkpoint for the range of round-trip light time encoun-
tered in practice. On the other hand, for occultation stud-
ies, the time scale of interest is much shorter. All that is
needed is stability over the time interval it takes a space-
craft to descend through the planetary atmosphere. For
Mars Observer, this time scale is no more than 300 sec.
Tile focus of this investigation is the frequency stabil-
ity performance of the open-loop Radio Science System
at the 34-m high-efficiency (HEF) subnet. More interest
is placed on this subnet, rather than the 70-m or 34-m
standard (STD), because of the HEF's inherently greater
stability. This greater stability results from a deliberate
attempt during design to capitalize on the fact that phase
scintillation due to the solar wind and Earth's ionosphere
decreases with the inverse ._quare of the carrier frequency.
For this reason, the 34-m HEF subnet was equipped with
X-band (8.4 GHz) uplink and downlink equipment of sta-
bility better than the anticipated phase scintillation. The
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potential 13-fold improvement compared to S-band-only
(2.3-GIIz) stations, and a ninefold improvement compared
to S-band uplink/X-band downlink stations, makes the
34-m HEF stations the best available for detecting gravi-
tational radiation by spacecraft tracking.
Specifically, the objectives of this study and their sig-
nificance are as follows:
(1) Stability performance in both one-way and two-way
configuration. One-way stability refers to that of the
downlink equipment only, whereas two-way includes
both uplink and downlink equipment. Knowledge of
system performance in both one-way and two-way
configurations is important due to the difference be-
tween gravitational wave and planetary atmosphere
studies. The availability of both sets of measure-
ments also helps to reveal the stability of the uplink
path, which there is currently no way to directly
measure.
(2) Slability performance under both static and dynamic
frequency conditions. Static and dynamic conditions
refer to cases where tile test signal frequency is fixed
and ramped, respectively. Static conditions are used
frequently due to their compatibility with a simple
test setup. However, measurement under dynamic
conditions offers more insight on how the system
performs in actual experiments. The signals received
from spacecraft always have an associated Doppler
frequency due to the relative velocity between the
spacecraft and the tracking ground antenna. As the
signal traverses the bandwidth that the Radio Sci-
ence System operates prior to the point of Doppler
compensation, it is distorted, however slightly, by
the inherently dispersive electronic components in
the system. At the point of Doppler compensation,
the signal is again exposed to another form of degra-
dation, caused by the potential phase instability of a
programmable local oscillator. The objective of the
dynamic test is to validate that such a distortion is
small, as intended by the design.
(3) Performance improvement due to the use of a low-
thermal-coefficient fiber-oplic link for antenna refer-
ences. With recent improvements, the 100-MtIz ref-
erences used in the exciter and the downconverter
in the antenna area are transported from the Sig-
nal Processing Center (SPC) via a fiber-optic link.
In the past, these references were transported via
microwave coaxial cables and phase-stabilized ca-
bles. It should be noted that system measurements
with either fiber-optic or phase-stabilized references
do not include the contribution of the reference link
because of the cancellation that results fi'om using
(4)
a common cable for both the uplink and downlink.
These system tests are therefore limited to validat-
ing the function of the reference link. In order to
account for the contribution of the hydrogen maser
clock and the fiber-optic link in total system per-
formance, the results from these tests are combined
with those from stand-alone testing on the link itself.
Section VI provides more details on this process.
Impact of the environment and operation on stabil-
ity performance. Particularly, the effect of antenna
motion, radio frequency interference (RFI), diurnal
temperature variation, and wind conditions are ex-
amined. Due to a limitation in the test configu-
ration, to be discussed in Section II, the effect of
antenna motion is only partially observed.
The foregoing objectives are intended to make a full
characterization of the system, so that scientists will know
the noise characteristics of the data they receive. It is
worth noting that there were other similar studies on sta-
bility performance of the DSN equipment conducted and
reported in earlier issues of The Telecommunications and
Data Acquisition Progress Report. For example, Otoshi
and Franco have published a series of extensive studies re-
garding the stability of a research and development (R&D)
34-m antenna at Goldstone (DSS 13) [1]. In 1989, in an
effort to prepare for Voyager's Neptune encounter, Ham et
al. conducted a series of stability measurements of the Ra-
dio Science System at Canberra's 70-m antenna (DSS 43)
[2]. The present study shows a lot of commonality with
those earlier efforts in terms of test configuration and in-
strumentation. However, there are also differences. Com-
pared to [1], the present measurements reflect the stabil-
ity at an operational 34-m tIEF station, rather than at
an R&D site. The equipment under test is the X-band
uplink and radio science X-band downlink system. In con-
trast to [2], where stability is characterized at S-band with
an S-band uplink system at the 70-m antenna, this study
presents measurements at X-band. Also, the link between
the SPC and the antenna is a fiber-optic link, instead of
another transport medium. Lastly, the presented measure-
ments include a more realistic performance with uplink
Doppler sinmlation.
In the following sections, more details of this study are
given. Section II provides a description of the test con-
figuration. Section III presents the data acquisition and
processing. Measurements and performance analysis are
discussed in Sections IV and V. A conclusion is drawn in
Section VI regarding whether the DSN Radio Science Sys-
tem satisfies its stability requirements. The summary and
conclusions are given in Section VII.
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II. Test Configuration
Most of the tests were conducted at the 34-m ttEF an-
tenna at GoIdstone (DSS 15). This particular deep space
station was chosen as the site of study because of its prox-
imity to JPL. The equipment design is identical at DSS 45
(Canberra) and DSS 65 (Madrid), and less extensive tests
at these sites have verified the conclusions drawn from the
DSS-15 tests. The test configuration is presented in Fig. 1.
A. General Configuration
In one-way measurements, a test signal of 8.4 GHz was
generated from a 100-MHz reference in the antenna by a
highly stable x84 signal generator, which is essentially an
ovenized x84 frequency multiplier. The 8.4-GHz signal
was injected into the downlink microwave system prior to
the X-band maser at a point known as the "ranging cou-
pler." In two-way measurements, an X-band uplink signal
was generated by the exciter and was converted to a down-
link frequency by the test translator.
Once injected into the downlink system, the test signal
was amplified by the X-band maser and later converted to
300 MHz intermediate frequency (IF) by the very long
baseline interferometry/radio science (VLBI/RS) down-
converter. The 300-MHz IF signal was transported from
the antenna to the signal-processing center via a hard-line
cable. The Radio Science IF-video downconverter (RIV)
further converted the signal to baseband frequency. This
downconversion process was achieved over several stages
wherein the noise bandwidth was gradually reduced by
various filters. In the first stage, any simulated Doppler,
if present, was taken out by a programmable local oscil-
lator. A small frequency offset was also introduced into
this oscillator to place the carrier at a chosen position in
the bandwidth of the equipment about to be described. In
the final stage, a set of filters allowed six different band-
width selections, ranging from 100 Hz to 20 kttz. At this
point, the signal could be either channeled to the proto-
type stability analyzer for real-time stability measurement
or to the Deep Space Communications Complex (DSCC)
Spectrum Processing Subsystem (DSP) to be digitized and
recorded on magnetic tapes for later processing. All stages
of frequency conversion, both on the uplink and downlink
paths, are depicted in Fig. 2.
In order to minimize thermal noise effects, test signals
were set at a high power level but without saturating the
low-noise amplifier. Typically, a signal-to-noise spectral
density ratio of 60 dB-Hz or greater was used. A band-
width of 100 Hz or 400 Hz in the final filtering was cho-
sen to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Another
benefit associated with the small bandwidth is the corre-
spondingly small data volume, which helps to minimize
the data extraction effort.
B. Antenna Frequency References
Of particular interest is the fact that a fiber-optic link
is used to transport the 100-MHz references to the an-
tenna area. These references are required by the exciter,
test translator, VLBI/RS downconverter, and x84 signal
generator. This fiber-optic link includes a transmitter, re-
ceiver, low thermal coefficient-of-delay (LTCD) fiber-optic
cable, and a 1-to-4 distributor. A prototype unit was
made available during the engineering testing period by
the Frequency and Timing Subsystem (FTS) Group, and
operational units were recently deployed at all 34-m HEF
stations as the official configuration.
These references have a significant impact on the overall
stability of the system. Large frequency multiplication
applied to these references (e.g.,x65 in the exciter and
x81 in the VLBI/RS downconverter, see Fig. 2) tends to
amplify small frequency and phase fluctuations caused by
the link between SPC and the antenna. Care must be
taken to ensure that the link itself does not significantly
degrade the stability of FTS references coming from the
hydrogen maser. This concern is particularly appropriate
considering the long distance that the link traverses--300-
550 m, depending on the station--and the relatively large
daily thermal fluctuation to which it is subjected.
The advantage in using fiber optics is twofold: a bet-
ter performance in both long-term frequency stability and
short-term spectral purity. In the earlier DSN configu-
ration, a combination of coaxial hard lines and phase-
stabilized cables were used for reference transmission. Al-
though each had its own merit--high stability for the
phase-stabilized cables and pure spectrum for hard lines--
none offered the excellent performance in both aspects that
fiber optics does. In the case of phase stabilization, the use
of two frequency multipliers (i.e., x4 and x5) to convert
a 5-MHz FTS reference to the desired 100 MHz resulted
in an increase in phase noise, which was unacceptable for
atmospheric and ring experiments. In the case of hard
lines, stability performance was compromised by the rather
large sensitivity to temperature variation that these cables
have. Typically, the thermal coefficient of delay (TCD)
of these microwave hard-line coaxial cables is about 15-
18 ppm/deg C (parts per million per degree Celsius) for
a temperature range of 18-33 deg C [3]. In contrast, the
fiber-optic link directly transmits the 100-MHz reference
without any up- or downconversion, and its TCD varies
from 0.33 ppm/deg C to 0.83 ppm/deg C over the same
temperature range [3].
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Unfortunately, improvement with the use of fiber-optic
link is not expected to be observable in the stability mea-
surements. As indicated in Fig. 1, both uplink and down-
link references are transported via a common link. Any
phase variation caused by the fiber-optic link, or by the
frequency and timing source, i.e., the hydrogen maser,
would appear in both the generated test signal and the
local oscillator of downeonversion. Since there was essen-
tially zero time delay between the uplink and downlink,
the majority, 94 percent to be exact, of phase disturbance
in the references was canceled. In other words, only 6 per-
cent of fiber-optic stability appeared in the measurement.
For this reason, the stand-alone measurement on the fiber-
optic link done by Calhoun and Law I is used to augment
the presented measurements in order to determine the to-
tal system performance.
Note that such cancellation does not apply to the mea-
surements with non-zero round-trip light time, as in a real
spacecraft tracking session, since the correlation in the
phase of the incoming signal and the first local oscilla-
tor is then removed. In this case, the total stability is the
root-sum square of contributions of the link and the rest
of the system. As indicated in Calhoun and Law, 2 the
stability contribution of the fiber-optic link was measured
to be at least one-and-a-half orders of magnitude smaller
than the rest of the system.
C. Antenna RF Cables
In the current system design, the RF cables that run
across the antenna's moving parts are ring-wrapped to ac-
commodate the antenna motion. As the antenna rotates
to stay pointed to the target, physical stress is imposed
on these cables. The stress can manifest itself in the form
of abrupt phase discontinuity or a gradual phase drift. To
study this impact, measurements were made with both a
stationary and moving antenna.
D. IF Cables
The 300-MHz IF cables between the antenna and SPC,
which deliver the downconverted signal to the RIV, are
also a point of concern in terms of instability. A large
portion of the cables not in the SPC or the antenna hous-
ing is exposed to a thermally unregulated environment.
Temperature fluctuations, particularly around the period
of sunrise and sunset, may have a severe impact on sta-
bility performance. Due to the relatively long time scale
1 M. D. Calhoun and J. C. Law; Communications and Systems Re-
search Section, unpublished results on the stability of the fiber-
optic distribution assembly (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California.
2 Ibid.
involved, the expected impact, if any, is likely in the form
of gradual phase drift. Particular attention was paid in
the data analysis to determine if there is any correlation
between the variation in the temperature and the signal
phase.
E. Limitations
There are inherent limitations associated with the test
setup. The measurements did not account for frequency
instability of the antenna or the standard hydrogen maser.
The contribution of the antenna was excluded because
there were no means to radiate a test signal onto the main
reflector without a serious multipath interference problem.
In addition, since both the test signal and the system under
study were synchronized to the same frequency standard
and the round-trip light time was zero, the coherence be-
tween them resulted in a near-perfect cancellation, making
any frequency instability in the hydrogen maser unobserv-
able.
Nevertheless, data on stand-alone tests on these two
subsystems are available. For instance, Calhoun and Law 3
measured the two-way stability of the fiber-optic link and
the hydrogen maser. Also, Otoshi recently reported a mea-
surement of the antenna stability at the 34-m R&D sta-
tion (DSS 13) in [4]. These two sets of data are used to
augment measurements, thereby estimating total system
performance.
I!1. Data Acquisition and Processing
Three different methods are currently available for data
acquisition and processing, as depicted in Fig. 3. They will
be referred to as complex demodulation, digital phase-lock
loop (DPLL), and time interval. Both the complex demod-
ulation and the DPLL methods rely on digitized voltage
samples from the DSCC spectrum processor (DSP) sub-
system. The time interval approach, however, uses the
analog output from the receiver subsystem as input. De-
tails on the data processing, as well as the strength and
weakness of each method, are described below.
A. Complex Demodulation Method
The signal frequency is first estimated by applying a
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) operation on the incoming
digitized samples. This estimated frequency is used as ref-
erence for the local oscillators that downconvert the signal
a M. D. Calhoun and J. C. Law, Communications and Systems Re-
search Section, unpublished results on the stability of the fiber-
optic distribution assembly and of the hydrogen maser/coherent
reference generator (internal document), Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, Pasadena, California.
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to dc frequency. The downc0nversion is carried out in the
complex domain, with both in-phase and quadrature arms.
The outputs of the mixers are averaged over 1-see intervals
in order to enhance the SNR and to eliminate the double-
frequency componentl By taking the arc tangent of the
ratio of the two averages, one can obtain the phase of the
signal.
After the phase extraction process is completed, the
phase samples are used as input into an algorithm that
computes the Allan deviation in the phase domain. The
computed Allan deviations serve as the measurement of
system stability.
The advantage of this approach lies in its simplicity.
Since the phase is estimated based on a one-second seg-
ment of the digitized samples and there is no feedback in-
volved, the algorithm can tolerate a large variation in the
input phase, up to 360 deg/sec. In contrast, the DPLL
method that is described next requires a relatively small
phase change among the input data. In the event of a large
phase jump, either because of high noise level or missing
data records, the loop will temporarily lose lock and re-
quire some time to re-establish the steady lock condition.
On the disadvantage side, the complex demodulation
method requires the estimated frequency to be within 1 Hz
of the true frequency. This is necessary to resolve the
ambiguity in the phase determination as caused by the
periodic tangent function.
In the process of calibration to understand how nmch
noise the phase extraction process contributes, it was
found that the algorithm, despite its simplicity, causes
some degradation, particularly when the input signal fre-
quency is fractional. The degradation comes from the
fact that the 1-second averaging does not necessarily coin-
cide with an integer number of cycles of sigalal, resulting
in the twice-frequency component not being fully elimi-
nated. The problem becomes more pronounced under low
sampling-rate and high SNR conditions, which are often
present in the testing.
B. Digital Phase-Lock Loop Method
The DPLL algorithm in use is based on [5], with major
components presented in Fig. 3(b). The voltage input is
first normalized to unity in amplitude by the automatic
gain control (AGC) loop. The frequency deviation is ex-
tracted from the output of the loop filter at the rate of 1
sample per second. The frequency deviation can then be
fed directly to an algorithm that computes the Allan de-
viation based on the frequency domain. Alternatively, the
deviation can be converted from frequency to phase and
input to a phase-domain Allan deviation algorithm as in
the first method.
Note that the proper choice of PLL bandwidth is im-
portant. Selection of an improper loop bandwidth can
cause a distortion in the test result. For example, a very
small bandwidth, Bt, will smooth out the detected phase
variation, resulting in lower Allan deviations at those inte-
gration times less than 1/Bt. A larger bandwidth, on the
other hand, will allow more thermal noise leakage, creating
an impression of high instability in the region where ther-
mal noise dominates, i.e., up to roughly 100 sec. For data
processing, a PLL bandwidth of 1 Hz is typically chosen
for phase detection since the region of interest for stability
performance lies between 1 second and several thousands
of a second.
C. Time-Interval Method
With the first two approaches, data quality can only
be evaluated at the end of data collection. The ability
to monitor the performance of the system in real time is
much desired. Such a capability is currently provided by
a prototype model of the radio science stability analyzer,
which is currently available at Goldstone.
The test setup for this method is shown in Fig. 3(c).
The near-baseband analog signal taken out from the re-
ceiver is further downconverted by the analyzer to 1 Ih
with a local synthesizer. The 1-Hz sinusoidal signal theI_
gets low-pass filtered and transformed to a 1-pps (pulse-
per-second) signal by the zero crossing detector. The time
of the raising transition of the 1-Hz pulse is measured rel-
ative to the 10-pps "picket-fence" reference. Time interval
measurements are converted to relative phases, from which
the Allan deviations are calculated. A more detailed de-
scription on the signal processing aspect of this method is
provided in [6].
Some consistency among all three methods is estab-
lished in Table 1. Three sets of data collected at Gold-
stone DSS 15 on DOY 334/1990, DOY 177/1991, and
DOY 027/1993 are shown. All tests were conducted un-
der frequency-static conditions, i.e., no ramping in the up-
link or downllnk. Among the three methods, the average
variation was about 50 percent, although there are cases
where the difference exceeded the 100-percent level. This
is not necessarily bad, considering there are measurements
where a large fluctuation in the Allan deviation was ob-
served at different integration times. These troublesome
measurements will be pointed out later in the data anal-
ysis section. Note also that no single method consistentl,
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produced higher or lower Allan deviations than the other
two.
This consistency ensures that the data can be processed
by any of the three methods discussed above. As it turns
out, most of the test results were processed with the com-
plex demodulation and DPLL methods, although only the
data from the DPLL processing are presented here. Not
many results associated with the time-interval method are
available. The prototype stability analyzer, despite its
great benefit as real-time test equipment, is a one-of-a-
kind machine and is not available at the oversea stations.
In addition, the analyzer does not handle well the testing
of frequency dynamic conditions. This limitation comes
from the fact that the input signal to the analyzer has a
small frequency drift, typically around 30/_Hz/sec. This
drift is the result of imperfect compensation between the
uplink and downlink ramps, due to finite resolution in the
frequency rate register. The time-interval samples at the
beginning and at the end of the test no longer span the
same period (e.g., 1 see), thereby invalidating the calcula-
tion of the Allan deviation. In contrast, the complex de-
modulation and DPLL methods can remove the residual
frequency drift by tuning the local oscillators accordingly.
IV. Acquired Data
The presented measurements span two-and-a-half
years. The study started with the preparation to support
the then-anticipated X-band Gravitational Wave Experi-
ment with Galileo, scheduled for April 1991. It was final-
ized with system performance testing for the support of
the recent Mars Observer Coincidence (along with Galileo
and Ulysses) Gravitational Wave Experiment, in March
1993. Table 2 presents both the test configuration of each
measurement and the associated stability at representative
integration periods. The results are grouped according to
the objective of the tests, such as two-way static, one-
way static, two-way dynamic, etc. Multiple measurements
within each group, when available, are shown in order to
demonstrate the repeatability, or lack thereof, among test
results. Measurements with known hardware problems are
not included. A more detailed analysis is provided in the
next section.
V. Performance Analysis
Analysis is given in the order presented in Table 2.
A. Performance Under Frequency-Static Conditions
1. Two-way link. Figure 4 presents the stability
measurements, in terms of Allan deviation, in two-way
frequency-static configuration at all three complexes. The
respective phase profiles are shown in Fig. 5. The measur-
ables include the stability of the exciter, test translator,
microwave plumbing, X-band maser, VLBI/RS downcon-
verter, IF/video downconverter, narrow-band occultation
converter (NBOC), spectrum-processor assembly (SPA),
and system cables that run between subsystems. Note
that the 20-kW transmitter (TXR) was not included in the
test; however, as the data from DOY 032, 1993 at DSS 15
indicates, the TXR contribution is very small. Therefore,
these measurements can be used to represent all equip-
ment in the Radio Science System, excluding the FTS and
the Antenna Mechanical Subsystem (ANT). For reference
purpose, the theoretical thermal contribution based on a
1-Hz PLL bandwidth and 60 dB-Hz signal level, which is
the nominal level of testing, is also shown.
Overall, the measurements appeared to be consistent
across different complexes. Several comments can be
made:
(a) At short integration times, i.e., less than 100 sec,
the drop-off in the Allan deviation somewhat fol-
lowed the 1/T relationship, where T is the integra-
tion time. Both DOY 035 and 067 had a slower
drop-off rate between 10 and 100 sec, suggesting that
there was an additional degradation factor involved.
In fact, as indicated in Fig. 5, there were several
short-term phase glitches associated with these two
data sets.
(b) DOY 105 data exhibited regular oscillation at short
integration time scales. In the process of calibrating
the algorithm, it was found that such oscillation can
be caused by short-term phase bursts; however, the
phase profile of this data set, as seen in Fig. 5, did
not reveal any outstanding short bursts. Whether
the cyclic nature of the phase toward the end of the
test is responsible for the oscillation in the Allan
deviation requires further investigation.
(c) At long integration times, i.e., 1000 sec or greater,
three sets of measurement on DOY 035, DOY 067,
and DOY 105 showed a consistently good stability
performance at the level of 8.0 x 10 -16. This in-
dicates that there was little noise contribution from
electronic components in the system. The data from
DOY 341 and DOY 027 showed a higher level of in-
stability at these long periods. The change in the
phase slope on DOY 341, which corresponded to a
300-/IHz frequency jump and occurred three hours
into the test, was partly responsible for the drift.
The phase profile of DOY 027 also suggests that
there was a frequency jump on the order of 70 #Hz
during the last hour of the test.
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2. Stability of the transmitter. Figure 6 presents
the measurements with and without the transmitter on the
same day (DOY 032, 1993 at DSS 15). 4 The two plots lie
practically on top of each other, indicating that the TXR
contribution is insignificant. At 1000-sec integration, the
measurement without the TXR was actually lower than
that with the TXR; however, due to the small set of data
samples, the uncertainty associated with this point was
rather large.
3. One-way stability. One-way stability includes all
contributions from downlink elements, ranging from the
microwave to the DSP Subsystem. The result also includes
the stability of the test signal source, namely the x84
signal generator; however, its contribution was so small,
e.g., 1.8 × 10 -14 (1 sec), 3.0 × 10 -15 (10 sec), 4.9 × 10 -16
(100 sec), 1.6 × 10 -16 (1000 sec), that it could be practi-
cally ignored.
Two data sets were collected on DOY 114 and DOY
087, 1992 at DSS 15. The Allan deviation and associated
phase profiles are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.
The stability measurement on DOY 114 shows a hump
at the integration period between 200 and 1000 sec. It
is believed to be associated with a steep phase slope, i.e.,
frequency jump, as indicated in Fig. 8. It is unknown
whether such a frequency jump occurred in the x 84 signal
generator or the downlink system. Despite such a peculiar
appearance, the stability performance is very good, down
to the 4 x 10 -16 level at 1000-sec integration.
Both stability measurements on DOY 114 and DOY 087
show a cyclic appearance. The cause is not yet identified
since the phase profiles do not indicate any particular fea-
ture that may result in such oscillation.
B. Stability Performance Under Frequency-Dynamic
Conditions
Measurement under frequency-dynamic conditions is
limited to two-way testing. One-way measurement is not
possible because the ×84 signal generator only generates
a fixed signal at 8400 MHz. In these measurements, the
frequency of the signal coming into the X-band maser was
increased at an arbitrary rate of 0.94 Hz/sec, a dynamic
that is comparable to what is received from spacecraft.
Figure 9 shows the measured stability on DOY's 019
and 068, 1991 at DSS 15, and DOY 340, 1992 at DSS 45.
4D. Howell, Telecommunications Systems Section, unpublished test
results (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
California.
Among these three measurements, DOY 340 represented
the best and DOY 068 the worst.
For DOY 340, the Allan deviation at 1000 sec was com-
parable with those measured under static conditions (see
Fig. 4). At shorter integration, the DOY 340 result was
somewhat higher. Oscillation in the Allan deviation was
observed, but the cause is unknown.
For DOY 019, the stability was not as good. The Allan
deviation was about three time larger than the static test
on DOY 105, i.e., 1.985 × 10-Is instead of 7.30 × 10 -16.
Several phase glitches on the order of 5 to 10 degrees were
observed, as seen in Fig. 10(a).
For DOY 068, the 1000-sec Allan deviation was as high
as 5.9 x 10 -13, which exceeded the system requirement.
This high level of instability was believed to be caused by
the changes in the signal frequency, as indicated by the
three phase segments of different slopes in Fig. 10(b). A
large phase glitch on the order of 90 deg was also observed
at 5:56 GMT.
What could cause the frequency glitches observed on
DOY 068? It is believed that the programmable synthe-
sizer, either in the uplink or downlink path, was respon-
sible, rather than the phase ripple in the front-end filter-
ing. Had they been caused by the filter profiles, this phe-
nomenon would have been observed in the other two tests
on DOY 019 and DOY 340. Future testing under this
configuration would be able to verify this conjecture.
One clarification is needed regarding the data process-
ing of DOY 068. A corruption in the data extraction pro-
cess made the digitized samples of the original data records
not available for a period between 5:26 and 5:54 GMT.
This problem forced consideration of either using only half
of the collected data--before or after the gap--or joining
the two segments and treating them as if no gap had oc-
curred. The first option would have rendered the results
with a higher uncertainty, due to smaller sample sets. The
second option would have reduced the uncertainty asso-
ciated with the computed Allan deviations at long inte-
gration times, but it required an assumption that the gap
statistic was the same as the rest of the data set. The
presented data were processed with the second option.
C. Effect of Frequency References at the Antenna
Figure 11 presents measurements made with three dif-
ferent media used to transport the frequency references to
the antenna, namely hard line coaxial, phase-stabilized,
and fiber-optic cables.
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1. Comparison with hard lines. In the earlier con-
figuration, where the hard line cables were used to trans-
port the antenna references, a separate link was used for
the uplink and downlink references. Therefore, the link
contribution was included in the system measurement,
rather than canceled, as in the case of single-link fiber-
optic or phase-stabilized cables. As seen in Fig. 11, the
stability at 1000 sec for the hard line measurement was
about 2.5 times greater than the fiber-optic measurement.
The difference at short integration times is believed to be
caused by different SNR settings between the two tests.
Note that a fair comparison required that a two-way
contribution of the fiber-optic link be included in the fiber-
optic measurement. However, since the contribution of
the fiber-optic link is an order of magnitude smaller than
the actual measurement for the rest of the system, the
sum of the two factors, in the mean square sense, can be
approximated by the actual measurement.
2. Comparison with phase-stabilized cables. In
the configuration associated with fiber-optic and phase-
stabilized references, a common link was used to trans-
port the antenna references. Because of this, one would
have expected both measurements to yield the same per-
formance because the link contribution is not observable.
Surprisingly, the results indicated otherwise. Fiber-optic
measurement on DOY 035, 1993 was about 60 percent bet-
ter than the phase-stabilized measurement on DOY 014,
1991 over the range of 1000-3600 sec of integration.
D. Impact of Antenna Motion
The primary impacts of the antenna pointing, such as
surface deformation due to gravity, imperfect compensa-
tion to the loading by the subreflector, etc., are not ob-
servable in the test setup. However, some secondary ef-
fects should be observable. These include the vibration
imposed on the assemblies that are housed in the antenna
cone, and the stress on the RF cables that run between the
antenna tilting room and the pedestal. The vibration, if
large enough, should show up as periodic variation at tile
frequency of vibration. Cable stress, on the other hand,
would be more likely to manifest itself as a fast linear phase
drift. Such a drift, on the order of 70 deg over 500 sec, had
been observed by Rebold 5 when the antenna was driven
at maximum slew rate of 0.5 deg/sec.
In the measurements, the antenna was moved at a nom-
inal spacecraft-tracking rate, equivalent to a sidereal rate
5 T. A. Rebold, "Status of DSS 15 Radio Science System Tests for
Galileo Gravity Wave Experiments," JPL Interoffice Memoran-
dum 3933-90-82 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California, June 25, 1990.
of 0.004 deg/sec in the azimuth coordinate. As indicated
in Fig. 12, comparison is done with DSS-65 (DOY 014 ver-
sus DOY 021, 1991) and DSS 15 (DOY 293, 1990). The
result from DOY 293 indicates an imperceptible effect of
antenna motion whereas the data from DOY 014 and 021
show some degree of degradation. However, the degra-
dation is small enough that it can be attributed to daily
variation in the measurements.
E. Radio Frequency Interference
1. With radar. Testing on DOY 272, 1990 over-
lapped with the Goldstone Solar System Radar experi-
ment at DSS 14. Figure 13 clearly shows the impact of the
nearby RFI. The period during which large phase bursts
occurred correlated exactly with the transmission time of
the 400-kW radar transmitter at 8495 MHz. Despite the
fact that the radar signal was 95 MHz away from the 8400-
MHz test signal, its effect was detrimental.
2. With dual-signal reception. For earlier mea-
surements, both one-way and two-way measurements were
made at the same time. That is, signals from both the
x84 signal generator and the test translator were simulta-
neously injected into the X-band maser. They were set at
about 50 to 100 Hz apart, a separation that was considered
wide enough to minimize the interference, yet close enough
to have both signals inside the bandwidth of the last filter
in the system. The rationales for dual-signal testing were
to minimize the required test time and to enable a direct
comparison between one-way and two-way measurements
under the same conditions. It was later learned that there
was intermodulation between the two signals that could
not be eliminated by the 1-Hz lowpass filter used in data
processing. Such a degradation can be seen in Figs. 14(a)
and 14(b) in terms of the phase and Allan deviation, re-
spectively, for DOY 087, 1992 testing.
F, Weather Effects
1. Impact of winds. Under strong wind conditions,
antenna structural resonance may occur which would af-
fect the equipment housed in the antenna cone. Different
wind conditions were observed over the span of two-year
testing. The worst case experienced was gusty winds up
to 45 mph. Nevertheless, no correlation was seen between
wind speed and stability degradation.
2. Impact of temperature. In order to study the
impact of temperature on the 300-MHz IF cables that con-
nect the antenna and the SPC area, an attempt was made
to correlate the ambient temperature and the detected sig-
nal phase. This ambient temperature was measured by the
DSCC Media Calibration (DMD) Subsystem. Although
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the DMD temperature did not accurately reflect the tem-
perature at the trench through which the cables ran, the
result showed a correlation between the DMD temperature
and the phase variation.
Five different data sets (DOY 035, DOY 027, DOY 114,
DOY 105, and DOY 087) were used for this particular
study. Any linear phase drift was first removed from the
data set. This removal was necessary because any constant
frequency offset caused by the inaccurate estimation of
the input frequency would result in a linear phase drift.
Unfortunately, by removing linear phase drift, any phase
drift caused by thermal conditions that had the similar
characteristic was also removed. Therefore, it was also
necessary to fit the temperature with a linear function, and
the residual temperature was then used in the correlation.
Figures 15(a-e) show the variation of residual temper-
ature and phase, as a function of time, for DOYs' 035,
027, 114, 105, and 087. There was an apparent correlation
between the two sets of residuals, although the effect was
offset in time. Figure 16 presents a better picture of corre-
lation as the residual phase is plotted against the residual
temperature. Samples from all five data sets are used.
The correlation can be observed by examining the slope
of the best-fit curve, which is about 5.46 deg of phase per
deg C. This value agrees with an expected value of 5.4 deg
of phase per deg C for the effect of temperature on the
300-MHz IF cables of typical 400-m length, calculated
from a thermal coefficient of delay of 25 ppm/deg C and ve-
locity of propagation 70 percent of the speed of light. This
derived thermal coefficient of delay (TCD) is higher than
expected, but well within the observed range for coaxial
cables. It is also possible that other equipment contributes
to the drift. If so, the derived TCD would be proportion-
ally lower.
VI. Performance Versus Requirement
Table 3 presents the design specifications for different
subsystems in the Radio Science System. The requirement
for the stability of the whole system, 4.5 x 10 -15 stability
at 1000-sec integration, is based on the need to support the
Galileo mission, s Excluding the contribution of FTS and
ANT, the requirement to which the measurements pre-
sented in Section V are compared is 3.0 x 10 -15. With the
exception of data on DOY 068, all measurements are less
than the required 3.0 x 10 -15 level.
8Support Instrumentation Requirements Document for the 1989
Galileo Project, 625-501, Rev. A, JPL D-476 (internal document),
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, May 1988.
How do the specifications for the FTS and ANT mea-
sure against the actual performance? As shown in Table 4,
stand-alone stability measurements for the FTS, based on
Calhoun and Law's work, 7 indicated that the subsystem
performs well within its specifications. For the antenna, if
one assumes that the stability of the 34-m HEF antenna
at X-band is similar to that of the R&D 34-m antenna at
DSS 13 at K-band, then the antenna contribution is 1.4
times (i.e., v_) greater than its allocation. However, the
combined FTS and ANT for the actual measurements is
still less than their combined allocation. Thus, one can
reasonably say that the total system performance, includ-
ing both the observables and nonobservables, meets its
requirements.
VII. Conclusions
Several conclusions can be drawn regarding tile per-
formance of the Radio Science System at the 34-m HEF
stations.
(1) The system, under both one- and two-way con-
figurations, performed well within its specification.
However, the phase profiles indicated several small
glitches and periodic variations, the cause of which
was not identified. For the current requirements,
these peculiar features do not cause the system to
be out of specification; however, they should be in-
vestigated if future requirements will be more strin-
gent. In the absence of known hardware failures,
consistency among measurements of different dates
demonstated that system performance is reliable.
(2) Frequency-dynamic testing indicated that system
performance varied greatly from day to day. Out
of three sets of measurements, one showed no dif-
ference in stability compared to the frequency-static
results, one was more than twice as unstable, and
one exceeded the specification. More data need to
be collected to fully characterize the system under
this mode of operation.
(3) The secondary effects of antenna motion, in terms
of stretching the RF cables, and the vibration that
the motion imposed on the equipment, appeared to
be minimal when it occurred at the sidereal tracking
rate.
(4) System stability was found to be very sensitive to
RF interference. Most notable was the interference
from the nearby radar 400-kW transmitter at the
70-m antenna. The presence of other signals in the
7See Footnote 2.
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operating bandwidth, such as a second test signal,
also degraded stability performance.
(5) Definite correlation between the signal phase and the
ambient temperature was observed, indicating that
the 300-MHz IF cables connecting the antenna and
signal-processing center are sensitive to thermal ef-
fect. If such coaxial cables are to be replaced with
fiber-optic cables in the future, stability performance
is expected to improve.
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Table 1. Comparison of Allan deviations among three different methods of
data processing at DSS 15.
Test Integration, sec
Allan deviation, X 10 -]5
Complex demodulation DPLL Time interval
1 229.0 157.0 220.4
DOY 177, 1991 10 19.5 28.16 68.52
11:13-15:07 100 8.60 10.73 22.04
1000 2.81 5.665 6.852
1 377.5 189.1 129.0
DOY 334, 1990 10 53.80 35.14 20.2
1:30-11:30 100 18.05 3.969 2.35
1000 4.507 0.9240 0.795
1 68.44 99.52 129.0
DOY 027, 1993 10 9.730 11.77 15.5
11:09-16:27 100 1.595 1.844 2.05
1000 1.362 1.337 1.25
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Table2.Summaryofmeasurementscollectedunderdifferentconfigurations.
DSS Link Antenna Antenna Frequency Integration Allan dev.,
Focus of study site Test configuration configuration reference condition time, sec x 10 -15
Two-way stability 65 DOY 035, 1993 2-way S a F b S ¢ 1 103.6
under static condition 04:19-13:00 10 16.35
8.7 hr 100 4.159
1000 0.8725
3600 3.808
45 DOY 067, 1993 2-way S F S 1 114.5
00:33-07:06 10 21.70
6.6 hr 100 3.221
1000 0.7944
3600 0.5218
45 DOY 341, 1992 2-way S F S 1 236.1
11:50-21:15 10 28.01
9.5 hr 100 3.383
1000 0.2626
3600 0.6796
15 DOY 027, 1993 2-way S F S 1 99.52
11:09-16:27 10 11.77
5.3 hr 100 1.844
I000 1.337
3600 2.995
15 DOY 105, 1992 2-way M d F S 1 164.4
02:50-12:50 10 7.750
10.0 hr 100 1.081
1000 0.7304
3600 0.5727
Contribution of TXR 15 DOY 032, 1993 2-way S F S 1 130.0
time not available without TXR 10 14.8
4 hr I00 2.21
1000 0.754
15 DOY 032, 1993 2-way S F S 1 129.0
time not available with TXR 10 14.8
2 hr 100 1.61
10O0 0.421
One-way stability 15 DOY 114, 1992 1-way M F S 1 143.9
under static condition 01:49-10:04 10 941.31
8.7 Kr 100 0.9063
1000 0.4507
15 DOY 087, 1992 1-way M F S 1 142.2
12:45-22:25 10 24.70
2.4 hr 100 2.460
1000 0.2969
Two-way stability 45 DOY 340, 1992 2-way S F D e 1 195.9
under dynamic 13:00-22:25 10 36.98
condition 9.4 hr 100 1.943
1000 0.5771
36O0 0.8945
15 DOY 019, 1991 2-way M Pf D 1 119.5
05:08-07:59 10 23.41
2.8 hr lO0 5.706
10O0 1.985
3600 0.3898
a Static (antenna configuration only).
b Fiber-optic llnk.
c Static (fixed).
d Moving.
e Dynamic (ramped).
f Phase-stabillzed cable.
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Table2.(cont'd).
DSS Test Link Antenna Antenna Frequency Integration Allan dev.,
Focus of study site configuration configuration reference condition time, sec x 10 -15
15 DOY 068, 1991 2-way M P D 1 296.5
03:25-07:35 10 48.29
4.1 hr 100 14.00
Stability with other,
non-fiber-optlc
references
Impact of antenna
motion
1000 5.940
3600 11.31
1-way S Hg S 1 356.0
10 31.6
100 3.43
I000 4.20
2-way S P S 1 93.73
10 15.09
100 1.951
1000 1.708
3600 0.2379
2-way Stationary F S 1 130.0
10 17.0
100 2.2
1000 0.24
2-way Moving F S 1 130.0
10 17.0
100 3.1
1000 0.54
2-way Moving F S 1 94.50
10 60.15
100 5.308
1000 0.7061
3600 0.5633
2-way Stationary P S 1 93.73
10 15.09
100 1.951
1000 1.708
3600 0.2379
Impact of RF
interference
From radar
From exciter/
translator
15 DOY 086, 1990
19:46--21:50
2.0 hr
65 DOY 014, 1991
14:22-01:28
11.1 hr
15 DOY 293, 1990
06:06-10:36
4.5 hr
15 DOY 293, 1990
11:55-13:15
1.3 hr
65 DOY 021, 1991
13:35-21:55
8.3 hr
65 DOY 014, 1991
14:22-01:28
II.I hr
15 DOY 272, 1990 1-way S P S Not analyzed for stability.
04:10-07:45 See Fig. 13.
3.6 hr
15 DOY 087, 1992 1-way S F S 1 142.0
Single-signal 10 24.70
12:45-15:05 100 2.46
2.4 hr 1000 0.297
15 DOY 087, 1992 1-way S F S 1 227.0
Dual-signal I0 37.3
10:42-12:45 100 2.79
3.0 hr 1000 0.343
g Hard-line coaxial cable.
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Table3.DesignspecificationfcomponentsInthesystem.
Subsystem Allan deviation, x 10 -15
(1000-sec integration time)
Measurables
Exciter 1.8
Transmitter 1.0
Receiver 2.1
Microwave (2-way) 0.7
DSCC spectrum processor 0.1
Subtotal of measurables 3.0
Nonmeasurables
Frequency and timing (2-way) 3.0
Antenna (2-way) 1.4
Subtotal of nonmeasurables 3.3
System total (rss) 4.5
Table 4. Stand-alone measurements on the stability of the frequency and timing and antenna subsystems. •
Frequency and timing, Antenna,
Integration period, sec Allan deviation, x 10 -15 (1-way) Allan deviation, x 10 -15 (1-way)
1 200.0 280.0
10 40.0 100.0
100 8.0 12.0
1000 1.5 1.4
a Based on Footnote 3 and [4].
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Performance results of a digital test signal-generator hardware-demonstration
unit are reported. Capabilities available include baseband and intermediate fre-
quency (IF) spectrum generation, for which test results are provided in this article.
Repeatability in the setting of a given signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when a baseband
or an IF spectrum is being generated ranges from 0.01 dB at high SNR's or high
data rates to 0.3 dB at low data rates or low SNR's. Baseband symbol SNR and
carrier SNR (Pc/No) accuracies of O.l dB have been verified with the built-in statis-
tics circuitry. At low SNR's that accuracy remains to be fully ver/fied. These results
have been confirmed with measurements from a demodulator synchronizer assem-
bly for the baseband spectrum generation, and with a digital receiver (Pioneer i0
receiver) for the IF spectrum generation.
I. introduction
A conceptual design description, tile general capabili-
ties, and expected performance of a digital test signal gen-
erator (DTSG) with immediate application in the DSN
was published in [1]. A new method of generating analog
test signals with accurate signal-to-noise ratios (SNR's)
was described. High accuracy would be obtained by si-
multaneous generation of digital noise and signal spectra
at a given baseband or bandpass-limited bandwidth.
A DTSG hardware system became available in Septem-
ber 1991. Considerable effort was put into the operational,
z Consultant, OAO Corporation, Altadena, California.
monitor, and control aspects of its operation. At the end
of the project, full capabilities for baseband generation
of data modulated in a single subcarrier, biphase data,
or non-return-to-zero (NRZ) data were completed by De-
cember 1991. A limited version for intermediate frequency
(IF) generation up to 300 MHz was also completed.
Although some DSN-telemetry standard test cases are
available to the operator, it should be understood that
the potential of generating precise SNR for conditions de-
fined by the user is an option, although each particular
case probably will need special programming to attain the
results expected by the experimenter. Simple DTSG oper-
ation is provided through a user interface menu. Capabil-
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ities included in both versions of this demonstration unit
have been summarized in [1].
A detailed description of the measured performance of
a few basic functions has been found necessary in helping
the user understand the system limitations.
II. DTSG Description
Figure 1 is a composite of photos of the different pieces
of electronic equipment used in the demonstration unit
of tile DTSG. These pieces of electronic equipment are
mounted in a standard DSN rack. From top to bottom,
the following equipment can be found:
(1) A commercial 100-Hz to 1.5-GHz spectrum analyzer
used to analyze the DTSG analog output at different
frequency bands. In Fig. 1, the spectrum analyzer
actually shows the DTSG analog frequency response
output of a baseband 400-kHz digital filter.
(2) A commercial PC with keyboard and monitor. The
monitor shows the actual histogram obtained from
an unbiased-noise digital output.
(3) A commercial programmable synthesizer providing
a 2- to 20-MHz system clock. This system clock
may be varied in accordance with the Doppler effect
desired.
(4) DTSG box, which contains all of the special hard-
ware designed at 3PL by the Radio Frequency and
Microwave Subsystems Section.
Figure 2 shows the PC monitor screen with the menu
provided when the DTSG is configured in the baseband
mode. Figure 3 is the same monitor screen when the
DTSG is configured in the IF mode. Note that all the pa-
rameters shown in Figs. 2 and 3 may be changed through
the PC keyboard and the user interface menus shown in
the figures. After the operator has assigned the values
to use as test source parameters, the initialization (INI)
command may be entered (operational commands are dis-
played at the bottom of the DTSG menu on the monitor
screen in Figs. 2 and 3). This command directs tlle PC
to initiate all the calculations necessary to generate all the
hardware parameters to be later transmitted to the DTSG
hardware box. Some of these parameters, generated in the
form of ASCII output files, are a system clock to be loaded
in the synthesizer, a filter coefficients file, a subcarrier fre-
quency file, a symbol (data coded or uncoded) file, the re-
quired noise and signal attenuator factors for the symbol
SNR (SSNR) defined, a noise file, and other parameters
required by the statistics hardware circuitry.
Execution of the RUN command (see Figs. 2 and 3) will
transmit all the required configuration files to the DTSG
hardware and will automatically start the measurement
and periodic update of the DTSG output statistics in the
channel selected. Statistics provided are
(1) instantaneous SSNR, the mean symbol SNR corre-
sponding to an operator-controlled fixed number of
symbols
(2) instantaneous SSNR standard deviation (STD), the
standard deviation of the 10 previous SSNR's
(3) instantaneous symbol error rate (SER), the SER cor-
responding to a fixed number of symbols (operator
controlled)
(4) average SSNR (AVRGSNR), the continuous average
of all the previous measurements of instantaneous
SSNR
(5) average SER (AVRGSER), tile continuous average
of all the previous measurements of instantaneous
SER.
III. General Description of Configurations To
Be Tested
Figure 4 is a block diagram of the SNR generator box,
which contains the high-speed hardware used to synthesize
the test signals. A description of the DTSG can be found
in [1]. Engineering details on software and hardware are
documented. 2
The DTSG hardware unit (refer to Fig. 4) may be con-
figured to generate different signal spectra. The DTSG
modes available are baseband spectrum generation, to gen-
erate NRZ data (coded or uncoded), biphase data, or NRZ
data modulated in a subcarrler; dual-subcarrier spectrum
generation, to generate two NRZ data streams modulated
in two subcarriers; quadrature-phase shift key (QPSK)
spectrum generation, to generate QPSK data; and IF spec-
trum generation, to generate an intermediate-frequency
phase modulated with or without the carrier. This ar-
ticle will refer only to the baseband spectrum-generation
mode and the IF spectrum-generation mode performance
test results.
Non-return-to-zero-level (NRZ-L) uncoded data mod-
ulated in a subcarrier make up one of the types of data
generated in the baseband mode. Data files are created
2 Digital Test Signal Generator Software Operator's _lanual/User's
Guide (internal document), 3et Propulsion Laboratory, Radio b'¥e-
quency and Microwave Subsystems Section, Pasadena, California,
September, 1991.
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in the PC by defining the different parameters available,
which are given on the PC monitor (as shown in Fig. 2).
The generation of these files is started after the INI com-
mand is executed. Thus, an NRZ-L data file, a subcarrier
file, a noise file, a digital filter file, channel-1 attenuator
and noise-channel attenuator files, and a statistics monitor
file are created in the controlling PC.
The RUN command will configure the hardware with
the files previously generated with the INI command.
Therefore the data 64K RAM of channel 1 is loaded with
the NRZ-L data file; the subcarrier 64K RAM of the same
channel 1 is loaded with the subcarrier file; the digital fil-
ters are loaded with the appropriate coefficients, and the
statistics-monitor hardware gain is properly scaled.
Statistical measurements of instantaneous SNR, SER,
average SNR, and average SER are automatically provided
and periodically updated. These statistical measurements
may correspond either to the analog output or the digital
output, as chosen by the operator by using the appropriate
command (see Figs. 2 and 3).
Also, a real-time (20-MHz) histogram accumulator of
512 bins with a total of 106 samples is available in a file
returned to the controlling PC. This file can be further
processed in the PC or made available to any outside com-
puter through a magnetic diskette. By this means, his-
tograms requiring more than 512 quantized values may be
produced (see Section IV).
IF spectra with residual carrier and NRZ-L data mod-
ulated in a subcarrier make up the type of data being
generated in the IF mode. A limited capability for this
configuration has been provided in the present software
version. Only Magellan, Galileo, Voyager, and Pioneer 10
telemetry rates and characteristics may be simulated, al-
though any modulation index or carrier suppression can
be provided.
Following the same approach as described previously
for the baseband mode, the PC will create the required
hardware configuration files from the parameters specified
in the PC monitor, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, differ-
ent files will be generated after the INI command. The
following files will be loaded in the SNR generator box af-
ter the RUN command is executed (refer to Fig. 4). The
subcarrier 64K RAM of channel 1 will be loaded with a file
to produce an output frequency of 5 MHz with a relative
phase of 0 deg. No data file is required in channel 1. The
subcarrier 64K RAM of channel 2 will be loaded with a file
to produce an output frequency of 5 MHz with a relative
phase of 90 deg. The data 64K RAM will be loaded with
the baseband telemetry data of either Magellan, Galileo,
Voyager, or Pioneer 10. The filter files will now correspond
to bandpass filters centered at 5 MHz.
The capabilities of providing histograms and statistics
are also available for this case with the added capability of
being able to obtain statistics either from channel 1 (car-
rier statistics, Pc/No) or channel 2 (telemetry statistics,
SSNR).
IV. Noise-Generation Characteristics
As discussed in [1], the noise 64K RAM of the noise
channel is loaded with a discrete Gaussian distribution of
data bytes (8-bit representation), to be sequentially read
by a random-address generator. The DTSG has been pro-
vided with a histogram accumulator that allows acquisi-
tion of real-time histograms (20-MHz sampling clock) con-
sisting of 106 samples in total.
Two histograms to cover the whole distribution of the
unfiltered output of the noise memory were obtained and
analyzed. The percent deviation of the discrete Gaussian
distribution generated by the noise channel from a theoret-
ical Gaussian discrete probability distribution with identi-
cal standard deviation, s, was defined as follows:
deviation (Xd; s) =
{[Pal actual (Xd; S)/Pal gauss (Xd; s)] - 1}
I00
(1)
where
xd E {--127, ...,--1,0, 1,2, ..., 127} ,s ----32
and
deviation (xd; s) = percent of deviation for value xd
Pd gauss (Xd; s) = discrete probability function of a
Gaussian distribution; see Eqs. (7)
through (15) of [11
Pd actual (Xd; S) = measured discrete probability
function of actual unfiltered
noise being generated by the
noise memory
Results showed the deviation to be less than 1 percent.
Figure 5 is the result of 8 histograms of the output of
the memory when baseband-filtered with a 4-MHz filter
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with the digital frequency response as shown in Fig. 6.
Note that the set of integers now propagated through the
hardware and the discrete probability function standard
deviation will be
zd E {-2047, ...,-1,0, 1,2, ..., 2047}
s = 512
Also displayed in Fig. 5 is a fit of a theoretical Gaussian
probability function of the same standard deviation. Note
the excellent agreement of the fit with the actual filtered
noise.
The analog responses of the digital filters used were in
complete agreement with the expected digital frequency
response (i.e., Fig. 6) when observed in the spectrum an-
alyzer.
V. Repeatability
Several independent readings of the digital SSNR mea-
surement of the baseband output were obtained as follows.
The DTSG was configured to provide a given set of pa-
rameters, such as noise bandwidth (BWDTH), subcarrier
frequency (Sc), symbol rate (Data), and the desired sym-
bol sigual-to-noise ratio (Nom.SSNR). The DTSG statis-
tics monitor was obtained as the digital measurement of
signal-to-noise ratio (Dig.SSNR) after a given integration
time (Int.Time). The standard deviation (Std.Dev.) of
a given number of measurements (Number of points) was
also computed. Table 1 shows a summary of those results
for different baseband configurations.
When the analog output SSNR was measured, the re-
sults were very similar to those shown in Table 1 for the
digital measurement. (This similarity is further shown
in Fig. 11, where SERSSNR refers to symbol error rate
SSNR.)
The above procedure was repeated for the IF config-
uration. The DTSG was configured to generate a given
set of parameters such as IF noise bandwidth at a center
frequency of 5 MHz, with a carrier SNR (Nom.P¢/No). Re-
sults obtained in the digital output have been summarized
in Table 2. (Similarities between the digital and analog
measurement for the carrier SNR measurement, PJNo,
may be verified in Fig. 12.)
Several different configurations were used to test the
setting accuracy of the given configuration of the DTSG
in baseband mode. Figure 7 shows the results for a typical
configuration.
Different configurations of IF filters were tested in the
DTSG IF mode. A typical setting-accuracy error curve
can be found in Fig. 8.
VI. Channel Isolation
Channel isolation (of in-phase and quadrature chan-
nels) was measured in the analog output of the DTSG
in the IF mode, with a 5-MtIz IF carrier frequency being
generated in each channel with a 90 deg phase difference
and Pc No = 40 dB/Hz. Results show an isolation of at
least 45 dB between channels.
VII. Baseband Testing
Several baseband configurations were tested at Gold-
stone's Signal Processing Center (SPC 10) by feeding the
output of the DTSG configured in baseband mode through
the baseband patch panel to telemetry groups 4 (TG4)
and 5 (TG5) (see Fig. 9). Each demodulator synchro-
nizer assembly (DSA) was configured with a medium loop
bandwidth, and the mean SSNR (<SSNR>), mean SER
(<SER>), and standard deviations were obtained every
30 sec. SER refers to symbol error rate, and CER refers
to carrier error rate. A summary of the results obtained
is shown in Table 3.
This summary shows the capabilities of the DTSG as
an SSNR source to measure telemetry-equipment perfor-
mance with a high degree of accuracy. Extensive testing
of the different signal-processing configurations in use at
the DSN can now be performed with substantial savings
in test-preparation time. Also, existing theoretical models
can now be confirmed with the required accuracy. 3
VIII. IF Testing
During acceptance testing of the Pioneer 10 receiver
development unit (PN10Rcvr) at Goldstone, the DTSG
5-MItz IF output was upconverted to 300 MHz in the
PN10Rcvr test equipment and fed to the PN10Rcvr (see
Fig. 9). The DTSG was configured in the IF mode, provid-
ing a carrier and the corresponding telemetry modulation.
The results obtained from the PN10Rcvr carrier detection
3 Deep Space Network Flight Project InzerJace Design Handbook,
JPL 810-5, Rev. D (internal document), Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, Pastu:lena, California, July 15, 1991.
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and the demodulator synchronizer assembly (DSA) sym-
bol detection are shown in Table 4. In that table, BBA
refers to baseband assembly, and L.B. refers to receiver
loop bandwidth. Note that in Fig. 9 the parameters esti-
mated throughout the system are represented by the con-
vention <x>.
Another PN 10Rcvr test was run with the DTSG in the
IF mode with the carrier channel only. The telemetry
channel was switched off for this test. The results have
been plotted in Fig. 10 (solid line) for a Pioneer 10 one-
sided receiver loop bandwidth of 1 Hz.
The expected Pc No degradation may be expressed as
follows. The phase error variance may be linearly approx-
imated by [2, p. 60]
,_ 2 WL (2)
-- 2PdN o
where WL is the two-sided loop bandwidth. Assuming the
phase error probability distribution p(¢) to be Gaussian
with
1
P(¢) = t (3)
the carrier SNR PJNo degradation may be approximated
by
Pc No degradation (dB)= 10 log [/;_
1
COS 2 (¢) p (¢) deJ
(4)
(5)
Results of the above equation have been plotted (the
dashed line) in Fig. 10 with a bias of 0.2 riB, assumed to be
due to PN10Rcvr system degradation. Also, the results of
a computer simulation (asterisks) of the PN10Rcvr closed
phase lock loop have been represented in Fig. 10.
IX. Accuracy
The normal (or Gaussian) distribution obtained in the
noise generation is used to confirm the accuracy of the
SSNR output of the DTSG. Note that the deviation be-
tween the symbol SNR (SSNR) and the symbol error rate
SNR (SERSNR) for each particular case of the digital and
the analog measurements will be a direct indication of
the accuracy obtained in the generation of the SSNR in
those particular circumstances (noise with Gaussian dis-
tribution).
DTSG accuracy was tested in tile baseband mode for
different baseband filters, subcarrier frequencies, symbol
rates, and symbol SNR's. Fig. 11 represents a typical re-
sult. The deviation observed for each measured point is
probably affected by quantization errors present through-
out the high-speed hardware. Unfortunately, because of
the lack of time and resources at the present time, these
deviations have not been quantified. For the baseband
mode, if the SSNR's to be generated are above -15 dB, a
worst case of -0.15 dB in the generator accuracy can be
identified. From Fig. 11, the accuracy of the SSNR gen-
eration can be stated to be better than 0.05 dB for SSNR
greater than -5 dB. Note that this lower limit corresponds
to most usual baseband testing conditions.
The above conclusions are also supported by the results
presented in Section VII. Note that for high symbol rates,
the telemetry degradation measured was on the order of
0.01 dB. These results comply with the most optimistic
expectations and with the predicted results described in
[1].
For the DTSG IF mode, carrier SNR measurement
(P¢/No) is performed by integration of the carrier detec-
tion process for a period of 1 msec. (The carrier has a fre-
quency of 5 MHz.) Also, the number of 5-MHz half-cycles
in error (180 deg out of phase) is counted, converted to the
equivalent SNR, and plotted ill Fig. 12 as carrier-error-rate
SNR.
From Fig. 12 it may be deduced that the divergence
of both carrier SNR measurements of the analog output
follows the same general trend as that of the measurements
of the digital carrier error rate SNR, suggesting therefore
a common problem. This common point of error seems
to be introduced in the statistics hardware, with several
contributing factors that remain to be fully explained.
From the Pc No results obtained in Section VIII and
shown in Fig. 10, an approximate 0.2 dB degradation
when they are measured with the PN10Rcvr is appar-
ent. Expected PN10Rcvr degradation measurements at
the lower end of Pc No are in good agreement with the
actual carrier-SNR DTSG digital measurements. A more
precise test using the radio science receiver remains to be
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performed. These tests are expected to help identify the
cause of the DTSG inaccuracies observed in the measure-
ments of the DTSG analog output.
X. Conclusions
DTSG accuracy and repeatability at baseband (base-
band mode) have been verified through different tests with
the baseband assembly (BBA) part of the SPC 10 teleme-
try system. Results confirm the capability of providing cal-
ibrated symbol signal-to-noise ratios (SSNR's) accurate to
0.1 dB over a wide range of DSN telemetry requirements.
DTSG precise and repeatable generation of carrier and
telemetry signals (IF mode) at 300 MHz has been demon-
strated, although more tests are necessary to confirm the
expected 0.1-dB accuracy.
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Table 1. Baseband repeatability.
BWDTH, Sc, Data, Nom.SSNR, Dig.SSNR, Std.Dev., Int.Time, Number of
MHz kHz symbols/see dB dB dB sec points
4 360 43,200 3 2.94 0.007 30 18
4 360 230,400 3 2.90 0.002 30 18
4 960 537,600 0 -0.37 0.002 30 10
0.4 32 32 0 -0.23 0.14 60 10
0.4 32 32 5 5.39 0.14 60 10
0.4 32 32 11 11.57 0.05 60 7
Table 2. IF repeatability.
BWDTH, IF, Nom.PJNo, Dig.PJNo, Std.Dev., Int.Time, Number of
MHz MHz dB/Hz dB/Hz dB sec points
4-4 5 50 49.84 0.01 60 3
4-1 5 30 30.00 0.01 60 3
4-1 5 17 17.36 0.12 60 8
4-0.15 5 40 40.38 0.01 30 11
4-0.15 5 20 19.59 0.10 60 10
4-0.15 5 15 14.85 0.20 30 10
4-0.15 5 8 8.14 0.28 60 10
Table 3. DSA performance verification.
DTSG configuration SPC 10 telemetry results
BWDTH, Sc, Data, Dig.SSNR, • TG4 SSNR, TG5 SSNR,
MHz kHz symboh/sec dB dB dB
Number of
points
4 360 43,200 2.94 2.89 4- 0.10
4 360 43,200 -0.06 -0.20 4- 0.15
4 360 268,800 -0.08 -0.02 4- 0.05
4 360 268,800 -3.12 -2.99 4- 0.06
4 968 537,600 -3.36 -3.33 4- 0.08
0.4 22.5 160 2.87 2.46 4- 0.05
0.4 32.8 32 10.68 --
0.4 32.8 32 5.78 --
0.4 32.8 32 3.09 --
Standard deviation of DTSG ;output smaller than 0.1 dB.
2.90 4- 0.1 4
- 0.16 4- 0.12 5
- 0.14 4- 0.04 5
- 3.02 4- 0.06 8
-- 3.36 -l- 0.06 4
2.63 4- 0.05 18
10.02 4- 0.26 8
4.23 4- 0.20 4
1.25 4- 0.40 7
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Table4.Pioneer10receiverresults.
DTSG configuration
BWDTH, Pc/N0, L Sc, Data, SSNR," L.B.,
MHz dB/Hz kHz symbol/sec dB Hz
PN10Rcvr and BBA results
PdNo, SSNR,
dB/Hz dB
Number of
points
4-4 40.5 360 268,800 0.86
4-4 32.5 360 43,200 1.10
4-0.15 40.4 32.8 32 10.0
4-0.15 13.0 32.8 32 3.0
5 40.30 4- 0.25 0.60 4- 0.01
5 32.20 4- 0.40 0.78 4- 0.01
1 40.20 4- 0.32 8.54 4- 0.1
0.25 12.60 4- 0.20 1.88 4- 0.25
5
11
5
7
L Standard deviation of DTSG output smaller than 0.1 dB.
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Fig. 2. User Interface menu: DTSG baseband mode.
Fig. 3. User Interface menu: DTSG IF mode.
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This article discusses the application of the category-partition method to the
test design phase of hardware, software, or system test development. The method
provides a formal framework for reducing the total number of possible test cases to
a minimum logical subset for effective testing. An automatic tool and a formal lan-
guage have been developed to implement the method and produce the specification
of test cases.
I. Introduction
The focus of this article is on how the category-partition
method, a method for specifying functional tests [4], can
be applied to the test design phase of the testing life cycle,
a required part of any DSN implementation task. Before
describing the method itself, the requirements for the test
design phase need to be clearly defined, as well as how they
fit into the JPI, Software Management Standard) This
discussion can be found below, in Section II.
Section III centers on some methods often used in the
test design phase. The category-partition method is de-
scribed in detail. Included in this section are the back-
ground of the method, a step-by-step description of how
to implement it, and a demonstration of the method ap-
plied to a simple example.
The subsequent section, Section IV, introduces the Test
Representation Language (TRL). TRL is a formal lan-
guage for specifying test designs that have been created
] JPL Software Manageraent Standards Package, Version 3.0, JPL
D-4000 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
California, December 1988.
with the category-partition method and a computer tool
for automatically generating test cases from the formal
specification. The example from Section III is presented
using the TRL format.
The conclusions in Section V provide some insight into
the results that have been achieved and offer some sug-
gestions for further study and data collection that may
be necessary to assess the contribution of the TRL tool
developed and the category-partition method used.
II. Problem Definition
A. Testing Life Cycle
In the field of software engineering, one is often faced
with the challenge of creating an integrated, working sys-
tem based on inadequate and meager requirements. The
waterfall life cycle for software development, wherein re-
quirements are systematically refined, architectural and
detail design established, code written, and then the sys-
tem tested, has become one of the accepted methods for
dealing with the ambiguities and vagueness of the original
requirements. The testing portion of this development life
cycle, however, is not so clearly defined or widely accepted.
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Figure 1 depicts the testing life cycle used in the devel-
opment projects for the DSN. This life cycle is described in
the JPL Software Management Standard 2 and is similar to
the software development standard adopted by the Depart-
ment of Defense, DOD-STD-2167A [2]. Table 1 defines the
acronyms used in Fig. 1, along with the title of the docu-
ment each acronym stands for, the phase in the testing life
cycle during which the document is used or produced, and
finally, whether a description of the document's contents
is in the JPL Software Management Standard 3 and [2].
As noted in both Fig. 1 and Table 1, a key component
is missing from the standards--a definition of the input,
output, and purpose of the test design phase. This gap
between the requirements for testing, produced in the test
requirements analysis phase, and the detailed test proce-
dures, produced in the test specification phase, is the phase
during which the category-partition method can be most
useful. The test design phase is explored in detail in the
following section.
B. Test Design Phase
The dictionary definition of the word "design" is to con-
ceive and to devise for a specific purpose. During the test
design phase, the "specific purpose" that the test engineer
is concerned with is meeting the test objectives and re-
quirements determined in the test requirements analysis
phase; what the test engineer is trying "to conceive and to
devise" are the necessary and sufficient ways of validating
the functional and performance requirements of the entire
system. Therefore, the purpose of the test design phase is
to conceive and specify the environmental and system at-
tributes that verify requirements and meet test objectives
for each test requirement in the test plan and for each
requirement in the functional and software requirements
documents.
Based on this definition of the purpose, the input to
this phase is relatively simple to identify. It is
(1) The test objectives as documented in the subsystem
integration and test plan and/or the software test
plan
(2) The functional and performance requirements and
system design as documented in the software spec-
ification documents or the functional and software
requirements documents
(3) Any other pertinent design or requirements infor-
mation that may be available, such as interface
agreements and the preliminary software operator's
manual
The output from the test design phase to the next
phase, however, is not so easy to identify. The products
to be developed are ways to validate requirements, which
will be referred to as test designs. These designs are not
expected to be test procedures specified to enough detail
to be run by an operations engineer or possibly a qual-
ity assurance engineer; the test procedures written to that
detail will eventually be written in the subsequent phase
of the testing life cycle, the test specification phase. The
test designs can have some ambiguity in the sequence of
steps, the testing range of certain parameters, or the actual
testing steps themselves.
Additionally, each test design should directly imply or
specify a group of test cases. The test cases should have
specific values for environmental and/or system parame-
ters that have an effect on how the system under test will
behave. Each of the test cases should also include the
expected response or behavior of the system.
With this in mind, the output of the test design phase
can be stated as follows:
(1) Test
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(2) Test
(a)
(b)
design specifications that
Are traceable to test objectives and functional
and/or software requirements
Directly imply or specify a group of test cases
that can be individually executed but share the
same setup procedures
Identify the environmental and system features
that are to be set or observed to control and
determine the behavior of the system
Pass criteria for the group of test cases, and
cases that specify
The environmental and/or system parameters
and system states that should exist before the
test case is executed
The test action or step to be taken to initiate
the system behavior
(c) The expected system behavior after the action
has been taken
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In the following sections, methods for determining the
test designs and for automatically producing the documen-
tation for the test cases are presented.
III. Method of Solution
A. Test Design Methods
There are many ways to create test designs that meet
the needs of a certain project. Four of these methods are
discussed below: the representative set method, the ad
hoe method, the all-permutations method, and finally the
category-partition method.
A common method for determining the number and
contents of the test designs and test cases that should be
transformed into test procedures is selecting a representa-
tive set of normal conditions and parameters that prove
that the system works and meets requirements. On a
project using this method, the emphasis will be on demon-
strating that the system works rather than testing the sys-
tem to detect failures, but the repeatability of the test
procedures and the traceability to the requirements being
tested is generally good.
On projects that are particularly short of time, money,
and personnel, the test design phase is almost totally
skipped. In this case, the test design method can be char-
acterized as ad hoc. The ad hoc test case selection process
is particularly prone to missing important aspects of the
system behavior that could help determine where the prob-
lems are. The emphasis on a project using this method is
almost always on getting the system out the door. Trace-
ability to requirements is often poor. And most devastat-
ing of all, test repeatability is sacrificed; when a failure
eventually occurs and the problem solved, it is very diffi-
cult to verify that the fix was correct because the condi-
tions that caused the failure cannot be repeated.
Though not often seen, another method for selecting
test designs and cases is a brute force method of analyz-
ing all permutations of system parameter values. With
this method, the test designs and cases are easily traced
to requirements and test objectives, but it takes a lot of
time and effort to analyze each permutation and decide
which ones are valid and which ones are meaningless. This
method allows the test engineer to find test cases that
lie on the extreme boundary of the valid input space and
therefore is good for error detection.
A recommended method for determining test designs is
the category-partition method [4]. This method combines
the benefits of choosing normal cases with the error ex-
posing properties of the all-permutations method. Trace-
ability can be maintained quite easily by creating a test
design for each test objective in the test plan. By using an
automatic tool to create the test cases based on the test
design, the subsequent effort to transform the test cases
into test procedures is simplified. The method allows the
rapid elimination of undesired test cases from considera-
tion and easy review of test designs by peer groups.
Section III.B discusses the category-partition method in
general and is followed by Section IV, which presents the
Test Representation Language (TRL) that can be used to
implement the method and produce the test cases using
the TRL tool.
B. Category-Partition Method
1. Background. The category-partition method was
first presented by Ostrand and Balcer in 1988 [4]. A follow-
on article in 1989 [1] discussed a test specification language
and a tool for the automatic generation of test scripts that
could be compiled and executed in the test environment
that they had set up at Siemens Corporate Research. As
pointed out in these two articles, the category-partition
method is a way of analyzing the functional and software
requirements of a system in order to determine test cases
to be run. The method relies exclusively on the test engi-
neers' reading of the requirements and design documents
and their judgment of exactly which test cases should be
selected for procedure development. If a formal require-
ments specification language is used to document the re-
quirements and design, other methods may be more use-
ful, such as the ones described in the article by Richard-
son et al. [5]. However, it is not often that the test en-
gineer is presented with a functional requirements docu-
ment or a software requirements document that is writ-
ten this formally. Therefore, a structured method, such
as the category-partition method, is needed to provide a
systematic approach to developing test specifications from
informal representations of the required system behavior.
The following sections discuss the steps in the categnry-
partition method. The steps have been organized differ-
ently from the procedure discussed in the primary refer-
ences, [4] and [1]. The organization of steps presented
below has proven useful in communicating the method to
the test engineers on JPL projects.
2. Steps in the Category-Partltlon Method. The
category-partition method consists of the following four
steps:
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(1) Functional decomposition
(2) Category analysis
(3) Partition value analysis
(4) Partition constraint analysis
Each of these steps is discussed in the following sections.
a. Step 1: Functional Decomposition. The first step
in the category-partition method is functional decomposi-
tion. The purpose of this step is to decompose the specifi-
cation and/or requirements into functional units that can
be tested independently. A secondary purpose of this step
is to identify the parameters that affect the behavior of
the system for each functional unit.
The requirement space is subdivided into subgroups,
which may or may not overlap in some aspect. Each sub-
group clearly identifies the requirements being tested and
the input, output, and environmental parameters that af-
fect how the system meets the requirements. The types of
parameters that should be considered are user input, in-
put from external interfaces, environmental input, output
to another (observable) portion of the system, output to
a user or external interface, output to the environment or
state of the system, or maybe even the sequence of events.
Note that there will be times when some of the parameters
are not explicitly stated in the requirements specification,
and therefore implicit parameters will have to be deter-
mined.
For an example, assume the following requirement spec-
ification has been decomposed from the requirement space:
Sort an integer array either in ascending or descending or-
der. The parameters mentioned explicitly in this require-
ments statement are the array and an indication of sort
order. Implicitly, however, the result of the sort operation
is also a parameter for this requirement.
The next step of the procedure is to further analyze the
parameters identified and determine the characteristics, or
categories, of the parameters that affect program or system
execution.
b. Step 2: Category Analysis. The second step in the
category-partition method is category analysis. The work
done in the previous step, identifying functional units and
explicit and implicit parameters, is carried further by de-
termining the properties or subproperties of the parame-
ters that would make the system behave in different ways.
The test engineer should analyze the requirements and de-
termine the features or categories of each parameter and
how the system may behave if the category were to vary
its value. If the parameter undergoing refinement were a
data item, then categories of this data item may be any of
its attributes, such as type, size, value, units, frequency of
change, or source.
Choosing the array from the example in step 1 for fur-
ther refinement, the categories that may be derived from
the specification are array size, the values in the array,
and, because the functional unit is a sorting function, the
arrangement of the values in the array.
As can be seen, the original requirement statement said
nothing about the valid range of array size. This step,
along with the next one, tends to point out deficiencies
in the requirements specification. The test engineer will
have to work closely with the author of the requirements
and the designers in order to resolve the ambiguities and
uncertainties that surface from this analysis.
c. Step 3: Partition Value Analysis. After all the cate-
gories for the parameters of the functional unit have been
determined, the next step is to partition each category's
range space into mutually exclusive values that the cat-
egory can assume. In choosing partition values, the fo-
cus should be on error-exposing values. The discussion
on boundary value testing in Myers' book [3] and reveal-
ing subdomains in the article by Weyuker and Ostrand [6]
should prove useful as references.
The partition values should include all possible kinds
of values, especially the ones that will maximize error de-
tection. Important values to look for are boundary values,
extremal and nonextremal values, values that represent
special cases or interactions, and valid and invalid values.
Returning to the example and using the category array
size for illustration, the five partition values are
(1) 0
(2) 1
(3) 2 to the Upper bound minus 1
(4) Upper bound
(5) Greater than the Upper bound
It can be seen that 0 and Greater than the Upper bound
represent error conditions that the sort function will have
to process, while I and Upper bound represent special cases
or boundary values. All the values between 2 and the
Upper bound minus I (inclusive) have been grouped to-
gether because the sorting function is expected to behave
the same in this range; an error in processing that occurs
for a particular value in this range should occur for all the
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values in this range. It is left up to the test specification
phase of the testing life cycle to determine the exact, or
random, values that should be used to verify this partition
in the test procedure.
The fact that two of the five values in this example
have already been identified as being representative of er-
ror conditions gives one a head start on the next step of
the category-partition method.
d. Step _: Partition Constraint Analysis. The pur-
pose of this final step is to refine the test design specifi-
cation so that only the technically effective and economi-
cally feasible test cases are implied. There are three types
of constraints defined in the category-partition method as
described in [4]: errors, limits, and conditions.
An error constraint applied to a partition value is used
to indicate that the partition value represents an exception
state that the system under test should note and report
without processing any further. Partition values of this
type need to be tested in one test case but no more, due
to the way exceptions are usually handled. Examples of
partition values that should have error constraints are 0
and Greater than the Upper bound in the category of array
size.
A limit constraint is for limiting the number of times
a partition value will be used in the resulting test cases.
Limit constraints can be applied to a test design in order
to control the actual number of test cases implied. When
economic feasibility, as in restricted time and resources, is
a factor in the test execution, the limit constraint will help
the test engineer to eliminate some of the test cases that
seem redundant. In the above example, the test engineer
may want to limit the number of times that an array size
of Upper bound is used.
The remaining type of constraint is the conditional con-
straint. Determining these types of constraints is where
the majority of the intellectual effort is spent. This part
of the analysis specifies which partition values from one
category can be used with the partition values of another
category. Conditional constraints are specified in pairs:
preconditions and postconditions. Preconditions are states
or conditions that must co-occur for a particular partition
value to be used in a test case; postconditions are the states
or conditions that are set when a partition value is used.
To illustrate their use, a slightly more involved example is
discussed.
Starting with the category of array size and the parti-
tions determined in the previous step, the types of condi-
tions that are expressed by each partition value are ana-
lyzed. It can be seen that the values represent three sep-
arate conditions:
(1) "Error occurs" (for partition values of 0 and Greater
than Upper bound)
(2) "Size is normal" (for partition values of 2 to Upper
bound minus I and for Upper bound)
(3) "Size represents a degenerate array" (for an array
size of 1)
Clearly, if everything else is set appropriately, the valid
partition values of the category result will be dependent
on these conditions. Assume the following four partition
values were identified in step 3 for the result category: er-
ror notification, array unchanged, array in ascending or-
der, and array in descending order. A precondition for the
result error notification is that the postcondition "Error
occurs" has been set. For the values of array in ascending
order and array in descending order, the postcondition of
"size is normal" must have been set before these values
could be used in a valid test case. The result of array
unchanged could possibly be a result of many conditions,
one of which is that the array size is 1, where the "size
represents a degenerate array."
3. Example Application of Category-Partition
Method. Table 2 provides the results of the method ap-
plied to the example that has been discussed throughout
the previous sections of this article.
IV. Test Representation Language (TRL)
The TRL was developed to implement the category-
partition method. When used during the test design phase
of the testing life cycle, the TRL files will form concise and
uniform representations of the test designs for the func-
tional testing of the system.
The TRL tool that implements the TRL language pro-
cesses the ASCII formatted TRL files and produces ASCII
formatted result files that document the individual test
cases implied by the test design. The TRL tool documents
the description, categories, and partition values to be used
in each test case as they were documented in the input file.
Each TRL file is created and changed with an ASCII editor
and therefore can be easily modified to adapt to changes
in functional specifications. The resulting test cases can
be used during engineering tests of the system under test
to verify preliminary procedures and functions while work
continues in the test specification phase on transforming
the test cases into formal detailed test procedures.
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The TRL tool was written in the C programming lan-
guage and can be ported to any platform; the SUN/
SPARC and DOS environments are the computer plat-
forms on which it currently runs. This tool differs from
the one described in [1] in that the TRL tool is a general
permutation control language that can be used in any en-
vironment; the output of the TRL tool is ASCII files that
can be used for documentation rather than an executable
test script, as in [1].
A. TRL Language Definition
The TRL provides a way to describe many test cases
with one TRL file. The language consists of 1 comment
character, 11 key words, 2 field demarcation characters, a
logical AND character, and a logical NOT character. The
processing rules for the key words, comments, and fields
appear in the following sections, and a summary of the
Test Representation Language appears in the Appendix.
1. Special Characters. There are five special char-
acters in the TRL character set.
(1) Comment character = asterisk (*)
(2) Start field character = open bracket (D
(3) End field character = close bracket (])
(4) Logical AND character = comma (,)
(5) Logical NOT character = exclamation point (!)
The asterisk is for initiating a comment line, which is
a line defined by the comment character appearing as the
first non-white-space character on a line in the TRL file.
The start field character and end field character are for
specifying the beginning and ending of a partition con-
straint field. Partition constraint fields are discussed in
Section IV.A.3.
The logical AND character and the logical NOT char-
acter are for specifying a logical relation inside a partition
value constraint field that is used for setting conditional
constraints.
2. Line Key Words. There are two types of key
words in the TRL: line key words and field key words. To
be recognized as valid, the line key word should be the
first word on a line. These key words are used to initiate a
description of the test designs (DESCRIPTION), indicate
the beginning of the categories and partitions (PARAME-
TERS), indicate a certain type of category (TYPE), spec-
ify the name of a category (NAME), set error message
text (MESSAGE), and indicate the start of the block that
describes the partition value and constraints of each cat-
egory (SAMPLES). The line key words are, respectively:
DESCRIPTION, PARAMETERS, TYPE, NAME, MES-
SAGE, and SAMPLES.
3. Field Key Words. The field key words are used
in the partition value constraint fields to either describe a
partition value (LABEL) or to specify the constraints de-
termined during step 4 of the category-partition method.
The field key words for setting labels and constraints are:
SET, IF, LIMIT, ERROR, and LABEL.
A partition value constraint field is associated with a
particular partition value by its physical location in the
partition value block. A line in this block consists of the
partition value text followed by zero or more constraint
fields. The constraint fields can extend beyond the physi-
cal line of the TRL file, but the partition value text cannot.
Partition value constraint fields are started by the start
field character (D and ended by the end field character (]).
As previously mentioned, partition value text cannot
start with the comment character (*) and cannot contain
any start or end field characters, (D or (]).
B. Example Application of Category-Partition
Method with TRL
In this section, the same example from Section III.B.2
will be discussed, but this time TRL will be used. To avoid
confusion, the procedures for creating a test design using
TRL are referred to as stages, and the procedures for im-
plementing the category-partition method are referred to
as steps. These stages will be performed for each func-
tional unit and/or test objective in the system under test.
1. TRL Stage 1: Unconstrained Representa-
tion. The first stage in the TRL procedure is to create
an unconstrained representation of the test design. This
is accomplished by performing the first three steps in the
category-partition method.
(1) Step 1: functional decomposition (Section III.B.2.a)
(2) Step 2: category analysis (Section III.B.2.b)
(3) Step 3: partition value analysis (Section III.B.2.c)
As for creating a TRL file, the following TRL key words
and information should be created:
(1) DESCRIPTION key word and the description block.
Create a description block that contains the require-
ments to be tested, the pass criteria to be used, and
any other information pertinent to the test design.
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(2) PARAMETERS key word. Start the parameter
specification block.
(3) TYPE key words and NAME key words. For each
type of parameter and category identified in step 2 of
the category-partition method, create a TYPE and
NAME specification in the TRL file.
(4) SAMPLES key words and the partition values. For
each category, add in the unconstrained partition
values that the category can assume during a test.
Note that the example in Fig. 2 with the unconstrained
representation would produce 1440 test cases.
2. TRL Stage 2: Error Constrained Represen-
tation. The second stage of this process is to add in the
error indicators and the message descriptions. This corre-
sponds to a portion of the fourth step, partition constraint
analysis, in the category-partition method.
The following key words and information should be
added to the TRL file:
(1) ERROR field key words. For each partition value
that should raise an exception during testing, create
an [ERROR] field and add it to the test design.
(2) MESSAGE key word and error message list block.
For each ERROR field, make sure there is a corre-
sponding error message in a message list block.
See tile example for TRL stage 4 for an illustration.
When tile error indicators are added to the three partition
values as indicated below, 651 test cases result (Table 3).
3. TRL Stage 3" Condition Constrained Repre-
sentation. The third stage of test design creation using
TRL is probably the most difficult and time consuming.
Adding in the conditional statements to make sure that
only the technically feasible combinations of partition val-
ues get produced in the resulting test eases often takes
many iterations. Investigating exactly which combinations
are valid when used together, and what the expected out-
put of the system should be, can expose many inconsisten-
cies and undocumented requirements.
This stage, similar to the previous one, corresponds to
the fourth step in the category-partition method. The
purpose of this stage is to determine the precondition and
postcondition pairs that describe the behavior of the sys-
tem under test.
To modify the existing TRL file so that the conditions
are expressed, the SET and IF field key words must be
added. There will be some occasions where the addition
of "don't care" partition values, or even the addition of
repeat partition values with different conditional fields at-
tached, will be necessary in order to produce the optimum
set of resulting test cases.
The following key words and information should be
added to the TRL file:
(1) SET field key words and postconditions. For each
partition value that should cause a postcondition to
exist if it is used in a test case, create a postcondition
value and append it to the inside of the [SET] field.
Use a logical AND character (,) to separate multiple
postconditions being set for the same partition value.
(2) IF field key words and preconditions. For each par-
tition value that is valid only when combined with
a particular partition value in another category, ap-
pend the condition value to the inside of the [IF]
field. Use a logical AND character (,) to separate
multiple preconditions to be applied to the same par-
tition value. A logical NOT character (!) in front of
a condition expresses that a condition should NOT
exist in order for the particular partition value to be
used in a resulting test case.
Again, the reader should refer to the stage 4 discussion
in Section IV.B.4 for an example that has preconditions
and postconditions. Before the LIMIT fields are added to
the TRL file in stage 4, the TRL results file contains 32 test
cases, which together represent the complete functionality
of the requirement being tested in this functional unit.
The purpose of the fourth stage is to reduce the number
of test cases even further so that testing of this functional
unit takes less resources.
4. TRL Stage 4: Limit Constraint Representa-
tion. This final stage of TRL file development produces
the limit constrained representation of the test design. The
purpose of the LIMIT field is to specify how many times
a partition value can be used in the resulting set of test
cases. Setting these limit values corresponds to the last
step, or substep, of the category-partition method, where
the remaining partition value constraints are determined.
Also included in this stage iS the labeling of the parti-
tion values. The purpose of the labels is to provide the test
engineer, who is performing the tests or transforming the
test cases into detailed procedures, as much information
about the test case as possible. The labels recommended
are ones that describe the partition value in terms of its
range, such as "normal," "low boundary," "high out-of-
bounds," etc.
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Therefore, the following key words and information
should be added to the test design:
(1) LIMIT field key words. For each partition value that
should only be used a certain number of times, n, in
the resulting test cases, create a [LIMIT n] field.
Note that partition values with an [ERROR] field
are automatically limited to one test case.
(2) LABEL key words and label text. For some or all of
the partition values in the TRL file, add a [LABEL
label_text] field such that the "label_text" provides a
description of the partition value that will be useful
to the other test engineers.
The example given in Fig. 3 produces 24 test cases when
processed by the TRL tool. Figure 4 gives an excerpt of the
first two test cases from the resulting test cases produced
by the TRL tool from the TRL test design documented in
Fig. 3.
V. Conclusion
The purpose of the test design phase is to determine
a set of technically feasible and resource-frugal test cases
that meet the test objectives of the test plans and that
verify the functional requirements of the system under test.
The category-partition method can be used to determine
test designs that meet this goal.
The Test Representation Language (TRL) and the TRL
computer tool, used to process files written in the lan-
guage, have proven very useful and efficient in implement-
ing the category-partition method. For one task in par-
ticular at JPL, the Block V Receiver Task, the test cases
that result fi'om the TRL tool are being used to verify the
system requirements in the engineering testing stage. De-
tailed test procedures are being developed based on the
output of the tool. The TRL tool was also used on the
Microwave Generic Controller Task to help develop the
system and software acceptance test procedures.
As of yet, no objective data have been collected that
can be used to compare the results of the testing process
changes introduced by the use of the TRL tool. ttow-
ever, the qualitative feedback received fi'om both test engi-
neers and software designers is that the category-partition
method and the TRL tool help them engineer tests rather
than just perform tests. The effects of the method and tile
tool may be hard to quantify on an ongoing project. A way
could be found to determine these effects if a small, con-
trolled case study were to be initiated where two groups
perform the same job--one using TRL and the category-
partition method and the other using neither.
Work is continuing on enhancing tile TRL tool to meet
the needs of the test engineers using it. Some key words
are being added to allow some very fine-tuned control over
which test cases get included in the results.
In summary, the purpose and requirements of the test
dcsign phase of the testing life cycle have been explored
and defined. The category-partition method and the TRL
tool are efficient ways to produce the test designs and re-
sulting test cases needed as input to the following phase
of the testing life cycle. The Test Representation Lan-
guage and the TRL tool can be of use to the test engineer
or programmer no matter what level of testing is being
performed. More effort in gathering the necessary met-
rics would be useful to be able to quantify the benefits
received fi'om implementing this process. If qualitative re-
sults are enough, however, most organizations could profit
from an implementation similar to the TRL tool and the
category-partition method for bridging the gap between
test. requirements and test specifications.
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Appendix
Test Representation Language (TRL) Summary
Character or Key Word
,k
DESCRIPTION
PARAMETERS
NAME
TYPE
SAMPLES
[
]
IF
LIMIT m
LABEL
ERROR n
MESSAGE n
Command line options
Purpose and/or Usage
Indicates a comment line.
Indicates the start of a description block that will be included in test cases.
Indicates the beginning of parameter specifications.
Specifies the name of a parameter or category.
Indicates the type of category.
Indicates the beginning of a samples block defining the partition values and constraints.
Comma (,) is used for logical AND; exclamation point (!) for logical NOT.
Beginning of sample value constraint field.
End of sample value constraint field.
Field identifier indicating that postcondition constraints are listed in the current field.
Comma (,) is used for logical AND; exclamation point (!) for logical NOT.
Field identifier indicating that the number of test cases involving this partition value
should be limited to m. If m is unspecified, the limit is one test case.
Field identifier indicating that the specified label should be listed for this partition value.
Field identifier indicating that the sample value is an error exit. The error can be specified
using the optional n.
Indicates that a message block follows corresponding to the errors in the partition values.
The message number can be specified using the optional n.
For performing "count only" (-c), writing results into separate files (-s), including
preconditions/postconditions in output (-p), and including the partition label text in the
output (-1).
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Table 1. TesUng life cycle Input and output.
Acronym Document title Testing Sufficientlydescribed in
life cycle phase
standards?
D-4000
TIP
SMP
WPA/WIP
Test
management
FRD
FDD
SRD
SSITP-1
STP-1
SSD- 1
SSD-2
PSOM
SSITP test
designs
STP test
designs
SOM
SSITP-2
STP-2
RDD
PFR/AR
SSITP-3
STP-3
JPL Software Management
Standard
Task implementation plan
Software management plan
Work package agreement/work
implementation plan
Test management plan for
defining procedures of
complete testing cycle
Functional requirements document
Functional design document
Software requirements
document
Subsystem integration and
test plan-l, requirements
Software test plan-l,
requirements
Software specification
document- |, architecture
Software specification
document-2, detail design
Preliminary software
operator's manual
Subsystem integration and
test plan--test designs
Software test plan--
test designs
Software operator's manual
Subsystem integration and
test plan-2, procedures
Software test plan-2,
procedures
Release description document
Problem failure report/
anomaly report
Subsystem integration and
test plan-3, report
Software test plan-3, report
All yes
Test planning Yes
Test planning yes
Test planning yes
Test planning No
Test requirements analysis Yes
Test requirements analysis Yes
Test requirements analysis Yes
Test requirements analysis Yes
Test requirements analysis Yes
Test design yes
Test design yes
Test design Yes
Test design No
Test design No
Test specification yes
Test specification yes
Test specification Yes
Test execution Yes
Test execution Yes
Test analysis No (phase)
Yes (report)
Test analysis No (phase)
Yes (report)
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Table 2. Example of formal funcUonal test design: appllcaUon of category-parUUon method
(functional unit: sort an Integer array either In ascending or descending order).
Partition constraints: Partition constraints:
Categories Partition values postconditions preconditions
Array size
Array values
Value
arrangement
Sort order
Result
0 (array unspecified) SET "error occurs"
I (degenerate array) SET "size represents a
degenerate array"
2 to upper bound minus I SET "size is normal"
Upper bound SET "size is normal"
Greater than upper bound SET "error occurs"
All zero SET "values identical"
All the same but nonzero SET "values identical"
All negative values SET "not identical"
All positive values SET "not identical"
Mixed positive, negative, SET "not identical"
and zeros
Don't care SET "values identical"
Minimum value before
maximum value
Maximum value before
minimum value
Don't care
Unspecified
Ascending order
Descending order
Don't care
Error notification
Array unchanged
Array in ascending order
Array in descending order
SET "error occurs"
SET "ascending order"
SET "descending order"
IF "size is normal"
IF "size is normal"
IF "size is normal"
IF "size is normal"
IF "size is normal"
IF "error occurs" or IF
"size represents a
degenerate array"
IF "not identical"
IF "not identical"
IF "values identical" or IF
"error occurs"
IF "size is normal"
IF "not identical"
IF "not identical"
IF "values identical" or IF
"error Occurs"
IF" "error occurs"
IF "values identical"
IF "ascending order"
IF "descending order"
Table 3. Stage 2 example of error Indicators
added to partition values.
Category Partition value Fields
Array size
Array size
Sort order
0
Greater than Upper bound
Unspecified
t_RnOn l...
[Ennon ] ...
[EaROR ] ...
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TIP
SMP --_{ "TEST PLANNING I
=_ WPA/WlP
*TES T MANAGEMENT PLAN
FRODD TEST REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
SRD
SSD- 1
SSD-2
PSOM
"TEST DESIGN
SOM _--_ TEST SPECIFICATION
SSITP-1
STP-'I
*SSITP TEST DESIGNS
*STP TEST DESIGNS
SSITP-2
STP-2
CoDERDD_ TEST EXECUTION
l *TEST ANAL YSIS
PFR/AR
SSITP-3
STP-3
LEGEND: D-4000 INPUT D-4000 PHASE OR OUTPUT *PHASE OR OUTPUT NOT DEFINED IN D-4000
Fig. 1. Testing life cycle.
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Example:
DESCRIPTION
Functional Unit:
PARAMETERS
TYPE
Sort an integer array either in ascending or
descending order.
Input-Categories for Parameter: Array
NAME array size
SAMPLES
0
1
2 to Upper Bound minus 1
Upper Bound
greater than Upper Bound
NAME array values
SAMPLES
all O's
all the same but not 0
all negative
all positive
mixed +/-/0
don't care
NAME value arrangement
SAMPLES
minimum before maximum
maximum before minimum
don't care
#:
TYPE Input-Parameter: Sort Order
NAME sort order
SAMPLES
ascending
descending
unspecified
don't care
TYPE Output to program or change in state
NAME result
SAMPLES
error notification
array unchanged
array in ascending order
array in descending order
* end of file
Fig. 2. Stage 1 example of an unconstrained representation of a test design.
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* STAGE 4. ADD [LIMIT ] AND [LABEL ] FIELDS to the TRL File
DESCRIPTION
.
Test Representation for SORT requirement.
File Name: SORT.TRL
Version: 1.5 Errors Messages/Conditions Limits/Labels
Last Modified: 9/4/91
Modified By: J. Hops
PARAMETERS
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
Input-Categorles for Parameter: Array
NAME array size
SAMPLES
* 5 partitions
,
0 (array unspecified)
1 (degenerate array)
2 to Upper Bound minus 1
Upper Bound
greater than Upper Bound
MESSAGE 1
[ERROR i]
[ SET error, dont_care]
[ LABEL error condition )
[ SET size_l, dont_care )
[ LABEL degenerate array]
[ SET size_ok ]
[ LABEL valid]
[ SET slze_ok )
[ LABEL valid upper bound]
[ERROR 2]
[ SET error, dont_care]
[ LABEL invalid array sizel
Array size of 0 is invalid or array size is unspecified.
Array size is greater than the Upper Bound of sizes
NAME array values
SAMPLES
* 5 partitions, 1 don't care
all 0's [IF size ok]
[SET all_same, dont_care]
all the same but not 0 [IF size_ok]
[SET all_same, dont_care]
all negative [IF size_ok] [SET not_identical]
[LIMIT 4]
all positive [IF size_ok] [SET not_identical]
[LIMIT 4]
mixed +/-/0 [IF size ok] [SET not_identical]
don't care [IF !size_ok]
NAME value arrangement
SAMPLES
* 2 partitions, I don't care
minimum before max [IF slze_ok, not_identical]
maximum before min [IF size ok, not_identical]
don't care [IF !not_identical]
Input-Parameter: Sort Order
NAME sort order
SAMPLES
* 3 partitions, 1 don't care
ascending [IF size_ok, not_identical] [ SET ascend]
descending [IF size ok, not identlcal) [ SET descend]
unspecified [ERROR 3] [IF size_ok]
[SET error, dont_care]
don't care [IF dont_care]
MESSAGE
Sort order is not specified
Output to program or change in state
NAME result
SAMPLES
* 4 partition values
error notification [IF error]
array unchanged [IF dont_care, !not_identical]
array in ascending order [IF ascend, not_identical]
array in descending order [IF descend, not_identical]
Fig. 3. Stage 4 example of a TRL test design.
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Description:
Test Representation for SORT requirement.
File Name: SORT.TRL
Version: 1.5 Errors/Messages/Conditions/Limits/Labels
Last Modified: 9/4/91
Modified By: J. Hops
**********************************
Case # 1
Label: 1.6.3.4.1
PARAMETERS:
Type: Input-Categories for Parameter: Array
Category Name: array size
Partition Value: 0 (array unspecified)
Partition Label: error condition
Iteration number: 1
Category Name: array
Partition Value:
Partition Label:
Category Name: value
Partition Value:
Partition Label:
values
don't care
instance value needed to pass error
arrangement
don't care
instance value needed to pass error
Type: Input-Parameter: Sort Order
Category Name: sort order
Partition Value: don't care
Partition Label: instance value needed to pass error
Type: Output to program or change in state
Category Name: result
Partition Value: error notification
Partition Label: instance value needed to pass error
Error #i: Array size of 0 is invalid or array size is unspecified.
**********************************
Case # 2
Label: 2.6.3.4.2
>ARAMETERS:
Type: Input-Categories for Parameter: Array
Category Name: array size
Partition Value: 1 (degenerate array)
Partition Label: degenerate array
Category Name: array values
Partition Value: don't care
Partition Label: valid
Category Name: value arrangement
Partition Value: don't care
Partition Label: valid
Type: Input-Parameter: Sort Order
Category Name: sort order
Partition Value: don't care
Partition Label: valid
Type: Output to program or change in state
Category Name: result
Partition Value: array unchanged
Partition Label: valid
No error conditions exist.
**********************************
Fig. 4. Test case results of a stage 4 example of e TRL test design.
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PC4CAST--A Tool for DSN Load Forecasting and
Capacity Planning
S. J. Loyola
SystemsAnalysisSection
Effectively planning the use and evolution of the DSN is a complex problem
involving many parameters. This article discusses the tool that models many of
these complexities, yet requires simple structured inputs and provides concise easy-
to-understand metrics to aid in the planning process. The tool, PC4CAST, is used
for both load forecasting (predicting how well planned that DSN resources meet
expected demand) and as a decision support tool in the capacity-planning process
(determining the relative benefits of capacity expansion options). It is now in use
in the TDA Planning Office, has been used in numerous studies, and is also being
used by the JPL Multimission Operations System Office (MOSO) as an integral
part of Resource Allocation Team activities. Experience using the tool has helped
to identify additional requirements that will further improve the planning process,
which can be met by future PC4CAST versions.
I. Introduction
The DSN is a set of resources in high demand that
requires careful planning to ensure its success in provid-
ing telecommunications and radio astronomy services to
its community of users. Design and construction of addi-
tional DSN antennas take considerable time and money.
For the DSN to remain responsive to its users, future re-
source capacity and capability (e.g., transmitter/receiver
frequency) to satisfy expected user demand nmst be deter-
mined well in advance. When there is mismatch between
resources and user requests, analysis is required to deter-
mine what additional resources are required and/or how
the user demand can be modified [1]. Because of fund-
ing and schedule constraints, long-range planning typically
involves a cost-benefit comparison of numerous capacity-
expansion options.
Analysis to support this planning can be visualized
along a spectrum. At one end is the amount of user de-
mand that can be satisfied by a static view of DSN re-
sources (i.e., the current set of antennas and any planned
additions, upgrades, and removals). This approach is most
applicable for evaluating the fit between the DSN evolution
plan and the current set of mission requirements. At the
other end is fixed user demand and the resource set (i.e.,
number, type, location, etc.) necessary to satisfy it, ex-
cluding issues of available funding and construction sched-
ule constraints. The systems view, at the intersection of
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these two views, considers both ends of the spectrum and
provides trade-offs between user support and resource aug-
mentation. For cost-effective planning of TDA resources,
a planning tool must provide analysis appropriate to the
problem.
The PC4CAST tool supports this spectrum of planning
analysis in an integrated, consistent, accurate, and timely
manner. The structure of analytical inputs (e.g., user re-
quests, resource availability, and geometric constraints be-
tween user target and resources) is consistent for all types
of analyses, while the type of output metrics may be chosen
to fit the analysis being performed. The tool statistically
models how user requirements would be accommodated
without having to generate detailed schedules. PC4CAST
is used both to forecast the DSN's ability to support any
given mission set and to identify the DSN resources re-
quired for varying levels of mission support. A major ca-
pability of the tool is analysis of the marginal impact of
new missions and new capacity.
Different approaches are required for planning the
34-m/70-m ground resources (which primarily support
deep-space missions) than those required for 26-m and
smaller resources (which typically support Earth-orbiting
missions). The operational version of PC4CAST is de-
signed to facilitate planning of the 34-m/70-m resources.
A prototype PC4CAST is currently under development,
which will model stochastic demand for 26-m and smaller
resources. The balance of this article will focus on the
operational capabilities of, and products from, PC4CAST
for 34-m/70-m ground resources.
Ih System Architecture
The PC4CAST tool consists of a spreadsheet-based
user interface and a forecasting engine (see Fig. 1).
Microsoft Excel version 4.0 is used for both input of
problem-dependent parameters and graphical display of
forecasting metrics. A forecasting engine, written in the
C++ language, uses information entered into Excel, along
with problem-independent information stored in data-
bases, and provides the raw forecasting results. The Mi-
crosoft Windows environment seamlessly integrates Ex-
cel and the forecasting engine, so the separation of in-
put/output functions from processing is invisible to the
user and does not affect tool operation. This architec-
ture takes advantage of the capabilities of standard com-
mercial off-the-shelf products, allowing more development
effort to be spent on design of tile forecasting and capac-
ity/capability planning algorithms.
Inputs and outputs are maintained in a type of Excel
file called a workbook (a file which may contain multiple
spreadsheets and charts) [2]. Each forecasting workbook
represents one calendar year of a study. It contains spread-
sheets for forecasting inputs, and both spreadsheets and
charts for forecasting outputs. Inputs are entered by week,
while results are output by week and month. The spread-
sheet interface allows output formats to easily evolve with
demand for different ways to view forecasting results. In
addition, Excel users are able to design their own output
formats to suit the needs of a particular study.
III. Inputs
Inputs to the PC4CAST tool can be grouped into three
categories: user requirements, resource-capacity descrip-
tion, and view periods. User requirements are input in the
same format that the JPL Multimission Operations Sys-
tems Office (MOSO) gathers and maintains them. This
format is concise, yet of sufficient detail to allow accurate
modeling of the user demand. Resource-capacity descrip-
tions include each antenna's planned availability and any
options for future capacity changes. View periods (times
when a particular object is in view at a particular antenna)
represent the intersection of the user and ground resource
domains. Tile tool requires all mission view periods (typ-
ically one view period per station per day for deep-space
objects) for the time period to be forecast.
User requirements are entered and stored in a spread-
sheet within a forecasting workbook (Fig. 2). Require-
ments for all users of the resources must be input including
those from spacecraft, ground-based scientific users such
as Goldstone Solar System Radar (GSSR), Itigh Resolu-
tion Microwave Survey (ItRMS), and Radio Astronomy
and Special Activities (RASA), and those for the DSN's
own use (e.g., autenna calibration, maintenance). User re-
quirements include the number of tracks or resource usages
required each week and the following parameters: view
period object (e.g., Cassini), user description (e.g., GSSR
Mercury), usable resources, average and minimum dura-
tions for tracks in each week of this requirement, and pre-
and post-calibration time, which includes antenna setup
and tear-down overhead before and after each track. The
set of resources that are able to satisfy the requirement is
represented by the usable-resources parameter, described
below.
The PC4CAST tool allows a requirement's usable re-
sources to be stated in a variety of ways. Usable resources
may be specified by antenna (e.g., DSS 14 or 14 for the
70-m antenna at Goldstone) or subnet (e.g., 70M, 34S,
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34H). Antennas and/or subnets may be combined to rep-
resent antenna arrays, the simultaneous use of two or more
antennas, or resource equivalents, when two or more re-
sources can satisfy a requirement. For example, "70M,
34S/34H" represents a requirement that can use either a
70-m antenna or an array of 34S and 34H antennas.
Available resources are described by resource defini-
tions, scenarios (evolution paths), and downtimes. Re-
source definitions simply define each resource by its code,
location (i.e., which Deep Space Communications Com-
plex), and subnet. This tool also provides network aug-
mentation studies by maintaining multiple resource sce-
narios, each including the initial on-line and final off-
line dates for each current and planned resource. The
PC4CAST operator chooses the appropriate scenario
based on the study to be performed. Resource downtimes
represent extended periods of time when a particular re-
source is taken down. Regular antenna maintenance is
treated as a user requirement, since this best models the
scheduling environment.
IV. Outputs
The PC4CAST system has several different output
metrics, each providing a different slice through detailed
antenna-usage information. Tile calculation of expected-
usage profiles is discussed in detail in Section V, but a
quick description is necessary here. The software uses the
input user requirements, resource scenario, and view peri-
ods to calculate a detailed view of the expected demand on
each antenna throughout the study time period. Figure 3
is an example of the expected demand on one antenna for
one week. The expected-usage profile provides the raw
data from which many concise, useful metrics may be de-
rived.
One primary metric used in forecasting studies is the
amount of user community requirements that cannot be
satisfied given tile resource capacity defined by tile input
resource scenario and downtimes. In PC4CAST, this un-
served user demand is labeled lost time. It is calculated as
the hours that cannot be supported, and is usually output
as a percentage of the total hours of user requirements on
a per-subnet basis (Fig. 4). This is a convenient level of
aggregation since each subnet usually has its own commu-
nity of users. Lost-time information can be presented at
varying levels of aggregation (e.g., the whole network) as
required by the study being performed. Besides showing
how the current resource implementation plan can support
current user requirements, lost-time information may be
used to compare the relative merits between two resource
scenarios or the impact of adding, removing, or modifying
a user's requirements.
Whereas the lost-time metric is from the users' point of
view, the load-duration curve presents user demand from
the ground resources' perspective. This metric has been
successfully used in the electric power utilities industry
for management decision making on cost-effective capac-
ity evolution [3]. It shows the percentage of time that a
resource can expect various levels of demand (load). The
load-duration curve for the 70-m subnet for 1995 (Fig. 5)
reveals that demand exceeds capacity for half of the year.
Moreover, there is demand exceeding 200 percent of capac-
ity for roughly 8 percent of the year (about one month).
The load-duration curve displays the full range of user
demand relevant to capacity planning over the time period
of interest. The y-axis intercept shows the value of peak
expected usage, and the shape of the curve displays the
proportion of time that demand is above, at, or below ca-
pacity. When the user load is above capacity (greater than
12), opportunities exist for adding capacity from DSN and
non-DSN sources and/or managing user loads. When user
loads are under 1.0, the ground system has the poten-
tial for accommodating other missions, if there is a favor-
able view period, or non-view period-constrained missions
such as HRMS. Opportunities for, and benefits of, load
management can also be quantified. Postponing a user's
period of high demand so that it does not coincide with
another user's can have a leveling effect by shifting load
from the left side of the curve to the right. Reducing a
user's required minimum track duration can have a sim-
ilar effect on the shape of the curve. Reducing pre- and
post-calibration times will usually reduce the height of the
curve at all points. The impact of these and other assump-
tions, such as resource scenarios and mission sets, may be
examined by comparing the shape of a load-duration curve
generated with these inputs to a baseline curve.
Another useful metric, which is shaped somewhat like
tile load-duration curve, is the resourees-versus-lost-time
graph. This graph shows how the percentage of unsatisfi-
able requests varies with changing resource capacity. Con-
versely, it can be viewed as showing what resource capac-
ity is necessary to satisfy a certain percentage of user re-
quirements. This metric should be used with some caution
relative to nonintegral subnet values since the location of
antenna sites impacts the ability to satisfy user loads. For
example, Fig. 6 suggests that there would be 31 percent
lost time if only one subnet were available and 3 percent
if there were two 70-m subnets. But, the implication that
1-2/3 subnets (i.e., 5 antennas) would result in 8 percent
lost time is highly dependent upon antenna location and
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the declinations of the spacecraft involved. In cases like
this, the metric provides direction for further analysis of
additional antenna-placement strategies.
The trade space graph displays the information con-
tained in multiple resources-versus-lost-time graphs as the
number of resources required for a few selected lost-time
levels over multiple years. Figure 7 shows the number
of 34-m subnets that is required to provide four differ-
ent levels of lost time (0, 5, 10, and 20 percent). Since
the absolute lost-time value is dependent on many factors,
including how much filtering has been performed on the
user requirements and how many missions are in prime
phase, no one level of lost time can always be considered
acceptable. Nevertheless, this graph does help to define
the trade space where the cost of additional resources must
be weighed against the cost of losing scientific data due to
unsatisfied user requirements.
The PC4CAST system's library of metrics can be used
to analyze problems in both load forecasting and capac-
ity planning. The current status of user support can be
measured with the lost-time metric. Load-duration curves
can be used to assess the marginal benefits of adding re-
source capacity and/or capability. Cost-effective capacity
evolution paths may be identified using resource-versus-
lost-time and trade space graphs. Together, these metrics
provide an internally consistent package to aid DSN man-
agement decision making.
V. Algorithms
The PC4CAST system uses a statistical approach that
provides quick run time and models how user requirements
would be scheduled, without actually generating schedules.
Figure 8 is a process flow chart that gives a graphic presen-
tation of the PC4CAST forecasting engine algorithm. This
algorithm can be divided into two main phases. The first is
the calculation of expected-usage profiles from forecasting
inputs (user requirements, resource-capacity descriptions,
and view periods). The second is tile derivation of higher
level metrics from expected-usage information. Presently,
each week of a study year is calculated separately. Fore-
casting metrics for one year of inputs are calculated in
around five minutes, running on a 486-based computer.
The system design allows for relatively easy modification
to other time granularity, should the need arise in the fu-
ture.
A. Calculation of Expected-Usage Profiles
The calculation of expected-usage profiles is a three-
stage process that incorporates user requirements, resource
capacity, and view period information. As stated ear-
lier, the goal of this process is to determine the expected
level of demand for all time periods within the study time
frame. The first stage is to calculate an expected-usage
value for each requirement. This value represents a time-
weighted distribution of the requirements over the view pe-
riod length. Second, this expected usage value is used with
the view periods and the required tracking overhead to
generate individual expected-usage profiles. Each of these
profiles represents the demand from that requirement for
each point in time for each antenna. Third, all individ-
ual expected-usage profiles for each antenna are summed,
resulting in one expected-usage profile for each antenna.
These expected-usage profiles are the product of the first
phase of the algorithm. Each of these three stages will be
now discussed in detail.
The following describes the calculation of the expected-
usage value for one requirement in one week; each require-
ment and each week are processed in a similar manner.
First, the total amount of requested time is calculated
from the requirement's average duration, pre- and post-
calibration times, and the number of tracks requested in
the week, as follows:
requested time = number of tracks
x (average duration + precal. + postcal.)
Calibration times are included because they represent de-
mand on the resources just as the actual track does. The
next step is to find all usable view periods for the resources
specified in the usable resource field that are long enough
to support this requirement. In other words, the individ-
ual view period duration must not be less than the require-
ment's minimum duration. Then, requesl slots are defined
as usable view periods with pre- and post-calibration ap-
pended to them. Request slots are defined this way be-
cause the time before and after each view period represents
time when the calibrations could take place and still have
the track within the view period. The request slot time is
then calculated as the sum of all request slot durations.
request slot time = _ duration (request slot)
all request slots
Finally, the expected-usage value is calculated as
requested time
expected usage = request slot time
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The expected-usage value therefore represents the percent-
age expectation that when the requirement can use an an-
tenna (constrained by the minimum duration constraint),
it would use it or be scheduled to use it.
If the expected usage is greater than 1.0, the require-
ment cannot be supported by the resources it specified.
This is caused by physical constraints such as positions of
antennas and users, required view period mask, and overly
restrictive requirements; it is not due to competition with
other users. The system informs the analyst of any infeasi-
ble requests at the end of the attempted run. It is then the
analyst's responsibility to modify the requirement until it
is feasible. This can be accomplished by one or more of the
following means: adding to the usable resources field; or
reducing the minimum duration, average duration, precali-
bration, postcalibration, or number of tracks. Forecasting
metrics will not be generated until all requirements are
feasible.
The next stage is to generate individual expected-usage
profiles for each requirement on each antenna requested.
These are defined as stepwise constant functions, which
can be visualized as the expected-usage value assigned to
each request slot.
The final stage involves the creation of an expected-
usage profile for each antenna from all individual expected-
usage profiles for that antenna. Each individual profile is
summed to a total expected demand for each antenna over
the study period. Figure 9 graphically shows the gener-
ation of an expected-usage profile for a hypothetical mis-
sion set. This sample profile is used in the next section
to help describe how PC4CAST high-level metrics are de-
rived from expected-usage profiles.
B. High-Level Metric Derivation
Once the expected-usage profiles are calculated for all
requested antennas, many high-level metrics may be de-
rived from them. The derivation of the most frequently
used metrics--lost time, load-duration curves, resource-
versus-lost-time graphs, and the trade space graph--are
discussed below.
Within PC4CAST, lost time is defined as the area of the
expected-usage profile that is above one expected-usage
unit (Fig. 10). Since the antennas that are being modeled
can support only one user at a time, any expected usage
over 1.0 represents time that cannot be supported. This is
insupportable user demand or lost time. While lost time is
calculated by antenna, the values for all antennas in a sub-
net are usually summed to give the lost time for the sub-
net. This subnet lost time is then charted as a percentage
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of the requested time on that subnet. Lost time is calcu-
lated on a per-week basis, but may be aggregated to any
longer time periods, such as monthly or quarterly. Paren-
thetically, it should be noted that subnet requested time is
simply the sum of the areas of expected-usage profiles for
each antenna in the subnet. The lost-time metric captures
the essential information contained in the expected-usage
profiles and provides a concise measure of the impact of
the input resource scenario upon user requirements.
Load-duration curves include all expected usage-level
information, but aggregate the time-of-day information to
a level more useful for capacity planning. An easy way to
visualize a load-duration curve is as an expected-usage pro-
file with the highest peaks sorted to the left and the lowest
usage levels to the right (Fig. 11). The load-duration curve
is generated for each antenna, but may be aggregated to
the subnet level.
The resources-versus-lost-time graph displays lost time
for a range of hypothetical resource capacities. The lost-
time metric is usually calculated based on the fact that an
antenna can support only one user simultaneously. But,
for this graph, it is calculated with an assumed resource
capacity ranging from zero to the highest expected-usage
level (Fig. 12). As with the load-duration curve, these
graphs can be used at the antenna or subnet level. This
results in a graph that contains some immediately obvious
data points. For instance, a resource capacity of zero re-
sults in 100 percent lost time; likewise, capacity equal to
the highest expected usage results in no lost time (but very
low capacity utilization). Also, the lost-time value for a
capacity of one resource corresponds to the usual lost-time
metric. The value provided by the resources-versus-lost-
time graph is the identification of how addition or removal
of ground resources will impact the users.
The trade space graph (Fig. 7) is derived from the
resources-versus-lost-time graph for a few selected lost-
time values. Each line on the graph corresponds to the
resources required to provide for a lost time less than or
equal to the selected level. The required-resources value
is calculated by reading, on the resources-versus-lost-time
graph, the number of subnets required for the selected lost-
time level. This value is then rounded up to the nearest
whole antenna (e.g., 1.5 subnets becomes 1-2/3 subnets,
or 5 antennas).
VI. Future Potential
To date, PC4CAST has proven to be helpful in load
forecasting and capacity-planning analysis. Experience
with the toolhasidentifiedrequirements for further al-
gorithmic enhancements which would provide improved
modeling of the DSN system, more accurate metrics,
greater insight into the distribution of lost time, and mea-
sures of augmentation cost effectiveness. The definition of
a user requirement's usable resources could be extended
to include required antenna size and additional equipment
parameters such as transmitter and receiver frequencies.
Lost time would be redefined to include not only requested
time that is unsupportable because of competition, but
also requests made infeasible by an antenna being down.
Also, definition and implementation of a priority scheme
would allow the lost-time and load-duration curve metrics
to be disaggregated to the level of prioritized mission sets
or even individual users. Resource augmentation costs and
the value of user support would also be included to bet-
ter support the decision-making process. These features
would provide for improved analysis of the marginal ben-
efits of resource evolution paths.
Earth-orbiting missions have not been modeled in this
implementation of PC4CAST. Accurate calculation of the
required view period knowledge for all users and time
frames of interest is usually not a problem for the deep-
space missions that normally request time on the 70- and
34-m antennas. The Earth orbiters that typically request
the 26-m and smaller antennas have far less predictable
view periods. The Systems Analysis Section has been de-
veloping probabilistic methods to model such users where
view periods cannot be calculated very far into the future.
This work has followed the general PC4CAST paradigm
so the two approaches could be readily integrated to pro-
vide a comprehensive DSN load-forecasting and capacity-
planning tool.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the PC4CAST forecasting system.
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Asynchronous Transfer Mode Link Performance
Over Ground Networks
E. T. Chow and R. W. Markley
Advanced Information Systems Section
This article reports the results of an experiment to determine the feasibility of
using asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) technology to support advanced space-
craft missions that require high-rate ground communications and, in particular,
full-motion video. Potential nodes in such a ground network include Deep Space
Network antenna stations, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and a set of national and
international end users.
The experiment simulated a lunar microrover, lunar lander, the DSN ground
communications system, and distributed science users. The users were equipped
with video-capable workstations. A key feature was an optical fiber link between
two high-performance workstations equipped with ATM interfaces. Video was also
transmitted through JPL's institutional network to a user 8 km from the experi-
ment. Variations in video depending on the networks and computers were observed,
and this article reports the results.
I. Introduction
The traditional role of the DSN has been to support
deep-space robotic missions with relatively low data re-
quirements (40 bps to 300 kbps). NASA is considering
future missions that require high-rate (>1 Mbps) space
communications and ground support from the DSN. These
missions include a large number of low-cost Earth orbiters
(0.1 to 10 Mbps), lunar missions with rovers and human
exploration (10 to 100 Mbps), and Mars missions (1 to
10 Mbps). In order to support higher rate missions, the
telemetry, command, and ground communications archi-
tecture must be significantly upgraded. This article re-
ports on one potential upgrade to the ground communica-
tion system.
The most recent upgrades to the DSN include
2.4-Mbps telemetry processing and 865-kbps real-time
ground communications, somewhat short of the require-
ments for future missions. The command uplink is limited
to 2 kbps. The focus of this experiment was to evaluate an
advanced ground communications architecture to support
a lunar rover mission (Fig. 1).
The present ground communications architecture is de-
signed to (1) transmit data directly to the user in real
time, (2) buffer the data and meter it back slowly to the
user (near-real time), and/or (3) store the data on trans-
portable media for shipping (nonreal time). As an exam-
ple, small amounts of data may be transmitted to users
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in real time to support mission planning. Most telemetry
data, such as data from the recently launched Mars Ob-
server, are delivered in near-real time. Very-high-volume
data, such as data generated by the Magellan Venus radar
mapping mission, are handled in nonreal time in order to
reduce communications costs.
In order to support a lunar rover mission, the DSN
must support devices with radically different communica-
tions requirements than those for deep'space probes. A
rover can be expected to simultaneously downlink video
and telemetry, and receive commands from the rover op-
erator on an uplink channel. It is highly likely that the
operator, presumably a principal investigator, will want
to be able to control the rover in real time, tolerating only
a 1- to 2-see propagation delay due to the distance of the
Moon. The data rates for the video and telemetry could
range from 1 to 10 Mbps, depending on the degree of video
quality required. The command stream would be low (2
to 10 kbps), but with an additional requirement to be vir-
tually real time with no ground communications delays.
One of the keys to success from the user's perspec-
tive in such a mission is an architecture that provides
telepresence. Telepresence may require multiple displays
to enable the rover operator to sense--at least visually--
the immediate environment and take advantage of the
rover's maneuverability in a scientifically interesting lo-
cation.
A colony of microrovers would require several video
channels for each microrover. Therefore, the scientists'
workstations should be capable of managing multiple video
sessions on one screen. In addition, real-time video confer-
encing among scientists would enable cooperative experi-
ments.
The communications architecture should also support
other services in addition to high-speed downlinks and
real-time connectivity. For example, video, telemetry, and
command data should be received with no detected er-
rors. To reduce costs, the video channel should be com-
pressed and decompressed with no loss of data (nonlossy).
Greater circuit efficiency should be possible by dynami-
cally allocating bandwidth to data and video in order to
take advantage of lapses in transmission.
New network technologies enable high-speed data com-
munications among local users and widely distributed
users. For example, commercial fiber local area networks
(LAN's) are capable of speeds of up to 100 Mbps. Tra-
ditional commercial services for wide-area networks are
available at speeds up to 45 Mbps. Switched-based archi-
tectures based on the International Telegraph and Tele-
phone Consultative Committee (CCITT)-standard asyn-
chronous transfer mode (ATM) protocol will extend these
rates into the range of gigabits per second. This switching
technology, coupled with virtually unlimited bandwidth
in optical fiber media, justifies consideration of a new
approach to a ground network infrastructure to support
space missions.
II. Technology
In 1990, the CCITT chose ArM as the standard switch-
ing technique for transport within the Broadband Inte-
grated Services Digital Network (BISDN). BISDN is an
emerging digital network planned by common carriers for
integrating high-speed data, voice, and video services at
transmission speeds starting at 155 Mbps. The following
is a summary of'ATM; a more complete, highly readable
description may also be found in [1].
At the core of the ATM switching technique is the con-
cept of cell switching. Cell switching refers to multiplexing
of multiple logical data flows on a single physical interface,
where the information from each source is in the form of
fixed-size packets called cells. CCITT members, includ-
ing both European and North American standards-setting
groups, agreed on a standard ATM cell size of 53 eight-bit
bytes. Five bytes are used for header information and 48
bytes carry the user information.
The ATM standard comprises three layers in the
BISDN protocol stack. The BISDN stack is slightly dif-
ferent from the traditional Open System Interconnection
(OSI) stack, but uses the same layering concepts. In the
BISDN model, the three lower layers are occupied by ATM
(Fig. 2). They correspond roughly to the bottom two lay-
ers of the OSI model (physical and data link layers). The
three lower BISDN layers are (1) the physical layer, (2)
the ATM layer, and (3) the ArM adaptation layer (AAL).
The physical layer defines physical interfaces and framing
protocols for the network. Physical connections in ATM
are based on synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) princi-
ples, but are not restricted to SDH framing protocols, and
are thus very flexible. Because the functions are layered,
the physical interface may be changed without impacting
the higher layers. For example, the physical layer may be
changed from Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) to
T1 or T3 with no impact on the overlying ATM layer.
The ATM layer defines the information within each
cell, and how cells flow over the logical connections in an
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ArM network. Figure 3 shows the structure of those cells.
Cells belonging to different virtual paths are distinguished
by their virtual path identifier (VPI) and virtual chan-
nel identifier (VCI). Virtual paths can contain multiple
virtual circuits. Each virtual circuit can be either per-
manently established or set up dynamically. Other fields
in the 5-byte header of the ATM cell include a generic
flow control (GFC) field, a payload type (PT), a cell loss
priority (CLP) bit, and header error control (HEC) field.
As mentioned earlier, the 48-byte information field carries
user information.
While the AAL layer is a part of the overall communi-
cation process, it is not a network process, but is a pro-
cess performed by the user's equipment. By keeping AAL
functions separate, the ATM network becomes primarily
concerned about delivering 48-byte payloads based on the
information contained in the header. The adaptation layer
plays a key role in making it possible for multiple types of
services to use the ATM network. There are five types of
services:
(1) Constant bit rate (CBR) services for isochronous
traffic, such as voice and video.
(2) Variable bit rate (VBR) timing-sensitive services for
features such as compressed video.
(3) Connection-oriented VBR Data Transfer for inter-
mittent, large, long-period data file transfers over
preestablished ATM connections. AAL 3 provides
error detection.
(4) Connectionless VBR data transfer for short, bursty
messages over non-preestablished ATM connections
where cM1 setup time could be longer than the trans-
fer time.
(5) Simple and efficient adaptation layer (SEAL), for
services similar to AAL 3 but with the assumption
that the user's higher-layer processes provide error
control.
The fundamental parts of the ATM standard have been
defined by CCITT. The user network interface (UNI)
(which incorporates the AAL layer) is being developed
by the ATM Forum, a consortium of interested users and
developers. The ATM Forum will also address switch-to-
switch interfaces, and signaling specifications across the
user interface, and establish network management specifi-
cations.
III. Experiment Configuration
The experiment simulated a lunar rover exploring the
surface of the Moon (Fig. 1), with a downlink to science
operations on the Earth. The major links in a full simu-
lation would have included a lunar radio link between the
rovers and a lander, a radio link from the Moon to the
Earth's deep-space stations, overseas communications to
JPL, and a link to science operations. The focus of this
experiment was very limited; it was to determine the fea-
sibility of using ATM networks on the Earth for transmit-
ting data from the antenna stations to science operations.
Therefore, design and prototyping of the space segment
were postponed for future work.
Figure 4 illustrates the laboratory configuration. The
rover and simulated lander were in a laboratory equipped
with a rock-strewn floor. The principal investigator (PI)
environment was in an adjacent room. Another investi-
gator was in an office 8 km away. The experiment was
run using the resources of the DSN Information Systems
Engineering (ISE) Laboratory.
A. Microrover
The microrover was equipped with a miniature televi-
sion camera, a radio transmitter, and a 2.4-kbps radio mo-
dem for transmitting telemetry and receiving commands.
B. Computers and Networks
The computer in the lunar environment (A, Fig. 4) was
a Sun Sparcstation 10/41 rated at 96 million instructions
per second (MIPS). The PI environment computer (B) was
a Sparcstation 2 (24 MIPS). Each workstation had an Eth-
ernet interface, ATM interface, and a video digitizer. The
computers had the following capabilities:
(1) Video processing and compression were accom-
plished with Parallax video digitizers. Compres-
sion was based on the Joint Photographic Experts
Group (,]PEG) standard. Each board was capable
of processing two video signals simultaneously; this
enabled the science users to simultaneously oversee
the rover and its immediate terrain.
(2) The Internet suite Transmission Control Protocol/
Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) was the common pro-
tocol suite among both systems.
(3) The ATM interfaces were Fore Systems SBA-100
S-Bus ATM computer interfaces. The ATM physi-
cal layer was a 140-Mbps optical fiber interface. The
user-level application interface was a Berkeley socket
interface. Underlying software in the drivers utilized
AAL 4 protocols, providing cell-level error detection
(but no correction). If a bit error was detected by
the driver, the cell was dropped and TCP performed
error recovery.
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(4) Computer A had an RS-232 interface to a radio mo-
dem for sending commands to and receiving instru-
ment telemetry from the rover.
(5) The rover video was also transmitted from work-
station A to workstation C, another Spare 2, over
an institutional network. Simple teleconfereneing
software provided by Parallax made this capabil-
ity possible, and the software was integrated with
other X Windows software to enable remote control
of the rover. The path to C was a series of net-
works of varying types, most notably Ethernet and
serial channels, which yielded low-rate, intermittent
stop-action video.
(6) A voice/video teleconferencing demonstration was
performed among users at workstations B and C us-
ing a commercial videoconferencing package called
Communiqu£ This was also low-rate video.
IV. Results
A. ATM Network Performance
The raw TCP/IP throughput across the ATM network
was approximately 14.9 Mbps (11 percent of the band-
width). This illustrates the limitations of the TCP/IP
software implementation in the ATM board and Sun op-
erating system. When video was generated by the Par-
allax board, the throughput dropped to 3.5 to 4.5 Mbps,
depending on the complexity of the images.
Comparable data across a dedicated Ethernet connec-
tion was 8.5 Mbps (85 percent of the Ethernet bandwidth)
for raw TCP/IP and 1.4 to 1.5 Mbps for video data.
Visually, the SPARC 10 transmitted 8 to 10 frames/see
(fair quality video) over the ATM network.
Two suggestions to improve the video and use the com-
plete bandwidth of ATM and the associated optical fiber
networks were (1) an alternate implementation to TCP/IP
and (2) special ATM onboard processing hardware to re-
duce the central processing unit overhead in the worksta-
tions.
B. Compressed Video
JPEG compression can produce a good quality picture
at a 20:1 to 30:1 compression ratio. At above 30:1 com-
pression, blocking effects start to show up. Improved com-
pression softw_ire-may also make an improvement in the
quality of the video.
C. ATM Versus Ethernet
This experiment illustrated the advantage of ATM over
Ethernet for multimedia communication. The ATM full-
motion video was relatively smooth and continuous. When
video was sent from workstation A to C, some frames
were delayed because the Ethernet was being shared with
other users. This video was of poor quality--only 1 to 2
frames/see. This type of performance has been noted else-
where [2]. The isochronous nature of an ATM channel is
very important for multimedia communications.
D. Teleoperation
It was demonstrated that potential teleoperation of
NASA rovers by the general public is feasible. Numerous
individuals, ranging from children to higher management
personnel, were each able to learn how to drive the rover in
less than 3 rain. With the help of multimedia networking,
it is very easy for anyone to do teleoperation.
E. Video Teleconferencing
Teleconferencing was attempted between a PI in the
DSN ISE Laboratory and the remote investigator using
commercial software. The video frame rate was low, typi-
cally 1 to 2 frames/see, because of intervening institutional
networks. For many teleconferences, such a low rate may
be good enough. One technical problem was voice feed-
back. Two techniques were tried to improve the voice
quality: (1) use of an echo canceller (this alone did not do
the job) and (2) use of a unidirectional microphone. By
combining (1) and (2), acceptable, but not really good,
voice quality was achieved.
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An Overview of the Galileo Optical
Experiment (GOPEx)
K. E. Wilson and J. R. Lesh
Communicaii0ns Systems Research Section
Uplink optical communication to a deep-space vehicle has been demonstrated.
In the Galileo Optical Experiment (GOPEX), optical transmissions were beamed
to the Galileo spacecraft by Earth-based transmitters at the Table Mountain Fa-
cility (TMF), California, and Starfire Optical Range (SOR), New Mexico. The
demonstration took place over an eight-day period (December 9 through December
16, 1992) as Galileo receded from Earth on its way to Jupiter, and covered ranges
from I-6 million kin. At 6 million km (15 times the Earth-Moon distance), the
laser beam transmitted from TMF eight days after Earth flyby covered the longest
known range for transmission and detection.
i. Introduction
Optical comnmnications technology is considered a vi-
able contender for future space link applications. This
is especially true for mini- and micro-spacecraft applica-
tions, where weight and size are the primary driving con-
siderations. System studies, technology development, and
deployment planning have been under way for the past
13 years and have resulted in a plan for both the space-
craft and Earth-reception ends ill. Although there has
been significant progress on component technologies, the
need for systems-level demonstrations was becoming ap-
parent. The Galileo spacecraft's second flyby of Earth,
part of the Venus-Earth-Earth Gravity Assist (VEEGA)
trajectory [2], afforded a unique opportunity to perform a
deep-space optical uplink with the spacecraft as it receded
from Earth on its way to Jupiter. The Galileo Optical Ex-
periment (GOPEX) was conducted over the period Decem-
ber 9-16 from transmitter sites at Table Mountain Facility
(TMF), California (see Fig. 1) and at the Starfire Optical
Range (SOR), New Mexico (see Fig. 2). The spacecraft's
Solid-State hnaging (SSI) camera was used as the opti-
cal communications uplink receiver. The experiment had
three principal objectives, namely:
(1) Demonstrate laser beam transmission to a spacecraft
at deep-space distances.
(2) Verify laser-beam pointing strategies applicable to
an 0ptica] uplink based solely on spacecraft ephe-
meris predicts.
(3) Validate the models developed to predict the perfor-
mance of the optical link.
Galileo's phase angle after its second Earth flyby was
approximately 90 deg. Thus, as the spacecraft receded
from Earth, it looked back at a half-illuminated Earth
image. This geometry allowed laser beam transmission
against a dark-Earth background. GOPEX was there-
fore conducted between 3:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m. PST. This
nighttime uplink had two distinct advantages:
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(1)
(2)
It allowed the uplink to be performed at the frequen-
cy doubled neodymium:yttrium-aluminum-garnet
(Nd:YAG) laser wavelength of 532 nm, where the
responsivity of the SSI camera is high.
Long-exposure camera frames could be taken, which
facilitated the identification of the detected laser
transmissions. Pre-experiment analysis of the stray-
light intensity in the focal plane of the camera
showed that the camera shutter could remain open
for up to 800 rnsec before the scattered light from
the bright Earth saturated the pixels that detected
the laser uplink. 1
By scanning the camera across the Earth, parallel to
the Earth's terminator, during each exposure, the laser
signal was readily distinguished from spurious noise counts
in the camera frame. With this strategy, the laser uplink
appeared as a series of evenly spaced bright dots within
the camera frame, quite distinct from other features in
the frame.
GOPEX was a very successful experiment. Frames of
laser uplink data were received on each of the seven days of
the experiment. (The demonstration covered a period of
eight days, but other spacecraft activities precluded laser
transmission on Day 5.) The laser uplink was unequivo-
cally detected on 48 of the 159 GOPEX frames taken. Be-
cause of an unanticipated pointing bias in the scan plat-
form direction, pulses were not detected on any of the
frames with exposure times less than 400 rrrs. Inclement
weather, aborted transmissions, and restrictions imposed
by regulatory agencies and by the Galileo Project team
accounted for the loss of data on the remaining fi'ames.
This article, an overview of the GOPEX demonstration,
describes the experiment and presents a summary of the
experimental results. An overview of the laser transmitters
from the two sites is presented in Section II. A description
of the optical receiver is given ill Section III, followed by a
brief discussion of the telescope pointing strategy in Sec-
tion IV. The GOPEX results are presented in Section V,
and the conclusion is presented in Section VI.
Companion articles included in this issue describe var-
ious aspects of the GOPEX demonstration in more detail.
The article on telescope pointing [3] describes the process
used to develop the Galileo telescope pointing files for the
TMF and SOR transmitters and the strategy implemented
in pointing the TMF telescope to the spacecraft. The ar-
ticle on the TMF optical train [4] describes the optical
train design, laser beam characterization, characterization
of the transmitter by using retroreflecting Earth-orbiting
satellites in precursor experiments, and the TMF GOPEX
uplink procedures. A. Biswas' article [5] describes in detail
the characterization of the optical detection system that
was used in the precursor experiments. This optical sys-
tem was used to detect the laser signal retroreflected from
the target satellites.
It was important to control the timing of the laser
emission to ensure that the pulses arrived at the space-
craft while the camera shutter was open. Pulse-by-pulse
monitoring of the laser output during GOPEX, stipulated
in the GOPEX concurrence negotiated with the Galileo
Project Office, not only satisfied the concurrence require-
ments but also provided the necessary data for comparing
the received signal strengths with theoretical predictions
of the optical channel. The article "GOPEX Laser Trans-
mission and Monitoring System" [6] describes the configu-
ration of the transmission and monitoring system at TMF
and presents the laser output data recorded at this facil-
ity taken during GOPEX. These data were used to im-
prove the estimates of the predicted signal strengths at
Galileo. Good agreement was found between the experi-
mental results and the theoretical predictions. The article
by Levine, Shaik, and Yan [7] describes the analysis of the
GOPEX data.
Ground-based deep-space optical communications of
the future will employ a strategy of site diversity in ground
transceiver deployment to ensure good line-of-sight visibil-
ity between the spacecraft and the transceiver station. A
study of the December weather statistics for TMF over a
four-year period, 1988 to 1991, showed that for 77 per-
cent of the time the cloud cover at this facility lasted for
more than two days. 2 The threat of inclement weather at
TMF during GOPEX posed an unacceptably high risk to
the demonstration. A dual-site transmitter strategy was
therefore implemented to mitigate this risk. The selection
of SOR as a second uplink site was based on a set of se-
lection criteria with geographical location, (i.e., proximity
to the TMF site) and the capabilities of site personnel as
the principal considerations. The final article in this se-
ries [8] describes the SOR optical system along with the
GOPEX and the precursor experiment operations as they
were conducted from SOR.
1K. E. Wilson, "GOPEX Second Transmission Site" briefing to
GOPEX Advisory Board (internal doclunent), Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory, Pasadena, California, May 19, 1992.
2 Ibid.
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il. GOPEX Laser Transmitters
The laser transmitters at both sites consisted of a
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) coupled to a
Cassegrain telescope through a coud6 mount arrangement.
The transmitter characteristics are given in Table 1.
The TMF telescope used was the 0.6-m equatorial-
mount astronomical telescope that had been used in 1968
to perform the laser transmission to the Surveyor 7 space-
craft on the Moon. The telescope is f/36 at the coud6
focus, and the appropriate beam-forming lens set was in-
serted into the optical train, Fig. 3, to achieve the required
laser beam divergence. The divergences used are given
in Table 1. In the optical-train design, the laser beam
reflected off the 0.2-m secondary mirror and illuminated
a 15-em subaperture on the telescope primary. The ad-
vantage of this subaperture illumination over full aperture
was that it eliminated the large loss in transmitted signal
strength that would have resulted from occultation by the
0.2-m secondary.
The two beam-forming lens sets, one for the ll0-mrad
divergence and a second for the 60-mrad divergence, were
designed so that the laser beam was brought to a focus
at a distance of 1.3 km when the telescope was focused at
infinity. Light from the reference stars that was used to
point the telescope to Galileo was collected across the full
0.6-m collecting aperture of the instrument.
The SOR telescope used for GOPEX was the 1.5-m sys-
tem that is used for adaptive-optics experiments at this
facility. A thin-film-plate polarizer served as the aperture-
sharing element and coupled the laser output to the tele-
scope optical train while allowing reference stars to be ob-
served by the charge-coupled device (CCD) camera posi-
tioned in the orthogonal leg of the optical train. The re-
quired laser beam divergence was achieved by focusing the
outgoing laser beam at ranges of 38kin and 19km in the
atmosphere. This corresponded to 40-#rad and 80-/_rad
beam divergences, respectively.
The output from the SOR laser was transmitted
through the full 1.5-m aperture of the telescope. The ef-
fccts of occultation by the 10-cm secondary were mitigated
by reconfiguring the laser resonator so that it generated a
flat-top intensity profile across the beam. With this de-
sign, occultation by the secondary accounted for less than
1 percent of the transmission loss in the optical train.
III. GOPEX Receiver
The GOPEX receiver was tile Galileo SSI camera. Tile
camera was mounted on the scan platform located on
the despun section of the spacecraft. It consisted of a
12.19 x 12.19-mm CCD array composed of 800 × 800 sili-
con pixels and was located at the focal plane of a 1500-ram
focal length f/8.5 Cassegrain telescope [9]. The angular
resolution per pixel was 10.6/_rad, and the full well capac-
ity per pixel was 100,000 electrons. The dark current was
less than 10 electrons per pixel with 8-electrons readout
noise. The camera has four gain states that are used to
scale the video an.alogdata to the 8-bit ADC. Over the
eight-day experiment window, two gain states were used
for GOPEX. Gain state 2, in which a data number (dn) of
255 corresponded to 100,000 detected photoelectrons, was
used on the first two days; gain state 3, where the maxi-
nmm dn corresponded to 40,000 detected photoelectrons,
was used on the subsequent days.
Field correction elements, an eight-position filter wheel,
and a two-blade.shutter are positioned in the intervening
space between the telescope primary and the focal plane
of the SSI camera. The latter two elements were inherited
from the Voyager program. The filter wheel contained
six 20-nm bandpass color filters, one clear filter, and one
infrared transmitting filter that were rotated into the op-
tical train as required to enable the color reconstruction of
an imaged scene. For GOPEX, the green color-filter with
50-percent transmission at 532 nm (the peak transmission
was 90 percent at 560 nm) was used to reduce the effects
of Earth-shine.
The shutter was operable in any one of 28 exposure
times, ranging from 4.16 msec to 51.2 sec. The selection
of exposure times was based on the estimate of the best
balance between the conflicting requirements of short du-
ration, to reduce stray light effects, and long duration, to
ensure that enough pulses were detected across the image
to confirm the laser uplink. Data taken at the Gaspra en-
counter were used to improve the original estimate of the
scattered light intensity. Estimates of the scattered light
rates for the GOPEX transmitter sites ranged from a high
of 110 e-/msec on the end of the first day for the SOR loca-
tion to 32 e-/msec on day 8 for both sites. 3 Based on these
estimates, the GOPEX imaging sequence was designed
with shutter times ranging from 133 to 800 msec. Ac-
tual scattered light rates measured during GOPEX ranged
from 8 to 10 e-/msec [7]. These low scatter levels would
have allowed longer camera exposure times and the accu-
mulation of more data.
3 K. lxqaascn, "Scattered Light Predictions for GOPEX Observa-
tions," JPL Interoffice Memorandum (internal document), Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, July 15, 1992.
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IV. GOPEX Telescope-Pointing Strategy
The telescope-pointing files for both transmitter sites
were generated from updates of the spacecraft ephemeris
file that were provided to the GOPEX team on December
8 and December 11. The strategy was to off-point the tele-
scope from reference stars that were located within 0.5 deg
of the spacecraft's position. Over the eight-day period, six
guide stars of magnitudes 6 to 10 were used to point the
TMF telescope at Galileo.
Transmission to Galileo was accomplished by using a
"point and shoot" approach. In this technique, the tele-
scope was set to track the reference star in the intervals be-
tween the three-second bursts of laser transmissions. Two
and one-half minutes before laser transmission, the ref-
erence star was positioned in the center of the field of
view of the focal plane aperture at coud_ and the tele-
scope was calibrated. Ten seconds prior to transmission,
the telescope was pointed to Galileo's predicted location
and set to track the spacecraft for the next thirteen sec-
onds. This procedure was repeated during the three- to
six-minute intervals between the laser transmissions. Be-
cause the telescope calibration was performed just before
transmission, the pointing errors introduced by mount sag
were reduced significantly. In addition, the high elevation
of the spacecraft during the uplink--the experiment was
conducted when Galileo's elevation from TMF was greater
than 30 deg--and the proximity of the reference stars ob-
viated the need to implement atmospheric refi'action com-
pensation techniques while pointing to the spacecraft.
To test the accuracy of the telescope-pointing predicts,
SOR dithered the laser beam in a circle of 85-mrad radius
about the predicted position of the spacecraft, while the
TMF transmitter pointed directly to the predicted space-
craft position. This was done on the first day of GOPEX
for several of the long-duration frames (frames with expo-
sure times greater than 400 msec). The results are shown
in Fig. 4. Nine pulses can be clearly discerned in the fig-
ure; seven are from the 15-Hz TMF transmitter, and two
are from the 10-Hz SOR transmitter. Without beam scan-
ning, a total of four pulses would have been detected from
the SOR transmitter. The presence of only two pulses
from SOR and seven from TMF clearly demonstrates that
the error in the telescope pointing predicts was signifi-
cantly less than 85 mrad. This was further confirmed by
the successful use of a 60-mrad beam from TMF for laser
transmissions on the last three days of GOPEX.
V, GOPEX Results
A summary of the detected GOPEX laser transmissions
over the duration of the experiment is given in Table 2.
Over the eight-day period, transmissions to the spacecraft
were made over a range beginning at 600,000 km on the
morning of December 9 and ending at 6,000,000 km on
the morning of December 16. Signals were successfully de-
tected on each of the experiment days, although not on
all frames within a given day. There were several rea-
sons for the lack of detection on all frames. These in-
cluded unfavorable weather (which caused outages), reg-
ulatory agency restrictions on transmissions, temporary
signal-to-noise anomalies on the downlink, and an unex-
pected camera-pointing bias error. Final results show that
the laser uplink was successfully detected on 50 camera
images during the experiment window. Two representa-
tive images showing the detected laser pulses are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5.
Although transmitted laser pulses were detected on
each of the seven days of the uplink, adverse weather at
the sites and not telescope pointing was the most severe
impediment to successfully detecting the laser transmis-
sions. Winter storms at TMF and SOR brought snow,
heavy clouds, and ground fog to these facilities. Transmis-
sion from TMF was most affected on the first and fourth
days of the experiment. The last seven frames obtained on
the first day were taken with TMF completely overcast and
SOrt in daylight. On the fourth day, falling snow at TMF
precluded transmission front this facility; also on that day,
during only one of the ten transmissions there was clear sky
between the SOR translnitter and the spacecraft. Falling
snow and heavy cloud cover prevented transmission fi'om
SOR on the last three days.
Restrictions from regulatory agencies were also respon-
sible for data outages. Transmission of the GOPEX laser
beam into space required the concurrence of the U.S. Space
Defense Operations Center (SPADOC). On the first day,
SPADOC restrictions prevented TMF from transmitting
during four frames. An additional frame was lost because
the ground receiving station (at Goldstone, California)
momentarily lost lock on the Galileo spacecraft downlink
signal. Owing to the loss of downlink signal, the orienta-
tion of the spacecraft could not be confirmed, and since
one of the GOPEX concurrence conditions was that laser
uplink would proceed only if the Spacecraft orientation was
known, no laser transmissions were sent during this data
outage.
During the first two days of GOPEX, the spacecraft
orientation resulted iu the low-gain antenna being pointed
away from Earth. This resulted in a low signal-to-noise ra-
tio (SNR) of the spacecraft downlink and was evidenced by
the numerous burst errors in the downlinked data. See also
[7]. The GOPEX images for these days showed numerous
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streaks across the frames, which made it difficult to discern
successful laser transmissions on the images. Just after the
GOPEX uplink on day 2, a planned spacecraft maneuver
was executed. This maneuver increased the SNR of the
radio frequency downlink and resulted in clearer GOPEX
images for the remainder of the demonstration.
The GOPEX demonstration required that the SSI cam-
era be operated in a mode for which it was not designed
(that is, slewing the camera during imaging). To get tlle
GOPEX transmitter sites in the field of view during the
slew, the camera was initially pointed to a position above
or below the targeted direction and the shutter was opened
at a prescribed time after the start of the slew. Uncertain-
ties in the stray-light intensity in the focal plane of the
SSI camera dictated the shutter times used for GOPEX.
The times chosen ranged from 133 to 800 reset, and these
were loaded into the spacecraft sequence of events prior to
GOPEX. As tlle experiment progressed, it, was observed
that laser transmissions were consistently detected only on
frames with greater than 400-msec exposure times; on days
4 and 7, laser pulses were detected in one of the 200-msec
exposure frames. 4 The consistent absence of detections on
the shorter duration frames was traced to a pointing er-
ror caused by the scan platform acceleration being slower
4B. M. Levine, "GOPEX Data Products Summary," JPL Interof-
fice Memorandum (intelnnal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California, December 22, 1992.
than predicted. As a result., no clear evidence of laser
transmission was observed on 88 of the 90 frames taken
with exposure times less than 400 msec.
The remaining 69 frames were analyzed to determine
the detected pulse energy statistics and to compare those
statistics with theoretical predictions. Figure 6 shows a
typical comparison. The histogram of the detected pulse
energies is plotted, along with the theoretical distribution
using atmospheric turbulence data and the appropriate
turbulence model. A log-normal intensity distribution
based on statistics of the measured data is also shown.
As the figure shows, there is good agreement between the
measured and theoretically predicted distributions.
VI. Conclusion
The results of the first deep-space optical transmission
to a spacecraft ill flight have been presented. The trans-
mission was performed from transmitters located at TMF,
California, and SOR, New Mexico. The laser uplink was
detected on every day of the experiment--out to a range
of 6,000,000 km for the TMF transmission. The camera
images returned from Galileo and the analysis of the data
show that the distribution of the detected signal strengths
is consistent with theoretical predictions. All experiment
objectives were achieved.
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Table 1. GOPEX laser transmitter characterlstlcs.
Characteristic Table Mountain Starfire Optical
Facill ty Range
Wavelength, nm 532
Pulse energy, mJ 250
Repeti ti0n rate, Hz 15-30
Pulse width, nsec 12
Beam d|vergence,/zrad II0
Days i-4 60
Days 6-8
Telescope mirror diameter 0.6
Primary, m 0.2
Secondary, m
Optical train
transmission, percent 60
532
350
10
15
80
4O"
1.5
0.I
43
Table 2. Summary of detected laser signals.
Day Shutter speed, Frames received Frames with
ms detections
5
6 *
7 _
8 a
133 9 of 10 0
200 24 of 25 0
400 19 of 20 6
800 5 of 5 4
2OO 5 of 5 0
267 15 of 15 0
533 15 of 15 11
800 5 of 5 5
200 5 of 5 0
267 10 of 10 0
533 5 of 5 5
200 3 of 3 0 b
267" 4 of 4 0
533 3 of 3 2 b
No activity
planned
133 3 of 3 0
267 6 of 6 0
533 3 of 3 3
200 3 of 3 0
400 3 of 4 3
800 3 of 3 3
267 2 of 2 0
533 4 of 4 4
800 2 of 2 2
a Adverse weather at Starfire Optical Range precluded laser transmission
on this day.
b Adverse weather at Table Mountain Facility precluded laser transmission
on tiffs day, and it was cloudy at Starfire Optical Range.
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Fig. 1. Laser transmission from the 0.6-m telescope at the Table Mountain Facility, Wrighlwood, Calilornia.
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Fig. 2. Laser Transmission from the 1.5-m telescope at Starfire Optical Range, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Fig. 3. GOPEX optical train, at the Table Mountain Facility. Relay mirrors (labeled "A" in the
figure) are appropriately inserted into the optical train to obtain the required beam
divergence.
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Fig. 4. Camera Image showing detected pulses from TMF and SOR. To the right of the figure is the blurred image
of the porllon of the Earth illuminated by sunlight. Detections of the TMF laser pulses are shown on the left and
of SOR pulses closer to the right. The missing pulses are due to the spatial scanning of the SOR beam.
2O2
Fig.5.CameraImageshowinglaseruplinkdetectionsfromTMF(15-Hzrepetitionrate)andSOR(10-Hzrepetition
rate)onDay2otGOPEX.SORscanningwasoff,
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Fig. 6. Histogram of detected signal strengths from TMF on Day 8 of GOPEX. The data show
good agreement between the experimental and the theoretical Iognormal distribution using
parameters for strong turbulence theory.
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Calibration of the Receiver Channel for the
GOPEX Precursor Experiments
A. Biswas
Space Materials Science and Engineering Section
Calibration measurements for the cooled (253 K) photomultiplier tube (PMT)
detector, used on the receiver channel of the transmit/receive (T/R) switch for
GOPEX, were conducted in the laboratory. A pulsed frequency-doubled neodym-
ium:yttrium-aluminum-garnet (Nd:YAG) laser was used to direct 532-nm light on
the PMT. By monitoring the energy per pulse of the light incident on the PMT, the
minimum number of photons detected could be determined. These results agreed
with the photon flux back-calculated from the PMT output waveform. Approxi-
mately 700 incident photons arriving during a temporal pulse width of _65 nsec
were detected with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of _i. Other receiver channel
characteristics, such as PMT dark currents, optical transmission, and interference
filter sensitivity to angle of light incidence, were also measured.
I. Introduction
GOPEX was successfully concluded on December 16,
1992. Key to the success of this experiment were the pre-
cursor experiments that preceded GOPEX. These exper-
iments were used to calibrate the laser transmitters from
both the Starfire Optical Range (SOR) and Table Moun-
tain Facility (TMO) sites, by retro-reflecting the laser
beam from specifically targeted Earth-orbiting satellites.
The retro-reflected signal was detected using a gallium ar-
senide (GaAs) PMT. A polarizing beam splitter was used
at SOR and a holey mirror was used at TMF to separate
the T/R signal paths.
This article describes the calibration of the T/R switch
that was used at TMF to detect the satellite return sig-
nals. The switch, shown in Fig. 1, consisted of a 10-cIn
diameter, dielectrically coated refecting surface (R > 99
percent at 532 nm for 45-deg incidence) along with two
similarly coated relay mirrors that were used to relay the
signal to the PMT. All interference filter was positioned
in front of the PMT to reduce the amount of background
light detected. The receiving train was characterized both
on a component level and as an integrated system. The
results of these tests are presented here. The T/R switch
was characterized over the range of signal levels expected
for the satellite returns. These ranged from tens of pho-
tons for the distant Etalon satellites (20,000 kin) to thou-
sands of photons for the close Earth-orbiting Ajesai satel-
lites (1500 kin).
II. Objectives
The four objectives of this work were:
(1) Characterize PMT at room temperature (295 K) and
after cooling to 253 K.
(2) Measure optical transmission at 532 nm for the T/R
switch with and without the 532-nrn interference ill-
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(3)
(4)
ter. This measurement allowed a determination of
the transmission losses of the interference filter.
Measure the sensitivity and dynamic range of the
PMT using single laser pulses and assess recovery
time for the PMT. Scintillation effects due to atmo-
spheric turbulence can result in large variations in
the return signal strength. This measurement would
enable evaluation of the detector's linear range.
Measure transmission of the 532-nm interference fil-
ter as a function of the angle of incidence. This
measurement would provide a better estimate of de-
tected signal strength for less than optimal align-
ment of tile relay mirrors, i.e., non-normal incidence
of return signal on the filter.
III. Experimental Setup
The optical arrangement depicted in Fig. 2 was used
to measure the sensitivity and dynamic range of the re-
ceiver channel detector. A Q-switched, frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG laser operating at a pulse repetition rate of
3.5 kHz, and a temporal pulse width full width at half max-
imum (FWIIM) of -'_65 nsec, was directed through the op-
tical receiving path of the T/R switch and brought to inci-
dence on the GaAs photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector)
The PMT output was displayed on an oscilloscopefi The
1.06-tLm high-reflectivity (HR) fiats shown were used to
filter the residual fundamental frequency (1.06-pm wave-
length) laser light from the signal. The power/energy
meter 3 was used to measure the beam energy to the T/R
switch. The bearnsplitter (BS) reflected a fraction of 532-
mn light onto a fast photodiode, 4 the output of which
was displayed on the oscilloscope. This photodiode signal
served as a reference. A 10× attenuation filter was used
in front of the photodiode to extend the range of laser en-
ergies over which measurements could be made without
saturating the fast photodiode detector. A 532-nm pass
interference filter was positioned at the T/R switch exit
port. A green-light-blocking filter s served as a fixed at-
tenuator at the entrance port of the T/R switch, while
neutral density (ND) filters were used to attenuate the
beam to tile desired power level.
i Manufactured by Bm'le Electron Tubes (PMT Serial number 96684,
base serial number 31304/0076/0588; 1874-92).
2 Tektronix DSA 602A.
3 Photodyne Model 300 head connected to Model 66XLA readout.
4 Newport Model 877.
5 LASER-GARD series LGA, supplied by Newport Resem'ch Corpor-
ation.
IV. Results
(1) Characterization of the PMT at room temperature
and at 253 K.
The PMT dark current was measured using an
ammeter, s first at room temperature and then at
",,253 K. At room temperature the dark current in- --
creased monotonically with increasing anode voltage
and was _8 nA at 1400 V. At 253 K and 1400 V,
typical dark currents were 0.007 nA with occasional
spikes registering as much as 0.02 nA. These mea-
sured values were consistent with the manufacturer's ;:
specifications. The PMT dark pulses were typically
10 nsec wide (FWHM).
(2) Measurement of the optical transmission.
The first step in measuring the optical transmis-
sion of the T/R switch at 532 nm with and without
tile 532-nm interference filter was to maximize the
PMT output signal.
This was done to ensure optimum alignment of
the optical train. With the holey mirror rotat-
ing at 30 Hz, the PMT signal was observed on an
oscilloscopeY The expected waveform resulting from =
periodic light blockage confirmed the optical align-
ment. The holey mirror for the T/R switch was
then disconnected and fixed so as to reflect all the
laser light to the PMT. Light transmission measure- i
ments, with and without tile interference filter, were E-
made using the power/energy meter; these results --
are shown in Table 1. From the data in Table 1,
the return path transmission of the T/R switch was
calculated at 75 percent, and at 48 percent with the
interference filter.
(3) Measurement of the sensitivity and dynamic range
of the PMT using single laser pulses. -
The photodiode reference signal was calibrated
against the Photodyne energy meter by operating
the laser in a single pulse mode and comparing
the peak voltage of the detector to the output of
the energy meter. This calibration was accurate to
within 14 percent; the shot-to-shot variation of the
laser pulse width. Figure 3 shows the calibration
data. Linear regression of fl_e data yielded a slope
of 5.93 x 10 -4 4- 7.84 X 10-spJ/mV. The calibra-
tion constant was used to convert peak millivolts
detected by the photodiode to laser energy incident
at the T/R switch.
6 i4eitllley Model 485.
7 Tektrotfix Model 2215A.
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Figure 4 shows typical simultaneous acquisitions
made with the reference photodiode (positive-going
pulse) and the PMT (negative-going pulse) posi-
tioned as shown in Fig. 2. The FWHM measured
on both traces is approximately 65 nsec. The laser
after ptdsing detected by the photodiode was not de-
tected by the PMT because of the large attenuation
in the optical train of this detector. The alignment
of the reference detector (fast photodiode) with re-
spect to the split fraction of light incident on it was
maintained and periodically checked to ensure ac-
curate determination of actual laser pulse energies
incident on the T/R switch.
Figure 5 is a plot of the PMT response as a func-
tion of the microjoules of incident energy. Each data
point represents a single 65-nsec FWHM laser pulse.
The data indicate that for pulse energies greater
than -,_1.5#J, the PMT response becomes nonlinear.
A linear regression of the data in Fig. 5 over the ex-
pected operating range (1 nJ - 1/_J) yields a slope
of 0.85 V/_J.
A LASER-GARD filter was used at the T/R
switch entrance to attenuate the incident laser beam
and enable characterization of the T/P_ switch at the
low photon levels expected in the retro-reflected re-
turns from the higher satellites. The filter's optical
density was 6.53 at 532 nm, and it enabled calibra-
tion of the receiver down to a few hundred photons
incident on the PMT. The results are shown in Fig.
5 where the PMT peak voltage is plotted against the
energy incident on the PMT and against the number
of photons on the upper horizontal scale.
The number of photons incident on the PMT was
confirmed from a calculation of the area under the
waveform. This was done as follows: The FWHM
of the laser pulse was multiplied by the anode cur-
rent (determined from the peak voltage divided by
50 ohms, the output impedance of the PMT). This
product represents the charge on the anode. The
anode charge was divided by the gain (1.2 × 105) to
determine the number of photoelectrons generated
at the cathode. This was then divided by the PMT
quantum efficiency (QE_0.145) and the energy per
(4)
photon to determine the number of photons incident
on the cathode. Table 2 shows the results.
The noise equivalent power (NEP) estimated
from the low level signals was 10 -13 W. The recovery
times of the PMT over the range of pulse energies
used during the investigations were found to be ex-
cellent in that no "ringing" was observed.
Measurement of transmission of the 532-nm interfer-
ence filter as a function of angle of incidence of the
laser beam.
To measure the angular dependence of the inter-
ference filter transmission, the filter was mounted on
a precision rotary mount, ensuring normal (0-deg)
incidence by checking for auto-collimation (Fig. 6).
The rotary stage was used to increment the angle
of incidence while monitoring the transmitted laser
power through the filter. Data were recorded by
the power/energy meter for clockwise and counter-
clockwise angular rotation of the filter. The data
show that the filter transmission remains >90 per-
cent for up to a 4-deg angle of incidence. These
results show that there is no significant loss in sig-
nal strength for small (<3 deg) deviations in incident
angle introduced as the relay mirrors steer the return
beam to the PMT.
V. Conclusions
The T/R switch used for detecting the retro-reflected
signals from target satellites was characterized. The re-
sults show that the detector assembly would readily mea-
sure return signals from low Earth orbiting satellites, such
as Ajesai. The PMT's 10 -la NEP indicates that this sys-
tem can measure the tens of photons in a 10-nsec pulse
expected from the high Earth orbiting Etalon satellites.
This article also gives the results of the measurements
of (1) the performance of the PMT at room temperature
versus that at 253 K and (2) the angular dependence of the
interference filter transmission. The data show that cooled
PMT operation is mandatory if one is to detect the antic-
ipated low signal levels and that the transmission losses
through the interference filter remain within 90 percent of
peak for angle of incidence less than 4 deg.
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Table 1. Measurement of optical transmission at 532 nm for the
T/R switch with and without the 532.nm interference filter.
Power meter locati0ri Mean pulse energy, #j
Entrance of the T/R switch
At the exit port, with the
532-nm interference filter
At the exit port, without
tile 532-nm filter
25.9 4- 2.5
Table 2. A comparison of the number of photons calculated using the deduced single shot
laser energy from the photodlode measurement and estimated from the waveform $1multane.
ously recorded by the PMT.
Peak, mV Number of incident photons Number of incident photons
photons FWHM, nsec measured using calibration measured using the
curve from Fig. 5 PMT waveform
2 18 700 638
36 67 1.56 x 104 1.73 x 104
175 63 5.70 x 10 t 7.92 x 104
412 55 1,55 x 105 1.63 X 105
461 68 1.71 x lO s 2.27 x 105
629 60 2.39 X 105 2.72 X 10 s
2106 78 1.18 x l0 s 1.18 X 106
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Data Analysis for GOPEX Image Frames
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Communications Systems Research Section
This article describes the data analysis based on the image frames received at
the Solid State Imaging (SSI) camera of the Galileo Optical Experiment (GOPEX)
demonstration conducted between December 9 and 16, 1992. Laser uplink was
successfully established between the ground and the Galileo spacecraft during its
second Earth-gravity-assist phase in December 1992. SSI camera frames were ac-
quired which contained images of detected laser pulses transmitted from the Table
Mountain Facility (TMF), Wrightwood, California, and the Starfire Optical Range
(SOFt), Albuquerque, New Mexico. Laser pulse data were processed using stan-
dard image-processing techniques at the Multimission hnage Processing Laboratory
(MIPL) for preliminary pulse identification and to produce public release images.
Subsequent image analysis corrected for background noise to measure received
pulse intensities. Data were plotted to obtain histograms on a dNly basis and were
then compared with theoretical results derived from applicable weak-turbulence
and strong-turbulence considerations. This article describes processing steps and
compares the theories with the experimental results. Quantitative agreement was
found in both turbulence regimes, and better agreement would have been found,
given more received laser pulses. Future experiments should consider methods to
reliably measure low-intensity pulses, and through experimental planning to geo-
metrically locate pulse positions with greater certainty.
I. Introduction
This article describes the data analysis based on the im-
age frames received at the Solid State Imaging (SSI) cam-
era of the Galileo Optical Experiment (GOPEX) demon-
stration conducted between December 9 and 16, 1992.
Simultaneous pulsed laser transmissions from the Table
Mountain Facility (TMF), Wrightwood, California, and
the Starfire Optical Range (SOR), Albuquerque, New
Mexico, were recorded on the Solid-State Imaging (SSI)
camera as a series of illuminated pixels in one image frame.
Each pixel was quantized into 256 levels for transmission
back to the JPL Multimission Image Processing Labo-
ratory (MIPL) for processing. The image frames were
transferred to the authors for analyses of the laser pulse
strength.
A top-level summary of the GOPEX experiment, in-
cluding statistics on the number of pulses received for each
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day and for each frame, has been published separately, 1
and this article provides further results of statistical analy-
ses. Section III describes image-processing techniques used
at the MIPL and the custom procedures developed using
the commercially available MATLAB software package to
estimate laser pulse intensities, dally pulse-intensity his-
tograrns, and other relevant results. Software algorithms
were written to identify each laser pulse and measure its
strength above background. A statistical summary was
compiled for each day's activities. These summaries were
put in a form allowing comparison with an analytic model
that predicts the probability distribution, and its moments
periment with a weaker laser signal and when the relatively
large range placed both transmitters near the terminator
and correspondingly closer to high background levels. De- ,
viations in the laser pulse positions from a straight line
were simulated from expected jitter of the scan platform.
For the most part, the presence of laser pulses was iden-
tiffed with certainty by their separation from neighboring
pulses. The simulated image served as the basis for all the -
image-analysis prsgrarns developed prior to the GOPEX _
demonstration.
for each night. Section IV provides a brief description for lU. Image Acquisition anti Analysis
computing the lognormal variance for using either a weak ......
turbulence theory or a strong turbulence theory. Section V A. MIPL Image Acquisition and Processing
provides a discussion comparing the experimental results
with the statistical results using the parameters based on
the statistical models discussed in Section IV.
II. GOPEX Summary
GOPEX was conducted on all but one evening between
December 9 and 16 December, 1992. No operations were
conducted on December 13, hence the data are reported
according to days 1-4 and 6-8. On each night, pulsed
lasers from TMF and SOR were directed toward the SSI
camera of the Galileo spacecraft. During laser transmis-
sion, the scan platform of the SSI was activated (at ap-
proximately 6 mrad/sec) to spread the laser pulses in pro-
portion to the telescope scan rate and the laser repetition
rate. The TMF laser operated at 15 Hz for days 1 and 2,
and at 30 ttz for the remainder of the experiment. SOR
transmitted at 10 Hz during the days that laser pulses
were detected. A simulated result for day 1 is shown in
Fig. 1, as generated by MIPL. The two lines of pulses cor-
respond to each transmission site. The distance between
the lines is proportional to the distance between the two
transmitting sites and the range to the spacecraft. The
contrast in the figure has been digitally enhanced to exag-
gerate the relationship between the transmitting sites and
the terminator, the location on the Earth in the shadow of
the Sun's illumination. The image in Fig. 1 is displayed to
correspond geographically with the more eastern SOR site,
which is closer to the terminator. The distance between
the transmitting sites and the terminator also changes in
relation to the spacecraft range. The smearing of the ter-
minator will influence the measurement of the laser pulse
from its neighboring background illumination. This be-
came a more significant factor in the later days of the ex-
1B. M. Levine, "GOPEX Data Products Summary," JPL Interoffice
Memorandum (internal document), Optical Sciences and Applica-
tions Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California.
i
All GOPEX images were received at the MIPL accord-
ing to a predetermined implementation plan. 2 During the -
first two days, the images were relayed to a real-time dis- -_
play from which identification of laser pulses could be -
made. Data display for the rest of the experiment was
performed as soon as the images were played back from
spacecraft st0rage, images were modified by MIPL for
pulse identification purposes during the first two days, and -
also for public release images. All data used to measure
pulse energies were transmitted unmodified as 8-bit binary
numbers for each pixel value. The disadvantage is that
corrections for dark counts, responsivity uniformity, and
individual pixel defects were not performed. The major
reason for not correcting the GOPEX data was that the
files used to make such corrections were out of date and
would not be revised until significantly after GOPEX. 3
Examples of raw and processed images are given in
Fig. 2. The raw image contained numerous Reed-Solomon
(RS) coding errors in the first two days of GOPEX. These
errors appeared as horizontal bars across the frame and
complicated a predetermined automated algorithm based
on thresholding pixel values above the mean of each verti-
cal column. The incidence of these errors practically disap-
peared after day 2, however, the intermittent incidence of
errors forced the visual inspection of each frame to identify
laser pulses throughout the remainder of the experiment.
B. Image Analysis
A set of programs to measure the intensity of all laser
pulses was written in MATLAB [2], a commercial software
2 L. Wanlo, "SDT-MIP$ GOPEX Impiementaiion Plan-Version 2,"
JPL Interoffice Memorandum PA 6-384-92-LAW66.iaw (internal _L
document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Californlal No- _--
vember 23, 1992.
3 L. Wanio, private communication, Image Processing Applications
and Development Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, --
California, November 1992.
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package for numeric computation and data visualization.
Program input consisted of a list of coordinate locations
which specified the approximate peak of each pulse. One
program would automatically find the centroid of the pulse
and then would sum the data number (dn) values about a
5 x 5 window from the centroid. This size window was cho-
sen because it encompassed the entire signal pulse found in
the data simulations. Background would be subtracted by
an average background 5 x 5 window which was computed
from windows immediately to the left and right of the win-
dow containing the laser pulse data. It was originally de-
sired to form the background window from data above
and below the laser pulse window; however, the presence
of coding error lines too frequently corrupted the result. In
practice, signals above the background enclosed a 3 x 3 win-
dow because of the added noise in the actual data frames.
A smaller window for adding all laser signals would have
increased detection sensitivity. Additive measurement er-
rors occur when a background measurement is subtracted
from data containing both signal and background; thus,
minimizing the window size would also minimize the accu-
mulated measurement errors. After all calculations were
made, the data were automatically separated into lists rep-
resenting the two transmitter sites sorted by pixel location,
and saved onto a file containing image analysis from all the
day's image frames.
The result of such a calculation for the data illustrated
in Fig. 2 is given in Table 1. The pulses attributed to
SOR are uniformly spaced. The footnoted pulse numbers
were added through calculations made independently of
the computer program. In the case of TMF pulse 2, a
modified value was substituted due to a line of dn's of 255
which corrupted the data. Originally the distance between
pulse 5 and pulse 6 was 112.5 pixels, roughly equal to the
distance between 3 laser pulses, as no pulses were visually
observed on the thresholded image. Pulses 5.1 and 5.2
were added to the list from a hand calculation of the data
about the expected location of the pulses.
For the exposure time of 800 rnsec, one would expect
more pulses to be detected, up to 8 from SOR and up to
15 from TMF. It was suspected that the scan platform
movement was not synchronized with the laser transmis-
sion times, which resulted in the loss of a number of pulses
on each frame. Because of lack of correspondence between
the exposure time and the expected number of laser pulses,
it was not possible to correlate locations on the frame
where no detection was recorded. This is important for
two reasons. First, single detection events near a detec-
tion threshold cannot be reliably determined. This results
in the under-reporting of pulses during the experiment.
Second, there is a finite probability that the entire signal
could be lost due to turbulence. Hence, the total num-
ber of zeroes is an important statistic in fitting histogram
data to hypothesized probability distributions. The only
certain way in which zero intensities could be determined
is if they were to occur between two unambiguously iden-
tiffed laser pulses, as shown in the data in Table 1.
The other major program took a vector of intensity val-
ues for each day of GOPEX and plotted a histogram of dn
values together with the expected lognormal probability
distribution using parameter values determined from the
analysis given in the next section, and also from the ac-
tual data. The results of all the histograms shown in this
article were made by this program.
IV. Theoretical Development
The analytical model assumes that the optical beam
possesses a Gaussian profile and the communication chan-
nel has lognormal scattering characteristics. The
atmosphere-induced jitter is modelled as two independent
zero-mean Gaussian random variables. By modelling the
system parameters as a set of independent and identically
distributed (iid) random variables, the combined impact of
uncertainties due to system parameters and the turbulent
atmosphere is approximated by a lognormal distributed
signal intensity at the spacecraft [3].
The mean number of photoelectrons distributed over
the pixels of the SSI camera has been computed for the
laser uplink by Kiasaleh and Yan [3]. The corresponding
lognormal variance, however, is not given, and must be
computed separately from their analyses. The two theo-
ries given below provide the required lognormal variance.
The first theory follows the work of Tatarski and is ap-
plicable only in the limit of weak turbulence, that is for
a lognormal variance much less than unity. The seeing
conditions at TMF during GOPEX were measured within
this limit only on one of the observing nights. The second
theory developed is applicable under conditions of strong
atmospheric turbulence. It relies on statistically describing
the effect of laser intensity fluctuations as a large number
of strong independent disturbances on the received photo-
electron count measured by the SSI. This limiting behavior
was observed at TMF on all nights but one.
A. Weak Turbulence Theory
The lognormal variance taken from Tatarski [4] is given
by
air 2 = 2.24k-716 sec(O)11/6 [ _ C_(h)hS/6dh
Jo
(1)
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where k = 2r/A is the wave number, 0 is the zenith an-
gle, C_(h) is the atmospheric structure constant, and z is
the height of the atmosphere. Since no measurements of
the atmospheric structure constant were made during the
experiment, the above equation cannot be used to obtain
good estimates of lognormal variance. However, rough es-
timates of seeing on the days when the GOPEX demon-
stration was conducted are available, and it is possible to
rewrite Eq. (1) to make use of the seeing estimates. As-
suming a zenith height, z0, for the atmosphere, with C_(h)
a constant, Eq. (1) simplifies to
CrN2 = IO.3A-_IS z_llSc_ (2)
where z = z0sec(0). An expression for r0, the atmospheric
coherence parameter, is given below [5]:
r0 = 0.185 A_/(zC_) 3Is (3)
Note that the seeing, _, call be simply related to
the zenith atmospheric coherence length by the relation
oc = 4A/(rro). 4 Eliminating C_ from Eqs. (2) and (3), one
gets
(4)
Using this expression and assuming z0 = 7 km with A =
0.532 pm, Eq. (4) can be further reduced to
a_v = 1.0 x 108 sec(0)a 2 5/6 (5)
Equation (5) calculates lognormal variance in terms of
the seeing (in radians) and the zenith angle. This equa-
tion can now be used to compute log-variance from the es-
timated seeing for the GOPEX demonstration days. The
lognormal mean, m,_, of the distribution is given by the
expression
B. Strong Turbulence Theory--Photoelectric Count
Probability Distribution
Consider the charge-coupled device (CCD) on the SSI
as a detector that converts incident photons into counts
of photoelectrons. The amplifiers and digitizing circuitry
that follow convert the photoelectron count into a dn
value, depending on its system parameters. For the SSI,
the photoelectron count can be associated to the dn by
a gain state, g, which can be set over 4 different values.
Specifically, the dn is related to the photoelectron count,
< Niol >, by the multiplicative relation
dn = gNtoi (7)
Thus, photoelectron counts are discussed interchangeably
with dn values in the following discussion. Statistical er-
rors from the quantization noise introduced by Eq. (7) have
been ignored.
A photoelectric detector, such as a CCD, generates
counting statistics which obey the Poisson probability law,
and furthermore the parameter of the Poisson distribution
is proportional to the light intensity. Thus, the probabil-
ity of detecting n photoelectrons obeys Mandel's equation
(also known as the Poisson transform) to give the relation
[6]:
v(N_ot) N
= Iio, Igiot!p(I)dI (8)
For constant laser illumination, p(I) degenerates into a
delta function, leaving the familiar Poisson distribution for
photoelectric counts. In GOPEX there are fluctuations in
laser intensity from frame to frame s as well as from the
atmosphere. Hence, the random nature of the photoelec-
tron counts must include this second random factor. For
any p(I), intensity moments are related to those of photo-
electron counts by the identities
m, = In < N,o, > - 1/2_v (6)
where < Ntot > is the expected number of photoelectrons
at the detector which can be calculated using the equations
developed by Kiasaleh and Yah [3].
t K. S. ShaJk, JPL Interoffice Memorandum 331.6-91-191 (inter-
nal document), Communications Systems Research Section, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, September 3, 1991.
< 1 > = < Ntot > (9)
< I_ > = < Ntoi(Nto, - 1) > (lO)
0"_ = < 12 > -- < I >2 = Cy2Nto, - < Ntot > (11)
5 G. Okamoto, "GOPEX Monitor Data Analysis," JPL Interoffice
Memorandum 331.6-93-032 (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, February 3, 1993.
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The corresponding lognormal variance based on the pho-
toelectron counts is determined by the equations
0"N2 = ln(1 + a_/< I >2) (12)
with the lognormal mean following Eq. (16).
The most general probability distribution for the inten-
sity fluctuation is the exponential distribution, and it rep-
resents the limiting distribution of modulation from the
combination of all sources. Kiasaleh and Yan also rec-
ommend using this distribution in the presence of strong
turbulence. In this limit, the photoelectrons follow the
Bose-Einstein distribution whose mean and variance are
< N_ot > = /_ (13)
2 p2 (14)ant,, _ = + IZ
Using Eq. (12), the lognormal variance, a_ is always ln(2)
and holds for all values of atmospheric turbulence.
There are further multiplicative factors, such as ran-
dom atmospheric transmission, and other system param-
eters (see [3, Section II]) which could further broaden
the distribution of photoelectric counts. An analysis by
Saleh [7] produces an approximate solution for the de-
tected light intensity after the signal has passsed through
a channel with lognormally distributed disturbance char-
acteristics. Its evaluation is beyond the scope of the anal-
ysis in this article, however, the exponential approxima-
tion should be adequate by assuming constant systematic
conditions.
V. GOPEX Results and Discussion
Table 2 provides a summary of site operational condi-
tions and data-derived results at TMF for GOPEX. The
former includes the laser repetition rate, its beam diver-
gence, range to Galileo, atmospheric seeing, and the gain
state of the SSI. The latter includes the number of pulses
detected (including pulses of zero intensity), < Ntot >,
and the lognormal parameters, _rl and m,_ (using both the-
ories). There appears to be good agreement between the
data and the strong turbulence theory on day 1. This his-
togram of data pulses is plotted in Fig. 4. The error bars on
the histogram heights show a relative range of probability
that one would expect if another GOPEX data set, taken
under the same conditions, were to be obtained and simi-
laxly displayed. The q-1 standard-deviation error bars on
the histogram are relatively wide due to the limited num-
ber of pulses available. As shown ill Fig. 4, there Is also
good agreement between the data and the weak turbulence
theory on day 2, the only day its assumptions were applica-
ble in GOPEX. The weak turbulence approximation curve
is close to most of the observed frequencies of pulses pass-
ing through most of the error bars of its histogram. The
other histograms for TMF, Figs. 5-8, show varying agree-
ment. On days 3 and 8, there is good agreement between
the computed strong theory lognormal parameters and the
data histograms. On day 6, the theory shows a good quan-
titative fit, but the lognormal fit due to the data does not
agree as well. On day 7, there appears to be a bimodal his-
togram, which would indicate changing conditions during
the experiment. For day 8, both histograms show a lack
of fit near the smallest data bin. As mentioned in Section
III.B, small values and zero values of the laser pulses were
difficult to estimate, which probably downwardly biased
this particular bin and artificially inflated the percentages
of pulses in the other bins.
Table 3 similarly provides a summary of data and re-
sults for SOR. Note that the SOR seeing measurements
are all in the strong turbulence regime and, consequently,
weak theory estimates for the lognormal standard devia-
tion and mean do not apply. The results are displayed in
Figs. 9-12. One reason for the large differences between
the data and the calculated lognormal moments differences
is the lack of data. The best agreement between data and
calculation was on day 4, and its histogram is shown below
in Fig. 12. Again, there is an underestimation of the first
histogram bin.
VI. Summary
Laser pulse data from the GOPEX demonstration have
been analyzed for pulse strength and pulse distribution.
Procedures were developed in both the weak turbulence
regime and in the strong turbulence regime to fit the ob-
served histogram of received pulses to a lognormal dis-
tribution. Both procedures were shown to quantitatively
fit the data for a subset of data. Systematic differences
between the data and lognormal fits obtained using atmo-
spheric structure constant values computed from obser-
vatory seeing conditions and SSI camera conditions were
attributed to the difficulty in determining small values and
zero values of laser pulse energy measured by the SSI cam-
era. Also, the use of nominal values of some attributes
(like seeing, for example) as input parameters to the the-
oretical models may not have been representative of ac-
tual conditions. Pulse strengths could be measured with
greater confidence if the relative location of pulses were
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better known. The timing mismatch between the scan
platform movement and the onset of laser pulse transmis-
sion deprived the analysis team of important information
needed to determine the presence or absence of each pulse.
Experimental sensitivity could also be improved through
simple SSI camera calibrations. GOPEX was prevented
from using such calibrations due to the lack of current
data. At MIPL, extensive on-line software exists which
uses the GALSOS program to perform this task once the
calibration files are updated. The quality of the pulse in-
tensity measurements could be improved, and possibly a
greater number of data points could be obtained with the
existing GOPEX image data set.
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Table 1. Data reduction for GOPEX data frame 8 on day 2.
Results for file = Day 2/sec 0165359600.1
Transmitter location = SOR
Pulse Peak Centrold Distance Background Corrected Comments
number position position signal (in in 25 pixels
Row Col. Row Col. Pixel dn per pixei
1 557 325 556.91 325.01 0.0 23.9 352.0
2 614 325 613.96 325.01 57.1 22.9 168.5
3 671 325 670.99 324.97 57.0 21.7 247.5
4 729 326 727.76 325.78 56.8 75.8 409.0
5 785 325 785.45 324.98 57.7 34.8 I00.0
Transmitter location = TMF
Pulse Peak Centroid Distance Background Corrected Comments
number position position signal dn in 25 pixels
Row Col. Row CoL Pixel dn per pixel
1 510 377 510.66 377.00 0.0 64.2 21.0 --
2 547 377 548.07 377.06 37.4 59.1 196.5 --
2_ ..... 21.2 44.0 Replace above
3 585 377 585.02 376.99 36.9 20.1 28.0 --
4 623 377 622.99 376.97 38.0 19.7 45.5 --
5 660 377 660.02 376.98 37.0 19.1 21.5 --
5.1 b 698 377 -- -- 38 18.2 28.0 On 2×3 between RS c errors
5.2 b 736 377 -- -- 38 17.0 16.0 On 2x3 between RS errors
6 774 377 772.54 376.99 112.5 60.9 36.0 Signal okay
Replace background signal and corrected signal in 2.
b Pulse found by manual inspection.
c RS = Reed Solomon.
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Table2.GOPEXdataresultsummaryatTMFondaysdatawerereceived.
Parameter Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8
Site and spacecraft conditions
Repetition rate, pulses/sec 15
Beam divergence, grad .... 110
AveTage range, X 106 kin 0,7
Average zenith angle, deg 50
Seeing due to turbulence, grad 20
SSI camera gain state, electrons/dn 391
Data products
Data frames received 60
Number of frames with pulse detections 10
Total received pulses 33
Expected photoelectrons/pulse, # 67,116
Lognormal mean, ml (data) 10.86
Lognorma] mean, mt (strong theory) 10.83
Lognormal mean, m! (weak theory)
Lognormal standard deviation, aN (data) 0.7263
Lognormal standard deviation, aN (strong theory) 0.8326
Lognormal standard deviation, aN (weak theory)
15 30 -- 30 30 30
110 1i0 -- 60 60 60
1.45 2.21 -- 4.48 5.25 6.01
51 53 -- 55 56 56
7.5 20 -- 40 20 30
391 156 -- 156 156 156
40 20 -- 12 10 8
16 5 -- 3 6 6
59 4i -- 24 60 51
14,860 7267 -- 4352 3295 2629
9.27 8.45 -- 7.70 8.36 7.41
-- 8.50 -- 8.03 7.75 7.36
9.40 .....
0,5356 0.940 -- 1.047 0.8060 0.8619
-- 0.8326 -- 0.8326 0.8326 0.8326
0.6300 .....
Table 3. GOPEX data resulls summary at SOR on days dalawere received.
Parameter Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8
Site and spacecraft conditions
Repetition rate, pulses/sec
Beam divergence, grad
Average range, × 106 km
Average zenith angle, deg
Seeing due to turbulence, grad
SSI camera gain state, electrons/oh1
Data products
Data frames received
Total received pulses
Expected photoelectrons/pulse, g
LognormM mean, m, (data)
Lognormal mean, mn (strong theory)
Lognormal mean, mn (weak theory)
Lognormal standard deviation, aN (data)
Log-normal standard deviation, aN (strong theo15')
Lognorinal standard deviation, a N (weak theory)
10 10 10 10
80 80 80 10
0.7 1.45 2.21 4.48
50 51 53 54
No data 13.5 13.5 17.0
391 391 156 156
60 40 20 10
16 43 12 8
74,818 17,178 7233 3447
10.49 10.64 8.70 8.07
10.88 9.41 9.23 7.80
-- 9.40 -- --
1.0153 0.7360 0.9613 0.8505
0.8326 0.8326 0.8326 0.8326
L
I
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Fig. 1. A portion of a simulated Image
for day 1 of GOPEX.
(
Fig. 2. Raw and processed GOPEX images for day 2, frame 8: (a) raw 8-bit
image; (b) contrast stretched image; and (c) MIPL-processed image.
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Appendix
Figures A-1 and A-2 are MATLAB m-files written to plot the observed frequency histogram with its error bars and to
compare the data to the lognormal distribution with parameters given by either the weak or strong turbulence theories.
The first m-file evaluates the lognormal probability density function, and the second m-file compiles the histogram, error
bars, and directs the plotting.
The MATLAB m-file for computing the lognormal probability density function for a vector of photoelectric counts
given by x is presented in Fig. A-1.
The MATLAB m-file for plotting the histogram and its related error bars with the lognormal probability density
function using parameters derived from either the dat_ or theory is presented ill Fig. A-2.
function fx=log_norm(mu,sigma,x)
%bml 21 dec 92
%evaluates the lognormal distribution function over the vector x (xmin>O)
%parameters of the log normal are mu and sigma
%
fx=[];
n=size(x,2);
fact=sqrt(2.*pi).*sigma;
fact2=2* sigma* sigma;
mean=mu.*ones(1,n);
arg=fact.*x;
arg2=(log(x)-mean).*(log(x)-mean)./fact2;
fx=exp(-arg2)./arg;
Fig.A-1. TheMATLABm-filefor computingthe Iognormalprobabilitydensityfunctionfor a vectorof
photoelectric ountsgivenby x.
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function des-stat=histo_theory2(freq,xmitr,day,deltab,bmax,gain,mu,sigma)
% output file names fileroot=[day, '.',xmitr,'.'];
% descriptive statistics small=min(freq);
large=max(freq);
avg=mean(freq);
med=median(freq);
stdev=std(freq);
%
%histogram plot
%assumes a vector of intensities
bins=0:deltab:bmax;
[count location]=hist(freq,bins);
%normalize counts total=sum(count);
ndata=total;
count=100.*count./total;
%plot results bar0ocation,count);
axis(J0 bmax 0 60]);
xlabel('DN');
ylabel('relative frequency (%)');
title_string=sprintf('GOPEX encircled energy at %s; %s--bins=%2i DN, Total=%3i
pulses',xmitr, day,deltab,ndata); rifle(fide_string);
%keyboard
print_command =['print ',fileroot,'DN.ps'];
draft filed as:/var8/gopex/memos/tda-image.report
last revision: February 24, 1993 1:55 pm
eval(print_command)
%
%theory lognormal pdf
delta---deltab*gain;
cmax=gain*bmax;
counts=gain.*freq;
bins=0:delta:cmax;
[count location]=hist(counts,bins);
%normalize counts total=sum(count);
count=100.*count./total;
%plot results
x=/:cmax;
pdfl =log_norm(mu,sigma,x);
%integrate over bin width
nbins=floor(cmax/delta);
for i=l :nbins
pdf(i)= 100*sum(pdfl ((i- 1)*delta+ 1:i'delta));
end
Fig. A-2. The MATLAB m-file for plotting the hlstogramand Its related error bars with the Iognormai
probability density function using parameters derived from either the data or theory.
z
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pdf=[pdf'; 100*sum(pdfl (nbins*delta+l :cmax))]';
%sample lognormal pdf
sigma2=sqrt(log(stdev* stdev/avg/avg+ 1));
mean2=log(avg*gain)-sigma2*sigma2/2;
pdfl =log_norm(mean2,sigma2,x);
%integrate over bin width
nbins=floor(cmax/delta);
for i---1:nbins
sample_pdf(i)= 100" sum(pdfl ((i- 1)*delta+l :i'delta));
end
sample_pdf=[sample_pdf'; 100*sum(pdfl (nbins*delta+ 1:cmax))]';
%plot results
ebar=100.*sqrt(count.*(100.-count)./10000"/t°tal);
errorbar(location,count,ebar);
hold on;
plot0ocation,count,'k');
bar(location,count);
axis([0 cmax 0 40]);
xlabel('photoelectrons');
ylabel('relative frequency (%)');
%keyboard , . .
• " ' ' Xutle_stnng=spnntf( GOPE encircled energy for %s on %s ,xmltr,day), title(title string);
plot(bins,pdf);
plot(bins,sample_pdf,':');
stringl=sprintf('data moments: total pulses = %3i', ndata);
string2=sprintf('mean = %5.2fDN std dev =%5.2fDN',avg,stdev);
string3=sprintf('log normal moments');
string4=sprintf('theory: mN = %6.3f sigmaN = %7.4f',mu,sigma);
string5=sprintf('data : mN = %6.3f sigmaN = %7.4f',mean2,sigma2);
string6=sprintf('histogram bin width = %g electrons',delta); x=.4*cmax;
text(x,39,swingl);
text(x,37,string2);
draft filed as:/var8/gopex/memos/tda-image.report
last revision: February 24, 1993 1:55 pm
text(x,34,string3);
plot ([x-.05*cmax; x-.005*cmax],[32; 32]);
text(x,32,string4);
plot ([x-.05*cmax; x-.005*cmax],[30; 30],':');
I text(x,30,string5);
text(x,28,string6);
% output histogram
print_command =['print ',fileroot,'counts.ps'];
eval(print_command)
%print counts.ps
hold off;
%save day2.histogram.mat bins freq
des_stat=[small; large; reed; avg; stdev];
Fig. A-2. (Cont'd)
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Telescope Pointing for GOPEX
Wl M. Owen, Jr.
Navigation Systems Section
In order for photons emitted by the GOPEX lasers to "be detected by Gafileo's
camera, the telescopes at Table Mountain Observatory and Starfire OpticM Range
had to be pointed in the right direction within a tolerance less than the beam diver-
gence. At both sites nearby stars were used as pointing references. The technical
challenge was to ensure that the transmission direction and the star positions were
specified in exactly the same coordinate system; given this assurance, neither the
uncertainty in the star catalog positions nor the ditffculty in offset pointing was ex-
pected to exceed the pointing error budget. The correctness of the pointing scheme
was verified by the success of GOPEX.
I. Introduction
The GOPEX experiment [1] depended critically upon
accurate pointing of the transmitting telescopes at Table
Mountain Observatory (TMO) and Starfire Optical Range
(SOR), for if a telescope had been pointed in the wrong di-
rection, its laser emission would not have reached Galileo.
Accurate pointing requires accurate spacecraft and trans-
mitter ephemerides, correct algorithms for calculating the
transmission direction, and reliable procedures at the tele-
scope to point in the desired direction. The desired accu-
racy was determined by the beam divergence of the lasers
(minimum 60/zrad or 12 arcsec) and atmospheric seeing
(several arcsec); the GOPEX project assigned an error
budget of 5 arcsec for pointing.
Tests of the TMO 24-in. (0.61-m) telescope mount,
both hardware and software, indicated that one could not
point at an arbitrary direction in the sky without introduc-
ing errors larger than GOPEX's tolerance. The causes of
this error remain unknown; possible explanations include
unmodeled mount misa]ignment, flexure, or mismodeled
atmospheric refraction. Whatever its source, the absolute
pointing error ruled out using absolute pointing.
Relative pointing, however, proved much more reliable.
One can point the telescope at one star and then offset to
another nearby star with an error of only a few arcseconds,
provided that the two stars are separated by less than one
or two degrees. This behavior suggested that the best
way to point the telescope for GOPEX was to point first
at a star close to Galileo, then to move from the star to
Galileo. Therefore, GOPEX required a catalog of suitable
reference stars surrounding Galileo's position during the
experiment.
The remaining sections of this article present in detail
the various aspects of the pointing problem: predictions of
the uplink direction, the actual pointing of the telescopes,
and the development of the reference star catalog.
II. Pointing Prediction
Tile "raw material" for predicting pointing consists
of a planetary ephemeris file, a spacecraft ephemeris file
(known as a P-file), the Earth-fixed coordinates of the tele-
scope, and the Earth orientation model. Updated P-files
were received just prior to the first day of the experiment
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and again after three days; each contained more tracking
data and was, therefore, more precise than its predecessor.
The coordinates for the uplink direction were found as
follows:
(1) A P-file was received from the Galileo Navigation
Team and converted, using the standard navigation
utility program PVTOEXP, from the B1950 coordi-
nate system to the J2000 coordinate system. Since
a P-file by construction uses an inertial reference
frame, this transformation is accomplished by a sim-
ple 3 x 3 rotation matrix applied to both positions
and velocities.
(2) The position of Galileo at the midpoint of each Solid-
State Imaging (SSI) camera exposure was found rel-
ative to the barycenter of the Solar System by in-
terpolating and adding vectors from the P-file and
from the DE202 planetary ephemeris.
(3) The position of the telescope, also relative to the
Solar System barycenter, was similarly found at the
midpoint of the transmission window. The one-way
light time, and therefore the position, were deter-
mined iteratively. The Earth was oriented using the
J2000 precession model [2], nutation angles from the
DE202 planetary ephemeris, and timing and polar
motion angles from the P-file. For GOPEX, the light
time amounted to just over two seconds on the first
day and about 20 seconds on the last day.
(4) The difference between the above two vectors gives
the true direction referred to the J2000 system. The
transmission direction is derived from this by re-
moving the effect of classical stellar aberration: one
subtracts v/c from the true unit vector, where v
is the Solar System barycentric velocity of the tele-
scope and c is the speed of light. This correction
accounts for the fact that the outgoing photons are
displaced forward by the transmitter's velocity, as
seen by an observer at the Solar System barycen-
ter. For GOPEX, since Galileo's motion was almost
exactly radially outward relative to the Earth, the
effects of light time and aberration almost exactly
cancel. This happy situation will not always hold,
however, so both effects were included in the soft-
ware.
(5) The transmission vector just found is in apparent co-
ordinates in the J2000 system. The mean position of
a star as given in a catalog, however, is the direction
from which an observer at the Solar System barycen-
ter would observe the starlight. Any other observer
would see the starlight emanating from a different
direction, the apparent direction, due again to stel-
lar aberration. One must, therefore, either compute
the apparent coordinates of the reference stars or
else transform the transmission direction to match
the mean positions of the stars. The latter option,
to produce astrographic coordinates, was chosen for
the sake of simplicity, to avoid having the star co-
ordinates change as the telescope's velocity changes.
One therefore subtracts v/c again from the unit vec-
tor; this reverses the change in position from astro-
graphic to apparent due to the motion of the ob-
server.
(6) The telescope mount is nominally aligned with the
true north pole of date. In order that computed
offset directions may match those commanded to
the telescope, one precesses [2] the above vector into
mean-of-date coordinates with the epoch chosen to
be the midpoint of the GOPEX experiment. Choos-
ing a fixed epoch again keeps the star positions con-
stant over time while having a negligible effect on
the direction to celestial north.
The above procedure, performed for every transmission,
resulted in a file of transmission directions that were in
the same coordinate system as the star catalog. A plot
of the transmission directions for TMO appears in Fig. 1.
The longest line represents the first day of the GOPEX
experiment.
Pointing predictions using the above algorithm were
also produced for SOR but not used there, as SOR had
its own prediction capability. SOR's geocentric algorithm
included the following steps:
(1) JPL provided SOR with a list of positions and ve-
locities of Galileo relative to the Earth, referred to
J2000 coordinates, at the midpoint of each SSI ex-
posure. The vectors were interpolated directly from
the geocentric P-file.
(2) SOR rotated each vector into Earth-fixed true-of-
date coordinates by applying precession, nutation,
and sidereal time matrices, these angles being com-
puted for the uplink time.
(3) The direction from SOR to Galileo was found in
true-of-date coordinates by vector subtraction. This
was taken to be the transmission direction.
This algorithm, while not rigorously correct, gave answers
that agreed with JPL's predictions to within a fraction
of an arcsecond. Using a different algorithm at each site
helped to guard against error at one site or the other.
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III. Telescope Pointing
A. Procedure at TMO
The TMO telescope control program includes a "re-
trieve" command to point the telescope at coordinates
which appear in a file of positions. Both the uplink di-
rections and the coordinates of the reference stars were
produced at JPL in the format used at TMO, and the
files were transmitted electronically to TMO for use at the
telescope. However, the retrieve command did not work
properly during checkout, so all pointing commands were
issued manually by typing in the coordinates, ttaving con-
stant star coordinates proved to be a wise decision.
During the experiment, the pointing engineer would
first command the telescope to the chosen reference star,
one that was northwest of the transmission direction, vis-
ible through the eyepiece, and as close to Galileo as pos-
sible. The reference stars actually used are listed in Ta-
ble 1. Once the star was centered, the telescope right
ascension and declination were reset to match the star's
catalogued coordinates, thus calibrating the pointing, and
the telescope was then offset to the predicted transmission
direction. A second command to point anew at the trans-
mission direction was issued just before each transmission,
in order to eliminate any accumulated tracking errors. Se-
lecting a star northwest of Galileo helped to combat the
effect of atmospheric refraction: The star during calibra-
tion would appear at nearly the same Mtitude as Galileo
would have during uplink, and so both would be affected
nearly equally by refraction.
B. Procedure at SOR
SGR also pointed its telescope by offsetting from a
nearby reference star. The SOR mount is much more sta-
ble than TMO's, and modeled better, so that it did not
need to return to the reference star and recalibrate before
every transmission. Rather, after the initial acquisition
of the reference star, the telescope would move from one
transmission direction to the next. Occasionally, the ref-
erence star would be observed as a check, but no recali-
bration was ever required.
IV. Star Catalog Development
The characteristics of the TMO telescope mount dic-
tated that the reference stars be as close as possible in the
sky to Galileo. This in turn meant that the reference cat-
alog needed to be fairly dense, including many dim stars,
in order to assure the availability of a suitable star every
night. However, the stars also had to be bright enough
to be seen visually through TMO's telescope at the coud6
focus. The GOPEX project thus required a catalog of all
stars brighter than magnitude 12.0 within a 5- by 5-deg
region surrounding the uplink direction.
Existing star catalogs generally fall into two categories: --
very precise but sparse, and less precise but more com-
plete. The Fifth Fundamental Catalogue (FK5) [3], with "
1535 stars over the whole sky and precisions of several hun-
dredths of an arcseeond, is an example of the former; the
Astrographic Catalogue Reference Stars (ACRS) catalog .
[4], with 300,000 stars and precisions of half an arcsecond,
is the most recent example of the latter. Furthermore, :
many star catalogs, particularly photographic ones, such
as the ACRS, have a maximum brightness as well as a t
minimum brightness, as too-bright stars are overexposed
and do not yield reliable image centroids.
Three catalogs were used to construct the GOPEX star
catalog, in decreasing order of preference:
(1) The ACRS supplied 112 stars, most of which were -=
between seventh and tenth magnitude.
(2) The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) °
Star Catalog [5] supplied three stars: two that were
too bright for the ACRS, and one that was the sec-
ondary component of a double star system.
(3) The Hubble Guide Star Catalog (GSC) [6-8] supplied
260 stars that were too faint for the ACRS.
There were no FK5 stars in the region of interest.
A comparison of ACRS and GSC coordinates for stars
that appeared in both catalogs revealed no statistically =
significant differences between the coordinate systems of
tile two catalogs over the GOPEX region. This check was
important because the GSC is known to have occasional
large systematic biases. The final merged catalog, referred =
to J2000 coordinates, is believed to be accurate to half an
arc second, well below the error budget.
The (]OP/_X Star: catalog was precessed to mean coor-
dinates at epoch 1992 December 12 for use at TMO. In
this way the stars' coordinates were in the same system
as the uplink directions, so that one could offset the tele-
scope from a star to Galileo without having to perform
any calculations at the telescope.
The original J2000 version was transmitted to SOR,
where the catalog was transformed into true-of-date posi-
tions in order to match their own uplink predictions which
were likewise expressed in true-of-date coordinates.
E
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V. Conclusion
All the components of telescope pointing for GOPEX,
from the construction of a star catalog and prediction
algorithms to the procedures at the telescopes at TMO
and SOR, were spectacularly validated when the first long
exposures taken by Galileo showed that laser light from
both sources had reached the spacecraft. Even on the fi-
nal days of the experiment, when the beam divergencc at
TMO was reduced to 60 prad, the consistent uplink suc-
cesses confirmed the accuracy of the telescope pointing
strategy.
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Table 1. GOPEX Reference Stars Used at TMF
Date r_ - - l_;ght Ascens]on Dec]indtion c::_ _. .i':.:"
Dec., 1992 xrtmsrrussmns h rain sec deg arcmin arcsec waagmtuae
09 1 to 50 11 40 11.4 --5 21 02 10.35
09 51 to 52 1t 40 29.9 --5 09 34 8.02
10 All 11 38 55.1 -5 11 03 9.45
10 1 to 6 11 39 18.2 -4 56 43 8.77
11 7 to 8 11 34 37.3 --4 19 20 6.39
11 9 to 20 11:39 i8.2 --4 56 43 8.77
12 All 11 36 51.1 -4 33 12 8.39
14 All 11 36 51.1 -4 33 12 8.39
15 All 11 36 51.1 -4 33 t2 8.39
16 All 11 36 51.1 -4 33 12 8.39
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Fig. 1. The uplink direction from TMF to Galileo plotted against the GOPEX
star catalog. Galileo's apparent motion was east to west (left to right) dally
with a slow northern drift; the longest line corresponds to the first day of the
GOPEX experiment. Stars are plotted by magnitude: live- and six-pointed
stars for magnitudes 5 and 6; large and small open circles for magnitudes
7 and 8; asterisks for magnitude 9; plus signs for magnitude 10; dots for
magnitude 11. Coordinates are referred to the mean equinox end equator of
December 12, 1992.
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Galileo Optical Experiment (GOPEX) Optical Train: Design
and Validation at the Table Mountain Facility
J. Yu and M. Shao
Optical Sciencesand Applications Section
The Galileo Optical Experiment (GOPEX) has demonstrated the first laser com-
munications uplink to a deep space vehicle. This article describes the optical design
and validation tests performed at the Table Mountain Facility (TMF) transmitter
site. The system used a 0.6-m telescope and an optical system at coudd focus to
produce the uplink beam. The optical system used a pulsed neodymium:yttrium-
aluminum-garnet (Nd:Yag) laser and beam diverger optics to produce the required
optical output. In order to validate the optical design, a number of uplinks were
performed on Earth-orbiting satellites (e.g., Lageos 1 and 2).
I. Introduction
The Galileo Optical Experiment (GOPEX) performed
a deep-space optical uplink with the Galileo satellite dur-
ing its second flyby of Earth (December 9-16, 1992) [1].
The uplink was performed using transmitter sites at the
Table Mountain Facility (TMF), Wrightwood, California,
and the Starfire Optical Range (SOR), Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
The requirements for the laser transmitter at the TMF
site were that a pulsed-doubled neodymium:yttrium-
aluminum-garnet (Nd:Yag) laser (l = 532 nm) be used
as the optical source. The pulses were to be 14 nsec wide,
with a maximum energy of 250 mJ. The 016-m telescope
was used to point the laser at Galileo and transmit the
laser beam. The output beam was to have a divergence
of 110/lrad during days 1-4 of the uplink schedule and a
divergence of 60 /_rad during days 5-8. In addition, the
boresighting between the laser and the telescope had to
be better than 10 prad. This article describes the optical
design of the GOPEX optical train, the alignment proce-
dure, and the results of the tests performed to validate the
system.
The optical design utilized a two-lens system to pro-
duce the correct beam divergence. An alignment and bore-
sight procedure was developed and verified through range
tests and uplinks to Earth-orbiting satellites. A number
of point and shoot experiments were performed on Agessai
and Lageos 1 to demonstrate boresighting of the laser with
the telescope. In addition, satellite-tracking uplinks were
performed on Lageos 1 and 2 and Etalon. All tests were
successful and produced returns from tile satellites.
During GOPEX, the optical train was aligned and ver-
ified every night prior to the uplink time. The beam di-
vergence and laser output power were measured. GOPEX
successfully produced uplink data on six of the seven dab's
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of the experiment. Inclement weather prevented laser up-
links on day 4.
II. Optical Train Design
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the GOPEX optical train
used at the TMF site. The design used the focal plane iris
as the reference point for the entire optical system. During
nominal operations, the telescope would be calibrated by
focusing a star at the center of the iris. The laser beam
would, in turn, be centered on the iris, which would guar-
antee boresighting of the laser beam with the pointing of
the telescope. The output beam divergence would be var-
ied by changing the size of the laser beam at the plane of
the iris.
The 0.6-m telescope was used in an off-axis configura-
tion. The laser beam uses only a 15-cm-diameter portion
of the primary mirror and exits the telescope unvignetted
by the secondary. To accomplish this, the laser beam was
incident into the telescope at an angle with respect to its
optical axis.
The optical train was subdivided into five components:
the laser, the beam diverger, the laser diagnostic system,
the charge-coupled device (CCD) acquisition system, and
the satellite return system.
A. Laser System
The laser was a pulsed-doubled Nd:Yag laser emitting
at a wavelength of 532 nm and capable of producing 14-
nsec pulses at 15 and 30 Hz. The average laser output at
30 Hz was 6 W. A more complete description of the laser
can be found in [2].
B. Beam Diverger System
Beam diverger optics were used to convert the raw laser
beam output to a beam which exits the telescope at the
appropriate divergence. GOPEX required output beam
divergences of 110 and 60 prad +10 percent. These re-
quirements translated to requirements of beam diameter
size at the focal plane of 3.36 mm and 1.84 ram, respec-
tively.
The beam diverger also had a requirement that the
beam divergence at the focal plane reference iris be ap-
proximately 4 #tad. The focal plane divergence was cho-
sen as a compromise between beam vignetting and the
power density on the telescope optics. The beam diver-
gence was made as large as possible in order to maximize
the beam size and hence minimize the power density at the
coud_ and telescope optics. However, divergences larger
than about 4 prad would result in the laser beam being
vignetted by either the edge of the telescope or the sec-
ondary mirror.
Based on measurements of the output laser parame-
ters made by Big Sky Corporation, the optical system was
designed to meet the GOPEX requirements. The beam
diverger design for both the 110- and the 60-prad con-
figurations consists of two lenses: a piano-convex and a
piano-concave lens. Key elements of the output from the
Code V optical design are given in Table 1.1 The Code
V output for the beam diverger optical design is given in
Appendix A.
All lenses were purchased from CVI Laser Corporation.
The part numbers of the lenses and specifications for the
two configurations are given in Table 1. The piano-convex
lens was antireflection coated at 532 nm. Because the
piano-concave lenses continually suffered damage during
initial testing, it was recommended that these lenses be
used uncoated. 2 A series of experiments verified that the
uncoated surfaces were capable of withstanding the laser
energies at both 110- and 60-/_rad configurations. In ad-
dition, it was determined that laser light reflected from
the surface of the piano-concave lens would not focus at
or near the piano-convex lens.
C. Laser Diagnostic System
A laser diagnostic system was used to determine the
shape of the laser beams at various parts of the optical
train. The Big Sky Software Corporation Beam Code
Laser Diagnostic System was used. The optical train was
set up so that the laser beam at the focal plane iris was
monitored. A CVI Laser Corporation concave mirror with
a focal length of 2 m was used in tlle diagnostic system.
The divergence and spot size were measured by moving
the focusing mirror into one of two locations (labeled A
and B in Fig. 1). Location A imaged the focal plane onto
the beam-monitoring CCD. The magnification factor was
determined by measuring the distances between the prin-
cipal planes and the focusing mirror with a tape measure.
Location B was chosen one focal length away from the
monitoring CCD and was used to measure the laser beam
divergence.
I M. Cbrisp, "GOPEX Beam Diverger Optical Design," JPL Interof-
fice Memorandum OSG 92-46 (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, March 26, 1992, and "GOPEX
Redesigned Beam Divergers," JPL Interoffice Memorandum 92-138
(internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Cali-
fornia, September 29, 1992.
2 G. A1 Jumaily, "High Power Lenses for GOPEX," JPL Interof-
fice Memorandum OSG 92-142 (internal document), Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, October 26, 1992.
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In addition to monitoring the laser beam, the diagnos-
tic system was used to boresight the laser beam with the
telescope. The alignment procedure is described in Sec-
tion III.
delay generator (labeled E) which was then used to control
the synchronization between the laser firing time and the
position of the 1-cm hole in the chopper blade.
D. The Vision Acquisition Systems
The visual acquisition system was used to center a cal-
ibration star at the center of the focal plane iris thereby
calibrating the telescope to the laser-uplink system. This
system consisted of a pick-off mirror to divert the starlight
beam into the visual acquisition arm, lens, and eyepiece.
The lens and eyepiece were aligned with the line of sight
of the telescope and adjusted so that the observer would
focus on the plane of the iris. This was important so that
the position of the focal plane of the telescope would auto-
matically be collocated with the plane of the iris. During
laser uplink, the pick-off mirror would be flipped up to
allow the laser beam to enter the telescope.
The CCD acquisition system was used to acquire star
images and measure the seeing condition during GOPEX.
The system used a Photometrics Star I Camera to perform
the image acquisition. A flat mirror was manually placed
to pick off the starlight which is normally used for the vi-
The returned laser beam was reflected by the chopper _-
into the receiver side of the T/R switch where the signal _:
was routed by fold mirrors (labeled B) to a photomultiplier .
tube (PMT; labeled C). The output of the PMT was then
connected to a D SA 602A Digitizing Signal Analyzer for
storage of the return pulse.
The signal analyzer was configured to detect only the
laser return pulse. The trigger of the analyzer was enabled
by the outgoing laser pulse. The trigger delay offset was --
set at the minimum transit time of the laser, which guaran-
teed that the analyzer would not interpret scattered iigl_t -
from the outgoing pulse as satellite returns. The trigger -
level was set so that the frequency of dark events was ap-
proximately on6 per second, which minimized the chance
that a dark event would trigger the analyzer prior to the
actual satellite return. The satellite returns were stored
in the internal memory of the analyzer and later trans-
ferred to floppy disks and used to produce hard copies
(see Figs. 3-6).
sual acquisition system and redirect it to the entrance
the camera. A 70- to 210-mm camera lens with a 4-cm ex-
tender tube was used to reimage the focal plane iris onto
the CCD. The stellar image fell on an approximately 5 x 5
pi×el array. Stellar targets of visual magnitude 4-6 were
picked for the seeing measurement so that the integration
time was in the l- to 3-sec range. The long integration
times served to average out the speckle caused by the at-
mosphere.
E. Satellite Return System
The satellite return system was only used during the
precursor experiments. Laser uplinks to Earth-orbiting
satellites were detected by a two-part transmit and receive
(T/R) switch (Fig. 2).
The transmission side consisted of a rotating chopper
blade and a light-emitti.ng diode (LED). The chopper blade
(labeled A) had a dielectric coating with a maximum re-
flection at 532 nm, which reflected the return signal from
the satellite into the receiver side. In addition, the chop-
per blade had a 1-cm hole to allow transmission of the out-
going laser pulse through the chopper wheel. The wheel
was rotated at 30 Hz. An LED (labeled F) which illu-
minated a smaller 5-ram hole in the chopper blade and a
photodetector in the chopper motor (labeled A) was used
to produce a synchronization signal. This signal was fed
into the chopper motor driver (labeled D) and then into a
of
I!!. Optical Alignment Procedure
The following is the alignment procedure for the 60- _t
prad configuration. The alignment for the li0-prad con- --:
figuration is similar, with the addition of the fold mirrors -[
(M2 and M3) : = [
(1) The laser output was optimized for pulse energy and
beam spatial profile (Gaussian shape) using the Big
Sky Corporation's diagnostic system.
(2) The focal plane iris was stopped down and the visual
acquisition system was aligned. The lens (L3), eye-
piece, and the flip mirror (M4) were moved so that
the observer could focus on the focal plane iris.
(3) An aperture target board was placed at the output
of the coud_ tube. This was used to align the laser
beam with the optical axis of the telescope
(4) A low-power raw laser beam was aligned to both the
center of the focal plane iris and the coud6 target.
The tilt and position of mirror M1 were adjusted so
that the light reflected from the telescope secondary
was centered on the coud_ target.
(5) A sheet of white paper was placed on the dome, and
the edges of the telescope tube and secondary mirror
were marked on the paper.
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(6) The coud_ target was removed and mirror M1 was
adjusted to allow the laser beam to pass through the
center of the focal plane iris and produce a spot on
the dome paper, which is roughly centered between
the telescope edge markings.
(7) The piano-convex lens (L1) was placed in its de-
signed position and adjusted in centering and tilt by
using the light reflected backwards from the surface
of the lens.
(8) The piano-concave lens (L2) was placed in its de-
signed position and also adjusted using back reflec-
tions.
(9) The laser-beam-monitoring system was then adjust-
ed by focusing the focal plane iris onto the diagnostic
CCD.
(10) The piano-concave lens was adjusted slightly so that
the beam was centered on the iris. Then the beam
diameter was measured and adjusted by either mov-
ing lens M5 or both lenses as a unit.
(11) The laser beam divergence at the focal plane was
controlled by changing the spacing between the con-
vex and concave lens. The beam diameter at the fo-
cal plane was adjusted by varying the distance from
the concave lens and the focal plane. With these
two degrees of freedom, it was possible to meet the
GOPEX requirement.
(12) The laser beam output was then checked at the dome
target to make sure there was no vignetting by the
telescope edges.
IV. Optical System Boresight Tests
A. Range Test
Numerous range tests were used to verify the optical
design and the alignment procedure. In these tests, a tar-
get was positioned on an adjoining slope (distance = 2.5
km). The target had a flashlight in its center. The tele-
scope was focussed and centered on the telescope using the
visual acquisition system. The laser was turned on and the
laser beam pattern on the target was recorded on video-
tape. Both the laser beam diameter and centering on the
target were studied.
B. Cross Hair Test
The cross hair test was used to verify the boresight of
the optical system without the use of an external target.
Instead, the cross hairs of the finder scope were used to
determine the system's pointing accuracy.
The cross hair test was conducted as follows:
(1) A relatively bright star was centered on the center
of the focal plane iris.
(2) The cross hair of the 0.6-m telescope's finder scope
was then centered on the same star.
(3) Laser pulses were fired and the pointing of the laser
with respect to the cross hair was checked to deter-
mine boresight.
(4) Adjustments were made to the optical system (with
Beamcode) if the boresight was found to be in error.
V. Precursor Experiments
Prior to the GOPEX encounter, numerous precursor
experiments were performed to test laser uplinks to Earth-
orbiting satellites. This section summarizes the results of
these tests.
A. Agessai Point and Shoot Experiments
The first laser return experiments were performed on
the Agessai satellite. This was a low altitude satellite
which travelled horizon to horizon in about 15 minutes.
Because of this rapid velocity, satellite tracking using the
TMO 0.6-m telescope could not be done. Consequently, an
uplink experiment was performed that consisted of point-
ing the laser at a point on the satellite track and waiting
for a return as the satellite crossed the beam. In order to
guarantee at least one returned pulse, a 30-Hz pulse repeti-
tion rate and a 300-/_rad beam diameter were chosen to be
used. This output beam divergence was implemented by
moving the 110-#rad lens pair away from the focal plane
iris (see Fig. 2).
The experiment consisted of finding the closest Fifth
Fundamental Catalogue star to a particular point in the
satellite track (typically the middle of the track) and cal-
ibrating the telescope on that star. At a time close to
when the satellite would cross that point in the track, the
telescope was off-pointed to the predicted satellite location
and the laser was fired. At the time the satellite crossed
the laser beam, a return pulse would be observed.
Two experinaents were performed on October 1 and 6.
Both resulted in successful returns from Agessai. Fig-
ure 3(a) shows the satellite return on October 1. The
return shows a typical output from a Q-switched laser,
which is distinctly different from a photomultiplier dark
event, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Figure 4 shows two returns
obtained on October 6. The satellite return on this date
was markedly larger than in the previous experiment. This
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was attributed to the shorter time (_5 sec) between the
pointing of the telescope and the time of laser firing. In
the first experiment, the delay between pointing and firing
was approximately 2 minutes, which allowed the pointing
of the telescope to drift significantly.
B. Lageos 1 Point-and-Shoot Experiment
An experiment similar to the Agessai experiments was
performed on the Lageos 1 satellite on November 1. Lageos
is a higher flying satellite and traverses horizon to horizon
in about 30 minutes. For this experiment, the output beam
divergence was decreased to 110 prad, with a repetition
rate of 30 Hz. The laser was shot at the satellite at three
different positions in its track. For all three shots, a laser
return was observed. Figure 5 shows the laser returns for
the different satellite positions.
C. Lageos 1 and 2 Tracking Experiment
A set of satellite tracking experiments was performed on
November 2. In this set of experiments, laser pulses were
uplinked as the telescope was set to track the satellites
along its path. A ll0-prad beam divergence and a 15-Hz
repetition rate were used. A description of the setup for
the tracking experiment follows:
(1) Satellite predict files were obtained for both point-
ahead and non-point-ahead files. The point-ahead
file was to be used for laser uplink and the non-point-
ahead file was to be used for visual acquisition.
(2) The satellite track was divided into four sections.
The first and third sections used the non-point-
ahead file, and the second and fourth sections used
the point-ahead file. This merged satellite file was
used to control the telescope pointing.
(3) The telescope mount was calibrated along the satel-
lite track using the LEARN command in the tele-
scope control software. During this procedure, nu-
merous stars close to the track path were found and
the offset from the mount pointing was recorded in
the program.
(4) The satellite was visually acquired during the first
section of the track and centered on the focal plane
iris. Because the satellites only showed up as spo-
radic glints of light, two people (J. Young and
B. Hornaday) were needed for visual acquisition: one
to visually search for the satellite in the finder scope
and the second to acquire it in the coud_ room.
(5) Before the second section of the track began, the
laser beam would begin firing and the uplink re-
turns would be observed and recorded on the storage
scope.
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(6) The visual acquisition procedure was repeated for
the third section of the track and the laser was up-
linked during the fourth section of the track.
On November 2, tracking laser uplinks were performed
on both Lageos 1 and 2. Since both satellites were passing
over at the same time, it was decided that tracking would
be performed on only half of the Lageos 1 track and about
three-quarters of the Lageos 2 track. In all cases, successful _-
returns from both satellites were observed. Figure 6 shows -
a small sample of the many pulse returns from the two =
satellites.
D. Etalon Tracking Experiment
On November 30, a 60-/lrad divergence beam with a 15-
Hz repetition rate was used to track the satellite Etalon.
This satellite took approximately 2.5 hours to traverse
from horizon to horizon. Again the track was divided into
four parts With two acqulsitlon and uplink pairs. This ex-
periment was performed after the internal dry run that
had been performed earlier that night. Successful returns
were obtained from Etalon. It was noted that the signal
was sporadic; for some of the time the returns were strong
and continuous, followed by a period where there were no
returns, followed again by a strong series of returns. This
was attributed to wobble in the pointing of the telescope,
which was corroborated during the visual acquisition phase
where the satellite was observed to wobble in the field as
the telescope tracked.
VI. Galileo Encounter Support
During Galileo encounter, the optical train was checked
every night and the beam parameters were measured. The
checks included measuring the output laser power and
beam divergence. In addition, boresighting of the laser
beam with the telescope was checked using both a range
test and a cross hair test.
As described previously, the range test involved firing
the laser beam at a target located on a slope facing TMF.
This test was performed on day 1 and day 5 of the exper-
iment. The beam pointing and shape were checked to see
if they were qualitatively within the specifications for that
night's experiment. Range tests for the other nights were
not done since the optical system had not been reconfig-
ured.
On most nights, no problems were encountered and no
adjustments to the optical system were made during the
time of the experiment. However, during day 3, when
therepetitionrateforthe ll0-#rad configurationwasin-
creasedfrom15to 30Hz,laserdamagewasobservedon
thecoud6turningmirror.In thissituation,themirrorwas
rotatedtoanundamagedsectionofthemirrorjustpriorto
thetimeforGalileouplink.By theendoftheexperiment,
evidenceoflaserdamagewasfoundontheturningmirror.
Day4experimentswerecancelledat theTMOsitedueto
unfavorableweatherconditions.
VII. Conclusion
The optical design and alignment procedures for the
GOPEX optical train at TMF have been presented. The
results for the first optical uplink to a deep space satel-
lite were very successful. This was due, in part, to an
extensive verification process that used uplinks to Earth-
orbiting satellites and range tests to validate tile perfor-
mance of the optical train.
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Table 1. Optical design parameters.
Beam divergence,
vracl
Col"lvex
11o
80
PLCX-25.4/128.8-UV
PLCX-25.4/128.8-UV
Concave Lens spacing,
mm
PLCC-25.4/77.3-UV 84.70
Distance to
focal plane, mm
75.00
PLCC-25.4/38.6-UV 186.23 71.54
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Appendix A
Code V Design of Beam Divergers
File [MPC.GoPEx]GOODI|O.LEN(2) has been restored
Lens title: "REDESIGNED I]0 MTCRORAD SYSTEM 9/28/92"
CODE V> LTS
LIS
REDESIGNED 110 MICRORAD SYSTEM 9/28/92
RDY
> OBJ: INFINITY
STO: INFINITY
2: 128.80000
3: INFINITY
4: INFINITY
5: 77.30000
6: INFINITY
IHG: INFINITY
SPECIFICATION DATA
NAO 0.00046
DIM MM
WL 532.00
REF I
WTW !
XAN 0.00000
YAN O. O0000
VUY 0.00000
VLY 0.00000
APERTURE DATA/EDGE DEFINITIONS
CA
CIR S1
REFRACTIVE INDICES
GLASS CODE
SILICA_SPECIAL
No solves defined in system
INFINITE CONJUGATES
EFL -2060.3872
BFL -1404.3365
FFL 3153.5222
FNO -466.4748
AT USED CONJUGATES
RED -0.2601
FNO -280.7455
OBJ DIS 4766.8153
TT 4932.8200
IMG DIS 75.0000
OAL 91.0047
FARAXIAL IMAGE
HT 0.0000
THI -868.3498
ANG O.O000
ENTRANCE PUPIL
DIA 4.4169
THI O.OOO0
EXIT PUPIL
DIA 2.8858
THI -58,160&
THI RMD SLA
4766.815342
0.000000
4.000000 SILICA_SPECIAL
84.704658
2.300000 SILICA__PECIAL
0.000000
75.000000
0,000000
6.550000
532.00
1.460711
CODE V> RSI I 0 0 0
RS[ l 0 0 O
REDESIGNED 110 MIERORAD SYSTEM 9/28/92
Position I, Wavelength =
X y
OBJ O. OO000 0.00000
STO 2.20847 0.00000
2 2.20847 0.00000
3 2.18820 0.00000
4 1.55823 0.00000
5 1.54644 0.00000
& 1.54641 0.00000
IMG l.&8000 O.O0000
OPD -
532.0 NH
Z TANX TANY LENGTH
0.00000 0.00046 0.00000
0.00000 0.00046 O.O0000 0.00000
0.01894 -0.00509 0.00000 0.01894
O.O0000 _0.00744 0.00000 3.98112
O.O0000 -0.00509 0.00000 84.70700
0.01547 0.00178 0.00000 2.31550
0.00000 0.00178 0.00000 -0.0]547
O.OOO00 0.00178 0.00000 75.00012
_.813 Waves
Fig. A-1. A 110-/zrad beam dlverger Code V Usting.
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Appendix B
GOPEX Code V Optical Design
RES [MPC.GOPEX]GOODSO
File [MPC. GOPEX]GOOD60.LEN(3) has been restored
Lens title: ,,REDESIGNED 60 MICRORAD SYSTEM 9/28192"
CODE V> LIS
LIS
REDESEGNED 60 MICRORAD sYSTEM 9/2B/92
RDY THI RMD
> OBJ: INFINITY 4668.743625
STO: INFINITY 0.000000
2: 128.80000 4.000000
3: INFINITY 1B&.231488
4: INFINITY 2.300000
51 38.60000 0.000000
6: INFINITY 71.544887
IMG: INFINITY 0.000000
SPECIFICATION DATA
NAO 0.00046
DIM MM
WL 532.00
REF 1
WTW t
XAN 0.00000
YAN 0.00000
VUY OOOOOOO
VLY 0400000
APERTURE DATA/EDGE OEFTNITtONS
CA b.550000
CIR $1
REFRACTIVE INDICES 532.00
GLASS CODE 1.4b071I
SILICA_SPECIAL
No solves defined in system
INFINITE CONOUGATES
EFL -4470.1230
SFL -1423.4322
FFL 14a36.282_
FNO -t033.301b
AT uSED CON3UGATES
RED -0.2316
FNO -249.8945
093 DIS 4668.7436
TT 4932.8200
IMG DIS 71.5449
OAL 192.5315
PARAXIAL IMAGE
HT 0.0000
THI -388.3650
ANG 0.0000
ENTRANCE PUPIL
DKA 4.3261
THI 0.0000
EXIT pUPIL
DIA 1.3212
THI -58.1949
GLA
SILICA_SPECIAL
SILICASPECIAL
CODE V> RSI t 0 0 0
RSI I 0 0 0
REDESIGNED 60 MICRORAD SYSTEM ?/28192
Position I, Wavelength = 532.0 NM
X y Z TANX TANY LENGTH
OB3 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00046 0.00000
STO 2.16303 0.00000 0.00000 0.00046 0.00000 0.00000
2 2.16304 0.00000 O.OI81& -0.00498 O.OOO00 0.01816
3 2.14321 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00727 0.00000 3.98189
4 0.78842 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00498 0.00000 186.23642
5 0.77693 0.00000 0.00782 0.00200 0.00000 2.30785
6 0.77691 0.00000 0.00000 0.00200 O,OOO00 -0.00782
IMG 0.92000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00200 0.00000 71.54503
OPD = 1.729 Waves
Fig. B-1. A 60-/_rad beam diverger Code V listing.
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GOPEX Laser Transmission and Monitoring Systems
G. Okamoto and K. Masters
Communications Systems Research Section
This article describes the laser transmission and monitoring system for the
Galileo Optical Experiment (GOPEX) at the Table Mountain _'acflity:(TMF) in
Wrightwood, California. The transmission system configuration and the data mea-
surement techniques are described. The calibration procedure and the data analysis
algorithm are also discussed. The mean and standard deviation of the laser energy
transmitted each day of GOPEX show that the laser transmission system performed
well and within the limit established in conjunction with the Galileo Project for ex-
periment concurrence.
I. Introduction
The Galileo Optical Experiment (GOPEX) was con-
ducted from December 9-16, 1992, when laser transmis-
sions from the Table Mountain Facility (TMF) in Wright-
wood, California, and the Starfire Optical Range (SOR)
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, were successfully detected
by the Galileo Solid State Imaging (SSI) camera [1J. The
laser system at TMF was operated and maintained consis-
tent with the Galileo Project,s concurrence requirement
of mean energy of 250 mJ, with a 10-percent margin.
The laser was electronically controlled and monitored, and
pulse output characteristics were recorded at both TMF
and SOR. This article describes the laser-transmission-
control and laser-emission monitoring systems at TMF.
Section II discusses the laser equipment at TMF; Sec-
tion III discusses the data measurement techniques; Sec-
tion IV contains the results and analysis; and Section V
contains the conclusion. Analysis of the data showed that
the laser performed as expected and was maintained within
the requirements.
II. Laser Equipment
Figure 1 shows the operational setup of the laser and
optics system in the coud6 path of the TMF 0.6-m tele-
scope. Tile laser (labeled A in the figure) was a dual el-
lipse flashlamp-pumped neodymium: yttrium-aluminum-
garnet (Nd:YAG) oscillator/amplifier with a second har-
monic generator [2]. It can produce laser pulses at 12 nsec
full-width half-maximum (FWHM), with 0.7-mrad beam
divergence and repetition rates of 5, 6, 10, 15, and 30 IIz.
The beam-steering mirrors (labeled B in the figure) were
high-damage-threshold dielectric coated 2-in. fused silica.
The coating was dielectric stack with a high reflection at
532 nm and a high transmission at 1064 nm for 45-deg
incident radiation. The convex and concave lenses (la-
beled D and E in the figure) have an antireflecting coating
for 532 nm. These lenses were used to control the beam
divergence leaving the telescope (110 /_rad for the case
shown). The mirror (labeled B in the figure) and both
lenses (labeled D and E) were moved to position 3, and
both mirrors (labeled F) were removed for the 60-t*rad
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case, as noted by the dotted components and transmission
path. The other beam-steering mirrors (labeled F) were
high-damage-threshold dielectric coated 1-in. fused silica,
coated for maximum reflection for 532 nm at near-normal
incidence. A flip mirror (labeled H in the figure) was used
to direct the light from the telescope into an eyepiece (la-
beled J in the figure) for viewing and aligning stars in the
field-stop aperture (labeled G in the figure). The align-
ment was done only when the laser was off. The flip mir-
ror (labeled K in the figure) was used to direct the laser
beam into the camera (labeled P in the figure), which was
connected to the Beam-code computer (labeled Q) in the
figure. Beam-code is a beam-profile-analyst software and
hardware setup from the Big Sky Software Company that
was used to adjust and fine-tune the laser. It was also used
to align the outgoing laser beam to the field-stop aperture.
Detailed information about the optical setup is presented
in [3] in this volume.
The GOPEX Monitoring Program recorded all the data
presented in this article. The monitoring software was de-
veloped by the JPL Instrumentation Group to enable the
user to control the Tektronix DSA 602A Digitizing Signal
Analyzer. The software used LabWindows by National In-
struments as the programming environment. This created
an interactive graphical interface for the program. Config-
uration files were created so that the proper configuration
could be loaded before each frame of data was to be taken.
A total of 133 frames of usable data were recorded, with
each frame containing 46 or 92 laser pulses, depending on
the transmission duration. Each laser pulse waveform was
stored in a separate file and each frame was stored on a
different disk. Data from these disks were later archived
to an optical disk for permanent storage.
Uh Data Measurement
Because the GOPEX team needed to record both pulse
width and energy of each laser pulse transmitted to
Galileo, a fast detector with a rapid data acquisition and
storage system was needed. The Hamamatsu Rl193u
photo detector combined with the Tektronix DSA 602A
digital storage oscilloscope was used to rapidly record each
outgoing laser pulse form. From these data both the pulse
width (FWHM) and the energy per pulse calculated from
the area under the pulse form were obtained.
The photodetector was positioned at position 1, as seen
in Fig. 1. At this point the detector monitored the leak-
age through the turning mirror B_. A 532-nm bandpass
interference filter rejected the 1.06-laser light.
By measuring the reflected energy at position 2 (not
shown in Fig. 1 because it was removed after calibration)
using an Ophir power meter and comparing that with the
integrated area measured by the DSA 602A, the energy
per pulse transmitted to the spacecraft was deduced. Ten
measurements were made at each of seven different laser
power levels with the Hamamatsu at position 1 and the
Ophir at position 2. Each set of Ophir power meter read-
ings was averaged and recorded along with the correspond-
ing integrated pulse area displayed by the DSA 602A. The
results (shown in Fig. 2) are plotted for various laser power
levels. To ensure that the laser beam characteristics (i.e.,
pulse shape and beam profile) were unchanged at the var-
ious power levels, the laser oscillator settings were held
constant and the laser output energy was changed by de-
tuning the delay time of the firing of the amplifier flash
lamp away from its optimum setting.
All transmission data were recorded on floppy diskettes
using the floppy drive in the DSA 602A. Each data file in-
cluded a variable-length header of approximately 300 bytes
in a text format followed by two-byte data points in a bi-
nary format. The header contains such information as the
time and date the data were recorded, the waveform name
and number, and the scope settings. The multiplier fac-
tors to convert the horizontal and vertical scales into phys-
ical units were computed from the information contained
in the header, the information recorded on each night of
transmission, and the specifications of the DSA 602A [4].
By using an IBM-compatible computer, data were ex-
tracted, scaled, and integrated to find the area of each
laser pulse. The results were compared with the calibra-
tion data to translate the area computed into laser energy
values. Measurements taken daily of the GOPEX trans-
mission system using the power meter and the DSA 602A
were used to validate these results.
The conversion factors needed to compute the energy
of the laser pulses from the raw data values of the stored
laser pulses were computed as follows: The interval of time
between data points in seconds was computed, as were the
proper scaling factors required to convert the raw data
values into voltage readings. The time and voltage values
were then used to compute the area of the laser pulses
in units of picovolts squared times seconds (pVVsec) to
be consistent with the units in which the calibration data
were taken by the DSA 602A. The computed area value
was translated into an energy value by using the conversion
scale shown in Fig. 2 and linearly interpolating between
the nearest two data points to find the appropriate scaling
factor. The area was calculated as follows:
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The interval of time between data points in seconds
on the DSA 602A, xm_at, was calculated by dividing the
time in the interval by the number of sample points in the
interval using
X,nutt = Dx(X/X_) (1)
where Dx is the number of horizontal divisions, X is the
horizontal sensitivity of the oscilloscope set by the moni-
toring software in seconds, and Xr is the number of valid
sample points recorded in the timing interval.
Data were digitized over a 64-K value range (R) and
scaled into voltage values by Ymuu, calculated by
Ymul, -- D_(Y/R) (2)
where D_ is the number of vertical divisions and Y is the
vertical sensitivity of the oscilloscope set by the monitoring
software in volts per division. The data values were then
converted into volts (V) by
V = data(ymuu) (3)
The area of the laser pulse was computed by multiply-
ing the voltage squared of each sample point by the time
interval of the sample point and then summing over all
sample points. Using the calibration measurements, the
area of the laser pulse was converted into energy, as shown
in Fig. 2. The exact energy reading was then interpolated
linearly between the nearest two data points in Fig. 2 to
get the most appropriate scaling factor.
From these data, the mean laser output energy for each
frame and day given by [5] is
N
= _ (4)
i=1
where p is the mean energy, Ei is the energy of the par-
ticular laser pulse, and N is the number of laser pulses in
the desired frame or day. The variance (0._) of the set of
laser pulses given by [5] is
0.2__
l N
N- 1 E (Ei - it) _ (5)
i=l
IV. Results and Analysis
Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation for
the output of the laser for each of the GOPEX days. No
data were available for days 4 and 5 since TMF was shut
down on day 4 due to weather and there were no planned
GOPEX activities on day 5. Figure 3 shows a plot of the
mean laser output for each day, and Figs. 4-9 plot the
mean for each frame in each day, with the overall mean
for the day noted by a dotted line. Certain frames on
the first three days are not shown because no transmis-
sion took place due to U.S. Space Command prohibitions,
weather problems, or equipment failures. The intensity
fluctuations from pulse to pulse, as seen in Figs. 4-9, were
expected since the transmission system used a flashlamp-
pumped laser.
The mean laser energy for the first two days, as shown
in Table 1, was significantly less than the other days be-
cause of the aging flashlamps in the laser system. The
laser energy for the second day was approximately 20 per-
cent lower than the first day because of a timing problem
that was discovered and corrected after the second day of __
transmission. This reduction in energy resulted in a no-
ticeable drop in the intensity level of the signals received at
the spacecraft, much lower than the signal levels received
from SOR for that day. The fiashlamps were replaced be- -_
fore the third day of GOPEX. This boosted the laser power
to the expected level (250 mJ). The laser power was in-
creased slightly on the seventh day to compensate for the
long transmission distance. The laser power Was increased
again on the eighth day for the same reason. On all days,
the mean laser power remained within the 10-percent mar-
gin allowed by the experiment concurrence negotiated with
the Galileo Project.
V. Conclusion
The GOPEX laser transmissions at TMF were success-
fully detected by the Galileo SSI camera. The output of
the laser was monitored by a photodetector which sent the
detected signal to a Tektronix DSA 602A Digitizing Signal
Analyzer which, in turn, was controlled by the GOPEX
monitoring system. The monitoring system then trans-
ferred the data to storage diskettes. Software was created
to extract all the data and compute the mean and stan-
dard deviation for each frame of each day, as well as for
each day overall. These results show that the GOPEX
laser transmission system performed as expected and was
maintained within specifications.
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GOPEX at the Starfire Optical Range
R. Q. Fugate
StarfireOptical Range, Phillips Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico
The Starfire Optical Range successfully conducted laser uplink experiments to
the Galileo spacecraft during the early morning hours of December 9, 10, 11, and
12, 1992, when the spacecraf_ was at ranges between 700,000 and 3 million km
from Earth. Analysts at JPL have reported as many as 79 pulse detections by
the spacecraft. The best weather conditions occurred on the second night when
37 pulses were detected with as many as five on one frame. Signal levels at the
spacecraft generally agree with predictions.
I. Introduction
This article summarizes the experiment requirements,
design, operations, and results obtained in the Galileo Op-
tical Experiment (GOPEX)[1], conducted by the U.S. Air
Force Phillips Laboratory at the Starfire Optical Range
(SOR) near Albuquerque, New Mexico. SOR was cho-
sen by JPL, the sponsoring agency, as a second site to
complement their operations at Table Mountain Facility
(TMF), in Wrightwood, near Los Angeles, California, and
to provide geographic diversity, increasing the probability
of success in case of bad weather.
The primary objective of GOPEX was to demonstrate
that a narrow laser beam pointed at the Galileo spacecraft
as it receded from Earth could be detected by the on-board
Solid-State Imaging (SSI) camera. This objective was in-
deed achieved at ranges of approximately 700,000 to six
million km from Earth. SOR successfully illuminated the
spacecraft on the first four nights of the test, but unfor-
tunately bad weather at the site halted the experiment on
the last three nights. Site diversity proved to be advan-
tageous in the experiment, since TMF was weathered out
on the fourth night. A secondary objective was to mea-
sure the level and fluctuation in the laser irradiance at the
spacecraft and compare the results with theoretical pre-
dictions. In general, this objective was also met with a
high degree of success.
II. Experiment Requirements
The TMF and SOR sites were each required to trans-
mit bursts of laser pulses on a preset schedule. Each
burst lasted approximately three seconds and was com-
puted to start so that pulses arrived at the spacecraft
centered about the camera's shutter opening. Individ-
ual laser pulses were synchronized within one millisecond
of WWV time. Spacecraft-camera shutter-opening times
varied from 133-800 msec on a preprogrammed schedule
that operated from the internal clock, which was also syn-
chronized with WWV time. The camera was programmed
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to scan along a path parallel to the Earth's terminator
to spatially separate individual laser pulses on the focal
plane. TMF and SOR never operated at the same laser
pulse rate, making it possible to uniquely determine each
site by measuring the pixel spacing between laser pulse
detections.
Uplink operations occurred just before dawn on Decem-
ber 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, and 16, 1992. The uplink times
put the SOR very close to the terminator. Table 1 lists for
each experiment day the start and end times, the number
of transmissions, and the time between transmissions. At
a pulse rate of 10 pulses per second, 4710 pulses in to-
tal were scheduled to be transmitted toward the Galileo
spacecraft from SOR.
The GOPEX Task Manager required that certain di-
agnostic information be recorded during the uplink trans-
missions. This information included the energy and pulse
width of every laser pulse; the time, to the nearest mil-
lisecond, of every laser pulse transmitted; the telescope
coordinates during every pulse transmitted; the position
of the steering mirror (explained below); and the coher-
ence diameter (Fried's parameter r0) of the atmosphere.
The laser beam divergence at SOR was required to be 80
/zrad full-angle during the first four nights and 40 /_rad
during the last three nights. SOR was required to develop
an experimental technique for setting the full-angle beam
divergence to better than d:10 percent.
Navigational data for the spacecraft were given to SOR
by JPL in terms of J2000 geocentric state vectors (posi-
tion, velocity, and acceleration) and mean-of-date point-
ing predictions for SOR. The state vector data were con-
verted to mean-of-date local mount coordinates by algo-
rithms developed at SOR, and results were compared with
JPL pointing predictions. In general, agreement was bet-
ter than 2/trad. Consequently, the SOR algorithms were
used to point the telescope since they continuously up-
dated the mount pointing. The mount model was vali-
dated and occasionally updated by centering the image of
a nearby guide star in the field of a CCD camera between
propagations. SOR was required to develop a technique to
boresight the laser to the CCD guide-star camera to within
5 prad. SOR was also required to demonstrate these ca-
pabilities during precursor tests using high-altitude Earth-
orbiting artificial satellites during a dry run.
III. Description of Experiment Hardware
A. General Layout
Figure 1 shows the overall arrangement of the experi-
mental setup at SOR. The laser-transmitting aperture is
a 1.5-m (60-in.) Cassegrain telescope with a coud6 path,
mounted on elevation-over-azimuth gimbals set on an 8-m-
tail hollow pier. The laser and tracking sensors are located
in the coud6 room on the ground floor of the facility. Three
fiber-optic source simulators, located in the pier, are used
to set the two values of the laser beam divergence and to
represent a star at infinity. The source simulators can be
moved into and out of the optical beam path to an an-
gular accuracy of approximately 0.5 prad, as measured in
the output space of the telescope.
B. Telescope and Optics
The 1.5-m telescope is a classical Cassegrain with a
parabolic primary mirror and a hyperbolic secondary mir-
ror. The primary mirror has a focal length of 2.2882 m. It
is coated with aluminum and a protective silicon monox-
ide overcoat. The secondary mirror has a focal length of
-0.1486 m and a conic constant of-1.028072. The out-
put of the telescope is an f/217 beam, approximately 10
cm in diameter (an angular magnification of --.15). The
secondary mirror and all coud_ mirrors are coated with
Denton Vacuum enhanced silver FSS-99 coating.
Light from the telescope (or a laser beam projected by
the telescope) is relayed through a coud_ path in the center
of the pier to the optics room, which is located on the first
floor of the facility. Since the telescope is normally used
with adaptive optics, the relay optics reimage the primary
mirror of the telescope onto a deformable mirror located
on the optics table in the coud_ room. No adaptive optics
were used in this experiment and the deformable mirror
was kept in a "system-fiat" mode which removed system-
atic optical aberrations (approximately 1/10 wave) in the
system. Figure 2 shows the coud6 path optics and MS,
the first element in the imaging relay, a spherical mirror
having a focal length of 6.21 m used at a 3.2-deg angle
of incidence. This figure also shows the image plane for
objects at infinity and the locations of tlle movable source
simulators. Two of the simulators were used to set the
beam divergence of the laser to either 80 or 40 prad, as
described later. The simulator representing a source at
infinity is at a location along the coud6 path that pro-
duces the minimum wavefront curvature at the output of
the wavefront sensor, as compared with a reference wave-
front source located on the optics table. By definition, this
sets the location of the infinity source simulator. During
telescope operations, the secondary mirror position of the
telescope is adjusted (while observing a star) to minimize
wavefront curvature as reported by the wavefront sensor.
Figure 3 is a schematic diagram showing the layout of
components on the optics table in the coud_ room. The
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diverging beam from the pier is recollimated by an 8.45-
m focal length off-axis parabolic mirror, OAP#I. The
beam then reflects from a fast-steering mirror onto the
deformable mirror (which is preset with a static figure
to remove small residual aberrations in the system). An
11.2-cm diameter image of the telescope's primary mir-
ror is formed on the deformable mirror. Another off-axis
paraboloid, OAP#2, and a lens reimage the deformable
mirror on an array of lenslets in the Shack-Hartmann sen-
sor. This sensor is used to set the 1.5-m telescope focus
by observing a bright star just prior to operations.
The pulsed laser beam is injected into the coud_ path
by means of a thin-film plate polarizer located between
OAP#2 and the recollimating lens. The total optical
transmission from the output of the laser to the atmo-
sphere is estimated to be 43 -4-3 percent. Just prior to laser
propagation, the telescope is pointed to a nearby guide
star. Light from the guide star passes through the laser-
aperture sharing element and is imaged onto a low-noise,
high-resolution CCD camera to verify telescope pointing.
This camera is the primary sensor for laser boresighting
and telescope pointing.
The reference source for the wavefront sensor is placed
at the focus of OAP#2, since this point is optically con-
jugate to infinity. The laser-aperture sharing element is
located in the converging beam ahead of the infinity focus.
Since the thin-film plate polarizer is used in a converging
beam, a glass plate was placed behind it to compensate for
the astigmatism in images of the guide star at the CCD
camera and during telescope defocus measurements made
with the wavefront sensor.
The fast-steering mirror was used to offset the laser
pointing direction in a predetermined pattern to increase
the probability of detection in the event that the naviga-
tion datawere in error. The mirror was repositioned be-
twfl_'l(l-aser pulses to generate either a hexagonal or square
_-attern, as shown in Fig. 4. These scan patterns were used
only on the first night of operations. The scan patterns put
the nominal position of the spacecraft in the edge of the
beam.
C. Optical Alignment
The basic optical alignment requirements for GOPEX
were to (1) establish the optical axis of the system, (2) set
the full-angle laser beam divergence to either 80 or 40 #rad,
and (3) accurately boresight the laser to the optical axis
of the system.
The optical axis of the system was defined in tilt by
the CCD guide-star camera and in translation by the cen-
ter of the entrance pupil of the telescope. The required
laser beam divergence was generated by focusing the 1.5-
m-diameter beam in the atmosphere at ranges of 18.75 and
37.5 kin, respectively. These ranges can be simulated at
the appropriate conjugate points in the path of the relay-
imaging optics in the pier. Based on the optical design of
the relay optics, these points are 64.14 cm and 32.703 cm
below the location of the infinity focus where a fiber-optic
star simulator is located on a stepper motor-driven stage.
The laser beam will come to focus at these points in tile
coud_ path when the divergence is properly adjusted. Fur-
thermore, a source accurately positioned at these points is
a fiducial for boresighting the laser to objects at infinity
imaged on the optical axis of the telescope. Two 50-#m-
diameter optical fibers were placed on precision slide stages
at these points. The arrangement of the source simulators
is shown in Fig. 5. Light transmitted by the fiber was
imaged by the CCD guide-star camera and allowed po-
sitioning of the stages to approximately 0.5 prad in the
output space of the telescope. The vertical position of the
fiber was measured mechanically with an uncertainty of
-t-5 ram.
Beam divergence was set by using a knife-edge test
on the focused beam and observing the pattern in the
plane of the fiber. This technique produces no more than
4-0.5 wave of focus error. The telescope focus error is
less than 4-0.25 wave, including higher order aberrations
in the optical system between the star simulator and the
telescope exit. Assuming worst-case additive errors, the
divergence error is 4-2.8 prad or 6 percent at 40 and 3 per-
cent at 80 grad full-angle beam divergence. Final beam
boresighting was set by maximizing the light injected into
the fiber from the focused laser beam. Beam motion of
4-0.5 prad completely extinguishes laser light coming out
of the fiber. It was estimated that all error sources would
make the worst-case boresight error 4-1.75 prad for the
40-#rad beam-divergence case and 4-2.25 /_rad for the
80-#rad beam-divergence case. The actual beam diver-
gence was verified by scanning the beam across high-
altitude Earth-orbiting satellites equipped with retro-
reflectors.
D. Laser Characteristics
The laser used for these experiments was a frequency-
doubled neodymium:yttrium-aluminum-garnet (Nd:Yag),
Spectra-Physics Quanta-Ray DCR-2A, field-modified to
the equivalent of a DCR-3G. The laser was equipped with
Spectra-Physics' unstable Gaussian Coupled Resonator
using Radially Variable Reflectivity coatings. This res-
onator produces a beam profile shaped more like a "top
hat" than gaussian. This feature makes it easier to relay
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through the optics and produces a more uniform intensity
pattern at long ranges. The measured intensity profile in
a plane equivalent to approximately 700,000 km is shown
in Fig. 6. The laser pulse width was 14.5 nsec (full-width
half-maximum), and the energy per pulse was 318 +10 mJ
per pulse.
E. Telescope Polnting
The two-axis mount of the 1.5-m telescope is controlled
by a microcomputer that is designed to accept data on an
object's position from imaging cameras or a track proces-
sor. The microcomputer is equipped with relatively sim-
ple, but very effective, algorithms that compute angular
positions and rates of low and high Earth-orbiting artificial
satellites, as well as astronomical objects. The computer
code is able to modify in real time the orbital parame-
ters of satellites based on measurements of the satellite's
position by imaging cameras or trackers.
The routines for pointing the telescope at a selected
guide star and the computed position of Galileo were au-
tomated in a script that was executed by the telescope
control computer. Thirty seconds prior to propagation,
the script automatically pointed the telescope to the com-
puted position of Galileo, and ten seconds after the end
of the propagation, it repointed the telescope to the guide
star. The position of the azimuth and elevation axes were
recorded at the transmission time of each pulse.
E Laser Diagnostics
The laser pulse width and energy were monitored by
a Hamamatsu vacuum photodiode, 2 calibrated against a
thermopile radiometer. Light to the vacuum photodiode
consisted of the leakage through a turning mirror in the
laser-beam injection optics. The thermopile radiometer
was placed in the unattenuated beam. The output of the
vacuum photodiode was digitized by a l-GtIz sample-rate
digital oscilloscope at 1-nsec intervals and saved to a com-
puter file. The pulse width was then computed from the
digital data and the pulse energy was computed from the
integral under the power-versus-time plot generated by the
oscilloscope. The time of the trace was tagged to an accu-
racy of one millisecond by reading a WWV clock.
G. Communications and Data Transfer
Real-time communications between GOPEX control
and SOR were via a dedicated phone line. A JPL represen-
tative was on-site to handle communications and monitor
JPL control for permission to propagate, for unexpected
Model number R1193U.
abort commands, and to report the status of each prop-
agation to the GOPEX Task Manager. Backup commu-
nications consisted of telephones and fax machines over
commercial phone lines.
Prior to operations and between experiment days,
Galileo navigational data and position predictions were ex-
changed over the Internet between JPL and SOR comput- -
ers. This computer network was also used to pass down- _
linked Galileo images from JPL to the SOR in near real
time during operations.
H. Atmospheric Data
Separate instruments were used to monitor the atmo- _-
spheric conditions during operations. The measurements -
made included Fried's coherence length, r0; the isopla- -
natic angle, 00; and the atmospheric extinction using a
lidar receiver to measure the strength of the atmospheric
backscatter from each laser pulse. The coherence length
and isoplanatic angle are measured by making modulation- -e
transfer-function and scintillation measurements of light
from a nearby bright star.
I. Data Recorded
The data recorded during the operations included __-__*
(1) The time of the laser pulse to the nearest millisec- -=
ond.
(2) Instantaneous laser power versus time digitized in _
1-nsec bins.
(3) The telescope's azimuth position.
(4) The telescope's elevation position.
(5) The scan mirror's position off boresite.
(6) The value of r0.
(7) The value of 00.
(8) The lidar backscatter signal.
IV. Precursor Tests
Several propagation tests were conducted prior to op-
erations with Galileo. SOR used Lageos and the Etalon
artificial satellites and observed the retro-reflected signal
return with a photomultiplier. The objectives of these
tests were to (1) verify laser beam divergence and bore-
sighting, (2) verify proper operation of the fast-steering
mirror to scan the beam, and (3) get a rough idea of the
beam profile.
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On the mornings of October 1 and 2, 1992, successful
laser uplink tests to Etalon 2 (Cosmos 2024) were con-
ducted using 80- and 40-prad full-angle beam divergences.
Returned signals were detected by a photomultiplier and
outputs were saved on a digital oscilloscope. The photo-
multiplier was calibrated to allow an estimate of the num-
ber of photons detected. The beam was scanned across the
satellite to measure beam divergence and boresighting and
get a rough idea of the beam profile. The returned signal
of the 40-prad beam was, on average, 3.6 (versus an ex-
pected value of 4) times stronger than the 80-prad beam.
This represents a combined beam divergence discrepancy
of 5 percent, well within the =kl0-percent requirement set
by JPL.
The scintillation of the return signal was quite severe,
varying more than an order of magnitude. Average re-
turns were approximately 400 detected photons for a 300-
m:l laser pulse. The data-recording equipment did not
permit collecting the hundreds or thousands of detections
required to amass adequate statistics on beam-profile map-
ping. However, when the beam was moved in 10-/_rad
steps from boresight, one could easily see a sudden drop
in the return signal to an undetectable level at the pre-
dicted position at the edge of the beam. Signal return
was nearly constant over a 30- to 40-prad radius for the
80-/_rad beam and dropped precipitously below 40 #tad
until it was completely undetectable at a 50-#tad radius.
A bias of approximately 20/Jrad was observed along the
track of the satellite, which was consistent with the ex-
pected point-ahead angle.
On the morning of October 2, 1992, a 40-#tad beam was
propagated to Etalon 2. The telescope had to be pointed
23 prad ahead of the apparent position on the CCD cam-
era. Without point-ahead correction, no detected signal
was seen (consistent with a 40-/_rad full-angle beam diver-
gence). By moving the telescope 20 prad off-center and
observing a complete loss of signal, it was further verified
that the beam was not more than 40 #tad in diameter.
Also, the fast-steering mirror was implemented in a 20-
#tad square pattern, which demonstrated the expected ef-
fect of scanning the beam. When the beam was centered
on the satellite, no periodic time variation was seen in the
return signal (mentally averaging the scintillation). When
the beam was not centered on the satellite, one could see a
definite cyclic temporal pattern in the return signal, which
indicated that the satellite was being hit on only one po-
sition of the scan.
Additional precursor tests were performed on the morn-
ing and evening of October 26 using Lageos and Etalon at
the 80-prad beam divergence. Return signal levels were
approximately a factor of 25 times stronger from Lageos
than Etalon, as expected from the difference in range to
the satellites. The beam was step-scanned again with the
fast-steering mirror to demonstrate the desired effect.
A full dress rehearsal was conducted on the morning of
November 18. All communications circuits and procedures
were effected as planned for actual GOPEX operations.
The SOR Test Director conducted operations according
to a timeline-based checklist. No major problems were
encountered, and the checklist was executed well ahead
of schedule. The telescope script worked flawlessly, and
with the-exception of one 4-prad correction, telescope-
pointing corrections were unnecessary. The timing and
the scan mirror scripts worked flawlessly. Laser alignment
held throughout the test to better than 0.5 prad. Atmo-
spheric data were collected, and the weather was perfect.
The dress rehearsal resulted in a few minor changes to the
checklist and improvements in communications with :IPL
operations.
V. Galileo Operations
A. Overview
The biggest problem at the SOR during Galileo oper-
ations was the weather. Of the seven test nights, it was
reasonably clear on only one night (the second night). The
site was fogged in during the mornings of the last three ex-
periment days, preventing any propagations. Fog is not the
norm for Albuquerque, a city that experienced more pre-
cipitation in December 1992 than in any December in the
previous 100 years! At times researchers were propagat-
ing through cloud cover so heavy that the guide star was
not visible on the CCD camera. Furthermore, on the first
experiment day, the relative humidity was so high that to
prevent condensation, between propagations a hand-held
heat gun had to be used to blow warm air on the secondary
mirror of the telescope. In the worst conditions, snow was
falling or fog was condensing into snow and falling into the
open dome.
Despite the bad weather, SOR successfully conducted
operations on the first four experiment days. Table 2 sum-
marizes SOR pulses detected by Galileo. These data, from
an article by B. M. Levine, K. S. Shaik, and T.-Y. Yan of
:IPL summarize the analysis of the GOPEX images [2].
No pulses were detected by Galileo from TMF or SOR for
camera-shutter opening times less than 400 msec. Further-
more, there were always fewer pulse detections than pos-
sible for shutter times of 400, 533, and 800 msec. One ex-
planation is that the scan motion of the camera on Galileo
was not perfectly synchronized with the shutter opening.
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B.OperationsProcedures
Activities to prepare for, conduct, and assess the
nightly operations were based on a test director's checklist
and timeline designed to allow ample time to correct minor
problems. Appendix A is a facsimile of the test director's
checklist for day 344, the first test day.
In general, a test day involves facility preparation;
equipment turn-on and warm-up; functional equipment
checkout; computer disk-space and directory setup; op-
tics and laser alignment; integrated system checkout; fi-
nal preparations and double checks; conducting the ex-
periment; postexperiment debriefing; data quick-look; and
identification of problems to be fixed. Many of the details
of these tasks can be gleaned from the timeline in Ap-
pendix A.
C. The First Test Day, December 9, 1992
Sixty propagation sequences were planned for the first
test day. The first propagation was at 11:13:35 UTC and
every three minutes thereafter until 14:12:32 UTC. Thirty
pulses were transmitted during each sequence. On many
of these sequences, the fast-steering mirror was stepped
between pulses to generate one of the two patterns shown
in Fig. 4.
Appendix B contains a sample of the summary of
the propagation sequences, two graphs showing plots of
each pulse in each propagation sequence of the measured
pulse energies and pulse widths, and a sample output
from a spreadsheet summarizing the laser diagnostic and
telescope-pointing data for each pulse transmitted.
The propagation sequence summary that appears in
Appendix B also lists the sequence number; the day num-
ber; the time of the first pulse, to the nearest millisec-
ond; a propagation-time correction offset, if needed; the
Galileo shutter time; the number of shots in a repeating
sequence with no scan-mirror offset; the number of shots
in a sequence at some offset radius; the radius size; and
comments made during operations after each propagation
sequence.
Appendix C contains plots of environmental condi-
tions recorded at the site during Galileo operations. The
weather was generally not good the first night. It had
been cold (a few degrees above freezing) and rainy all day.
After sunset, massive fog set in and in the early part of
the evening the relative humidity was nearly 100 percent.
It was not possible to open the facility for temperature
conditioning, as scheduled, due to the high humidity. At
around 08:30 UTC, the sky began to clear and the wind
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picked up, blowing low-lying clouds to the southeast. How-
ever, the sky was too cloudy to permit using a star to set
the focus of the telescope with the wavefront sensor. It was
necessary to focus the telescope just before the first prop- "
agation, based on previous experience and the best image
at the guide-star CCD camera. During the propagation
sequences, the relative humidity averaged 82 percent. Be-
tween propagations, a person (standing atop a stepladder
in the dark) directed warm air over the secondary with a
hand-held heat gun in order to prevent condensation on
the secondary mirror's surface. The temperature plot of
the secondary mirror in Appendix C (the plot for temper-
ature sensor TS037, December 9, 1992) shows this process.
The data in Appendix C also show that the temperature
in the pier (sensor TS030 at the source simulators) aver-
aged a little over 13 deg C, while the outside temperature
(sensor TS006) was approximately -1.5 deg C, a very large
gradient indeed. These large temperature variations had
an unknown, but certainly degradingl effect on the optical ,_
quality of the transmitted beam. It was not possible to -_
make any r0 or 00 measurements on the first night due to
equipment malfunction.
z
B. M. Levine, of JPL's Optical Sciences and Applica-
tions Section, has analyzed the images from Galileo to
determine which frames show detections and to measure =
their strength with respect to the background. He reports :
that Galileo detected pulses from SOR on propagation se-
quences 1, 13, 16, 17, 20, 28, and 32. 3 Note from the corn- _=
ments in the propagation sequence table in Appendix B
that the cloud cover was so thick that it was not possible =
to see the guide star between sequences 4 and 12. The =
scan mirror was on during sequences 16, 20, 28, and 32,
and off during the other sequences. A summary appears in
Table 3. The signal levels reported by JPL are included in
this table. The average signal from TMF was data number
(dn) 199.8, a value comparable to dn 173.8 from SOR. The
high standard deviation (dn 212.2 ) of the signal variabil-
ity could be due to the fact that most of the pulses were
transmitted while the beam was being scanned.
D. The Second Test Day, December 10, 1992
This was the best test day at the SOR. The sky was
nearly clear except for a very thin subvisible cirrus cloud
layer at the 17.5-km range, which was present during tile
first 19 or 20 propagations. The relative humidity was still
much higher than normal, averaging nearly 70 percent dur-
ing the propagations. Generally, everything worked per-
3 B. M. Levine, private communication, Optical Sciences and Appli-
cations Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
December 22, 1992, updated by further private communication.
fectly on this night. Every pulse was transmitted, and
atmospheric data were collected for every laser transmis-
sion.
Table 4 summarizes the pulse detections by Galileo.
There were 37 detections with the average signal dn 143,
a factor of more than three times higher than the aver-
age signal from TMF. The standard deviation was dn 187
and the maximum signal was dn 354. The laser energy
was a bit higher, on average, for this day, and the sky was
generally clear although not a "photometric night." The
atmospheric seeing was not exceptional, in fact it was less
than average for this site.
E. The Third Test Day, December 11, 1992
The weather was again a problem on the third night.
The first 11 propagations were into very heavy clouds, and
in most cases it was not possible to see the guide star.
At propagation sequence number 12, the clouds thinned
enough for a detection by Galileo. Detections were also
made on sequences 16 and 20, which were the only other
shutter openings of 533 msec. The very last propagation
was into a fairly clear sky.
Table 5 summarizes the pulse detections for test day 3.
Only 11 pulses from SOR were detected. The average sig-
nal level was dn 66.0 (compared with dn 54.5 from TMF).
Five pulses were detected on the last sequence when the
weather was clearest.
F. The Fourth Test Day, December 12, 1992
The cloud cover was variable on the fourth night. Only
10 propagation sequences were conducted. Only three of
the sequences were 533 msec. The sky was clear on the
first few propagations but became very cloudy after the
sixth propagation.
Table 6 summarizes the detections by Galileo on frames
3 and 6. Only 5 pulses were detected. The average signal
level was dn 33.6. No TMF data are available for com-
parison since the facility was weathered out completely on
that night.
G. The Last Three Nights, December 14-16, 1992
There is nothing to report for these nights since SOR
was completely fogged in on all three nights. The last
recorded fog in December in Albuquerque occurred in
1937.
VI. Conclusions
GOPEX was a major success, with 268 pulse detections
from TMF on six nights at 15 and 30 Hz, and 76 pulse
detections from SOR on four nights at 10 Hz. The signal
levels were close to those expected.
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Table 1. GOPEX operations schedule.
Test day, Start time, End time, Number of Time between
December 1992 UTC UTC transmissions transmissions, rain
9 11:13:35 14:12:32 60 3
I0 11:06:21 13:04:38 40 3
II 11:10:06 12:07:44 20 3
12 10:25:24 11:19:59 10 6
14 10:42:08 11:37:45 12 5
15 10:39:54 11:25:24 10 5
16 10:39:41 11:15:04 8 5
Table 2. SOR pulses detected by Galileo.
Test day, Number of
day of year pulses detected
1,344 16
2, 345 43
3, 346 12
4, 347 5
5, 349 No propagations due to fog
6, 350 No propagations due to fog
7, 351 No propagations due to fog
Table 3. Results for the first test day, day 344, December 9, 1992.
propagation Sky
sequence condition
Atmospheric Average Beam
r0, 80, transmission energy per scan radius,
cm _rad from pulse, mJ _rad
lldar data
Galileo
shutter
time, msec
Number of
pulses
detected
1 Partly cloudy
13 Cloudy
16 Partly cloudy
17 Partly cloudy
20 Mostly cloudy
28 Good
32 Clear
No data No data 0.77 310 0
No data No data 0.92 312 0
No data No data 0.81 312 60
No data No data 0.80 315 0
No data No data 0.94 311 60
No data No data 0.80 315 30
No data No data 317 30
4O0
400
8O0
400
8O0
400
400
Total number of detections
Minimum dn
Maximum dn
Average dn
Standard deviation dn
14
10
631
173.8
212.2
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Table4.Results for the second lest day, day 345, December 10, 1992.
Propagation
sequence
Sky
condition
Atmospheric
ro, 00, transmission Average Beam
can _rad from energy per scan radius,
lldar data pulse, mJ _rad
Galileo
shutter
time, msec
Number of
pulses
detected
4
5
6
8
9
10
12
13
14
16
17
18
2O
28
32
Subvisible cirrus
Subvisible cirrus
Subvisible cirrus
Subvisible carrus
Subvislble carrus
Subvisible cirrus
Subvisible cwrus
Subvisible cirrus
Subvisible cirrus
Subvisible cirrus
Subvisible arrus
Subvisible carrus
Clear
Clear
Clear
6.45 7.52 0.67 342
6.77 9.16 0.69 340
6.45 9.59 0.71 342
7.21 8.25 0.74 337
7.55 8.88 0.76 336
6.45 7.45 0.79 337
4.43 8.49 0.78 337
4.07 7.58 0,76 338
4.74 8.93 0.75 337
6.48 6.76 0.76 338
5.06 5.81 0,77 336
4.96 6.64 0.76 338
6.75 8.06 0.78 337
5.73 5.62 0.80 338
6.32 8.92 0.79 336
0
0
0
0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
o
800
533
533
800
533
533
800
533
533
800
533
533
800
533
533
3
2
2
5
2
2
4
2
2
5
2
1
2
1
2
g
=
[
Total number of detections
Minimum dn
Maximum dn
Average dn
Standard deviation dn
37
14
354
143
187
264
Table5.Resultsorthethirdtestday,day346,December11,1992.
Propagation
sequence
Sky
condition
Atmospheric Average Beam
r0, 00, transmission energy per scan radius,
cm _trad from pulse, mJ /_rad
lidar data
Galileo
shutter
time, msec
Number of
pulses
detected
12
16
20
Clouds No data No data
Very thick clouds No data No data
Fairly clear 9.18 4.67
0.75 327 0 400 4
0.76 328 0 400 2
0.75 327 60 800 5
Total number of detections
Minimum dn
Maximum dn
Average tin
Standard deviation dn
II
14
292
66
76
Table 6. Results for the fourth test day, day 347, December 12, 1992.
Propagation
sequence
Sky
condition
Atmospheric Average Beam
r0, 00, transmission energy per scan radius,
cm #rad from pulse, mJ #rad
lldar data
Galileo
shutter
time, msec
Number of
pulses
detected
Clear Est. 7.5 Est. 5.0
Very thick clouds Est. 7.5 Est. 5.0
0.69 299 0 533 2
0.59 295 0 533 3
Total number of detections
Minimum dn
Maximum dn
Average dn
Standard deviation dn
5
6
81
33.6
30.1
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Fig. 4. GOPEX scan patterns used during the first test night,
with an 80-/.Lrad beam divergence: (a) 4-pulse mode, no pulse
on center, 30./zrad offset and (b) 8-pulse mode, 1 pulse on center,
7 pulses at 60-/_rad offset.
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Fig. 6. Laser beam profile measured 127 cm In front of the laser. The
beam is round, the distortion is due to the printer: (a) 3-D profile and (b)
contour plot.
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Appendix A
Test Director's Checklist
An example of the test director's checklist is shown on the following pages.
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Fig. A-1. Test direclor's checklist for GOPEX, day 344, December 9, 1992.
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Appendix B
Day 344, December 9, 1992
This section Contains summaries of the Galileo operations activities for day 344, the first test day.
ehotl
Fig. B-1. Propagation sequences for GOPEX, day 344, December 9, 1992.
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350 -, .l , T l I
_2oo_ I II I_
MEASUREMENT SEQUENCE NUMBER
Fig. B-_L Plot of measured energy per pulse for each propagation sequence and for pre-
calibration snd postcallbratlon runs at lower power. The graph contains 30 points for each
propagation sequence, corresponding to the 30 pulses propagated during each sequence.
The atmospheric txansmlssion sequences start at sequence number 5 and end at number 65.
The drop-outs at number 20 and at number 41 were caused by laser Q-switch problems.
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Fig. B-3. Plot of measured full-wldth half-maximum laser pulse widths for each of the atmo-
spheric propagaUon sequences (numbers 5 through 65) and during pre- end postcalibraUon
of the laser calorimeter (numbers 1-5 and 65-68). Thirty measurements (corresponding to 30
pulses) are plotted for each propagaUon sequence.
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Appendix C
Sample of environmental data collected during transmissions.
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Fig. C-1. Computed relative humidity, day 344, December 9, 1992.
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Fig. C-3. Ambient air temperature, Tower Number 1, day 344,
December 9, 1992.
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Fig. C-2. Optical path air temperature at the (source simulator)
(see Fla. 2). day 344. December 9. 1992.
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Fig. C-4. Secondary mirror temperature, day 344, December 9,
1992.
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Fig. (::-5. Ambient air dew point, Tower Number 2, day 344,
December 9, 1992.
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Rg. C-6. Tower Number 1 wind speed, top, day 344, December 9, Fig. 0-7. Optical path airDecembertemperature9,1992.atM8 (see Fig. 2), day 344,
1992.
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This article investigates and identifies the baseline design and implementation
of the digital baseband architecture for advanced deep space transponders. Trade
studies on the selection of the number of bits for the analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) and optimum sampling schemes are presented. In addition, the proposed
optimum sampling scheme is analyzed in detail. Descriptions of possible implemen-
tations for the digital baseband (or digital front end) and digital phase-locked loop
(DPLL) for carrier tracking are also described.
i. Introduction
Future NASA missions will require cheaper, smaller,
and more energy-efficient spacecraft telecommunication
equipment. These requirements motivated this study on
advanced transponders for deep space applications. Re-
cently, a study [1] has investigated various digital baseband
architectures for future deep space transponders. Three
different architectures were proposed for near-term, inter-
mediate, and long-term solutions. The purpose of this ar-
ticle is to investigate and identify the baseline design and
the conceptual implementation of the digital baseband ar-
chitecture for a short-term solution.
The baseline architecture will use advanced digital tech-
nologies and signal-processing techniques for improved
performance along with attractive functionality and adapt-
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ability to mission requirements. The identified architec-
ture should also meet the interface constraint to minimize
the cost of the design. The baseline architecture was de-
veloped based on the current configuration of the Cassini
Deep Space Transponder (DST) [2]. The proposed archi-
tecture will maintain the analog IF section and the au-
tomatic gain control (AGC) loop at the first IF mixer
identical to the current Cassini DST. However, the second
IF will be redesigned to ease the digitization of baseband
functions. In addition, the command detector unit (CDU)
function, along with its modifications, will be included as
a whole in the advanced DST. A description of the CDU
and its modifications can be found in [1].
The simplified block diagram of the baseline architec-
ture for the receiver of the DST is shown in Fig. 1. For
this baseline architecture, the analog phase-locked loop
(APLL) for carrier tracking is replaced by a hybrid dig-
ital phase-locked loop (DPLL) and the ranging signal is
extracted by filtering and turning the signal around with-
out further signal processing (analog turnaround ranging).
To simplify the hardware, the sampling frequency will be
selected so that it is compatible with the sampling rate re-
quirement of the CDU. A detailed description of the base-
line architecture shown in Fig. 1 can also be found in [1].
This article begins with the trade studies for the selec-
tion of the number of bits for the ADC and the optimum
sampling technique. Based on the selected optimum sam-
pling scheme, the implementation of the baseband digital
front end for simplified hardware was analyzed and pro-
posed. Next, preliminary results related to the design and
conceptual implementation of the DPLL for carrier track-
ing are presented and discussed. Finally, the article con-
cludes with a summary of the salient features associated
with this baseline design and direction of future work.
II. Selection of Number of Bits for the ADC
The number of bits required for tile ADC at the second
IF will determine the setting of the power for the AGC, the
carrier signal-to-noise (SNR) degradation due to quanti-
zation, and the saturation noise. This section summarizes
the results presented by Nguyen} The carrier SNR degra-
dation due to digitization, A, in the presence of Gaussian
noise, is given by Nguyen 2 as
( ,N( -1 (1)a= :+-gx
where
2K
O-2
2r(K)) (2)
+ 12(M - 1) _ -
P.
(3)
1 T. M. Nguyen, "Selection of the A/D Sampling Frequency and
Number of Bits for the Advanced Transponder," JPL Interof-
fice Memorandum 3313-92-024 (internal document), Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, April 20, 1992, revised
May 18, 1992.
2 Ibid.
1
K = _ (4)
LF
F( K) - (5)
Note that (PN/¢ 2) denotes the quantization noise plus
saturation noise-to-carrier signal power ratio; (Ps/P,_) de-
notes input carrier power-to-noise power ratio; No is the
one-sided input noise power density; Fs is the sampling
frequency; M = 2N-l, where N is the number of bits
(including sign); and LF is the loading factor defined as
follows:
rms amplitude of the total input signal
LF = ADC saturation voltage
(6)
The optimum values for K for various values of N have
been calculated in [3], and the corresponding optimum
LF as a function of N is depicted in Fig. 2. From the
optimum values of N and LF found in Fig. 2, one can cal-
culate the corresponding values of (PN/C r2) using Eq. (2).
Using the calculated (PN/or2) together with Eq. (1), one
can calculate the carrier SNR degradation due to digi-
tization. The results are plotted in Fig. 3 for 0 dB-IIz
< Ps/No < 50 dB-Hz and 1 MHz < Fs < 36 MHz. Note
that for 0 dB-Hz < Ps/No < 50 dB-Hz and 1 MIh < Fs
< 36 MHz, one has: 1 + Ps/Pn _ 1. Using this approxi-
mation, the results are shown in Fig. 3.
Therefore, to achieve the digitization with a degrada-
tion in carrier SNR of less than 0.1 dB and to meet the
required dynamic range of 6N dB for the input carrier
signal, the required number of bits is N > 4 bits. In ad-
dition, the higher the number of bits that one selects, the
less susceptible to interference the signal will be. 3 Conse-
quently, the required number of bits for the ADC should
be selected such that 4 bits <_ N <_ 8 bits.
III. Optimum Sampling Scheme
A. Review of Current Sampling Techniques
Currently, there are several techniques for sampling
the band-pass signals [4]: in-phase and quadrature (I&Q)
baseband sampling with analog quadrature, I&Q sampling
with analog tIilbert transform, band-pass sampling with
3 j. Berner, "Number of Bits Required in Block-V ADC," JPL In-
teroffice Memorandum 3338-90-048 (internal document), Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, March 26, 1990.
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digital quadrature mixers, and band-pass sampling with
digital Hilbert transform. Based upon the investigation in
[4], the band-pass sampling technique with digital quadra-
ture mixers is recommended (see Fig. 5) for the baseline
design of the advanced transponder because of the follow-
ing reasons:
(1) There are no phase and amplitude imbalances be-
cause the mixing is done in digital domain.
(2) The digital low-pass filter (LPF) using a finite-
impulse response (FIR) filter provides constant
group delay that is very important for ranging and
Doppler information.
(3) Only one ADC is required.
(4) If the sampling period is exactly 1/4FtF, then the
reference of I&Q components reduces to an alternat-
ing sequence.
It will be shown later that the hardware implementation
can be simplified by using the last property with some
modification. Before describing how to implement the
"digital front end" for the advanced transponder, the dig-
ital front end needs to be dcfined.
The digital front end of the transponder (see Figs. 1 and
4) is designed to accept an IF analog signal and output dig-
ital baseband I&Q components for filrther processing by
the remainder of transpondcr. The purpose of the digital
front end is to provide the transponder with a demodula-
tion capability fi'om an IF-to-baseband digital signal.
B. Conceptual Implementation of the Digital Front
End
To implement the digital front end (see Fig. 4), one
must set up the criteria for selecting both the optimum
sampling frequency and the analog IF. First, there are sev-
eral criteria for selecting tile optimum sampling frequency,
namely,
(1) The hardware implenaentation should be simple.
(2) The sampling frequency should be sufficiently high
to meet the required number of samples per symbol
for the CDU and the carrier tracking loop.
(3) The sampling frequency should be sufficiently high
to prevent aliasing of the baseband signal with the
images that occur at the sampling rate.
(4) Tile sampling frequency selected should meet the
current specification of the analog-to-digital (A/D)
technology with reasonable cost..
Based on these criteria, the sampling frequency, Fs,
must be selected to satisfy the following conditions [5-7]:
Fs >_ 2BW (7)
(l + 1) - < Fs <_
(s)
where BW is the bandwidth of the band-pass signal in
hertz, ElF is the center of the IF band, and i is a positive
integer. In order to simplify the hardware implementation,
one chooses equality in Eq. (7) and an odd integer for I in
Eq. (8):
Fs = 2pB W (9)
(10)nFs = FrF --
BW
where p > 1 and n = (1+ 1)/2.
Solving for the sampling frequency in terms of FIF, one
gets
Fs = 4pFH_
(1 + 4rip) (11)
for p = 1, Eq. (11) reduces to
Fs -- 4FIF
(1 + 4n) (12)
where n satisfies tile following inequality
- 2BW Oa)
where [x] is tile smallest integer that is less than or equal
to x. It should be mentioned that the sampling scheme
proposed is known as the under-sampling scheme. Note
that, in practice, to simplify the I&Q sampling technique
using digital quadrature mixers (see Fig. 5) to the config-
uration shown in Fig. 7(a), the sampling frequency must
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be chosen as 4FIF [8-10] .4 However, using Eq. (12) one
can avoid selecting a high sampling frequency (and hence
achieve a more energy efficient spacecraft). As an exam-
ple for the proposed under-sampling scheme, let the IF be
5 MIIz and the bandwidth of the signal be 36 kiiz; then
using Eq. (13), one obtains n < 69. If one selects n = 6,
then the sampling frequency required for this case is, from
Eq. (12), Fs = 0.8 Miiz. Figures 7(b) and (c) illustrate
and compare the two sampling schemes discussed above.
Secondly, one must select the IF so that the analog cir-
cuitry in the transponder can be designed and built easily.
There are several criteria for selecting the IF, namely,
(1) The quadrature sampling error caused by spectral
bands overlapping [7] must be avoided by selecting
the upper cutoff frequency of the band-pass filter
(BPF) equal to an integer multiple of the bandwidth,
i.e.,
p = total received power
w = angular carrier frequency
wa = Doppler angular frequency offset
e(t) = phase modulation = rod(t)sin (wsct)
+ mrtR(t)
_o = phase offset
m = command modulation index
d(t) = command non-return-to-zero (NRZ) data
wsc = command subcarrier frequency
mR = ranging modulation index
R(t) = ranging signal
Without loss of generality, one can set w = WIF "_-
2rFiF,Wd = 0,_o = 0, and can expand Eq. (15) to get
BW cBW (14)
Fw + --g-- =
s(o = 2,,/_[cos (o(0) sin (2,_FIFt)
+ sin(e(t)) cos (2_rFiFt)] (16)
where c is a positive integer.
(2) For minimum hardware implementation, EIF and
Fs should satisfy Eq. (12).
(3) FIF must be chosen such that the associated band-
pass filter in the analog-mixing and filtering circuitry
is realizable. The passband of this filter must pass
the required number of sidelobes of the command
signal and possibly the highest ranging clock fre-
quency.
(4) FIF must be chosen by taking into consideration the
throughput limitation of the digital filters of the dig-
ital front end.
(5) FIF must be chosen to provide minimum carrier de-
lay variation.
To show that Eq. (12) can be used to select the sampling
frequency for hardware simplification, look at the mathe-
matical model for the uplink siguat, S(t):
s(o = v_sin ((_ +_)t + e(t) + _) (1_)
where
4 M. J. Agan and C, R. Pasqualino, "AMT Modem Digital Front
End," JPL Interoffice Memorandum AMT:331-5-90-0 (internal
document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, pasadena, California, Oc-
tober 1990.
The first term in Eq. (16) represents the carrier compo-
nent, and the second is the command signal component.
Assume that the I&Q components of Eq. (15) are ex-
tracted by using analog quadrature mixers as shown in
Fig. 6. If the cutoff frequency of the LPF is such that it re-
jects higher-order harmonics components and passes only
the first harmonic component without distortion, then the
output I&Q components are
i sin(e(t)) (17)t(t) = 7
1 (is)Q(t) = _ cos(e(t))
Note that Eqs. (17) and (18) have been normalized by
V_T. If one assumes that the ranging signal is off, then
the I(t) and Q(t) shown in Eqs. (17) and (18) become
I(Q =ld(t) sin (msin(wscO) "_ d(OJl(,n) sin(wscO
(10)
i cos(,n sin(,os_0) _ _Jo(,n) (20)Q(t) = "a
9R't
Note that the /-component contains the command infor-
mation and tile Q-component contains the amplitude of
the carrier component.
A sample of the signal expressed in Eq. (16) is obtained
by using the sampling frequency derived in Eq. (12). At
this sampling frequency, one has
t:kTs- k(4n+l)
4FzF , k=0,1,2,3,4, ... (21)
where Ts denotes the sampling period. Substituting
Eq. (21) into Eq. (16) and evaluating it for
k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 .... , one sees that Eq. (16) generates the
following sequence:
2v/5-_s_n(O(0)), 2¢5-_cos (e(Ts)),- 2¢_-_sin(O(2rs)),
- 2v'2-ficos((9(3Ts)), V'2-Psin (®(4Ts)),
2v/_ cos (O(5Ts)),- 2V_sin (®(6Ts)),
- 2vffPcos (O(TTs)), 2v'_si,, (O(8Ts)),
2V_-fi cos (O(9Ts)) ....
Taking the above sequence and multiplying by tile
{1, 1,-1,-1, 1, 1,-1,-1, I, 1 .... } sequence, one gets
2vffFsin (o(0)), vS_co_ (O(Ts)), 2v_sin (e(2T_)),
2x/-ffPcos (O(3Ts)), 2v/_sin (®(4Ts)),
2v_'P cos (O(5Ts)), V"2-P sin (O(6Ts)),
2vZ-_cos(O(TTs)), 2V_s_,l(O(Sys)),
2v/-_ cos (e(9Ts)) ....
.Note that this sequence alternates between samples of I(l)
and Q(t) shown in Eqs. (18) and (19) with only a scaling
factor difference. The above sequence can be simply ex-
pressed as
t(O), Q(Ts), I(2Ts), Q(3Ts), I(4Ts), Q(5Ts),
I(6Ts), Q(7Ts), I(8Ts), Q(9Ts), ...
=
Based on these results, the optimum implementation _=
of the digital front end for the baseline design of the ad-
vanced transponder is shown in Fig. 7. As shown in this
section, using the sampling frequency derived in Eq. (12), -_
one can simplify the hardware. The hardware simplifica-
tion is exactly the same as for the case when the sampling
frequency is 4FIF [9]s except when using a lower Fs, and
hence lower power consumption.
IV. Design and Implementation
of the Carrier Tracking Loop
A. Description of the Carrier APLL and
Transformation Techniques
The block diagram of the analog carrier tracking loop
for tile Cassini DST is depicted in Fig. 8. Based on the cur- 2_
rent design, an architecture of the DPLL for computer sim-
ulation is developed. Presently, the analog carrier tracking
loop is Type I, second order PLL with the following char-
acteristics: =
AK = loop gain = 2.4 x I07 (22)
B(s) : i
(1 + rncS)'rnc = 1.6 x 10 -s (23)
I+_S
1 + r_S' 7"1= 4707, r_ = 0.0442 (24)F(S) -
1
V(S) = (1 + rvS)' rv = 1.0 x 10 -6 (25)
1
K(S) = F (26)
Note that B(S) is the typical LPF, F(S) is tile loop filter,
V(S) is tile rolloff filter of the voltage control oscillator
(VCO), and If(S) is the VCO integrator.
Let G(S) be tile transfer function of the analog loop
defined as follows:
"_Ibid.
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a(s) = B(S)F(S)V(S) (27)
From the analog characteristics of the loop, there are four
different techniques (cases 1-4) to design the equivalent
digital loop
(1) Bilinear Transformation Method. This method pre-
serves the phase characteristics in the narrow pass-
band when mapping the APLL into the digital do-
main with high sampling frequency. The map-
ping from analog (S-domain) to digital domain (Z-
domain) can be achieved by direct substitution of
the following equation into the analog transfer func-
tion [11-13]:
points when mapping S-domain to Z-domain. The
relationship between S- and Z-variables is given in
[121:
s - (z - 1) (31)
Ts
Similar to case (2), the equivalent digital transfer
function of the open loop cannot be found by sub-
stituting Eq. (31) directly into tile analog transfer
function. The relationship between the analog and
digital transfer function is [12,13]
2 (z - 1) (28)S-
Ts (Z + 1)
(2) Impulse-Invariant Transformation Method. This
mapping technique preserves the impulse response
at the sampling points. The relationship between
the S-variable and Z-variable is given by [12,13]
s - (z - 1) (29)
TsZ
Ilowever, the corresponding digital transfer func-
tion cannot be obtained by substituting Eq. (28) di-
rectly into the analog transfer flmctiou as in case (1)
above. Let 9(t) be the impulse response of G(S),
i.e., g(t) = L-I{G(S)}, where L -1 {.} denotes the
inverse Laplace transform of {.}. Thus, the digital
approximation of the analog transfer function G(S)
is given by
GD(Z) = Ts(z{g(t)lt=nTs}) (30)
where z{.} is the z-transform of {.}. Note that the
analog transfer function G(S) considered in this ar-
ticle is defined in Eq. (27).
(3) Step-Invariant Transformation Method. This
method preserves the step response at the sampling
(32)
where z{.} and G(S) are defined the same as above.
(4) Rational Transformation Method. This mapping
technique is identical to the impulse-invariant trans-
formation technique [11,12].
B. Recursive Implementation of the Carrier DPLL
To obtain the digital approximation of the carrier
APLL described in Section IV.A, each functional block
in the analog loop, i.e., B(S), F(S), V(S), and K(S),
can be mapped directly into the Z-domain using bilinear
transformation or the composite function B(S)F(S)V(S)
using impulse-invariant (or step-invariant) transformation.
These mappings are accomplished by applying Eqs. (28),
(30), and (32), depending on the type of transformation
used. Following are the recursive implementations of the
digital transfer functions.
1. Recursive Implementation of B(S), F(S), V(S),
and K(S) Using Bilinear Transformation. To obtain
the digital approximation of the analog loop using bilinear
transformation, one substitutes Eq. (28) into Eqs. (23)-
(26) to get the Z-domain representations for the LPF
B(S), loop filter F(S), VCO rolloff filter V(S), and the
integrator K(S). The results are
(1 + Z -i) (33)
B(Z) = (AooZ_ 1 + All)
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where
(AoZ- Bo)
F(Z) - (--_Z1Z- B,) (34)
K(Z) = Ts(Z + I)
2(z- 1) (35)
A00 = 1- Co, All = 1 + Co (36)
Ao= l+ao, AI= l+b0, B0=a0-1, Ba =b0-1 (37)
and
2fRO 2r2 2rl
CO -----_S ' ao = _s , bo -- _s (38)
Note that the Z-domain representation for V(S) is exactly
the same as Eq. (33), except that Co is replaced by
Co 2rv
= _ (39)
The digital closed-loop transfer function, H(Z), for this
case is given by
AK ( B( Z)F( Z)V ( Z)K ( Z))
H(Z) = [1 + AK(B(Z)F(Z)V(Z)K(Z))] (40)
Plots of the analog and digital closed-loop phase and
magnitude responses are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b).
These figures show that for sampling frequencies below
100 kHz, distortions in phase and magnitude can occur
for the digital approximation loop. In addition, the figures
show that for sampling frequencies greater than or equal
to 100 kHz the response of the digital loop approaches that
of the analog counterpart. Hence, the minimum sampling
frequency for this case is 100 kHz. Figures 10(a), (b), and
(c) show the recursive implementation of the LPF B(Z),
integrator K(Z), and loop filter F(Z).
The implementation of the rolloff filter V(Z) is similar
to that of the LPF B(Z).
2. Recursive Implementation of the Analog
Transfer Function G(S) and K(S) Using Impulse-
Invariant Transformation. To obtain the equivalent
digital approximation for the integrator K(S), one substi-
tutes Eq. (29) into Eq. (26) to get
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K(Z)- ZTs(Z - 1) (41)
The digital approximation for the analog transfer func-
tion G(S) (see Eq. (27)) is obtained by finding the inverse i
Laplace transform of G(S) and then substituting the result
into Eq. (30). Evaluating Eq. (30), one has
. or'0 o_ 1Go(Z) = Ts 1 Z-le -aTs +
- i - Z-le -bTs
+ 4, ]1 - Z---{e -cTs (42)
where
(_0 = (n - rac) (n - ry) (43)
and
rRc -- r2
4, = (me - 7",) (rRc - rv) (44)
rV-_
o_2 (_: - n) (,-,I - _Rc) (45)
1 1 1
a=--, b=_ e---- (46)7"1 rRc ' rv
The digital closed-loop transfer function for this case is
given by
AK(GD(Z)K(Z))
H(Z) = [1 + AK(GD(Z)K(Z))] (47)
From Eq. (47), the plots of the phase and magnitude
responses can be obtained for the digital approximation
loop. Figures 11(a) and ll(b) illustrate the closed-loop
phase and magnitude responses for both analog and digi-
tal loops. The figures show that the response of the digital
loop approximated by using impulse-invariant transforma-
tion is the same as the analog loop when the sampling fre-
quency is higher than or equal to 100 kHz. When the sam-
pling frequency is less than 100 kHz, the digital loop can
encounter serious distortion in both phase and amplitude.
The recursive implementations GD(Z) and K(Z) using
impulse-invariant transformation are shown in Figs. 12(a)
and 12(b).
3. Recursive Implementation of the Analog
Transfer Function G(S) and K(S) Using Step-
Invariant Transformation. Digital approximations
K(Z) and GD(Z) for K(S) and G(S) using step invari-
ant transformation can be obtained by using Eqs. (31) and
(32). The results are
Ts (485
K(Z)- (Z-l)
l-Z- 1 ]GD(Z) = t3o + 131 __ -le-arsJ
+13 [i 1-z- ]
__ z-l£-bTsJ
Z-le-¢Ts]
where
O_ I O_2
_o=°_° + -b- + __
a c
o_2
132= -b' 133-
131 w a '
show that the magnitude response approaches the ana-
log response when the sampling frequency is higher than
or equal to 100 kHz. However, the phase response suf-
fers serious distortion when the sampling frequency is less
than 1 MHz. Thus, in order to achieve the same response
as the analog loop, the digital approximation loop using
step-invariant transformation must be sampled at least at
1 MHz, i.e., this method requires a 10 times higher sam-
pling frequency than the previous methods. The recursive
implementations of GD(Z) and K(Z) using step-invariant
transformation are shown in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b).
V. Conclusions and Future Work
This article presented preliminary results on the design
and implementation of the baseline digital baseband archi-
tecture for future deep space transponders, and also pre-
sented trade studies on: (1) the number of bits required by
(49) the ADC, (2) the sampling and IF for hardware simplifica-
tion, and (35 the optimum sampling technique. A concep-
tual implementation of the proposed optimum sampling
technique was presented and discussed. In addition, the
phase and amplitude responses of digital approximations
(50) of the analog loop were briefly investigated. It was found
that in order to achieve the same closed-loop responses
as the analog counterpart, the step-invariant transforma-
tion method requires a higher sampling frequency than the
(51) other methods.
The parameters a0, al, a, b, and c are defined in Eqs. (43)-
(46), respectively. Again, Eq. (47) can be used to evaluate
the closed-loop transfer function for this case. The plots of
the closed-loop transfer functions for both analog and dig-
ital loops are shown in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b). The figures
Furthermore, this article identified various architec-
tures for possible implementation of the digital carrier
tracking loop. The architecture that was found to provide
the smallest phase jitter and fastest response is appropri-
ate for the advanced transponder.
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Hardware Design for the Autonomous Visibility
Monitoring (AVM) Observatory
K. Cowles
Communications Systems Research Section
The hardware for the three Autonomous Visibility Monitoring (AVM) observa-
tories has been redesigned. Changes in hardware design include electronics com-
ponents, weather sensors, and the telescope drive system. Operation of the new
hardware is discussed, as well as some of its features. The redesign will allow reli-
able automated operation.
I. Introduction
Extensive testing of original hardware for the engineer-
ing model of the Autonomous Visibility Monitoring (AVM)
observatories has provided new specifications for the field
hardware. The revised task allows improved capabilities
and better specification of procured and manufactured
components of the AVM hardware. Some of the original
equipment has been retained. This article will outline the
specifications for the hardware and describe the operation
of the new system.
II. Objectives and Specifications
Several problem areas were identified with the hardware
used in the engineering model. Based on experience oper-
ating the equipment, new specifications were developed for
the observatory system. The objective of the AVM task is
to develop an atmospheric transmission model for optical
communications through autonomous visibility measure-
ments of known stellar objects from several locations in
the southwestern United States, and to update this model
on a quarterly basis. In order to meet this objective, au-
tonomous observatories will be deployed to continuously
monitor star transmission intensities. Atmospheric atten-
uation probabilities will be determined from these mea-
surements.
To achieve this objective, the system must observe
weather conditions and sky transparency for several years.
Weather sensors must be able to withstand the environ-
mental extremes of remote sites, and the system must re-
spond to indications from these sensors in case of inclement
weather. Sky transparency sensors must be able to dis-
cern cloud/no cloud conditions and measure atmospheric
attenuation. Attenuation from sensor components must
be calibrated to ensure accurate calculation of attenuation
from the atmosphere only. The system must be designed
to measure atmospheric attenuation to within ten percent
error.
The sensor chosen for the sky transparency measure-
ments is a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera mounted
to a ten-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope. To provide
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data on the spatial correlation properties of the atmo-
sphere, three identical autonomous sensor systems will be
developed and deployed. Operations of these items and
the associated control systems are discussed in the follow-
ing paragraphs. A hardware block diagram is shown in
Fig. 1.
A. Telescope Mount
Tile telescope mounts are the original mounts designed
by Autoscope Corporation, with several modifications that
have been made in the past few years. Open loop control of
the mount's equatorial friction drive system was tested and
found to be accurate to within 2.3 mrad. The redesigned
system has an error of less than 0.4 mrad to match the
camera's field of view the through the telescope. In order
to achieve this accuracy, encoders are used on the equa-
torial drives to provide closed loop feedback. Total error
from the encoders, encoder mounting, and mount mechan-
ical error is less than 0.4 mrad. A mount model may be
used to further reduce the mount mechanical error. The
encoders will improve system accuracy by removing errors
associated with slippage, backlash, balance, and improper
stepping from the motors. All components on the mount
are rated to operate in temperatures from -20 to 40 deg C.
B. Optical System
A Meade ten-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope fo-
cuses a star image onto a CCD camera, providing a field
of view of 1.1 mrad. A filter wheel in the path allows
selection of one of eight positions: three standard astro-
nomical filters, V, R, and I; three narrow (10- or 20-nm)
filters corresponding to laser wavelengths, 532 nm, 860 nm,
and 1064 nm; plus a block position and a clear (no filter)
position. Filter transmission curves are given in Fig. 2.
A telecompressor lens, wllich was used in the past, can
increase the field of view up to three times. Itowever,
with a smaller field of view, daytime observations will pro-
vide better resolution of attenuation because of the de-
creased background sky per pixel observed. Longer ex-
posure times are possible before saturation of the pixels.
Increased pointing accuracy, achieved by using encoders,
enables operation without the telecompressor.
The optical path will be calibrated before operations
begin, so that losses through each of the optical elements
will be well known. In addition, a calibration lamp will
be placed in the dome to provide a reference source for
changes in telescope losses. Observations of this source
several times daily will indicate any changes in optics
throughput due to dust accumulation or condensation on
the Schmidt plate of the telescope.
C. CCD Camera
The CCD camera is a Spectra Source Lynxx PC camera
with 192 x i65 pixels in an area of 2.64 x 2.64 mm and
12-bit resolution. It is responsive over the 500- to 1064-
nm wavelength range, and has a pixel area small enough
to discern stars from the background sky during the day.
The pixels are rectangular, 13.75 pm (192 dimension) by
16 pm (165 dimension). Combining this CCD with the
telescope gives an image size of 1.1 mrad with a pixei res- -
olution of 0.005 x 0.006 mrad. The detector is cooled to -
=
-10 deg C inside a sealed housing. Quantum efficiency _-
and responsivity are indicated in Fig. 3.
O. Control Computer
The observatory is controlled by a 386-based computer.
Tlfis computer is placed inside an environmentally con-
trolled electronics cart and is tested to withstand operating
conditions at altitudes of 3000 meters, operating temper-
atures of 10 to 30 deg C, and storage temperatures of -20
to 40 deg C.
Control boards inside the chassis include CCD control,
telescope and observatory control, communications ports,
clock control, and a monitor driver board. The CCD board
is matched for each camera. The telescope and observatory
control board is capable of driving the telescope stepper
drivers, encoders, and filter wheel stepper driver; monitor-
ing mount limit switches and joystick control; and driving
or monitoring various input/output (I/O) modules. This
board runs with a C program and will control sidereal
rate, ramp, and slew operations. It has a run-time li-
brary of commands for various interfaces with the board,
a joystick matched for operations with the board, and ad-
justable control parameters to compensate for differences
between the three telescope mounts.
Three communications ports are used for connections
to the uninterruptible power supply (UPS), modem, and
weather station. A clock board regulates the DOS clock to
within 0.5 seconds in order to properly track sidereal mo-
tion. All control boards are rated to operate at altitudes
of 3000 meters, operating temperatures of 10 to 30 deg C,
and storage temperatures of-20 to 40 deg C.
E. Observatory and Telescope Integrated
System (OTIS)
OTIS controls telescope movement, filter control, and
various other observatory operations. A block diagram of
its components and connections is shown in Fig. 4. Ma-
jor components are the microstepper controllers for the
mount stepper motors, a stepper controller for the filter
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wheel,CCDthermoelectricoolercontrol,I]O modules,
watchdogrelay,andvariouscableinterfaces.OTISwillbe
placedinsidetheelectronicscart,so its componentsare
ratedfor thesamealtitudes,operatingtemperatures,and
storagetemperaturesasthecomputer.
The microsteppersthat controlthe telescopemount
motorsareadjustablefor finetuningfrom1/256stepto
1step.Optimumadjustmentis at 1/16step.Theyeffi-
cientlytransferpowerto themotorsto preventexcessive
heatingof thesystem,andsupplyahighvoltageto allow
forhigh-speedoperationof themountaxes.Voltagesup-
pliedto themotorscanbeup to 60V. Previousdrivers
usedamaximumofonly24V.
Thefilter stepperdriveris a single-step12-Vdriver
compatiblewith thePCdigital-signal-processingcontrol-
ler. TheCCDthermoelectriccooler(TEC)iscompatible
with theexistingsensorin thecamera(AD590)andcon-
trols at -10 to within :t:0.05degC. Thecoolerhasan
analogoutputsoit canbemonitoredby thecomputer.
TheanaloganddigitalI/O controlmodulesreceivein-
putsfromdevicesneedingcomputermonitoring(24V ac
or 5V de)andprovideoutputsfor computercontrol(dry
contactoutput, 117V ac, 24V ac). Itemscontrolled
bytheI/O modulesarethecalibrationlamp,roofopen,
roofclose,watchdogalarm,roofalarms,UPSalarm,high
carttemperaturealarm,watchdognotification,rooflimit
switchstatus,rain alarm,andwindspeedalarm. The
watchdogrelayusesa24V acinputto switch24V acto
informtheroofcontroller,alarmsystem,andcomputerif
thetimerhasnotbeenupdatedwithintenminutes.
TheOTISpowersupplyprovides4-12 V at 2 A each,
+5 V at 10 A, and +48 V at 5 A. Various connector in-
terfaces are also provided within OTIS.
F. Weather Station
The weather station monitors wind speed and direc-
tion, inside (cart) and outside (ambient) temperatures,
and relative humidity. Sensors located on the weather
mast are capable of surviving 90-m/see gusts and tem-
peratures from -20 to 40 deg C. Alarms are available to
shut down the observatory in case of precipitation or wind
speeds greater that 13 m/see. The weather station allows
for three additional 0-5 V analog signals to be monitored.
The signals monitored through the weather station are the
CCD temperature (from the CCD TEC), the calibration
lamp intensity, and precipitation. Alarms for precipitation
and high wind speed drive the alarm system and roof con-
troller, and are input to the I/O modules in OTIS. Weather
conditions and voltage inputs are recorded via an RS232
connection to the computer. The new weather station was
recommended by the National Oceanic and Atlnospheric
Administration (NOAA).
G. Enclosure Control
Observatory enclosures, including the building, roll-off
roof structures, and electronics carts, must operate reliably
through adverse weather conditions. New actuators were
purchased to reliably control operation of the soutli walls
of the buildings. They allow the walls to travel between
fully upright and horizontal positions to allow full visibility
to the south, and are sealed to prevent water contamina-
tion of the drive systems. The roofs must reliably close
and open when instructed by the computer or alarm sys-
tems to allow quality observations and equipment safety.
The original enclosure was not designed to operate under
these expected adverse conditions. IIowever, the second
two enclosures, which are of a different design, have been
operating reliably at high altitude sites. If the third ob-
servatory is moved from the JPL mesa to a new site, an
improved enclosure will be required.
The electronics carts house all electronics that can be
placed remotely from the sensors. The carts have been
modified to allow temperature control by an industrial air
conditioner, and have been strengthened to support more
weight than originally designed.
H. Environmental Controls
An air conditioning and heating system controls the
cart temperature, keeping it between 15 and 27 deg C.
Normal operating temperature is 20 deg C. The air condi-
tioner provides temperature control and dehumidifying of
the cart using a closed-loop system, which recycles the air
inside the cart to ensure a clean operating environment.
The cart is vented between sections to improve air circula-
tion. The heater is thermostatically controlled and turns
on if temperatures fall below 10 deg C. It is rated to turn
on in temperatures as low as -20 deg C. The observa-
tory enclosure is vented to allow heat generated by the air
conditioner to escape while the building is closed.
I. Power Conditioning
Power requirements for the observatory are 500 W for
the main roof, 330 W for the south wall actuator, 1640 W
for the air conditioner, and approximately 600 W for the
electronics cart. A 1-kVA UPS provides backup power
and surge protection for the instruments in the electronics
cart. The roof motors and air conditioner have no backup
power, but sites selected for the observatories should have
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a backup generator for these items. The main roof can be
closed manually in case of power failure.
J. Alarm System
The alarm system monitors eight alarm conditions plus
power failures. It is a dialing alarm system, which will call
a series of telephone numbers to report alarm conditions
until an acknowledgment is received. The system can be
programmed to respond differently according to the con-
ditions of the individual alarms. It has a battery backup
to retain memory in case of power failure. Inputs to the
alarm system are dry contact closures.
!11.Operations
The automated observatory will continuously monitor
sky conditions by observing bright stars using the CCD
camera and telescope optics. Observations through each of
the filters will indicate atmospheric transmission at differ-
ent wavelengths. The system is unattended, so all compo-
nents must operate reliably without supervision for weeks
at a time. Maintenance visits will be scheduled period-
ically for system upkeep. The system must be properly
calibrated to accurately determine site conditions.
The system is controlled by an observing program writ-
ten in C++. The program will schedule operational events
based on a priority queue, and respond to varying environ-
mental conditions. Data from daily observations are trans-
ferred via modem to JPL, where they will be analyzed.
Data returned will consist of observatory and weather sta-
tus and CCD observations in a flexible image transport
system (FITS) format.
IV. Conclusions
The redesign of the automated observatories will pro-
vide a reliable system capable of collecting all required
data. The engineering model that was developed over the
past several years identified several components of the sys-
tem that required redesign in order to ensure reliable op-
eration. The hardware described in this article is a result
of the lessons learned through development of the system.
A hardware reference book is being kept that contains all
specifications and manuals for hardware contained in the
system.
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Layout and Cabling Considerations for a
Large Communications Antenna Array
R. T. Logan, Jr.
CommunicationsSystemsResearchSection
In this article, layout considerations for a large deep space communications an-
tenna array are discussed. A novel fractal geometry for the antenna layout is de-
scribed that provides optimal packing of antenna elements, efficient cable routing,
and logical division of the array into identical sub-arrays.
!. Introduction
Phased arrays of many small antennas have been pro-
posed as alternatives to large antenna structures for com-
munications and navigation support of deep-space mis-
sions. Large arrays of antennas have been constructed
previously for radio astronomy applications, but the con-
siderations pertaining to a telemetry receiving array are
fundamentally different. In a radio-astronomy array, the
requirement for high angular resolution motivates a large
inter-element spacing. However, the design goal for a com-
munications array is to maximize the total gain, which
increases with the number and size of the elements, but
does not depend on the physical dimensions of the array.
To keep construction costs low, the land area and cable
requirements should be minimized. Therefore, the densest
packing of the antenna elements is desired for a communi-
cations array.
In this article, the design constraints for a hypotheti-
cal communications array will be defined. A novel fractal
array geometry that satisfies all of the design constraints
will be presented and then compared to a conventional
square-grid layout geometry. The fractal layout geometry
may also be advantageous to other types of phased-array
antenna systems, including printed-circuit microwave and
millimeter-wave antenna arrays.
II. Design Constraints
Throughout this article, the following design
constraints will be assumed to illustrate the layout and
cabling considerations of a large communications array:
(1) No shadowing of adjacent antenna elements is per-
mitted over the entire tracking range of 360 deg in
azimuth, to an angle a = 10 deg above horizontal.
(2) The most dense packing of antenna elements without
shadowing is desired to minimize the physical size
and cabling requirements of the array.
(3) The whole array should be divisible into indepen-
dent, identically shaped subarrays, so that the cor-
relator/combiner hardware and software are not sub-
array-dependent.
(4) The array will be operated from a single, centralized
control facility, so that all antenna cables must be
routed to this facility.
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The analysis presented below addresses each of these
questions in turn.
III. Shadowing
It is assumed that the antennas are all pointed toward a
distant source such as a spacecraft, and that the received
wave front is nearly planar when it reaches the antenna
array. The shadowing of adjacent antennas will determine
the lowest tracking elevation angle, as sketched in Fig. 1.
When all antennas point in the same direction, the min-
imum distance required between them is determined by the
diameter, D, of the antennas, and the minimum required
tracking elevation angle, a, from horizontal: Lrni,, =
D/sin a.
IV. Packing
From the results of the previous section, each antenna
must be located a distance Lr_n away from any other
antenna to avoid shadowing. This is guaranteed if each
antenna element occupies an effective circular area of di-
ameter LejI -- Lrnin that does not overlap any other el-
ement. For the telemetry-receiving application, the gain
of the array depends only on the sum of the collecting
areas of the individual antenna elements. Another con-
sideration is to minimize the amount of cable needed to
connect the antennas to the central control facility. From
these considerations, the optimum antenna layout is sim-
ply the most dense packing arrangement for circles of area
L 2
From mathematics or solid-state physics, it is known
that the most dense packing arrangement of spheres is the
hexagonal close-packed (hcp) arrangement, illustrated in
Fig. 2. In the hcp arrangement, the land area required
by each antenna is equal to the area of the hexagon in-
scribed around each circle, as shown in Fig. 3. The area
of this hexagon is 0.866L_11. If a square-packing arrange-
ment is used, each antenna requires a square area of L2el.].
Obviously, other less-dense packing arrangements reqmre
yet more area. Since the hcp packing arrangement is the
densest possible, the cable lengths between antennas will
be minimized in this arrangement.
V. Layout
For maximum configuration flexibility, it is desirable
to break the large array into smaller sub-arrays that may
be used independently or arrayed together to synthesize
various size apertures. The sub-arrays should have equal
numbers of elements and be identically shaped to allow
maximum flexibility and compatibility of the sub-arrays
with the correlator/combiner, monitor and control, and
receiver subsystems. To conserve the amount of land and
cabling required for the array, the sub-arrays should in-
terlock perfectly so that no space is wasted between sub-
arrays.
It was noted in the previous section that the closest
arrangement of circles is the hcp, so that each antenna oc-
cupies a hexagonal unit cell of area 0.866L_1/. Given the
sub-array considerations outlined above, the layout of the
array can be cast as a tiling problem, in which the hexag-
onal unit cells must be arranged in some larger sub-array
shape that is perfectly interlocking with itself. At first
glance, a larger hexagonal shape is a possible candidate
for the sub-arrays, since the hexagon interlocks perfectly
with other adjacent hexagons, as seen from Fig. 3. How-
ever, "it is a widespread source of irritation that hexagons
put together do not quite make up a bigger hexagon" [1],
i.e., it is impossible to construct identical hexagonal sub-
arrays from the single-antenna hexagonal unit cells.
A fractal object called the Gosper snowflake [2,3] solves
the problem of interlocking sub-arrays while maintaining
the hcp arrangement. The Gosper snowflake is formed
from a recursive tiling of hexagons. Starting with a sin-
gle hexagon, the first-order Gosper snowflake is created by
breaking up each face into segments of equal length, such
that the original area of the hexagon is preserved. The
first-order transformation is equivalent to grouping seven
hexagons together, as depicted in Fig. 3. The second-order
transformation groups seven of the first-order objects to-
gether, as in Fig. 4. The third-order transformation groups
seven second-order objects together as in Fig. 5.
The second-order Gosper snowflake is a fractal object
that retains its basic shape after subsequent transforma-
tions. Note that the general shapes of the second-order
and third-order snowflakes in Figs. 4 and 5 are similar,
although the perimeter becomes more complex. This is a
distinguishing feature of a fractal object.
Clearly, in the Gosper snowflake, the hcp structure is
maintained, so that the closest possible packing of anten-
nas is achieved. But more importantly, Nth-order Gosper
snowflakes interlock perfectly to form another Gosper
snowflake of order N + 1. These two properties together
solve the problems of most efficient packing and division
of the array into identical sub-arrays.
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VI. Cable Layout Considerations
in this large array structure composed of hundreds, or
even thousands, of individual antenna elements, the cable
routing scheme deserves careful consideration, since it de-
termines not only the amount of cable required, but the
installation technique. To motivate the discussion of the
cabling scheme, a set of reasonable requirements on the
signal distribution scheme is assumed. The details of the
signal distribution and combining hardware are not the
subject of this article, but for tile purposes of this anal-
ysis, it is assumed that each antenna will require (1) a
fiber-optic cable, containing multiple fibers for RF signals,
frequency references, and monitor/control data and (2) a
power cable. Optical fiber for RF and digital signals and
wires for ac power can be contained ill the same cable,
since the optical fiber is immune to electromagnetic inter-
ference.
Tile basic requirements for the cabling scheme are as-
sumed to be
(1) Minimize the cable lengths.
(2) Minimize the number of cable varieties used
throughout the array.
(3) Route all individual fiber-optic antenna cables to a
central signal-processing location at tlle center of the
array.
(4) Minimize cable installation and maintenance costs.
(5) Minimize environmental perturbations experienced
by the cables.
Costs, attenuation, and differential phases between el-
ements are minimized when the lengths of the individual
cable runs are minimized. It is desirable to use as few
types of cable as possible throughout the array, since the
unit cost of cable is lower when purchased ill large quan-
tities. Routing all antenna cables directly to tile central
processing facility saves construction costs and facilitates
operation of the array. Finally, the canes should be pro-
tected from extreme environmental perturbations, to min-
imize phase shifts due to thermal expansion.
The least expensive installation technique for fiber-
optic came is direct burial with a tractor-pulled cable plow.
Also, the thermal stability of direct-buried cable is excel-
lent, with peak-to-peak variations in the ground tempera-
ture at DSS 15 at Goldstone at a depth of 1.5 m measured
to be less than 0.1 deg C daily, over several months, l cora-
l M. Calhoun, p. Kutufle, and J. Law, Emironmental Effects on
the Stability of Optical Fibers Used for Reference Frequency Dis-
tribution," presented at the 39th Annual Meeting of the l.nstitute
of Environmental Sciences, Las Vegas, Nevada, May 2-7, 1993.
pared to variations on the order of 40 deg C at the sur-
face. Also, commercial direct burial fiber-optic cable has .
a mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) of approximately 100 yr.
For these reasons, direct-burial of the fiber-optic cable is
far superior to above-ground cable trays or underground
conduits in terms of installation cost, stability, and MTTP. :_
IIowever, direct burial by plowing typically requires that
cables not cross each other, to avoid snagging a previously
buried cable with the plow. Therefore, in a large antenna
array, the cable layout must be carefully planned to avoid
crossing of cables.
Applying the reasoning used in the packing scheme to
the cabling problem, the Gosper snowflake layout offers a
naturally centralized cabling scheme with no crossing of
cables for arrays as large as 343 elements. The basic ele-
ment of the cabling scheme is a star that connects six outer
elements of the first-order Gosper snowflake to the central
element, as shown in Fig. 6. The seven cables from the in-
dividual antenna elements are spliced to a larger trunk ca-
ble at the central antenna site of the first-order snowflake.
Then, each of the six first-order elements in the second-
order snowflake is connected using a similar star-shaped
structure, as illustrated ill Fig. 7. This scheme can be re-
peated for the third-order snowflake, as in Fig. 8, in which
343 elements are connected to the center of the array with-
out crossing of cables. For a snowflake of order 4 or larger,
the trunk cables connecting the third-order snowflakes to
the center cannot be straight runs if cable crossing is to
be avoided.
Each of tile fiber cables in Fig. 6 contains N fibers,
where N is determined by the signal and monitor and
control requirements for a single antenna. The 49-element
second-order sub-array cabling scheme proceeds in a sim-
ilar fashion, as in Fig. 7, but each of these fibers contains
7N fibers. Finally, for the 343-element array of Fig. 8, the
largest cables contain 49N fibers each. An attractive fea-
ture of this cabling scheme over a daisy-chaining scheme
is that only three types of fiber are required for the entire
array: N-fiber cable, 7N-fiber cable, and 49N-fiber cable.
Note that none of the cables in any of these arrays
crosses another. This is a subtle, yet extremely impor-
tant, characteristic of this cable-ronting scheme, since it
provides for the possibility of direct burial of the cables
using a tractor-pulled cable plow. The installation could
proceed with the tractor plowing in all tile N-fiber cable,
then switching reels to the 7N-fiber cable, and finally the
49N cables--never crossing trenches.
The distance between centers of adjacent (n - 1)st-
order elements composing an nth-order transformation is
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7 (n-1)/2 Lell. Thus, the centers of adjacent 7-element
first-order snowflakes in the second-order snowflake of
Fig. 7 are separated by 71/2 Lell, and the centers of
adjacent 49-element second-order snowflake sub-arrays of
Fig. 8 are separated by 7LelI = 7(3-1)/2 Lell.
With this formula, the length of any of the fiber ca-
ble runs can be calculated as a function of LeII, which
depends on the diameter of a single antenna element, as
discussed previously. Let the N-fiber cable used within
a first-order snowflake be defined as type 1, the 7N-fiber
cable used in the second-order array as type 2, etc. By
inspection of Fig. 8, for a 343-element array there are
(1) 49 first-order (7-element) snowflakes, each requir-
ing 6 type-1 cables of length LeIl, for a total of
294Le1! m of type-1 cable
(2) 7 second-order (49-element) snowflakes, each requir-
ing 6 type-2 cables of length 71/2 LeI!, for a total of
111.12L_11 m of type-2 cable
(3) 1 third-order (343-element) snowflake, requiring 6
type-3 cables, each of length 7L_11, for a total of
42L_11 m of type-3 cable.
From these numbers, the total length of the buried ca-
ble required is L_able = 447"12L_11 m. The total fiber
length contained in those cables is L!i_r = (294Le!IN)
+ (lll.12L_!I7N) + (42L_I!49N) = 3129.84NLe!! m.
For comparison, consider a hypothetical array of M =
343 antennas laid out in a regular square grid pattern,
separated by the minimum distance derived previously:
L_!! = D/sin c_, where D is the diameter of the antennas,
and a is the minimum elevation angle to be tracked above
the horizon. The grid will have sides of length L,iae =
(Ml/2 _ 1)L_! I. Assume that the cables are buried in
trenches, with a central cable trench running the length
of the square array through the center, and horizon-
tal trenches perpendicular to the central trench for each
row. There will be M 112 + 1 trenches, each of length
M 112 Le!l. The total trench length is thus Ltrench =
(M + M1/2)Le!! = 361.52Le11 m. The total length of
cable required to run individual cables in the trenches
from each antenna to the center of this square array
is well approximated by L,ab,, = ((M3/2)/2) L'I] for
M > 50. Thus, for the square grid array with M = 343,
Lcabte = 3176.22Le11 m. In this scheme, all of the cables
contain N fibers, so that Lliber = 3176.22NLeI! m.
By this estimate, the fractal array uses less optical fiber
to connect all of the antennas to the center. But the more
significant feature of the fractal array layout is that the op-
tical fibers from many antennas are combined into larger
cable assemblies, like the branching of a tree. Thus, by
the above estimate, the fractal array layout requires sub-
stantially less total cable length than the square array, for
which each antenna requires a separate cable assembly that
may only contain a few optical fibers. This can signifi-
cantly influence the cost of a large array, since much of
the cost of an optical fiber cable assembly is for the outer
jacket materials, and the costs of installing a 100-fiber ca-
ble assembly or a 1-fiber cable assembly are essentially
equal. Finally, the fractal geometry permits installation
of the cables using a plow pulled by a tractor, at roughly
1/100 the cost of digging trenches, laying conduits, and
pulling the cables through them.
VII. Conclusions
The layout and cabling problems of a large deep space
telemetry-receiving antenna array were investigated. It is
concluded that the antenna elements should be arranged
in the hexagonal-close-pack configuration, and that the
sub-arrays should have the shape of a Gosper snowflake.
This arrangement provides the most dense packing with-
out shadowing, so it requires the least amount of land
and shortest cable runs. Also, the Gosper snowflake pro-
vides perfectly interlocking, identically shaped sub-arrays
and enables a cabling scheme that does not require any
crossing of cable trenches. This greatly simplifies con-
struction, since all cables may be installed at a uniform
depth using a tractor-pulled cable plow. This antenna
layout and cabling scheme may also be generally useful
for other types of phased-array antenna systems, including
integrated printed-circuit microwave and millimeter-wave
arrays.
This work was performed while the author was a mem-
ber of the design team for the JPL Small Aperture Array-
ing task, headed by George M. Resch. The team produced
a design and cost model for the synthesis of a large com-
munications aperture using small antennas for the DSN.
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Fig. 1. Shadowing of adjacent antennas.
Fig. 2. Hexagonal close-packed structure.
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Fig.3.Arearequiredforhexagonalclose-packedarray.
Fig.4.Second-orderGospersnowflake,containing49
elements.
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Fig.5.Third-orderGospersnowflake,containing343elements.
Fig.6.Cabling scheme for first-order Gosper
snowflake array.
3O9
Fig. 7. Cabling scheme for second-order Gosper snowflake array.
r
Fig. 8. Cabling scheme for third-order Gosper snowflake array.
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An Initial Study of Using the 34-m Antenna
for Lunar Mission Support
A. Cha and P. Cramer
GroundAntennasand FacilitiesEngineeringSection
As a part of the long-range planning of future Mars and lunar missions, a fea-
sibility study has been made of a 34-m antenna system with differentially pointed
multiple beams. The performance loss mechanisms of the differentially pointed
multiple-beam systems were identified and quantified. Techniques that can signif-
icantly improve the multiple-beam system performance are identified. The goal is
to determine the feasibility of using the 34-m antenna to support widely separated
elements associated with lunar missions.
I. Introduction
Telecommunication plans for most future planetary
missions include the use of 34-m antennas. For lunar mis-
sions, smaller antenna aperture sizes are also being consid-
ered, since the communications distance is short and the
relatively large angle subtended by the Moon at the Earth
cannot be covered by the beamwidth of a 34-m antenna at
X-band (8.45 GHz) or Ka-band (32 GIIz). Nevertheless,
there is a good reason to consider using the 34-m antennas
for lunar mission support, i.e., the high interest within the
DSN in standardizing the 34-m beam-waveguide (BWG)
antenna as a platform for cross-mission support. Indeed,
the report on America's Space Exploration Iniliative [1],
assumed a lunar/Martian DSN cross-support strategy us-
ing 34-m BWG antennas with multiple differential point-
ing for lunar coverage.
To provide simultaneous coverage of several mission el-
ements on the lunar surface, a number of feeds may be
used on the 34-m antenna to realize a multiple-beam sys-
tem. The Earth-Moon geometry is shown in Fig. 1. It is
seen that the Moon subtends a half angle of 0.26 deg at the
Earth. As shown in the tabulation that accompanies the
figure, this is equal to about 15 beamwidths (BW) at Ka-
band and 4 BW at X-band. (Note that the Ka-band fre-
quency of 32 GHz is used expediently in the computations
of this study in the interest of obtaining quick approxi-
mate results, although this is not the frequency assigned
for lunar mission support.)
The large number of beams needed to cover the angle
space from the antenna boresight to the lunar limb leads
one to expect substantial performance losses, especially at
Ka-band, of the 34-m multiple-beam antenna system. One
well-known performance loss is scan loss, which refers to
the loss of gain of the scanned beams as compared with
that of the boresight beam. For a reflector-antenna type
multiple-beam system, the severity of the scan loss is gen-
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erally proportional to the number of beamwidths scanned,
although not generally in a simple linear relationship.
The fact that the Ka-band beam which covers the lunar
limb would be scanned 15 BW raises the question of the
feasibility of using 34-m antennas for lunar mission sup-
port. On the positive side, the 34-m antenna starts with
a much higher boresight gain as compared with a smaller
antenna.
The purpose of the present study is thus to approxi-
mately quantify the performance of a 34-m multiple-beam
antenna system in order to aid in planning the next phase
of studies. It is noted that no serious study has been
made of the DSN 34-m antenna scanning characteristics
and no current database exists on the 34-m antenna scan-
ning characteristics.
II. The Analytical Model
The analytical model is shown in Fig. 2. The antenna
model is the 34-m Cassegrain dual-shaped reflector design
of DSS 13. A number of feeds, each generating a beam
in the far field, are assumed to be in the focal plane at
the Cassegrain focus. It is assumed that the antenna is
boresighted at the center of the Moon and the feeds are
movable by mechanical means in order to cover moving
mission elements on the Moon.
Clearly this is a rudimentary multiple-beam system
whose performance can be significantly improved by var-
ious means, given more study time. However, this first
study has the limited goal of establishing ballpark per-
formance data for a simple 34-m multiple-beam antenna.
More complex systems and more elaborate analysis efforts
can be undertaken in the next phase of study.
III. Best and Worst Cases in Multiple-Beam
Antenna Gain Losses
The best- and worst-case scenarios in using a reflec-
tor antenna-based multiple-beam system to support lunar
missions are shown in Fig. 3. In the best-case scenario, all
mission elements on the lunar surface are widely separated
in angle space, see Fig. 3(a). Each mission element can
then be supported at the peak gain point of a beam Of the
antenna. While in the worst-case scenario, three or more
mission elements are closely spaced and can only be sup-
ported by two beams from two side-by-side horns, as shown
in Fig. 3(b). In this case, it is not possible to support the
three mission elements by using three beams because there
is a minimum amount of spacing between adjacent beams,
imposed by the finite physical size of the feedhorns. In the
very worst-ease scenario, shown in Fig. 3(b), one mission
element is located in the direction where the two beams
cross over. This scenario would sustain a somewhat higher
loss than it would if it could be supported by the peak gain
of some beam.
Figure 4 shows the radiation patterns due to four Ka-
band side-by-side horns in the 34-m antenna. The first :
horn is positioned at the Cassegrain focus and gives the
boresight beam of the antenna. The best-case antenna
gain-loss characteristic for supporting a lunar mission is
the curve connecting the peak gain point of the individual
beams in Fig. 4. The curve of the peak gain of the beams
gives the gain- versus scan-angle curve, defined as the scan
loss in reflector antenna literature. The worst-case gain
loss is seen to be the locus connecting the crossover point
of the main beams generated by side-by-side horns. It is -
seen that the difference between the best- and worst-case
gain loss is at a maximum near the antenna boresight. This
is an aspect of multiple-beam antennas that may not be as
well recognized as the scan loss, but it is one that certainly
needs some attention in future studies and designs.
The crossover level of the first two beams is approx-
imately -15 to -16 dB down from the peak gain of the
boresight beam. This is a larger loss than the scan loss
from boresight to lunar limb in the X-band case, and thus
can lead to potentially bad surprises for lunar missions if
not attended to properly.
In Fig. 5, the antenna gain loss versus the scan an-
gle was plotted after a large number of 34-m antenna far-
field patterns at Ka- and X-band were computed and data-
processed. The Ka-band boresight beam gain is assumed
to be l0 dB higher than the X-band boresight beam gain.
This difference is based on DSS-13 gain accounting at the
Cassegrain focus [2]. It is seen that Ka-band antenna gain
is higher than that of X-band for much of the lunar sur-
face. The crossover point of Ka- and X-band gain- versus
scan-angle curves is 0.17 to 0.19 deg from the boresight.
The X-band gain is, at most, 3 dB higher than that of
Ka-band at large scan angles but has a large drop at 0.06
deg, the angle location where the first two X-band beams
cross over. This observation may be of some interest as,
in the early years of lunar missions, exploration activities
may likely be confined to a portion of the lunar surface.
It is also of interest to note that the 34-m antenna X-
band multiple-beam system may be viewed alternatively
as a 10-m antenna Ka-band multiple-beam system. Tak-
ing this view, one might conclude that the 34-m antenna
gain is higher than that of a 10-m antenna at Ka-band
for a partial lunar coverage from 0 to 0.17 deg. It would
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be interesting and useful to determine the trade-off with
other aperture sizes.
A final remark is that the analysis made is applicable at
the Cassegrain focus of a BWG antenna. The feasibility of
using the intermediate focus and the pedestal room focus
of a DSS-13-type BWG antenna to implement a multiple-
beam system is not clearly understood at this time.
IV. Summary
The plot of 34-m antenna performance loss versus scan
angle characteristics has been established using a simple
multiple-beam system model. In addition to quantifying
the scan loss curves at X- and Ka-band, the beam-cross
levels at small angles are identified as a potential problem
that needs some design attention. For a 34-m antenna
operating at Ka-band, the worst-case performance loss is
determined by the scan loss from the center of the Moon
to the lunar limb. For a 10-m antenna operating at Ka-
band, the worst-case performance loss is determined by the
crossover level of the first two beams rather than the scan
loss from Moon center (antenna boresight) to the lunar
limb.
It should be stressed that this represents the pre-
liminary results of a study aimed at obtaining order-of-
magnitude estimates of 34-m antenna scanning character-
istics. In all likelihood, significantly better 34-m antenna
scanning performance can be achieved with more design
and some technology development efforts. The following
elements could contribute to increased performance and
implementation feasibility:
(1) Performance loss reduction techniques for 34-m an-
tennas:
(a) Computer search of the best focal surface (Pet-
zval surface) for offset feed locations.
(b) Arraying of adjacent feeds for a single beam.
(c) Under-illuminating the main reflector aperture
to reduce scan loss.
(2) Implementation options for 34-m BWG antennas:
(a) Locations of the feeds on a 34-m BWG antenna.
(b) Scanned beam losses in the beam-waveguide
shroud.
(3) Performance loss versus antenna diameter trade-offs
for hmar mission support.
(4) New reflector designs with improved scanning char-
actcristics.
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In the focal plane.
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HRMS Sky Survey Wideband Feed System Design
for DSS 24 Beam Waveguide Antenna
P. H. Stanton, P. R. Lee, and H. F. Reilly
Ground Antennas and Facilities Engineering Section
The High-Resolution Microwave Survey (ItRMS) Sky Survey project will be im-
plemented on the DSS 24 beam waveguide (B_rG) antenna over the frequency range
of 2.86 to 10 GHz, Two wideband, ring-loaded, corrugated feed horns were designed
to cover this range. The horns match the frequency-dependent gain requirements
for the DSS 24 BWG system. The performance of the feed horns and the calculated
system performance of DSS 24 are presented.
I. Introduction
Tile High-Resolution Microwave Survey (/IRMS) pro-
ject includes a sky survey over the frequency range of 1
to 10 GHz. The DSS 24 34-m beam waveguide (BWG)
antenna will be used from 2.86 to 10 G/iz; for frequen-
cies below this, DSS 24 is unsuitable and another antenna
will be utilized. To minimize complexity and expense, two
wideband feed horns were designed to cover this broad fre-
quency range on DSS 24. The performance of the horns
was analyzed, and the upper-frequency horn was built and
tested. The system performance of the horns installed on
DSS 24 was also analyzed using computer software.
II. Feed-Horn Design
Two wideband conical feed horns were designed cov-
ering the frequency ranges of 2.86 to 5.35 GHz and 5.34
to l0 GHz. These ranges were chosen to match those of
the upper-band /tRMS orthomode transitions. A wide-
band feed horn for the DSS 24 BWG antenna, needs to
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track specific gains and phase-center locations versus fre-
quency to obtain high antenna efficiency and low spillover
noise. Curves were fitted to the existing DSN narrow-
band designs for DSS 24 at 2.1625 GtIz, 7.8725 Gtlz, and
33.25 GHz, and used as initial design values for the HRMS
horns. Figure 1 shows these curves. The wideband (ap-
proximately 1:1.9) HRMS feeds for tile DSS 24 antenna
were matched to the fitted gain curve using the Ganssian
beam model in [1] by adjusting the horn output flare angle
and the aperture diameter. Fortunately, these wideband
HRMS BWG feed designs adequately track the desired
phase-center location versus frequency curve.
Once the horn output flare angle and the aperture di-
ameter were determined, the detailed design followed the
one presented in [2]. The horn parameters used in the de-
sign of the HRMS BWG feed horns are listed in Table 1.
Figure 2 shows the four sections of the horn design: ring-
loaded mode converter, frequency transition, angle transi-
tion, and output flare. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show profiles
of the2.86-to 5.35-GHzhornandthe5.34-to 10-GHz
horn,respectively.
III. Horn Fabrication
The corrugated horn beyond the mode converter was
fabricated using computer numerical control (CNC) lathe
techniques. This procedure uses a computer-generated
program written and checked on plotters before fabrication
begins. It reduces the possibility of human error caused
by repetitious movement.
The ring-loaded slot mode converter section at the horn
input (see Fig. 2) presented a different problem. With the
ring-loaded grooves, the mode converter section is impos-
sible to fabricate as a single unit on conventional equip-
ment. Several fabrication techniques were investigated.
The cost, tolerance, and ability to make minor changes
were the drivers in choosing the technique used. Each ring-
loaded slot was split down the center, and half of each slot
was machined into adjacent disks (Fig. 4). All of the disks
had the same precise outside diameter. A holder with a
precision bore and length was fabricated to align and com-
press these disks. Interfaces between the horn, the holder,
and the disks were treated like typical waveguide joints.
This design allows changes to individual ring-loaded slots
by changing disks.
IV. Horn Performance
Tile horns were analyzed with a J PL computer pro-
gram. 1 The program uses field matching techniques to
determine the scattering matrices of the transverse electric
(TEm,_) and transverse magnetic (TMmn) modes of the
horns [3]. From the scattering matrices, the aperture mode
fields and the return loss of the horns are known. The
radiation patterns of the horns can be calculated from the
aperture mode fields by using the radiation integral.
The calculated gain and near-field phase-center location
of the horns versus the frequency are shown in Figs. 5
and 6, along with the initial design gain and phase-center
location. The calculated gain is somewhat higher than
the initial design gain because of the approximation of
the Gaussian beam model used in [1]. Computer analyses
on DSS 24 revealed that the higher gain provided better
noise temperature performance than the initial design gain
but still had a comparable gain-to-noise temperature ratio
(c/T).
1D. 3. Hoppe, Scattering Matrix Program for Ring-Loaded Circu-
lar Waveguide Junctions (unnumbered, internal document), Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, August 3, 1987.
The upper-frequency horn has been built and tested.
The lower-frequency horn has been fabricated, but has not
been fully tested. The return loss of the upper-frequency
horn was measured on a Hewlett Packard 8510C network
analyzer. The measured return loss, along with the calcu-
lated return loss of both horns, is shown in Fig. 7. Far-field
radiation patterns of the upper-frequency horn were mea-
sured on JPL's Mesa Antenna Range at several frequencies
from 5.34 to 11 GHz. The copolarizatlon measurements
matched the calculated patterns very well. Figure 8 com-
pares one typical measurement with the calculated pat-
tern. The maximum measured cross-polarization signal is
32.6 dB below the peak copolarization signal within the
operating band of 5.34 to l0 GHz. The maximum error
between the measured and the calculated values is 4.,t (lB.
Figure 9 shows the measured values for the 5.34- to 10-
GHz horn, and the calculated values for both horns.
V. DSS 24 Performance
The performance of the DSS 24 BWG antenna with
the HRMS feeds was predicted by using JPL computer
programs 2 based on physical optics (PO) and physical
optics/aacobi-Bessel (POJB) techniques [4,5]. These pro-
grams are numerically intensive and consume large
amounts of computer time. They were run on the JPL
Cray Y-MP2E supercomputer, Voyager.
With the PO program results, it is possible to calculate
the total spillover power of the BWG reflectors, the subre-
flector, and the main reflector. For the spillover power of
the BWG mirrors, an effective noise temperature value of
280K was used in the pedestal room, and a value of 230K
was used in the shroud above the pedestal room. a The
effective noise temperature values for the spillovers past
the main and subreflectors were taken to be 240K and 5K,
respectively, for the antenna at zenith.
To find the best physical positions of the feeds, sev-
eral feed locations were analyzed until the peak G/T was
found. Five frequencies in each feed operating band were
examined. The optimal position for each feed varies less
than 23 cm over its frequency band. By locating the feeds
in the center of their respective optimal position ranges,
2 Ft. E. tlodges and W. A. Imbriale, Computer Program POMESH
.for Diffraction Analysis o] Reflector Antennas (unnumbered, inter-
nal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
Febrnary 1992.
3 W. Veruttipong and M. Franco, "A Tedmique for Computation of
Noise Temperature Due to a BWG Shroud," JPL Interoffice Memo-
randum 3328-92-0149, 1Rev. A (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, November 3, 1992.
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less than 0.05 dB/K is lost and the feed horns do not need
to be relocated during operation.
To place the feeds in the pedestal room of DSS 24,
a flat plate must be used with each feed. The 5.34- to
10-Gttz horn will fit in the available space with its axis
vertical and a flat plate above it (Fig. 10). However, the
2.86- to 5.35-GHz horn will not fit so easily. The horn will
be placed with its axis horizontal, which, unfortunately,
causes extra wear on the low-noise-amplifier refrigeration
vacuum pump. Figure I1 shows the configuration of the
horn and the mirror.
Beam squint was examined at the highest and lowest
frequencies in both horn bands by running both right-
circular and left-circular polarizations (RCP and LCP) of
the horn patterns through the PO programs. The tilt an-
gle varied from 6 millidegrees at 2.86 GHz to 2 millidegrees
at 10 GHz. The tilt angle to half-power beamwidth ratio
remained fairly constant, varying from 0.031 to 0.034. The
loss due to squint ranged from 0.011 dB at 2.86 GHz to
0.013 dB at 10 GHz.
Major RF system requirements 4 are listed in Table 2.
Table 3 shows the calculated system performance for the
antenna at zenith, in.eluding noise temperature,5 aperture
efficiency, beam efficiency, gain, 6 G/T, and target G/T. z
VI. Conclusions
Two HRMS Sky Survey wideband (approximately
1:1.9) feed horns were designed to be compatible with
4 G. A. Zimmerman, Search for Extra- Terrestrial Intelligence -- llll-
erowave Observing Project Sky Survey Element, JPL 1720-4100
(internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Cali-
fornia, November 12, 1991.
5 The noise temperature includes contributions from the sky and
atmosphere, reflector spi]lover, reflector ohmic losses, main reflec-
t.or leakage, horn ohmic losses, scattering from the subreflector
support structure, and the low-noise amplifier (LNA) assembly.
Sky and atmosphere and LNA assembly values from: JPL-ARC
Front-End Design Team, NASA SETI Common Radio Frequency
System Design Team Report (internal report), Appendix D, p. 6,
NASA, Washington, DC, August 1, 1991. Reflector ohmic losses,
main reflector leakage, and scattering from the subreflector sup-
port strncture based on estimated values at 2.295 GHz and 8.45
GHz from W. Veruttipong and D. Bathker, JPL InteroffÉce Mem-
orandum (unnumbered, internal document), Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory, Pasadena, California, February 7, 1992.
the DSS 24 BWG antenna, covering a combined frequency
range of 2.86 to 10 GHz. The upper-frequency horn has
been fabricated and tested. The RF measurements were
in close agreement with the calculated values in both the
radiation patterns and return loss. Based on the results of -
the upper-frequency horn, the performance of the lower-
frequency horn is expected to closely match the calculated
performance.
The predicted DSS 24 aperture efficiency is greater than
0.747 over this'frequency range. At the lower end ofeach of
the two feed-horn frequency ranges, the noise temperature _
is higher than the 25 K maximum required. The predicted
G/T, however, is at least 0.3 dB greater than is required _
over the entire frequency range. The beam efficiency is in
the range of 0.772 to 0.881, short of the >0.9 requirement..
The beam efficiency could be improved at the expense of
the aperture efficiency.
A DSN frequency in the HRMS 2.86- to 10-GHz range
available for comparison is 8.45 GHz (X-band). The design
expectations of DSS 24 for DSN operation at 8.45 GHz,
excluding the S-/X-band dichroic plate, are 0.766 aperture
efficiency and 24.20 K noise temperature.S For the ttRMS
design at 8.45 GHz, substituting the DSN estimated values
for the DSN preamplifier assembly for the HRMS pream-
plifier assembly, an aperture efficiency of 0.732 and a noise
temperature of 23.16 K are predicted. The HRMS design
has a resulting G/T of 54.56 dB/K compared to 54.57
dB/K for the DSN design.
6 The gain calculations include the following: illumination efficiency,
reflector spillover loss, reflector ohmic loss, reflector surface IRMS
loss, main reflector leakage, BWG return loss, subreflector support
structure blockage, reflector alignment loss, horn ohmic loss, horn
return loss, and pointing squint. The values for all losses other than
illumination efficiency, spiUover losses, and horn losses are based on
estimated values at 2.295 GHz and 8.45 GHz from W. Veruttipong
and D. Bathker, JPL Interoffice Memorandum (unnnmbered, inter-
nat document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
February 7, 1992.
r The target G/T is for 65-percent aperture efficiency and 25 K noise
temperature.
s W. Veruttipong and D. Bathker, JPL Interoffice Memorandum
(unnumbered, internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California, February 7, 1992.
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Table 1. Feed-horn design parameters.
Parameter 2.86- to 5.35-GHz horn 5.34- to 10-GHz horn
Mode converter section
Low-frequency limit, fL, GHz 2.86
Output design frequency fi (= 1.15fL), GHz 3.289
Normalized input radius, klal 2.9
Normalized converter length, zi/A, 1
Conical semiangle, 0i, deg 6
Slot width-to-pitch ratio, 6i 0.75
Normalized slot pitch, pt/A i 0.1
5.159
5.933
2.9
1
6
0.75
0.1
Normalized length, ztr/A,
Frequency transition section
3
Normalized length, zt'/Ai
Angle transition section
1
Output flare section
Conical semiangle, 0_, deg 11
Normalized aperture radius, ao/A L 3.44
Slot width-to-pitch ratio, 5o 0.75
Pitch, Po 0.1
9.85
5.33
0.75
0.1
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Table2.MajorRFsystemrequirements.
parameter Required value
<25
Noise temperature, K
Polarization RCP a and LCP b (simultaneous)
> 360
Instantaneous bandwidth, MHz
>65
Aperture emcieney, %
Beam efficiency, _ >90
Right-circular polarization.
b Left-circular polarization.
Table 3. DSS 24 system performance at zenith.
Frequency, Noise Beam Aperture Gain, G/T, Target G/T,
GHz temperature, K efficiency efficiency dB dB/K dB/K
2.86- to 5.35-GHz feed horn
2.86 27.64 0.857 0.774 59.04 44.62 44.31
3.289 25.88 0.877 0.783 60.31 46.18 45.53
3.87 24.21 0.879 0.783 61.72 47.88 46.94
4.54 23.64 0.861 0.788 63.14 49.40 48.33
5.34 23.61 0.881 0.750 64.33 50.60 49.74
5.34- to IO-GHz feed horn
5.34 25.56 0.810 0.787 64.54 50.46 49.74
5.933 25.03 0.803 0.786 65.45 51.47 50.65
7.1 24.60 0.792 0.767 66.90 52.99 52.21
8.45 22.27 0.803 0.757 68.36 54.88 53.72
10.0 23.30 0.772 0.747 69.76 56.09 55.19
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The Flight Performance of the Galileo Orbiter USO 1
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T. P. Krisher
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Telecommunications SystemsSection
Results are presented in this article from an analysis of radio metric data re-
ceived by the DSN stations from the Galileo spacecraft using an Ultrastable Os-
cillator (USO) as a signal source. These results allow the health and performance
of the Galileo USO to he evaluated, and are used to calibrate this Radio Science
instrument and the data acquired for Radio Science experiments such as the Red-
shift Observation, Solar Conjunction, and Jovian occultations. Estimates for the
USO-referenced spacecraft-transmitted frequency and frequency stability have been
made for 82 data acquisition passes conducted between launch (October 1989) and
November 1991. Analyses of the spacecraft-transmitted frequencies show that the
USO is behaving as expected. The USO was powered off and then back on in
August 1991 with no adverse effect on its performance. The frequency stabilities
measured by Allan deviation are consistent with expected values due to thermal
widehand noise and the USO itself at the appropriate thne intervals. The Galileo
USO appears to be healthy and functioning normally in a reasonable manner.
I. Introduction
This is an article on the efforts to characterize the in-
strument used for the Galileo Radio Science investigation.
It discusses the performance of the USO, which, when the
spacecraft and ground elements of the instrument are con-
figured in the one-way mode, is the limiting error source
observed in the received Doppler data at time intervals
where there is sufficient signal power.
1Due to an error in the production of The Telecommunications
and Data Acquisition Progress Report 4_-113, this article is being
reprinted in its entirety.
Galileo was originally scheduled to be launched in May
1986, but was delayed due to the Challenger accident.
Galileo was launched on October 18, 1989, and on De-
cember 5, 1989, the USO was turned on. Galileo acquired
gravity assists from Venus (February 1990) and Earth (De-
cember 1990, December 1992) and will go into orbit around
Jupiter in December 1995. Between December 1989 and
November 1991, 94 one-way passes were scheduled for
2-hr data acquisition periods. However, not all scheduled
passes resulted ill valid data; twelve passes were lost for
various reasons (six were aborted after a spacecraft sating
anomaly early in 1990, four were lost due to a crashed se-
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quence in March-April 1991, and two were lost due to tape
problems). Data for the remaining 82 passes were acquired
by the DSN and delivered to the Galileo Radio Science
Team (RST) for analysis in the form of Archival Track-
ing Data File (ATDF) tapes. Estimates of the spacecraft-
transmitted fi'equency and frequency stability were made
for tile 82 passes conducted during these first two years of
cruise. Each pass consists of about 2 hr of Doppler data
sampled at 1/sec, and hydrogen masers served as tile fre-
quency and timing references. The received Doppler data
were converted into estimates of spacecraft-transmitted
frequencies and frequency residuals after accounting for
spacecraft trajectory and other effects.
II. Purpose
Tile USO-referenced data were acquired for two pur-
poses: (1) the scientific investigation of the redshift phe-
nomenon, which is the frequency shift a_s the spacecraft
moves in and out of the gravitational fields of massive bod-
ies in the solar system as predicted by Einstein's theory
of general relativity, and (2) the engineering evaluation of
the USO frequency and frequency stability for calibration
purposes and to evaluate the health and performance of
the USO. These calibration data serve as a baseline for
Radio Science experiments such as the Redshift Observa-
tion, Solar Corona Experiment, and occultations of J upiter
and its satellites. This article will focus only on the en-
gineering aspects of the USO data. The scientific results
are discussed in [1]. For discussions of the expected sci-
entific results of the Galileo Radio Science investigations,
the reader is referred to [2,3].
The goal of tile USO analysis is thus to establish the
USO-referenced spacecraft-transmitted frequency and the
frequency stability associated with it, as well as phase
noise and spectral purity (when using open-loop data) and
to build a database containing the statistics and all param-
eters relevant to the measurements.
III. Spacecraft Configuration
The Galileo spacecraft configuration for these Radio
Science tests is the normal cruise configuration, with tile
exception of a "TWNC-ON" command which enables the
USO to be the radio downlink reference; this is the mode
required for the redshift experiment and future
occultation investigations. No other changes (e.g., a mod-
ulation index change) were requested for this purpose. The
majority of the tests were performed on a quiet spacecraft
where no maneuvers or other motion were permitted to
occur,
The USO, a science payload instrument integrated with
the spacecraft's telecommunications subsystem, was man-
ufactured by h'equency Electronics Inc., New York, be-
tween 1975 and 1976. The USO which resides in the Ra-
dio Frequency Subsystem (RFS) of the Galileo orbiter is
serial number 4, from the same lot as the USO's flown on
Voyagers 1 and 2. The Voyager 1 USO failed in Novem-
ber 1992 (after 15 yr of continuous service), engendering
concerns about the survival lifetime of tile Galileo USO.
The USO is a dual-oven-controlled device with an AT-cut
quartz-crystal (SiO_) resonator. The design output fre-
quency is i9.125000 MHz corresponding to channel 14.
When the USO is the downlink signal source, it drives the
2.3-GIIz exciter. The output frequency is multiplied in
the transponder by a factor of 120 to produce the 2.3-GHz
transmitted signal (-_2294.9976 MIIz). The 2.3-GHz Trav-
eling Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA) amplifies the signal
it receives from the 2.3-Gttz exciter to either one of two
power levels: the high-power mode (27 W) or the tow-
power mode (9 W). The TWTA has routinely been config-
ured to the high-power mode. The 2.3-GItz TWTA pro-
vides the amplified RF output to the tIigh-Gain Antenna
(IIGA)/Low-Gain Antenna (LGA) transmit switch of the
2.3-GIIz antenna switch, which connects the outputs of
the 2.3-Gttz TWTA's to either the HGA or the LGA. If
the HGA is ever successfully deployed, an 8A-GHz trans-
mitted signal will also become available and will be 11/3
of the 2.3-GIIz signal frequency.
All of the data acquired were at 2.3 Gltz and right cir-
cularly polarized. The signal was transmitted fi'om the
spacecraft via either LGA-1 or LGA-2. LGA-1 is located
on the spacecraft spin-axis in front of the HGA tip sun-
shade. LGA-2 is located on a boom 3.58 m away from
the spin axis, and is pointed in the direction opposite that
of IIGA and LGA-1. Both LGAs work at 2.3 GHz only.
LGA-2 was utilized for tile period right after launch and
the period right after the Earth 1 encounter. The time
periods of the spacecraft LGA configuration for tile data
set analyzed in this article are:
10/18/89 to 03/15/90 LGA-2
03/15/90 to 12/08/90 LGA-1
12/08/90 to 01/31/91 LGA-2
01/31/91 to 11/30/91 LGA-1
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The Galileo spacecraft is a spin-stabilized spacecraft which
rotates at about 3 rpm.
IV. Ground Data System Configuration
The DSN configuration was that of normal cruise track-
ing with the addition of the Radio Science subsystem to
acquire open-loop data for certain passes. The radio met-
ric data were sampled at a rate of 1/sec using a loop filter
bandwidth of 10 Hz. For all of the passes, hydrogen masers
were the frequency and timing references at the ground
stations. The overall stability of the ground system (fre-
quency reference, receiver, cables, etc.) is expected to be
at about 1 x 10 -1_ at 1000 sec, which is far more stable
than the USO.
Tile open-loop receiver utilized a 100-Hz bandwidth
filter and a sampling rate of 200 per sec. Data were
recorded on 1600-bpi or 6250-bpi Original Data Record
(ODR) tapes which were delivered to the Galileo RST.
V. Data Products
The following data products are received for each pass
assuming they were requested and no failures occurred:
(1) an ATDF tape containing the closed-loop Doppler
data, (2) an ODR tape containing the open-loop data
records (when applicable), (3) a pass folder from the DSN
containing copies of frequency predictions, operator logs
and related material, and (4) a spacecraft trajectory vec-
tor file from the Galileo Navigation group. References on
interface agreements and software interface specifications
for the data products are available from the Radio Science
System's Group Library. The data products are received,
logged, validated (tapes only), and archived by the Radio
Science Data Production System.
VI. Analysis Software and Techniques
The analysis was performed on tile Radio Science Sup-
port System Radio Occultation Data Analysis Network
(RODAN) computer which includes a Prime 4050 com-
puter, a Floating Point Systems (FPS) array processor,
two magnetic tape drives and other peripherals. The sys-
tem is accessible by a set of IBM PS/2 terminals as well
as two Sun workstations.
Although the analysis tools used for this work were
inherited from the Voyager Project, there were enough
differences in configuration and procedures in the Gali-
leo Project that nontrivial modifications were made to
the software and the techniques. The analysis software
was upgraded to estimate more accurately the spacecraft-
transmitted fi.equency and the frequency residuals used
for the stability analysis, including installation of code to
model the effects introduced by a spinning spacecraft.
The data were processed by the STBLTY software pro-
gram set. Figure 1 is a block diagram displaying the in-
terconnection of the component programs with the various
input data types, intermediate files, and output files. The
functions of each of the component programs are described
below.
PLLDEC: If open-loop data are to be processed, the
phase-lock-loop program PLLDEC is utilized to perform
signal detection on the digitized open-loop samples read
from the input ODR or Intermediate Data Record (IDR)
tapes. The detected frequencies and time tags are written
to an output file (F36), and the open-loop receiver tuning
(POCA) frequencies are written to a separate file (F33).
OCEP: In the case of closed-loop data, OCEP reads
the Doppler counts and Doppler extractor reference fre-
quency from an input ATDF tape, converts these to sky
frequencies, and writes the time-tagged sky-frequency data
and related information to the F50 disk file. In the case
of open-loop data, OCEP reads the PLLDEC output files
(F36, F33), converts to sky frequencies and writes the time
tags, sky frequencies and other related information to the
F50 disk file.
GETTRAJ: Reads the spacecraft state vectors from the
Navigation Team-provided Celestial Reference Set (CRS)
file, performs vector manipulations and light-time solu-
tions, and writes a disk file (F45) containing the time-
tagged spacecraft position and velocity vectors relative to
the Sun and the observing DSN station. Details of the
orbit-determination solutions determined by Galileo navi-
gation used to generate the trajectory files are given else-
where [4].
RESID: Reads the sky frequencies from the OCEP
output file (F50), and the trajectory vectors from the
GETTRAJ output file (F45). Model downlink sky fi'e-
quencies are estimated from the trajectory vectors, and
are corrected for troposphere, spacecraft spin, gravita-
tional redshift and, if applicable, the spinning off-axis
LGA-2-induced Doppler signature. RESID estimates the
spacecraft-transmitted frequency at the time tag of the
first data point, and computes the frequency residuals by
differencing the observed sky frequencies fi'om the esti-
mated sky frequencies for each data point. The tropo-
sphere model is a simple zenith path delay translated
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to the line-of-sight elevation angle. A spacecraft spin
model correction is applied to the estimated downlink fre-
quency and residuals. The magnitude of this correction
depends upon whether the spacecraft was in all-spin mode
(0.0481 Itz) or dual-spin mode (0.0525 Hz). The sign of
this correction depends upon whether the signal source was
LGA-1 or LGA-2. RESID writes the residual frequencies
and related information to the F52 output file.
Relativistic effects, including the gravitational redshift,
are modeled in the analysis, and removed from the data.
The results of the scientific analysis of these effects, the
first test of the solar redshift with an interplanetary space-
craft, indicate that the total frequency variation as pre-
dicted by general relativity has been verified to an accu-
racy of 0.5 percent and the solar gravitational redshift to
1 percent [1]. Therefore, it can be stated with a reasonable
degree of confidence that the redshift effect is removed to
the stated accuracy.
STBLTY: Reads the RESID output file (F52), com-
putes and applies a bias correction to the spacecraft-
transmitted-frequency estimate relative to the center of
weight of the residuals over the pass, and computes phase,
Allan variance, frequency and phase power spectral densi-
ties (PSD's), and other relevant statistics, and writes the
relevant information for the current pass to a database
summary file. STBLTY also produces plots of relevant
data quantities.
Once all of the USO passes have been processed through
the above programs, the database file will contain a set of
records for each processed pass. This file is then processed
through the following two programs:
FITUSO: Reads the USO frequencies from tlm data-
base, and fits and removes an aging model. The resulting
post-fit residuals are written to a previously blank field
in the database. The user can specify how many passes
to skip, how many passes to accept and where the break
between logarithmic and linear aging behavior occurs.
USOSMRY: Reads the USO database and displays
graphically any requested quantities from a menu of avail-
able data types.
VII. Analysis Results
A. General Single Pass Results
Of 94 scheduled USO-referenced data acquisition
passes, 82 were processed through the STBLTY program
set. Each pass was typically 2 hr in duration. All data pro-
cessed were closed-loop data acquired by the Deep Space
Stations (DSS's) sampled at 1/see. Table 1 displays the
year, day number, UTC start time, UTC end time, DSS
station identification, signal level (AGC), and estimated
spacecraft-transmitted frequency for each pass. Figure 2
displays a typical plot of the residuals after the removal
of the spacecraft trajectory, the gravitational redshift, a
simple troposphere model, and the effect of the spacecraft
spin when LGA-1 is the signal source. Figure 3 displays
the frequency residuals after every 60 points have been av-
eraged, allowing'long-period trends to be examined easily.
Figure 4 displays the reconstructed phase for the residuals
of Fig. 2. Figure 5 is the log of the Allan deviation for the
residuals of Fig. 2. Figures 6 and 7 display the logs of the
frequency spectral density and phase spectral density, re-
spectively, for the residuals of Fig. 2. The spikes at about
0.05 Hz are related to the 3-rpm spacecraft spin.
B. LGA-2-1nduced Spin Doppler Example
When LGA-2 is the signal source, there is a significant
sinusoidal signature present in the received Doppler due
to LGA-2 being mounted on a boom located 3.58 m from
the spacecraft spin axis. Figure 8 displays a typical plot of
frequency residuals for a pass where LGA-2 was used, after
the trajectory and other effects were removed. Figure 9
clearly illustrates the sinusoida] signature for a selected
200-see period.
In order to remove this signature from the data, a
three-parameter sinusoidal model was iteratively fit to the
Doppler residuals of Fig. 8. This model includes an ampli-
tude, a frequency and a phase offset. After the model was
successfully fit and removed, the resulting post-fit residuals
(see Fig. 10) yielded Allan deviations consistent with those
of LGA-1 passes, suggesting that the three-parameter si-
nusoidal model is sufficient for removal of the spin-induced
Doppler signature.
For three passes where LGA-2 was the signal source,
91-01-14 (91-014), 90-01-09 (90-009) and 90-12-10 (90-
345), dynamic activity occurred on board the spacecraft
which introduced phase shifts into the data. The result
is that the fit of the sinusoidal model failed to remove
all of the induced off-axis LGA-2 Doppler signature, re-
sulting in residuals as exemplified in Fig. 11 for pass 91-
014. In this specific case, tape-recorder motion was known
to occur, where the envelope changes in Fig. 11 correlate
with the tape-recorder start and stop times. Figure 12
illustrates the resulting degradation to the Allan devia-
tion (compare with Fig. 5). Pass 90-345 occurred after the
Earth 1 flyby where several activities occurred on board
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the spacecraft which introduced dynamic motion. Stator
prepositioning commands introduced dynamic motion on
the spacecraft during the data acquisition period for pass
90-009. In these cases, the dynamic activity was assumed
to be symmetric about the center of weight of the space-
craft and thus appeared not to have biased the estimated
spacecraft-transmitted frequencies which are determined
at the first data point, and then corrected to the center
of weight of the full data span. The Allan deviations for
these passes were, however, degraded.
C. Solar Interference Example
Figure 13 displays the residuals for pass 91-03-05 (91-
064) where several solar disturbances occurred during that
day including the period of the data acquisition. The
degradations in the observed Doppler noise measurements
from the closed-loop system are consistent with those ex-
pected from solar interference. 1 This was the only pass
in this data set where this behavior was observed. The
estimated spacecraft-transmitted frequency appears rea-
sonable; however, the Allan deviations were degraded as
expected.
D. Stability Analysis Results
The Allan deviation i_ the recommended measure of os-
cillator stability for time-domain signal processing. For all
82 passes, the Allan deviations are displayed in Figs. 14-17
for 1-, 10-, 100- and 1000-see time intervals, respectively.
Outlier points are annotated with the year and day number
of the pass (Y1LDOY). Note that outlier points are espe-
cially apparent for time intervals of 10, 100 and 1000 sec.
These include (1) the three LGA-2 passes, 900109 (90-
009), 901210 (90-345), and 910114 (91-014), where dy-
namic events occurred on the spacecraft, (2) the suspected
solar interference pass, 910305 (91-064), (3) three passes,
900330 (90-089), 911019 (91-292) and 911130 (91-334),
where the cause of the degradation is not known, but is
possibly due to ground equipment problems, and (4) the
first two passes after initial turn-on, 89-341 and 89-350,
where the significant increasing frequency dynamics ad-
versely dominated the Allan deviation measurements at
1000 sec (see Fig. 17).
When the outlier passes are removed, the resulting Al-
lan deviation plots for the remaining passes at 1-, 10-, 100-
and 1000-see time intervals are displayed in Figs. 18-21,
respectively.
1 R. _Voo, personal communication, Radio Frequency and Microwave
Subsystems Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Califor-
nia, August 1992.
The measured means and errors of the Allan devia-
tions are given in Table 2 for each time interval (outlier
passes were removed as well as three passes where the data
were insufficient to estimate Allan deviations at 1000 see).
The pre-flight Allan deviation measurements of the Ga-
lileo USO for these time intervals are also presented in
Table 2._ The pre-flight measurements were performed at
the JPL Hydrogen Maser Test Facility on May 1, 1980.
Figure 22 is a plot of the measured flight Allan deviation
averages with the complete set of pre-flight measurements
superimposed.
For 1 and lfl sec, the flight-measured Allan deviations
significantly exceed the pre-flight Allan deviations. This
was expected since it is known that wideband thermal sys-
tem noise (white phase noise) dominates at these time in-
tervals due to the low signal-to-noise ratios resulting from
using Galileo's low-gain antennas. The flight-measured Al-
lan deviations agree with estimates derived from the mea-
sured signal levels, system noise temperatures and receiver
bandwidths. The Allan deviations at I sec (Fig. 18) and
10 sec (Fig. 19) also correlate with spacecraft range (com-
pare with Fig. 23). If the HGA ever becomes available,
and if there is an opportunity to turn off the telemetry
modulation to increase the signal strength, there will be
better visibility of the true USO performance at the 1-see
and 10-see time intervals.
The flight-measured Allan deviations at 100 and
1000 sec agree well with the corresponding pre-flight values
in Table 2 and Fig. 22. This implies that the flight data
are dominated by the true behavior of the USO at these
time intervals. The hump at 70 sec in the pre-flight values
in Fig. 22 has been attributed to the thermal oscillation
of the inner oven current driven by noise. 3 The consis-
tent behavior of the flight data between 100 and 1000 sec
with the pre-flight measurements at these time intervals
implies that this effect is visible in the flight data. In the
absence of this thermal cycling, one would then expect the
Allan deviation behavior to be flat over these time scales,
and thus be consistent with flicker frequency noise. The
expected noise due to unmodeled media fluctuations lies
well below this level at these time intervals.
The Allan deviation behavior for the flight data mea-
surements can be broken down into several regions. The
2 A. Kirk, "Frequency Stability Measurements of Galileo Project
High Stability Crystal Oscillators," JPL 331-TRAK-800527 (inter-
nal document), Jet Prop_dsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
May l, 1980.
3 G. E. Wood, personal communication, Telecommunications Sys-
tems SecLion, Jet Proplflslon Laboratory, Pasadena. California,
February 1992
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Allan deviation in the 1- to 10-sec region falls roughly
as r-l, characteristic of white phase noise dominating at
these time intervals. The USO behavior here is masked by
this noise at these time scales. The behavior of the region
from 100 to 1000 sec can be interpreted as being consistent
with the known inner-oven thermal cycling effect being su-
perimposed on a flicker frequency noise floor (using the
pre-flight measurement information). Between 1000 sec to
about 40,000 sec, one can assume a continuation of the
flicker noise floor upon inspection of the pre-flight mea-
surements and error bars. The 17-mHz rms scatter of the
estimated flight frequencies about an aging model (see Sec-
tion VII.F) is consistent with the random walk inferred by
extrapolating the pre-flight Allan deviation measurements
as r 1/2 to a weekly time interval, but could include some
unknown mismodeling.
E. Signal Levels
The USO passes have relatively low signal levels as ex-
hibited in tile plot of spacecraft signal levels (AGC) of
Fig. 24. The observed values of the Allan deviations at
small time intervals are consistent with those derived for
thermal noise theory using measurements of system noise
temperature and the measured signal levels presented in
this plot. The AGC correlates well with spacecraft range
(Fig. 23).
After correcting the received signal levels displayed
in Fig. 24 for receiver station antenna gain, space loss,
spacecraft LGA antenna gain, and telemetry state carrier
suppression, the resulting spacecraft-transmitted 2.3-GHz
power levels at the RFS/antenna subsystem interface of
the spacecraft were computed. The 42.2-dBm mean value
of the LGA-2 passes was in good agreement with the ex-
pected power level, while the 40.0-dBm mean value for tile
LGA-1 passes was about 2 dB lower than the expected
power level) The resulting rms scatters of about 2 dB
were consistent with the known calibration uncertainties
at the ground stations.
F. Analysis of Spacecraft-Transmitted Frequency
Measurements
The frequency transmitted by tlle spacecraft was es-
timated for all 82 passes. Figure 25 displays the USO-
referenced spacecraft-transmitted frequencies as estimated
by STBLTY. Each point on the plot is the USO frequency
4 A. Makovsky, Galileo Orbiter Functional Requirements, module
Galileo Orbiter Telecommunications Functional Requirement Doc-
ument, JPL Document 625-205, 3-300B (internal document), Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, May 9, 1989.
estimated at the first time tag for that pass and then cor-
rected to the center of weight of all of the residuals over
that pass. The assigned uncertainties of the estimated
frequencies run about 3 mHz and are dominated by the
uncertainty inferred from not performing an ionospheric
correction. The plot is annotated with tile times the USO
was powered on and off. The time axis is in days since
January 1, 1989. The USO was initially powered on in
flight on December 5, 1989 (DOY 339). There was one
instance of cycling the USO off (91-217) and then back on
(91-228) in this data set.
A preliminary pass of a few minutes' duration was con-
ducted shortly after initial turn-on on December 5, 1989
(and after tile inter-oven current was allowed to stabilize),
in order to verify operation of the USO. Here the frequency
was observed to be increasing at a very high rate and ex-
hibited dynamic behavior due to early impurity migration
and/or stress relief resulting in the very poor stability ex-
pected shortly after turn-on. The first valid USO pass was
conducted on December 7, 1989, several hours after initial
turn-on.
Changes in the USO frequency with time are referred to
as resonator aging. In general, the principal causes of ag-
ing are stress relief in the mounting structure of the crystal
unit, mass transfer to or from the resonator's surface due
to adsorption or desorption of contamination, changes in
the oscillator circuitry, and possibly changes in the quartz
[5]. Aging effects seen in this data set likely include sur-
face liberation of impurities, impurity migration across and
within the crystal, and linear aging (diffusion). The sig-
nificant positive logarithmic increase in frequency shortly
after initial turn-on (see Fig. 25) is probably due to the lib-
eration of contamination on the crystal resonator surfaces
which were acquired during the long period of inoperation
prior to launch. _ The USO was powered off for much of the
time that the spacecraft was dormant on the ground prior
to launch (1986-1989). The linear region is expected to be
reached after the USO has been turned on for a sufficiently
long enough period of time such that the only significant
aging mechanism is diffusion. The curvature observed for
the 6 passes conducted after the USO was cycled off and
back on in August 1991 could be attributed to stress relief
and migration of impurities.
During tile first USO-on cycle (December 1989 to Au-
gust 1991), 76 passes of USO data were acquired. Each
pass consisted of about 2 hr of 1/sec sampled Doppler
5 R. L. Sydnor, personal communication, Communications Systems
Research Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
September 3, 1992.
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(Fig. 26). An aging model was removed from the esti-
mated spacecraft-transmitted frequencies for this period
so that the resulting residuals could be analyzed and re-
maining error sources identified. The model removed was
of a combination logarithmic curve and a linear aging drift:
],/_ = Cl log_[c2 (t - to) + 1] + c3 + c4 (t - to)
fort <tb
L/,=C_+CG(t-tb) for t >__lb
where to is the time tag of the first data point, and tb is the
time tag of the first data point of where the linear aging
reahn begins. C1 through C6 are constant coefficients,
which were estimated by least-squares analysis.
The initial attempt to fit this model over the data ac-
quired during the first USO-on cycle resulted in the residu-
als displayed in Fig. 27. A large systematic variation is ev-
ident for passes occurring shortly after the USO was pow-
ered on, suggesting that the model is insufficient for this
period. The rms scatter of the residuals is about 48 mHz
with a X_ of 272. Since the behavior of the USO is known
to be complex during this period and not easily modeled
(initial stabilization phenomena mask the aging behavior),
the first 12 passes were deleted, and the model was fit to
the remaining 64 passes (see Fig. 28). The corresponding
post-fit residual plot of Fig. 29 displays significantly less
scatter and no significant systematic variation. The rms
residual scatter of this fit was 17 mHz with a X_n of 35.
It is believed that the 17-mtlz variations are due to the
random walk of the USO or mismodeling. In an attempt
to identify any mismodeling, the post-fit residuals were ex-
amined against troposphere correction, spacecraft-Earth-
Sun angle, elevation angle, spacecraft range, signal level
(AGC), gravitational redshift correction, station identifi-
cation, USO oven current (from telemetry), and spacecraft
temperatures (from telemetry). No apparent correlations
or trends were detected. The observed 17-mIIz scatter is
consistent with random walk behavior, as discussed previ-
ously (see Section VII.D).
The logarithmic time constant C_ -1 was estimated to
be about 71 days. The turnover of the curve occurred
259 days after initial turn-on. The slope of the linear aging
region was estimated to be -1.50 x 10 -7 Hz/sec, which
is in agreement with the measured slope of the Voyager 2
USO (-1.28 x 10 -7 ttz/sec). 6 This translates to an aging
6 S. W. Asmar, and P. M. Eshe, "Evaluation of the USO Perfor-
mance - Final Report," JPL IOM Voyager-RSST-90-121 (internal
document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, Jan-
uary 17, 1990.
rate over a 1-day period of -5.6 x 10 -a2, which shows
that the USO is drifting well below its specification of 5 x
10-11/day. 7
In an attempt to verify when the USO had reached
its linear aging realm, different subsets of the last several
passes in Fig. 28 were subjected to linear fits of frequency
versus time. Initial fits of the last 31 passes prior to first
turn-off (90-262 to 91-154), and the last 21 passes (90-
360 to 91-154) displayed a signature in the residuals with
significant curvature. A linear fit of the last 19 passes (91-
006 to 91-154) showed no significant residual signature and
yielded results consistent with the logarithmic and linear
combination fit discussed previously. This implies that the
Galileo USO required a little over a year of operation time
prior to reaching its linear aging realm.
It is preferred that once the USO is switched on, it
is left on so that it is allowed to reach the linear aging
realm where it should remain for the duration of the Gali-
leo activities. The linear aging realm allows one-way Radio
Science experiments, such as the gravitational redshift ex-
periment, and planetary occultations, to be accurately cal-
ibrated. Since August 1991, the USO was switched offand
back on in support of cooling turns as part of the effort to
fi'ee the HGA stuck ribs (in conjunction with correspond-
ing warming turns). The USO and its heater were powered
off on August 5, 1991 (91-217). There were 6 passes con-
ducted after the USO was powered back on August 16,
1991 (91-228). The estimated spacecraft-transmitted fre-
quencies for these passes display a smooth continuity in
time (see Fig. 30). A simple four-parameter aging model
was fit to these fi.equencies yielding a post-fit rms scat-
ter of 3 mlIz. Although the number of points and the
time period were insufficient to infer an accurate linear
aging rate, this result suggests that the USO is behaving
in a reasonable manner during this period. The USO was
again turned off after this time period. If the USO had
been allowed to remain on, it was expected that not. as
long of a period would be required for it to reach its linear
aging realm as it did during the first on-off data set (89-
341 to 91-154). The Allan deviations appear consistent
with those of the first on_off data set, although two of the
passes have somewhat higher values.
G. Retrace
If the USO and its heater are turned off, and then
turned back on, the crystal will oscillate at a different fre-
quency which is difficult to predict. This phenomenon
r A. Gussner, "Summary of Galileo USO Testing," JPL IOM 3364-
80-080 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
CMiforltla, August 20, 1980.
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known as retrace is defined as the nonrepeatability of the
frequency versus temperature characteristic at a fixed tem-
perature upon on_off cycling of the oscillator [5]. An exam-
ple of retrace is the 12-Hz jump between passes on 91-154
and 91-247 (see Fig. 25). Between these passes, the USO
and its oven were turned off for an 11-day period in August
1991. Several mechanisms which can cause retrace include
strain changes, changes in the quartz, oscillator circuitry
changes, contamination redistribution in the crystal enclo-
sure and apparent hysteresis [5].
H. Assessment of Environmental Effects
The frequency of the USO can change due to variations
in environmental parameters which include temperature,
pressure, acceleration, magnetic field, and radiation. The
crystal frequency is also dependent on the power level. Dis-
cussions are presented in [5-7] on the effects of the various
phenomena on the behavior of crystal oscillator devices.
The Galileo USO was designed to minimize the effects
of magnetic fields. A worst-case estimate of the magnetic
field of the spacecraft in the environment of the USO found
that the resulting fluctuations in frequency were expected
to be negligible for the 10- to 1000-see time intervals, s
Since the USO is oven-controlled so as to maintain a
constant temperature, and the crystal temperature is de-
signed to operate at an optimum point on the f versus T
curve, noise due to temperature fluctuations is expected
to be insignificant.
The majority of the USO passes were conducted dur-
ing quiescent periods on the spacecraft when there was no
8 R. Postal, "A Concern of USO Stability as a Function of Magnetic
Field," JPL IOM 3362-87,019 (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, June 3, 1987.
scheduled dynamic activity. The few known exceptions of
dynamic activity involved no net thrusts on the spacecraft.
Acceleration effects on the spacecraft USO are considered
to be negligible.
It is assumed that in the deep space environment,
changes due to atmospheric pressure and humidity are vir-
tually nonexistent. Pre-launch testing showed that the
Galileo USO exhibited spikes of less than 1 mHz during
changes in pressure. 9
Due to the high level of shielding, no charged particles
are expected to hit the crystal during cruise. High-energy
particles are expected to be stopped by the lead shielding,
producing photons which could possibly hit the crystal. 1°
The level of radiation reaching the crystal during the cruise
phase is expected to cause negligible shifts in frequency.
The USO frequency could, however, shift about 1 Hz dur-
ing passage through the Jovian radiation belts. 11
VIII. Conclusion
The Galileo USO appears to be healthy and functioning
in a reasonable manner based on tile analysis presented in
this article. The evaluation of the Radio Science instru-
ment will continue for the duration of the Galileo radio
propagation investigations.
9 A. Gussner, "Summary of Galileo Ultra Stable Oscillator (USO)
Testing," JPL IOM 3364-80-080 (internal document), Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, August 20, 1980.
10(3. E. Wood, personal communication, Telecommunications Sys-
tems Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
February 1993.
]l G. E. Wood, "Radiation Testing of Ultra Stable Oscillator S/N
004," JPL IOM 3396-76-095 (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, August 20, 1976.
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Table 1. Galileo USO pass summary.
Start End DSS AGC,
hr:min:sec hr:min:sec id. dBm
(Spacecraft-Transmitted Frequency
- 2294997000), Hz
21:34:22
00:02:40
22:35:42
17:09:45
17:37:22
17:34:22
16:10:46
16:00:09
15:33:51
10:50:57
03:00:00
00:19:29
19:44:31
02:10:12
23:08:28
00:17:51
02:12:12
02:19:06
00:41:32
19:13:51
00:09:38
22:18:28
22:14:52
00:47:05
20:46:51
23:21:02
09:26:40
23:22:03
19:55:00
19:17:45
19:18:09
18:14:,16
15:18:15
16:19:35
18:20:15
14:48:37
18:19:45
21:17:32
21:12:49
20:43:23
18:14:37
15:I 7:38
19:44:31
01:41:02
19:13:26
23:27:59 14 - 149.5
01:57:59 14 -142.4
00:00:59 14 -145.5
18:59:59 14 -149.0
19:26:08 14 -149.6
19:28:11 14 -153.1
17:57:50 14 -156.1
18:00:00 14 -154.3
17:29:59 14 -155.8
12:12:36 63 -155,0
05:19:59 43 --151.6
01:04:57 43 -154.3
21:22:29 43 --153.9
03:26:48 43 -157.4
01:01:01 43 --158.5
O1:55:53 43 - 162.2
03:42:02 43 -159.5
03:28:03 43 -165.0
02:27:47 43 --166.5
20:56:11 43 -167.5
02:03:16 43 -166.8
23:55:22 43 -165.3
23:56:39 43 -167.6
02:26:45 43 -168.0
22:01:00 43 -169.0
00:57:56 43 - 166.5
11:04:42 63 -168.3
01:16:30 43 -167.0
21:48:51 43 -166.9
21:02:08 43 -165.0
19:45:01 43 -165.7
19:43:47 14 -166.6
17:04:29 14 -164.8
18:05:46 14 - 165.7
20:07:25 43 - 165.6
16:34:51 14 -162.8
20:02:33 43 -- 165.0
23:00:05 43 --165.3
22:03:33 43 -- 165.6
22:29:37 43 - 163.7
19:59:44 43 -162.8
17:03:53 14 --168.1
21:24:40 43 -165.5
02:45:10 63 -162.7
20:55:34 43 -161.1
690.321
696.287
699.954
701.425
702.669
703,597
704.134
705.128
705.508
705.895
706.383
706.523
706.855
7O7.295
707.457
707.586
707.987
708.376
708.452
708.708
708.888
709.205
709.422
709.570
709.671
709.875
710.014
710.111
710.166
710.337
710.395
710.457
710.566
710.587
710.634
710.704
710.720
710.737
710.769
710.778
710.775
710.785
710.764
710.757
710.735
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Table 1. (cont'd).
Yea.r DOY
Start End DSS AGC,
hr:min:sec hr:min:sec id. dBm
(Spacecraft-Transmitted Frequency
- 2294997000), Hz
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
91
262
268
274
281
303
312
321
330
345
350
360
4
6
14
16
19
21
26
29
33
36
39
43
49
55
64
73
81
109
141
154
247
259
275
292
318
334
19:26:55
00:30:00
18:56:25
17:12:34
01:44:22
01:16:55
03:18:28
01:13:20
02:14:52
08:18:28
17:09:14
07:32:13
18:01:47
16:55:11
17:04:22
16:05:14
18:04:52
16:07:05
06:07:42
15:58:12
06:07:11
06:05:08
15:05:08
21:21:14
15:35:23
14:05:14
16:23:17
15:08:37
19:02:38
00:02:40
23:04:06
16:39:14
21:28:12
00:59:23
15:15:11
03:54:25
20:41:17
21:11:16 43 -160.5
03:40:00 63 -162.5
20:43:34 43 -160.1
18:54:36 43 --156.9
03:23:19 63 --153.0
02:57:56 63 --148,5
04:58:11 63 --145.1
02:57:56 63 --145.0
03:42:02 42 --138.4
10:12:02 61 -147.7
18:57:41 43 --150.3
07:49:48 63 -149.4
19:58:45 43 --149.1
18:46:30 43 -152.5
18:59:59 43 --151.3
17:59:59 43 -152.5
19:58:57 43 --153.1
17:50:51 43 --154.8
07:58:54 63 -156.1
17:43:56 43 -158.1
07:58:50 63 --162.6
08:01:13 63 -160.9
16:59:59 43 -162.2
23:13:13 43 -160.6
17:30:30 43 --160.7
16:02:30 43 --158.6
18:13:59 43 --160.2
17:02:30 43 --155.4
20:45:14 43 --155.4
01:59:52 63 --157.6
00:59:41 61 -- 164.6
18:23:50 63 -- 167.5
23:11:46 14 --164.8
02:43:34 43 --165.9
17:00:01 63 --168.2
05:29:56 43 --168.1
22:10:45 14 --165.9
710.731
710.706
710.658
710.612
710.495
710,432
710.326
710.271
710.169
710,115
709.991
709.922
709.885
709.792
709.769
709.743
709.709
709.657
709.638
709,577
709,548
709.507
709.459
709.370
709.300
709.173
709.068
708.929
708.563
708.161
707.997
696.304
696.556
696,678
696.728
696.772
696.769
Table 2. Summary of Galileo USO Allan deviations.
Time interval, Measured flight Measured pre-launch
sec X 1012 X 1012
1 29.4 -l- I.I 0.56
I0 3.93 4- 0.17 0.56
I00 0.90 4- 0.03 I.I
1000 0.71 4- 0.03 0.68
Note: Uncertainties are errors in the mean.
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Fig. 15. Allan deviations at 10 sec for the 82 USO passes.
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Fig. 18. Allan deviations at 1 sec for 73 USO passes (outliers
identified in Figs. 14-17 have been removed).
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Fig. 19. Allan deviations at 10 sec for 73 USO passes (outliers
identified in Figs. 14-17 have been removed}.
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frequencies of Fig, 26 after fitting and removing an aging model,
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Fig. 29. Post-fit residuals of estimated spacecraft transmitted
frequencies of Fig. 28 after tilting and removing an aging model.
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Errata
J. Z. Wilcox has submitted the following errata to [1].
Errors due to averaging tropospheric fluctuations over nonzero water-vapor ra-
diometer beamwidths were presented. An error in the numerical integration code
caused reported values to be too large by a factor of 2-10 (the factor depends on
the elevation angle and the beamwidth). Corrected values are included in [2].
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